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PREFACE

rd

The 3 Summer School "Jorge Andre Swieca" in Nu-

clear Physics was held at CENTRECON, Itaipava, Rio de Janeiro

from February 16th to 25th, 1987. It was planned to include

lectures on the state of the art of current research topics

in Nuclear Physics, invited talks on specific research topics

and to provide for several informal discussion sessions in-

volving the lectures and all interested participants.

This 3r School was the first international one;

lectures from Brazil, Europe and USA and students from South

America stand the efficient infrastructure and pleasant sur-

rounding offered by CENTRECON. The beauty of the mountains

around Itaipava certainly impregnated all of us and the at-

mosphere during the School was in perfect harmony with the

surroundings.

We would like to thank the lectures and invited

speaker in particular for the careful preparation of the

manuscripts contained in this volume and for the effort de-

voted to motivate the students with many informal discussions.

We would also like to thank the participants in general and

specially the students for their very enthusiastic engagement

during the full period of the School. Finally we acknowledge

the financial support of CNEN, CNPq, FAPESP, SBF-FINEF, USF.

C.L. Lima

E. Medeiros

M.C. Nemes

E. Wolynec

The Organizing Committee
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1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Though the theory of relativistic electron scattering had
been written by Mott and Miller in the early 1930's. it was
not until 20 years later that Scott. Hanson and Lyman (1951)
measured the first differential cross section for the
scattering of electrons at relativistic energies. A 15.7 MeV
electron beam from the Illinois betatron was scattered by
nylon (Ĉ 2H->->O->N->> foils. Both electron-eiectron and
electron-nuclear' collisions were found to agree with the
relativistic theories, and at the highest momentum transfer
available in these studies even the nuclear size effect could
be observed for the first time. Due to the low energies and
small currents available at the betatrons, only phenomena of
a large spatial extension could be invest gated. notably the
collective coherent motion of the nucleus* in the giant dipole
mode.

The history of present-day electron scattering began only a
few years later at the Stanford linear accelerator Mark III.
The new technology which became available at that time was
the klystron, with its ability to accelerate the electrons by
intense high-frequency radio pulses. The pioneering work in
the field has been reviewed by Hofstadter (1956). The
original data for scattering from alpha particles (see
fig.1.1) show the basic phenomena, which have been with us
ever since: elastic and inelastic scattering, the quasi-free
peak, meson production. Within an amazingly short period the
gross features of the field had been investigated. A
systematic study of nuclear radii and simple models of charge
distributions was performed, and a first. survey of
excitations of collective levels and of electrodisintegration
was obtained. In particular, it was found that nuclei were

fMwrwwv

Fig.1.1 Elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons from
the alpha particle at 400 MeV and 60° (Hofstadter,
1956). The area labeled "mesons" refers to negative
pions produced in the target and emerging with the
same momentum as the corresponding scattered
electrons. The free proton peak is shown for
comparison.

considerably smaller and, consequently, had much higher
density than previously derived from hadronic processes. The
constant in the well-known formula for the radius of a
uniform sphere, R^rQA , was determined to approach ro^L.2
x 10"* cm for he.avy nuclei.

The thr^e decades fo i lowing th is pioneering work hav?
extraordinary development of nuclear 3trui:!:ur« af. mi

j r ,



electromagnetic interactions. An energy resolution of a few
tens of keV can not* be achieved with the help of energy-loss
spectroneters. The average beam intensity has increased up to
a few hundreds of uA» compared to a few iu~* uA in the early
days. A contmous improvement of beam quality umi detection
equipment^makes is possible to measure cross sections down tc
10"-*8 cm*. With energies of hundreds of GeV, accelerator
projects have long passed nuclear physics on their way to
asymptotia.

With the advent of the electron accelerator we have seen an
enormous growth of information from photo- and electronuclear
experiments. The electromagnetic interaction has turned out
to be the ideal probe to investigate the hadronic structure
of nuclei and elementary particles. The interaction,
described by quantum electrodynamics, is sufficiently weak to
be calculated by perturbation theory. To the lowest order of

V
100 1000

Fig. 1.2 Mean free path of photons, pions and protons in
nuclei, X=(ptftot> , plotted against )P£&m energy E.
For comparison: diameters of 1 2C and 2 0 8Pb.

one-photon exchange, reaction and structure aspects can be
separated in a model-independent way. Due to the relatively
weak interaction, the mean free path of photons is of the
order of 100-1000 fm such that the whole volume of the
nucleus can be explored. In this sense the electromagnetic
interaction is complementary to hatiron scattering with a mean
free path of typically 1 fm, which is mainly sensitive to the
nuclear surface (Fig.1.2).

A huge number of nuclei and nuclear levels ha3 been explored
in great detail. By now, a new level of precision in energy
resolution, beam stability .and particle defection h.as b<?«sn
reached, which has made electron accelerators the precision
tool in nuclear structure investigations. Such experi



include measurements of ground state charge distributions
with an accuracy of ' about l\. rotational levels with an
energy resolution of less than 50 keV. magnetization
distributions for high spin nuclei, higher giant multipole
resonances, quasi-free and deep inelastic electron
scattering, photo- and electronuclear reactions and total
photonuclear absorption cross sections (for a summary see:
Drechstl, 1982). The richness of these data and the accuracy
of their theoretical interpretation have greatly improved our
kno ledge about the structure of nuclei and the effective
interaction of bound nucleons.

Since the turn of the century, three outstanding experiments
have led us to our present understanding of the building
blocks of matter. Each of them has revealed a deeper layer of
structure in terms of "partons". The strange events of
«-particle back-scattering on atoms led Rutherford (1911) to
conclude that the mass of the atom is concentrated in a tiny
region of space, the atomic nucleus. With the discovery of
the neutron by Chadwick (1932) in the early 1930s, the
substructure of the nucleus in terms of nucleons emerged. The
first information on the parton structure of the nucleon was
obtained by Panofsky and collaborators (1968) in deep
inelastic electron-proton scattering.

Due to its internal structure, the nucleon differs from an
ideal Dirac particle in three aspects:
(I) The particle acquires a finite size, which leads to a

dependence of the form factor on momentum transfer q,
F<q'=lrq?<r >/6*...*l, with a "root mean square" radius
r=<r2>1'2. In the case of the proton, we find
rp=0.86fm, which would correspond to a uniform density
distribution with an "equivalence radius" RQ=1.11 fm.
For comparison, the carrier of the nuclear forces at
long distances, the pion, has a radius rw=0.65 fm.
Neutrons may be visualized as a positive core
surrounded by a negative cloud with zero total charge.
At small momentum transfer, the measured form factor is
Fn(q)=(1.95i0.03)10"

2 fm2 q 2*Cq 4].

(II) There appear anomalous magnetic moments, in particular
u =2.793*1 and un=-l.913*0 for proton and neutron,
respectively.

(Ill) Composite particles have an excitation spectrum. In the
case of the nucieon N(938>, i.e. with a mass of 938
MeV, there appear resonances with various spin and
isospin quantum numbers at excitation energies of a few
hundred MeV, At 1232), NM1440) etc.

These aspects of internal structure are strongly interwoven.
In particular, a particle which has a finite size must also
have a spectrum of excited states, unfortunately, our present
models of nucleons (see fig.1.3) in terms of quarks (MIT bag
model), quarks and mesons (chiral bag models, nontopological
solitons) and meson fields (topological solitons, Skyrmions)
cannot yet describe the observed structure effects in a
quantitative way. However, it is obvious that such composite
particles may be polarized in the nuclear environment, ,*n<i by



Fig.1.3 Schematic view of dynamical models of nucleons:
(a) MIT bag model with 3 colored quarks, interacting
by gluon exchange and confined by the pressure of the
surrounding vacuum, (b) chiral bag models of a small
quark bag surrounded by a pion cloud, or
nontopological solitons of coexisting quarks and
mesons, (c) intrinsic deformation of a quark bag by
the noncentral quark-pion interaction, (d)
topological solitons, Skyrmions as stable solutions
of a nonlinear field equation, hedgehog model with
radial structure of isospins.

now there exists considerable evidence that the properties of
a bound nucleon change. At this interface of nuclear and
particle physics, it has been established that a nucleus is
not simply an ensemble of non-interacting nucleons.
In fact, electro- and photonuclear experiments have given the
cleanest indication of deviations from the classical picture
of the nucleus. Phenomena that cannot be explained within the
framework of a traditional nuclear A-body system include,
e.g. :
- The systematic difficulty to describe nuclear binding
energies and charge densities (rms radii, central density)
at the same time: in particular, the lack of theoretical
understanding of the hole in the center of H and He
isotopes «McCarthy, 1977; Sick, 1978),

- influences of meson exchange currents on the
electrodisintegration of the deuteron at high momentum but
low energy transfer (Simon, 1976),

- the failure of conventional theories to describe the
forward photodismtegration of the deuteron (Hughes,
1976) ,

- the substantial (30%) reduction of nuclear photoabsorption
in comparison with a system of free nucleons (Ahrena, 198U;
Arends, 1981; Ziegler, 1979),

- the filling-in of the minimum between quasi-free peak and A
resonance in deep inelastic electron scattering IBarreau,
1981; Mougey, 1973), and

- the asymptotic dependence of che torn factors for eiasti»-
scattering and nheir relation with the quark or parton
content of the wave function (Arnel.i, l'}~i'?; 3r:n2skv,
1976» .



Some of these discrepancies have been understood in terms of
mesonic currents, excitation of isobars or relativistic
effects. There are other experiments, however, which have
escaped theoretical explanation in a persistent manner. At
higher energies there are the results of the European Muon
Collaboration that the ratio of the structure functions for
H and ^"Fe differ markedly as function of the Bjorken
scaling variable. These data have been corroborated by SLAC
experiments, and have invigorated speculations that our
present interpretation of a nucleus in terms of basically
point nucleons and mesons has to be changed in a more radical
fashion by introducing explicit effects of quark degrees of
freedom (Aubert, 1983; Bodek, 1983; Pirner, 1981).Indeed, the
growing understanding of nucleon and nuclear structure in
terms of quark bag models (Brodsky, 1982; Brown, 1981;
Chodos, 1974; Oe Grand, 1975; Miller, 1980; Rho, 1981; Vento
1980) and quark pair exchange forces (Faessler 1982; Harvey,
1981; Weber 1982) offer a rich field for new models at small
internucleon distances.

Since nucleons are tightly packed in nuclei, a detailed
analysis of the properties of bound nucleons could well give
the final clue necessary to understand the confinement region
of quantum chromodynamics (Fig. 1.4):

Fig.1.4 Schematic view of the tight packing of 3 quark bags
in JHe, possibly leading to: (a) changes of bag size
or influences on the "breathing mode" of bags, (b)
stabilization of an intrinsic deformation (quadrupole
degree of freedom) , or (c) coalescence of bags and
locally colored substructures.

a) The size of hadron bags is determined by the balance of
motion and binding of the quarks and an outside pressure
of the "vacuum", which results in a confinement and a
specific radius of the particle. The "breathing mode",
i.e. the resonance corresponding to a periodical increase
and decrease of the nucleon, is probably given by the
NM1440). In view of the fact that the vacuum in a nucleus
resembles somehow a Swiss cheese with the holes
represented by quark bags (nucleons), it will be
interesting to measure amplitude» and frequency of the
breathing mode in the presence of this completely changed
vacuum.

b) An "internal" quadrupoie deformation of quark bags cannot
be observed for a single nucleon carrying spin 1/2.
However, a system of spin 1 2 particles could stabilize
such internal deformations by interaction effects, e.':j.
peon exchange at long distances. Even if 3uch static
deformation effects could not b<? observer), it will be



possible to study the quadrupole transition to the
"rotational mode" of the nucleon, NM1688), in the presence
of polarization by other nucleons.

c) According to the laws of quantum chromodynamics (QCD),
matter should appear only in the form of colorless
entities. A nucleon contains 3 colored quarks (e.g. blue,
green, yellow), combined to a total color zero. In the
interior of a nucleus, however, bags could well coalesce,
which in turn might lead to locally colored
substructures.

The development of (conceivably) completely new pictures of
the nucleus is paralleled by the advent of a new generation
of high energy, high intensity electron accelerators
operating with a continuous beam (100% duty factor, c.w.).
There has been a world-wide interest in this new technology,
because such accelerators will provide the basis for the
direct investigation of particle correlations by coincidence
techniques. This new frontier of the 80's has been discussed
on the occasion of quite a few conferences and meetings,
e.g., the Mainz Conference (Arenhovel and Drechsel, eds.,
1979), the Saclay Symposium (Gerard and Samour, eds., 1981),
and the Virginia Conference (Noble and Whitney, eds., 1983).
The rationale for such activities has been summarized in a
very concise way in the report of the Barnes committee
(Barnes, 1982), which includes a convincing list of novel and
unique experiments to be performed with such accelerators in
the region of a few hundred MeV to a few GeV. The world-wide
search for techniques to achieve c.w. accelerators has
resulted in quite a few projects, among which the CEBAF
project of a 4 GeV c.w. beam of a few hundred uA is certainly
the most powerful (Bromley, 1983; Burkert 1986 and 1987). In
the 1 GeV region, the construction of the Mainz Mikrotron is
well under way (MAMI B, 840 MeV, 100uA), and other projects
at lower energies include EROS (Sascatoon), MUSL (Illinois),
Sendai and the Darmstadt recyclotron.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS

2.1 Kinematics

A general electromagnetic process is shown in fig. (2.1). The
four-momentum transfer q-(«, q) of the exchanged photon is
determined by the incident and scattered elctron, with
four-momenta kj^iej^E^) and k2=<«2'^2>' r e s P e c t i v e ^ v * T n e

one-photon-exchange approximation** has" an""accuracy of about 1%
in light nuclei, for heavier nuclei it becomes increasingly
important to correct, at least, for the coherent Coulomb
distortions of the electron wave functions. Virtual
excitations of the hadronic system in two-photon-exchange
diagrams ("dispersion corrections") are, in general, of the
order of 1%. At present they cannot yet be calculated in a
quantitative way; dispersion corrections are the limits of
the interpretabiiity of electromagnetic cross sections in
terms of hadronic structure. Up to this limit the exchanged
virtual photon tests the hadronic currents defined by an
incident four-momentum Ç^-{E^,V^) of the target system and
the momenta of the reaction products, e.g. an emitted
particle p=(s,p) and a heavy recoiling system P^3<E2ÍPT'•



Depending on the nature of the observed particles,
coincidence experiments open a wide field of structure
investigations, such as the emission of protons, neutrons or
nucleon clusters («-particles, fission), the production of
pions and heavier mesons (p,u,K etc.) and the purely
electromagnetic process of photoemission following the
electroexcitation of resonances.

e,,k,

Fig.2.1. Kineroatical variables for a coincidence experiment
e+h-»e' +h* +x.

The electromagnetic processes may be classified with regard
to the invariant mass of the photon,

q~<0: space-like virtual photons, obtained by electron
scattering,

q -0: light cone kinematics, real photons produced by
tagging of bremsstrahlung,

q >0: time-like photons, such as in storage ring
experiments (pair production or annihilation).

Electron accelerators allow to study the space-like part of
the q-u plane. The independent variation of q and u makes
it possible to investigate the spatial distribution of
various physical phenomena. Due to momentum conservation at
the unknown hadronic vertex we have, for the coincidence
kinematics of fig. (2.1), q*Pj=p*P->. There remain 3 unknown
momenta, of which we can construct 6̂ independent scalar
products, e.g., q jq-P^ ,q*p,Pj,P] -p,?". The target system
and _the .observed emitted particle are on-shell, i.e.
P?=M?,p -m", while the "mass" q" of the virtual photon is
variable,, and also the unobserved hadronic final state may
vary, PS*const. The 4 independent quantities can be chosen
to be q~ and the 3 Mandeistarn variables,

{ q2, s * (Pj +q) 2, t = (q - p)2, u = (pt - P)
2 > •

Special cases are
a) elastic scattering: n

with p—0, s=u—M^, t-q", there is only one free variable,

b) two-body kinematics:
with P^M^const. (e.g. , below 3-body break-up) we have
the familiar relations s + t+us^+M^m2--^'*, which leaves
3 independent variables (e.g., q", c m . energy s, momentum
transfer or scattering angle related to t), see PROBLEM 1.

c) photonuclear processes:
with q -0 there are at most 3 independent variables.



The threshold lab energy UT for production of a particle with
mass m is obtained by evaluating the variable s in the lab
and c m . frames. For M^=Mo=M we obtain

= m + (in2 - q2)/2M . (2.1)

Consider for example charged pion production on a proton,
m=m_^140 MeV (PROBLEM 2). With real photons the recoil
shifts the threshold lab energy by 10 MeV, «,=150 MeV. In the
case of elect reproduction, we have to add trie recoil due to
the term in q . For a 1 GeV accelerator we obtain the
following values for pion threshold production at maximum
momentum transfer (i.e. backward scattering, ©L = n )

f^ = 5.5 fin"1, |q| * 6.5 fin*1, «L = 700 MeV . (2.2)

It is evident that recoil energies limit the rang*" of
phenomena to be studied in a rather substantial way (PROBLEM
3). As an example, fig.2.2 shows the kinematical range
in the q-w plane covered by the last stage of the Mainz
microtron (MAMI B, e=840 MeV, under construction). The
boundaries for such an accelerator are approximately given by
an isosceles triangle formed by the real photon line (lql=w),
the line u=2e-iqi and the q-axis. The physical events are
given by curves evaluated according to eq.(2.1), which are
labeled n,A etc. The curvature depends strongly on the mass
of the recoiling system ranging from a quasifree event on a
single nucleon to a coherent process, where some or all of
the constituents share the recoil. In this way, we find
certain kinematical ranges, where an observed physical

q I [GeV/c]
Fig.2.2 Kinematical range and physical phenomena covered by

the last stage of the Mainz Mikrotron (MAMI B,
e=840 MeV, under construction).

process requires the collaboration of many constituents. As
an example, the shaded area in fig.2.2 corresponds to
"coherent" A excitation in a 1 2C nucleus. Tt is in this
region that one wants to 3tudy effects of A propagation in a
medium, because .A excitation of a single nucleon is hindered
or even forbidden by the kinematics.



2.2. Polarization of Virtual Photons

Due to its spin degree of freedom, the exchanged photon
transfers not only its momentum q but also a polarization.
This leads to an angular dependence of the cross section on
the azimuthal angle •_ of particle emission with regard to q.
The typical kinematics for a coincidence experiment is shown
in fig.2.3.

Fig.2.3 Kinematics for a coincidence experiment.

The incident and scattered electron momenta Tti and Iĉ  define
the scattering plane. The reaction plane contains the'emitted
particle p and cuts the scattering plane in the vector of
momentum transfer, q. The azimuthal angle •_ is the angle
between the two planes, with •p=0 if the particle is emitted
in the scattering plane to the same side as the scattered
electron.

Due to the current-current interaction of the scattered
electron with the hadronic system, the cross section is (de
Forest, 1966; Donnelly, 1975; liberal 1, 1971)

do 1 Jw q2 + ie "u ' * uv

For unpolarized particles the Lorentz tensors

V s 7 E < f f I Jp i n>i >* < n»f i j

M ̂ M

(2.3)

(2.4)

>(2.5)

are given in terms of the four-currents j and J of the
electron and the hadronic system, respectively. Since the
electron obeys Dirac's equation, we may evaluate

\i\> v
 + 7 7 qu (2.6)

with Q=(kj+l<2'/2 and me the mass of the electron. We observe
that

qy n - n qw - 0 ,

which reflects the gauge invar lance of the
current. With the kinematics of fig.2.3 we have

(2.7)

electron's

•Z-J
(2.8)



which allows to eliminate either all longitudinal components
and replace them by the time-like ones (transverse and
instantaneous Coulomb field) or to substitude for the
time-like components and formulate all expressions in terms
of virtual photons with spatial polarizations (transverse and
longitudinal field). Similar reactions are valid for the
current of the hadronic system.

The tensor of eq. (2.7) has only 4 independent components,
because it is symmetrical, its time-like components may be
eliminated using eq. (2.8), and there are no non-diagonal
components involving the y-coordinate. If we eliminate all
time-like components, we can define a "density matrix" of the
virtual photons (Araaldi, 1979; Arenhõvel 1974) and introduce
a parameter describing the degree of transverse polarization

e, e,q?
c = (l - 2 •£• tan2 - £ ) " 1 • (1 + 2 tan2 -^)-i

(2.9)

which is invariant under transformations in the direction of
q, and the degree of longitudinal polarization

,2
£l = "

(2.10)

which depends on the system of reference.

2.3 Cross Section

All phase space factors can be combined to define a
the virtual photons.

r = TT-T —

•flux" of

(2.11)

with ky=(s-M
2)/2M the "photon equivalent energy", which would

be necessary to yield the same process with a real photon.
From the appearance of the fine structure constant «, it is
obvious that the experiments have low counting rates. The
cross section for a coincidence experiment my be expressed in
terms of 4 independent structure functions.

dc

«to, de2 dQp dep (2.12)

'I ZZ cos •

The differential cross section has been written in a form
analogous to a photonuclear reaction. The first term in the
bracket gives the cross section for unpoiarized photons, the
last term is obtained for linearly polarized photons.For real
photons the flux factor would be V-l, the degree of
polarization e (in the direction of the x-axis), and • is
the azimuthal angle between the \-z plane and the emitted
particle. Obviously, the 3econd and third terms involve the
longitudinal polarization, which cin only o«? obtained in
electron scattering and vani3h«a cor real photons according
to eq. (2.10). In another nomenclature, -^» t 2. L 2; nay be
written



if I* CP ( VL »L + VT *T + Vdep * ^ " i f I * CP(VL »L + VT *T + VLT \ l C0S *p ( 2 . 1 3 ,

+ VTT "TT COS
 2V"

In the limit of me, w«e^=k, we have

VL = VLT = ZV^ * 2k* cos
2 |, VT = k (1 + sin

2 |) . (2.14)

Therefore, we can separate the structure function wT by its
dependence on the electron scattering angle ("Rosenbluth
plot") from WL. However, the two other functions, Wj-
(longitudinal/transverse interference) and W T T (polarized
transverse photons) have to be identified by the dependence
on the azimuthal angle * p. We observe that W^T leads to a
right-left asymmetry and may be studied in tne scattering
plane. Systematic investigations of $>TT (linearly polarized
transverse photons), however, require out-of-plane
kinematics.

As mentioned above, the appearance of the azimuthal angle •_
in eq. (2.12) is due to the spin of the photon (spherical
tensor of rank 1 ) . Squaring the matrix elements, we obtain a
dependence of the crosa section on • corresponding to
scalar, vector (cos •_) or rank-2 tensor (cos 2+ p). Of course,

the matrix elements depend on the momenta of the involved
particles, and not on individual angles. For an orthogonal
coordinate system

l = q , m = n x q , n = k x k

we obtain the angular dependences

p . i r cos 8 , p • m = sin 9 cos • , p • n = sin 9 sin $ .

We note that cos * p is always accompanied by sin e , i.e.
W^f^sinO and W^atsin^dp, such that these two structure
functions vanish in the direction of or opposite to the
momentum transfer. Finally, p-n is pseudoscalar by
construction, which explains why terms in sin * do not
appear for a parity conserving interaction.

2.4 Multipole Expansion

The electromagnetic structure functions may be decomposed
into multipole components, defined by the familiar Coulomb
and transverse electric or magnetic multipole operators (de
Forest, 1966)

Ct = / 5(r) Y2(n) j£(qr)dT

"* \ í í ? (2.15)

Jí(?) • (YM(a) Jt(qr))dT .

Such an expansion is particularly useful for transitions
between nuclear 3tates of definite spin and parity
J^,n^-j£ ,itg. There are the well-known selection rules



- J

»i • »f • (-' •

where ot=0 for Coulomb and transverse electric transitions,
and «=1 for transverse magnetic ^transitions. In the Siegert
limit (near pseudothreshold, q=iql—O) we have the relations
(til)

C. - q* . T •

Due to the transverse polarization, there are no monopole
contributions T * 1 * ™ * 9 . Since the Coulomb monopole has the
expansion

Co = 1/^T(Z -| i / ;(?) r
2 dr • ...) ,

its leading term is a constant and contributes to elastic
processes only. Another selection rule applies for the
Coulomb dipole.

whose isoscalar component is proportional to the
coordinate to lowest order, i.e. contributes only 0(q >

cm.

2«5 Coincidence vs. Polarization

There is a close similarity of the analytical structure of
cross sections for coincidence and polarization experiments
(Donnelly, 1983; Weigert, 1964). As mentioned before, eq.
(2.12) for a coincidence experiment can be used to describe a
reaction with linearly polarized photons (fig. 2.4b) if all
longitudinal contributions vanish (e^-O) and the transverse
polarization e=iP"vi. The scattering plane of the electron in
a coincidence experiment is now replaced by a plane
containing momentum transfer q and a polarization vector Py,
and the azimuthal angle •_ is measured relative to that
plane. In this language a general (e,e'p) experiment is
simply a reaction induced by polarized virtual photons.

Experiments involving target orientation or measuring recoil
polarization (fig. 2.4c) have a certain similarity with
coincidence measurements. In the latter case, the detection
of the emitted particle corresponds to an effective
orientation of the intermediate state. The decay process
describes the probability

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2.4 Kinematics of (a) coincidence experiment (e,e'p),

(b) reaction with linearly polarized photons (y,p),
(c) electron scattering with orientation of the
hadronic system in the initial or final state
(eP^,e'> or ie,$-,e')r and (d) scattering of
longitudinally polarized electrons (ee1).



that a certain multipole is found in the angular
distribution. These multipoles are limited by triangular
relations involving excitation, intermediate propagation and
decay.
For target orientation, the probability amplitudes a of the
magnetic substates m^ may be expressed by statistical tensors

Me note that <*o=( 2J^
 + 1) expresses the occupation

probability for unoriented nuclei. If at least one « *0 for
Iil, the nucleus is oriented. It is polarized if the
non-vanishing coefficients have odd indices (I=2n+1), aligned
if the coefficents have even indices (I=2n).

Comparing the triangular relations we find that a coincidence
experiment is equivalent to orientation of the system in an
intermediate state ' U n

> » while standard orientation
(alignment, polarization) experiments use the initial or
final states, IJ^> or Uf>, respectively. Physically,
however, the various processes are very different:
Orientation of the initial and final states requires finite
spins of the hadronic ground states, while a coincidence
experiment is less restricted by such considerations.
Coincidence experiments are ideal to prepare and to study
short-lived intermediate states in one and the same physical
process. On the other hand, they can only be performed, if
the emitted particles are reasonably well detected.Clearly,
only target orientation can help to disentangle the various
multipoles contributing to elastic scattering off a nucleus
with Jj_>0.

Finally, one may polarize the electron. For a particle of
spin 1/2, ao = l/2, and the only other statistical tensor «^
may be represented by the (axial) vector of dipole
polarization, P*e. The differential cross section has the
general structure

The terms proportional to a^ and a2 are pseudoscalars, and
the existence of such contributions is a signature of
parity-violating weak neutral currents (Z° exchange). The
term in a 3 is scalar and also allowed by ordinary
electromagnetic interactions. However, it vanishes to lowest
order Born due to helicity arguments, and becomes important
only at smaller electron energies, where multiple scattering
in the Coulomb field is non-negligible.

2.6 Coincidence Experiments

In order to demonstrate the power of coincidence techniques
in suppressing background contributions and in identifying
individual multipole components, we will present some recent
•experimental data obtained for electroexeitation of nuclei at
low energies, in this region the excitation spectrum is
dominated by the giant resonances, collective coherent motion
of many nucleons with an excitation energy w^iO-3OMeVs and
the quasifree response of individual nucleons, at in-̂ q-/2m.



Both phenomena are governed by the same nuclear Hamiltonian.
Figure 2.5 shows the muitipole^ decomposition of the
transverse structure function for lfcC at u=15-100 MeV. At the
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20 60 80
U) [MeV]
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Fig, 2.5 Multipole decomposition of the transverse structure
function WT as function of excitation energy u at
momentum transfer q^l.2 fm~ . Selfconsistent
continuum wave functions with Skyrme-3
(Cavinato, 1983).

.-1

RPA
force

momentum transfer lqlsl.2 fm"x, we observe both resonance
phenomena and the built-up of the quasifree peak, which is in
fact a "collective" superposition of many multipolarities.
The model calculations are performed in selfconsistent RPA
with continuum wave functions using a Skyrme-force in a lp-lh
space. They neglect the coupling to 2p-2h states, which will
considerably deplete the cross section in the low-energy
region and shift excitation strength to the higher energies
("quasi-deuteron effect", u£50 MeV).

The first coincidence experiments for the reaction
12C(e,e'po)

11B have been performed at Stanford (Calarco,
1980). With the higher current now available at Mainz, the
data have been considerably improved (see fig. 2.6). The
strong forward-backward asymmetry at some of the energies is
a clear indication of interference between the dominant
dipole and positive parity modes. A surprisingly large
influence of the monopole strength is found, as may be seen
from the multipole decomposition of the cross section, shown
in fig. 2.7. It has to be pointed out that the individual
multipole contributions are obtained in a practically
model-independent way without any sizable background.
Some of the recent data of the Heidelberg/Mainz collaboration
on the process ^8Si(e,e'c) are shown in fig. 2.8. While the
inclusive cross section is dominated by the radiative
background, the rich level structure of this nucleus is
clearly seen in the coincidence cross sections. The decrease
of the counting rates by 3-4 orders of magnitudes explains
why one had to wait for high current c.w. beams to measure
such processes. The observation of different decay products

(p,«x) and discrete 3tates of the residual nucleus (Po>h>i ,•••>
provides an extremely sensitive test of nuclear structure.
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Fig. 2.6 Double differential cross section for
12C(e,e'po)

11B. Angular distribution as function of
proton scattering angle at excitation energies in
and above the giant dipole resonance. The curves
labeled a - d correspond to a series of
four-momentum transfers q=0.25, 0.34, 0.41 and 0.59
fin"1. Data: MA MI (Neuhausen, 1987).
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Pig. 2.8 Coincidence studies of the giant resonance of ̂ 8Si.
Comparison of the inclusive (e,e*) process with the
partial c.oss sections, coincidences with charged
particles (c=p+«). protons and «-particles. Data:
MAMI, 183 MeV, 25nA. Heidelberg/Mainz collaboration
(Kihm, 1986).

Some results for the electrofission of Uranium are shown in
fig. 2.9. While the inclusive process does not show any
indication of the fission barrier, there are clear structures
in the coincidence cross section. Angular distributions and
systematic studies of photo- and electronuclear data allow a
multipole decomposition, which sheds some light on the
structure of the fission barrier.
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Fig. 2.9 Electroexcitation of Uranium as function of energy,
Top: singles (e,e'), bottom: coincidences (e^e'f).
Data: MAMI (Kneifil, 1987),



Finally, fig. 2.10 presents experimental data on the reaction
(e.e'y). Such purely electromagnetic processes allow to study
nuclear structure in a particularly model-independent way,
because all angular distributions are determined by the
electromagnetic transition multipoles without any distortion
by final state interactions. Fig. 2.11 shows that the
coincidence experiment determines both the size and the
relative phase of the small transverse matrixelement for the
transition 12C(e,e"y) £4.43*

As common features of all these examples for electronuclear
coincidence experiments we find
- a dramatic suppression of radiative and other backgrounds,
- a strong decrease in the counting rate in comparison with

inclusive experimento,
- the possibility to study individual decay channels at great
detail, and

- a chance to decompose the cross sections into contributions
of individual multipolarities by analyzing angular
distributions.

I2C (e.e>)
J*»Z». Ey'4.439 M
E ' 6 7 MeV, 9, •80»

MO 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300
0r<dtqr«*>

Fig.2.10 Excitation of the 4.43 MeV <2+) level of 1 2C. Data:
MUSL Illinois (Papanico'as, 1985).

3. CURRENTS OF HADRONIC SYSTEMS

3.1 Models of Hadronic Matter

In this section we will give a short introduction to models
of hadronic matter. It is obvious that this introduction has
to remain quite general. However, it is probably useful for a
better understanding of the following sections. In
particular, the reader should realize that systems of
strongly interacting particles cannot yet be "calculated"

from first principles. Therefore, general principles like
Lorentz structure, gauge invariance etc. remain an important
guideline for our understanding of hadronic structure. As an
introduction to quantum chromodynamics the reader is referred
to the book of'Close (1979).



3.1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

As an introduction to QCD the reader is referred to the book
of Close (1979). The essential ingredients of QCD are the
quarks as building-blocks of hadronic matter which are held
together by the exchange of gluons. The quarks have the
following internal degrees of freedom:

~ Color» Since there are 3 possible values of color (e.g.
green, yellow and blue), the mathematical structure is
described by the group SU(3). Elementary particles are
found to be colorless, because they are conglomerates of
quarks. In particular, the lowest color neutral states are
systems of 3 quarks (baryons) and quark-antiquark pairs
(mesons). Such states are completely antisymmetrical in
color space. A nucleon, e.g., is represented by a Slater
determinant for 3 quarks with 3 possible states (g,y,b).

- Flavor. We assume that there are 6 flavors, divided in 3
families according to the mass of the quarks:
1. u ("up"), d ("down")
2. s ("strange"), c ("charm")
3. b ("bottom"), t ("top").

The quarks of the first family have masses of about 10 MeV,
they are the essential ingredients of nucleons and pions.
If we restrict the configuration space to u and d, the
group structure is identical to the isospin structure,
SU(2). With increasing energy the higher flavors become
more and more important. The elementary particles A and Z,
e.g., contain also strange quarks, s.

- Spin. Quarks obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics and have spin
1/2. As a consequence the spin structure is also described
by SU<2).

Since the total wave function of the 3 quarks in a nucleon
has to be ant i symmetrical and the color part is
antisymmetrical by itself, the wave function has to be
symmetrical in the remaining degrees of freedom (flavor,
spin, orbital space). If we assume that the ground state of
this system is described by a symmetrical state with all 3
quarks in the lowest orbital, also the product of spin and
flavor (or isospin, for u and d) spaces has to be
symmetrical. The basic states in spin space are

xs = IC(1/2,1/2)1,1/213/2,u>

x M S = iC(1/2,1/2)1,1/211/2,u> (3.1)

'MA - IC(1/2,1/2)0,1/211/2,u> ,

where we have first coupled a pair to spin 1 or 0, and then
added the spin of the third particle to obtain overall spin
3/2 or 1/2, projection p. The indices of the wave functions
refer to the symmetry, which can be symmetrical in all 3
particles <S) or mixed <M>, i.e. neither totally symmetrical
or antisymmetrical, but with symmetry or antisymmetry (A) in
the pair.

With similar wave functions * describing the isospin degree
of freedom, we obtain as possible wave functions with the



right symmetry the nucleon N(938) and its lowest excitation
mode 4(1232),

!N> = 2" 1 / 2 <•„- xM<! • *M» xMA> (3.2)
Flo no tTA nn

From eq.(3.1) we see that N and A have both spin and isospin
1/2 or 3/2, respectively. By adding orbital excitation,
excited states with higher spin and more complicated radial
structure may be obtained.

The quarks interact by the exchange of gluons, which also
carry color. There are 8 independent gluons coupled to the
quarks via 8 Gel1-Mann matrices Xa, which are generators of
infinitesimal transformations of the group SU(3). (For
comparison: Isospin is described by the group SU<2) with 3
generators, the Pauli matrices T ) . With ta=l/2 Xa the group
structure is defined by the commutators

[ta,tb] = i E f a b c tc , <3.3)

and the gluons fields G may be derived from a vector
potential by the equation

G£v « 3»B* - 3VB>| • g Z fabc BgB£ (3.4)

This equation shows that the gluons are vector bosons as the
photon, and that QCD has some similarity with quantum
electrodynamics (QED). However, the last term in eq.(3.4)
gives rise to a nonlinear and in fact non-Abel ian gauge
theory.

The detailed dynamical structure of baryons and mesons is
supposed to be described by the QCD lagrangian

L = Z Z cp(x)(ia-mq>q3(x)

- 1/4 Z G£ V(X> Ga uv<x) (3.5)

+ g £ Z q^(x)Yut^kq
k(x) BJj(x).

The first term on the rhs describes free quarks with mass m_,
various flavors and 3 colors j, which obey the Dirac
equation. The energy of the gluon field is given by the
second term. Due to the nonlinearity in eq.<3.4>, this
contribution contains not only the familiar terms quadratic
in the field but also terms of 3rd and 4th order. Therefore,
it describes both the propagation of gluons and vertices with
3 and 4 gluons. Finally, the last term in eq.(3.5) is due to
the interaction of quarks and gluons via the Gel1-Mann
matrices and a coupling constant g.

The theory should describe the following basic features of
hadronic matter:

- The forces between quarks increase for large distances (or
small energies) such that individual quarks cannot be
separated. Only color singlets (i.e. q or qq states) have
been observed as elementary particles. This "confinement"
of matter should determine the experimentally observed
sizes and masses of the hadrons.



- At small distances (or high energies) the forces between
the quarks get weaker, at very high energies the quarks
move essentially as free particles. This "asymptotic
freedom" makes it possible to analyze deep inelastic
electron scattering on nucleons in terms of free partons
and scaling variables.

Unfortunately, QCD cannot yet be solved in a quantitative
way. Therefore, one has developed "QCD-inspired" theories,
which contain the basic ingredients of QCD, without trying to
solve the confinement problem by an "ab initio" calculation.
Instead, the confinement of matter is put in via a model.

3.1.2 MIT bag model

The QCD Lagrangian is approximated by (Chodos, 1974; DeGrand,
1975)

L = (iq3q-B) 0 v - 1/2 qq Ag (3.6)

which describes the free motion of massless quarks in a
sphere with radius R, with e=e(R-r) confining the quarks to
the volume V of the sphere. This confinement is achieved by a
bag pressure B and a boundary condition term at the surface
S, As=S(R-r). The equation of motion is obtained by variation
(PROBLEM 4),

xeV : i3q = 0 (3.7)

xeS : -iYrq = q« (3.8)

Writing the linear boundary condition, eq.<3.8>, for the
transposed spinor and multiplying the two expressions, we
obtain

xeS : qq = -ir-fqyq) = -ij r - 0, (3.9)

i.e. both the Lorentz scalar qq and the radial current vanish
at the surface.

The ground state wave function is given by

^o jo(uor/R)
IO> = •(x,*,color), (3.10)

f4n ia-rj^(u

with <i>o = 2.04 determined by the linear boundary condition,
eq.(3.8), which requires jo(wQ) = J J ^ W Q ) .

We note that the Lorentz tensor qq vanishes at the surface
accordingo tô  eq.(3.9) but that the change density
<3+(3 - (io**^\"> remains finite.

The energy of such a bag with 3 quarks describes the mass of
the nucleon,

m = 3 uo/R - 4n/3 R3B, (3.11)

which contains the energy eo=wo'R of 3 quarks and the energy
to create the bag against the "pressure of the vacuum".



The bag radius can be adjusted to give the minimum energy,
am/3R=0, which leads to a equilibrium radius RQ and a mass
m_=4«0/R0. However, eq.O.ll) has to be complemented by
additional terms due to zero-point quantum fluctuations,
recoil corrections and color hyperfine forces, which have
been neglected up to now.

' The total electromagnetic current operator of the system may
be obtained from eq.<3.6) by minimal substitution, 3-3-ieA,
which leads to

j u = e E qk(rk)-(l/3*To(k))/2.Yp(k)qk(rk). (3.12)

This operator describes the electromagnetic coupling of Dirac
point particles with charges 2/3 or (-1/3) for u and d,
respectively, depending on the value of the isospin matrix.
As we have seen in eq. (3.9), the boundary condition
guarantees that there is no radial flux through the surface.
Therefore, the electromagnetic current is conserved.

The weak currents of the bag are constructed in a similar
way,

k) (3.13)

S u = Z q k(r k) T/2 y5(k>YM(k) q k<r k) (3.14)

Since the weak vector current 0s has the same structure as
the isovector electromagnetic current (except for the
replacement T Q - T ) , it is also conserved. The component T Q of
the weak current is related to the exchange of ZQ bosons
(weak neutral current), while the T± components correspond to
the exchange of the charged W± bosons.

The weak axial current A.,, however, is not conserved in the
MIT bag model ( PROBLEM Í) . The reason for this is that the
axial current is related to the helicity of the^ particles,
which is a pseudoscalar quantity, h=o*p, where o and p are
spin and momentum of the particle. It is easy to see that the
helicity changes when the particle is reflected at the bag
surface: While the momentum changes, there is no mechanism in
the wall to interact with the spin (note that the boundary
condition of eq.(3.9) is expressed in terms of the scalar
qq I). As a consequence the axial current is not conserved at
the surface. In fact we expect only a partial conservation of
the axial current (PCAO but a perfect conservation of the
vector current (CVC),

= 0 = q" Jy (3.15)

The four-divergence of the axial current is proportional to

- n»n*, where mn is the mass of the pion. It vanishes in the
soft-pion limit <m n—0).

- fn, the pion d e c y constant. The axial current would be
conserved if the process n-u+v did not exist.

- an interpolating pion field. If there are no pions, as in
the MIT bag model, eq.(3.6), the axial current should be
<but i3 not:) conserved.



3.1.3 Chi r-:t 1 Bag Nod«,-1 s

The obviou.-- shortcoming of the MIT bag model is removed by
introducing an expl L'.:it meson field at the surface, which is
a realization of the pluinomenoloijical surface term of
eq.(3.6). These models exist in various versions
(Chodos,1974; Kalberniann, 1983) and a typical Lagrangian is

L = (iqâq-B) 0 v

- l/2fn qi<7 + in-TV5)q Ag (3.17)

+ 1/2 â TÍâ rr + 1/2 a^od^a - 1/2 % 2ii 2.

The second line on the rhs describes the surface coupling of
quarks with a superposition of a and ii, i.e. isoscalar and
isovector fields. Note the particular "chiral" combination of
isospin and spin structure <Y5•) which conserves the axial
current. On the third line we find the self-energy of the
fields including a mass term, which breaks chiral symmetry in
the way required by eq.(3.l6). The two meson fields are
related by the equation ^t +a"-f^. It is straightforward to
prove that the lagrangian is invariant under the
infinitesimal transformation

q -» (1 + 1/2 ie-

it - n - e<? . (3.18)

a •— a + e- n,

except for the term in the pion mass. According to Noether's
theorem, this invariance leads to a conserved current 5
PROBLEM4). By a unitary transformations it is possible to mix
quark and pion degrees of freedom. In particular, the
lagrangian of eq.(3.17), which describes a pseudoscalar
surface coupling between quarks and pions, can be transformed
to a pseudovector coupling over the entire volume of the bag
(Kalbermann,1983; Thomas,1981).

3.1.4 Skyrmiona

While the MIT bag model describes only quark degrees of
freedom, the chiral bag models introduce an additional meson
cloud surrounding the bag. The relative size of bag and cloud
has been open for discussion for many years. Skyrmions or
topological chiral solitons are obtained under the extreme
assumption that matter is built of meson fields only and that
the bag shrinks to a point (Adkins, 1983). The lagrangian of
the model is given by

L = - 1/4 £n
2 TrEL Lv]

U (3.19)
- 1/4 e2 Tr[L(iLv]

2,

where L -U+3 Ü, and U is a chiral combination of isoscalar
and isovector fields,

U = (o(r> + 1 T.^(r) >/.fn, • (3.20)

w h i c h f u l f i l : * thii r < i l . i L i o n

- "1 - - I ~>

I) U - < - ? ~ - i > - ) , ' f n ~ = 1



Since the nonlinear equation (3.19) is difficult to solve,
the so-called "hedgehog" ansatz has been proposed,

0 * exp(iT«r) 6(r)

= cos© • iT-r sin© (3.21)

Obviously, this equation requires *=r, i.e. the directions of
the field in isospin and the radius vector are related. It is
evident that this coupling of space and isospin is unphysical
and that the "hedgehog" solutions have to be projected on
states of good isospin and angular momentum. In spite of
these shortcomings it is interesting to note that the
nonlinear equation (3.19) has stable solutions which
correspond to fixed baryon number with quite reasonable
predictions for radius, energy spectrum and magnetic moments
in terms of only one free parameter, e.

3.1.5 Constituent Quark Model (COM)

While all previously discussed models have the intention to
give a relativistic description, the CQM starts from a
nonrelativistic shell model. The oscillator potential has
been particularly useful, because it gives absolute
confinement of the quark wave functions and allows for a
separation of intrinsic and cm motion at the same time. With
essentially only one parameter for the potential (oscillator
parameter or bag radius) and one more parameter for a
residual interaction, both total widths (Faiman,1965) and
electromagnetic widths (Copley,1969) can be reasonably well
described. While the model is obviously not a relativistic
one, it has the great advantage that spurious cm motion can
be removed from the wave functions. We will see later that
this fact is extremely important to fulfil the low energy
theorems, which give model-independent predictions based on
quite general assumptions like CVC and PCAC.

3.2 Lorentz Structure of Currents and Structure Functions

Since currents and charges of hadronic systems cannot yet be
calculated from first principles in a really quantitative
way, they should be constructed at least such that they
fulfil the general requirements of Lorentz and gauge
invariance.

Scalar particle. If the photon is absorbed by a scalar or
pseudoscalar particle, e.g., a pion, the four-current can be
expressed in terms of the two independent momenta P=(p^^Pi>/2
and qs(p<->-pi> defined in fig. 3.1a. The current is given by a
superposition of these two Lorentz vectors,

, _ . Pu , . \ , 13.22)

and gauge invariance implies

P2,~ Pl F. + — F, - 0 . (3.23)
2m i m 2



For on-sliell particles pf=P2x» » and the first term vanishes.
Since q *0, in general, a gauge invariant theory requires
F2=0
and
s

as
The form factors Fj and F2 have to be Lorentz scalarsj 2

such can be expressed as functions, of the, Lorentz
calar products of the independent momenta, e.g. p|, p2, and
• Por a free particle, only q2 is a variable and

Vm*
From the standpoint of Lorentz invariance, the degree of
compos iteness of the system is irrelevant as long as the
internal degrees of freedom remain unexcited. Hence the above
relations will be also valid vor 4He, 1 6O and other spinless
objects. Ne note, however, that a particle embedded as a
constituent in a bound system is not on its mass shell. Its
two form factors depend on 3 variables and are connected by
gauge invariance . Combining eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) we obtain
for an off-shell particle

(3.24)

Fig.3.1 Kinenatical variables
for photoabsorption(a) and
photonuclear reactions(b).

(b)
Spinor particle. In addition to its momenta, the particle has
spin degrees of freedom, which may be expressed in terms of
the 16 independent Dirac matrices

S, " o L V
For a particle on its mass-shell, we obtain the familiar
current operator

J =
u

F,(q*) (3.25)

For bound particles, p*m,0 and the form factors depend on the
invariant masses q , pT and p^. Further, there may be
additional form factors obtained by multiplying eq.(3.25) by
factors (p2-m) from the left or (pi-m) from the right. As in
the case õf spinless particles, however, gauge invariance
restricts the off-shell ambiguities considerably (Bincer,
1960).

Pion photoproduction. If more than one hadron is involved in
the electromagnetic process, the number of form factors
increases, because there are more momenta involved. As an
example, consider pion production on a nucieon (fig.3.1b).
Since the current has to produce the pseudoscalar pion, it is
given by an axial Lorentz vector,

Ju(q) - < p2 p ! j

P./m + (3.26)

(F. v + F. P /m • F I;.-/ 4/rn



From gauge invariance, q-J=O, we obtain two equations by
comparing terms in Ys4 and Ye. There remain 6 independent
form factors, 4 of which describing the transverse and 2 the
longitudinal current. In a nonrelativistic reduction we may
write

0 • o Fl + i(o«p)(qxo)F2 + (o-q)p F3 + (o*p)p F̂

.-*• %,. .-*• ~._ (3*27)
p = (o-q)Fs + (o-p)F6 ,

where the form factors F̂  are linear combinations of the
previous ones, ?^. At physical threshold, with p=0 in the lab
frame, gauge invariance implies iqlFj^wFg, and all other
amplitudes vanish. On the mass-shell the 6 structure
functions depend on 3 arguments, e.g.

Another set of variables, more closely related to the
experiment, is the 4-momentum transfer, the total energy and
the scattering angle of the pion in the cm system.

3.3 Relativistic Corrections

In lack of a complete dynamical theory of composite systems
obeying Lorentz invariance, the relativistic wave functions
of the constituents (e.g. nucleons in a heavy nucleus or
quarks in a nucleon) are usually projected onto a
nonrelativistic subspace. Such a projection, formally a
Foldy-Houthuysen transformation, leads to effective operators
(Foldy, 1961; Friar, 1976). Unfortunately, these operators
can only be determined in a perturbative way, assuming that
the system is weakly bound. Expanded to 0(m~2) the charge
operator for a free particle moving with momentum p is

ê H *'7 <3*28>
The electric (Gg) and magnetic <GM> Sachs form factors may be
approximated by the dipole fit,

GE s < # % * ty - G° GE s < # % * ty»n - G°' GE - °
(3.29)

GD » (1 + q2/18.43 fnT2)"2 * 1 - q2<r2>/6, with <r2> */* = .86 fm.

The two corrections of 0(m~^-) are the Foldy-Darwin and the
spin-orbit terms. The Foldy-Darwin correction implies that a
relativis^tic system appears to be larger than its actual
size, <r*">e£f = <r >+3/4m . It becomes important, e.g., in the
analysis of deep inelastic scattering and Coulomb sum rules
at higher momentum transfer. However, this correction is
partially cancelled by contributions of the neutron form
factor. The local form of the correction is only obtained for
Dirac spinors with the •«•«•'-normalization, which includes a
factor m/E relative to the relativistically invariant
<v-v-normal ization.

The spin-orbit correction is effective only fcr open-shell
nuclei, and gives a sizeable contribution for charge
differences of isotones (Bertozzi, 1972). As shown in
fig.3.2, it can also partially explain the puzzle of the
d(YrP> process for protons emitted along the direction of the
incoming photon. Though the discrepancy between the data and
various theoretical calculations has been known for many
year3, it ha3 not been noticed until recently that
relativi3tic corrections could lead to such large effects at



energies of a few tens of MeV (Cambi, 1983). The reason for
this anomaly is that the leading dipole transition is
strongly suppressed in the direction of the beam.

There are two principal objections to treating relativistic
corrections by way of effective operators. First of all, the
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Fig.3.2 Oeuteron forward disintegration for the Paris
potential with and without the spin-orbit dipole
operator (Friar, 1984). Data: Mainz linac (Hughes,
1976).

projection onto a nonrelativistic subspace affects operators
and wave functions. Relativistic model calculations for the
deuteron have shown that both effects are of the same order
and tend to cancel (Arnold, 19,80). Second, in deriving
eq.<3.28), we have replaced q"—q" in the form factors, i.e.
neglected the energy transfer u. While this is formally
justified by referring to the Breit ("brickwall") system in
which u = O by definition, the procedure is not really
acceptable, because it involves a different Breit frame for
each kinematical situation.

3.4 Meson Exchange Currents

The nucleon embedded in nuclear matter (fig. 3.3) is ô ff-shell
bv its interaction with the other constituents, p^*m and
P2*m . Therefore, the arguments of chapter 3.2 on the general
Lorentz structure require an extrapolation of the form
factors off the mass-shell. Expressed in a more physical way,
even a complete knowledge about a free proton does not
suffice to fix its electromagnetic structure in a bound
system. Using CVC and generalized Ward identities, Bincer
(I960) has shown that there appear no new form factors for
half-off-shell nucleons. However, such general methods using
"sidewise" dispersion relations have not been particularly
successful, and in practice the off-shell behaviour of
nucleons has to be described in terms of dynamical models.



Fig. 3.3 Two-body current: particle
1 is off-shell before and
after photoabsorption.

Some off-shell effects even remain in the limit of long wave
length, q—0, due to gauge invariance

q..- j = [ H, p ] . (3.30)

where (p,}) is the four-current of the bound particle.
According to Siegert's hypothesis, the charge operator
remains practically unchanged from i£?. single-particle or
impulse approximation value, p^p ( 1 >. Expanding the
hamiltonian in the form

H = H(1) • H( 2) + ...,with

we find

„ . TCO . r»

; and I

. »'"] - (3.31)

This determines the low momentum ("Siegert") limit of the
many-body currents via the commutator of the many-body force
with the charge operator. On the level of two-body currents,
the main contributions to the commutator of eq.(3.31) are due
to the dependence of the two-body potential v^j on

- isospin, atir( i)-T< j),
isovector mesons, and

as induced by the exchange of

- momentum, as derived from relativistic OBEP models or
assumed phenomenologically by effective masses in Skyrroe
forces.

Up to this point, the existence of many-body currents is
simply enforced by current conservation. Higher order
corrections, however, depend on the specific model of the
interaction and the internal structure of the constituents.
In conventional nuclear physics, the nucleus is described as
an ensemble of structureless nucleons interacting by more or
less "realistic" potentials. At this level, the
electromagnetic cross sections are described by the impulse
approximation, whose experimental signature is a rapid
variation of the form factors with momentum transfer.
However, the nucleon has an internal structure, at shorter
distances nuclear and subnuclear effects are necessarily
intertwined, and the impulse approximation has to be
complemented by model-dependent many-body currents. As a
consequence, the original pattern of the form factors is
being superimposed by different structures. Since the
interaction currents contain relatively high Fourier
components, they tend to dominate the cross section at the
higher momenta.

Systematic studies of interaction currents began in the early
70' s <31.nnkenbecler, 1971; Chemtob, 1971; Stichel, 1970), and
by now, there e.ti3ts a long list of contributions to the
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Fig.3.4 Two-nucleon currents in the constituent quark model:
a) nonrelativistic terms (forward propagation)
including intermediate N and N* contributions;
b) quark pair current; c) pionic current.

problem (see Arenhõvel, 1983). Traditionally, the theoretical
interest has been highest in the case of light nuclei, in
particular H, H, and He, for which "realistic" wave
functions have been calculated directly from the underlying
nucleon-nucleon force. Figure 3.4 shows the main
contributions of two-nucleon currents in a quark picture. The
intermediate states include isobars, particle-antiparticle
states (pair current) and direct coupling of the photon to an
exchanged pion. In the region of moderate momentum transfer,
q2s30fm~2, the largest individual correction to the impulse
approximation is usually the pair current. In the case of the
deuteron, e.g., its contribution to the charge monopole form
factor Fo rises from 5% to 65% and 100% of the impulse
approximation for q -5, 15 and 26fm~ , respectively (Gari,
1976 and 1977). The pair current is also of outstanding
significance to understand the behaviour of FQ for He in the
region of the secondary maximum, which has consistently
escaped theoretical explanations within a purely one-body
picture (Kloet, 1974; Haftel, 1977; Hadjimichael, 1982).

The size of the interaction current depends strongly on our
notion of the nucleon. In this sense there is some chance,
possibly, to see quark effects in nuclei with the
electromagnetic probe. In the traditional picture, the photon
couples to the nuclèon and creates an intermediate ^xcited
state, such as a A(3,3)-resonance or an additional NN pair.
Together with the two colliding nucleons, this pair
corresponds to a quark configuration q q at internucleon
distances of 0.8-1.2 fro, where the pair current reaches its

peak value. Fig. 3.5 gives a somewhat picturesque
representation of such a process. Since it is now generally
accepted that nucleons are composite objects and that the
basic coupling of photons is indeed to quarks (and leptons),
the creation of the off-shell NN pair requires the exchange
of two additional gluons, which is strongly suppressed by
off-shell form factors (Brodsky, 1982). Therefore, a process
as indicated in fig. 3.4 will be much more likely (Beyer,
1983).

The main contributions of interaction currents in a quark
picture (fig.3.4) are described by the excitation of a
single quark, containing both forward and backward going
propagation. These graphs include contributions related to
both center-of-mass motion and internal excitation (isobars)
of the nucleon (quark bag). It is therefore not surprising
that, the evaluation of fig. 3.4(b) yields an isospin
structure quite different from the traditional calculation of
NN pair currents, which has remarkable consequences for the
charge form factor of the isodoublets 3He/3H.



Fig.3.5 Schematic view of the pair current in a nucleus. The
photon (y) is absorbed by two nucleons correlated by
the exchange of a pion in). <a>: intermediate
Nfistate, "nucleon pair current"; (b): intermediate
qqstate, "quark pair current".

The general structure of the pair charges and currents
<fig.3.4<b>) is

,pair

(3.32)
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with 5 i and Ti the spins and isospins of the interacting
nucleons, f2/4n=»0.08 the pion-nucleon coupling strength, and
\i and m the masses of the pion and nucleon, respectively. As
may be seen from fig.3.4(a), 5 is the momentum Oof the
exchanged pion, and the form factors G=G(q") are
model-dependent, functions of the photon momentum q. Table 3.1
shows the results for these form factors at q=0 for both NN
and qq pair states, using pseudoscalar (PS) and pseudovector
(PV) coupling of the exchanged pion to the nucleon (quark
bag). The quark pair current has been originally derived
within the framework of a non-relativistic constituent quark
model (Beyer, 1983). The results in column 3 follow for
structureless quarks. If one introduces a (very small)
anomalous magnetic moment of the quarks in order to obtain
the exact isoscalar and isovector magnetic moments of the
nucleon, G S / V , the values of the last column are obtained. We

isovector pair current, which is of leading
ion in terms of the nucleon mass, is

in all models. However, the isoscalar

pair current, 0<m ~r, and both isoscalar and isovector pair
charges, 0(m~^>, depend on the model describing the internal
structure of nucleon3 and the coupling between the particles.
In particular, the pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings
between nucleon3 and pions yield quite different results.
Judging from the relative success of the models in describing
the low-energy theorems, the chi rally invariant pseudovector
coupling should be strongly preferred (Drechsei, 1984). It 13
interesting to see that this amfoiyuity appears only on the

note that
order

'M
the

order in an expansion
model-independent, ,pj = i
pair current,. Q(m~~), a



level of composite systems and that both couplings yield the
same result in the case of structureless quarks. It should be
noted, however, that eq.(3i32> contains only local terms, and
that additional non-local terms appear in the case of
pseudovector coupling (Cambi. 1982 and 1983; Jaus 1984).
These contributions tend to be small and are neglected in
almost all applications.

Table 3.1 Form factors G(q -0) for pair charges and currents
as defined in eq.(3.32) for intermediate NN and qq
pairs. and for both pseudoscalar (PS) and
pseudovector (PV) pion-nucleon coupling.
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The different predictions of the quark Model are essentially
determined by S0(3) algebra and depend only weakly on details
of the model. A calculation with the standard hyperfine
interaction admixing S'and D states to the nucleon changes
the results by less than 5% (Drechsel, 1986). Similar small
changes are obtained in a relativistic model with massive
quarks (Weyrauch, 1985). In a relativistic model with
massless quarks and a rigid boundary at radius R (MIT bag),
the valence quarks are in the lowest level at positive
energies, eQ=2.04/R, and the energetically most favourable
qq pair production corresponds to raising a quark of the
Dirac sea from -eQ to eo (fig.3.6). The pair charge of
fig.3.4<b) is evaluated using the ground state wave fur.ecion
of eq.O.lO), the corresponding antiparticle wave function,
and the charge operator of eq.(3.12).

Fig.3.6 Energy levels of massless
quarks in a confining
potential. Pair production
by raising a particle from
the Dirac sea to a positive
energy orbit. Valence quark
excitation by raising a
particle from the Fermi sea
to a positive energy orbit1
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In such relativistic calculations, the energy denominators or
the constituent guark model. (2ro_)"1a«(600 MeV)"1, are
replaced by (2eo>~

r*<800 MeV)"1 for a typical bag radius. A
straightforward calculation of the pair current within the
framework of the static MIT bag model gives a reduction of
the pair current by about 30% (Drechsel, 1936). However, this
effect is not of relativistic origin, but due to spurious en
motion. A recent calculation of oion photoprocuction in the



to the
the

MIT bag model (Scherer, 1987) has shown that it is necessary
to introduce both boost operators and effective charges in
order to obtain agreement with low energy theorems. Up
accuracy which can be guaranteed by such procedures
results of a relativistic quark model calculation agree with
the predictions of the CQM given in table 3.1.

In concluding this section, we reiterate that the quark pair
current of fig.3.4(b) is not identical with the "traditional"
nucleon pair current. There is, in fact, little overlap
between the intermediate configurations q4q and N^N=íqbq . The
appearance of NN pairs is related to the problem of
relativistic cm motion of nucleons.
Relativistic calculations for two-body systems have taught us
that a consistent inclusion of all effects to the .same order
is of utmost importance (Arnold, 1980; Zuilhof, 1980). This
is demonstrated in fig.3.7 for the magnetic form factor of
~H. The nonrelativistic calculations with "realistic" forces
do not produce sufficiently large Fourier components, and
meson exchange currents (isoscalar
the deuteronl) have to be included
the data (Gari, 1976). However,
relativistic calculations show that

in fact.current is canceled and,
relativistic corrections
function normalization
states), leading to excactly the opposite
agreement with experiment becomes worse 1

and model-dependent for
to obtain a good fit to
the (more consistent)

the effect of the Nil pair
overcompensated by other

(e.g. Lorentz contraction and wave
in positive energy intermediate

effect: The

10"'

10'

.3.7 Theo magnetic
B(q-' of the

form factor
deuteron.

Calculations with the Reid
soft-core potential. Dashed
curve: nonrelativistic,
upper solid curve:
nonrelativistic plus meson
exchange (Gari, 1976),
lower solid (Arnold, 1980)
and dashed-dotted (Zuilhof,
1980) curves: relativistic
theory. Data: Auffret et
al.<1985) .

However, the quark pair current is essentially connected with
the intrinsic degrees of freedom of the nucleon (quark bag).
In order to describe the excitation spectrum of the nucleon
consistently, in particular in a gauge-invariant way, ail
possible excitations of the constituents have to be included.
This involves both lifting valence quarks from the ground
state to higher orbits and the excitation of sea quarks to
positive energy states. In this sense the qq pair current is
related to isobar excitation or rather to the broad continuum
observed in photoabsorption on the nucleon at the higher
energies.



3.5 Charge Form Factors of 3He and 3H

Since both A = 3 nuclei are objects of spin 1/2, only charge
monopole and magnetic dipole form factors exist, which can be
separated in a conventional scattering experiment usinr the
Rosenbluth plot. Already in 1965 Collard et al. (1965) showed
that the rms radii of the two nuclei differ, which was not to
be expected for symmetrical S-state wave functions. Faddeev
calculations using realistic nuclear forces produced
unsymmetrical S'-states and about 8% D-state, explained these
differences and predicted strong diffraction minima at higher
momentum transfer (Brandenburg 1975). However, the
experimental data for 3He in the momentum range
0.35fm~1Sq~i20fm~ showed considerably higher cross sections
in the region of the secondary maximum. Interpreted in terms
of a point-nucleon density, the analysis of the data resulted
in a hole in the interior of 3He (Me Carthy, 1977).

A much more natural explanation was given in terms of large
NS pair currents, which dominate the cross section at the
higher momentum transfer. Incidentally, isoscalar and
isovector pair currents contribute about equally and add
coherently for He. As a consequence, they have opposite
phases for 3H, and it was predicted that 3H is little
affected by meson exchange currents and an ideal testing
ground for 3-body wave functions.

As we have seen in the preceding section, the quark model
suppresses the isovector pair current and leads to quite
similar predictions (Beyer, 1983> for the charge form factors
of JHe and H. (Similar conclusions could have been obtained
if PV instead of PS coupling had been used for the Nft pair
current!). Indeed, the recent Saclay experiment (Cavedon,

Fig.3.8 Charge form factors of He3He (left) and 3H (right) as
function of momentum transfer. Theoretical
calculations with Reid soft-core potential. Dashed
curves: impulse approximation (IA); dotted curvesj_
IA'NN p*ir current (PS couplLng); full curves: IA-qq
pair current. Experimental d*ta fron refs.
(Brandenburg, 1975; McCarthy, 1977; Cavedon, 1985).



1985) has shown that the form factors of 3H and ^He look very
similar in the region of the secondary maximum. Fig.3.8
demonstrates that the impulse approximation is equally wrong
for both nuclei and that the inclusion of qq pair current
improves the agreement with the data. At least in the case of
H, the fit is even more impressive if one includes A(1232)

configurations and higher mesonic and relativistic
corrections.

The effects from virtual excitation of higher isobars have
been estimated in the constituent quark model to be small
below q2=20fm (Beyer, 1983). Since the model gives a fairly
good overall description of the nucleon resonances (Isgur,
1979) (except for the monopole mode NM1440)!), it seems to
be unlikely to find the still missing isoscalar strength even
in more realistic models of higher resonances.

3.6 Multi-quark Bags

A particularly strong off-shell effect of nucleons would be
the formation of multi-quark bags in nuclear matter. Such a
concept has been suggested, e.g., to explain the EMC effect
(Pirner, 1981) and the electromagnetic structure of light
nuclei «Kisslinger, 1982; Koch 1985; Karl 1984; Maize, 1985).
In such models the cross section is described as a
convolution of scattering off the nuclear constituents
(nucleons, 6-quark bags, 9-quark bags, ...) with the
probability to find these constituents in the nucleus. In
lack of a dynamical model of the nuclear many-body system in
terms of quarks and gluons, the authors develop a hybrid
model with two phases for, e.g., the deuteron:

*2N r * ro
4 (3.33)

*6q ' J Ci *6q r < ro '

Outside a matching radius rQ, the wave function is the
classical two-nucleon wave function obtained by solving the
Schródinger equation with a realistic nucleon-nucleon
potential. In the interior, however, one assumes a
superposition of the possible configurations of a 6-quark
system in a qommon spherical confining potential, e.g.,
( is > b, < Is) (lp) ••" etc. At present the procedure involves quite
a bit of "physical intuition" regarding the matching radius,
the spectroscopic coefficents c^ and the spatial structure of
the 6-quark wave functions. Different authors use quite
different matching radii, 0.6fm S ro £ 1.2fm, and obtain
completely different probabilities for 6-quark clusters in
nuclei, 2% £ Pg,, ú 25%. Except for a strong dependence on the
matching radius, this probability depends on the correlations
in the nuclear wave function. Assuming that such clusters
exist only in relative S-states of the nucleon pair, the
probability fur finding <a 3-quark/6-quark configuration in
3He i.s (Maize, 1985)

where üa corresponds to the Faddeev components with pair spin



and isospin (S=0,
functions and rQ
2.7% is obtained
the convolution

T=l) and (S=l, T=0>. With correlated wave
= 0.9fm, a relatively low value of Pg ^
(Maize, 1985). The form factor is given by

(3.35)
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Fig.3.9 The charge form
factor of He in the
hybrid model of
Maize and Kim (1985)
for 3 bag radii rQ.
Experimental data
from refs. (Collard,
1965 and McCarthy,
1977).
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where the first term on the rhs describes the contribution of
traditional nuclear physics. The multi-quark form factors are
taken from relattvistic harmonic oscillator models (Namiki
1982)

"5 2. -
AM. t ^ i-i ̂  /^*m'' *

(3.36)

The Gaussian form factor reflects the momentum distribution
seen by the photon in the case of constituents moving in an
oscillator potential, and the denominator can be expocted on
grounds of dimensional scaling. There have to be five
exchanges of gluons to transfer the photon momentum to .ill
constituents in the 6-quark cluster, an exchange of a "meson"
with mass m^ between both clusters, and two more gluon
"messages" in the 3-quark cluster. In the asymptotic region,
^6a-3a "" (<5~' ' with a yet undetermined
the Tower q, however, the model has
parameters, and even the sign of eq.(3.36>
obtain an interference pattern consistent
results of such calculations are shown

overall factor. At
quite a few free
has been chosen to
with the data. The
in f i.g . 3 . 9 , wh ich

demonstrates
boundarv r_.

the high sensitivity of the results to the



4. DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING

4.1 The Scaling of Structure Functions

At low energy (w> and momentum (q) transfer, a scattering
process off a. composite system is dominated by coherent
collective phenomena. In particular, elastic scattering and
excitation of low-lying (collective) resonances depend on the
detailed dynamics of the many-body system in a rather
intricate way. At higher energies and momenta we expect that
quasi-free scattering on partons takes over. Under such
conditions the two kinematical variables u and q are related,
and only one independent variable remains.

The cross section for elastic scattering on a proton, e.g.,
may be written in the lab frame

d2a/dQd« = 4a 2k 2
2 /Q 4 S(u-Q2/2M)

2 2 2 2 ( 4- 1 }

• Í W2<Q ,w> cos^e/2 • 2WX(Q ,»> sinze/2 > .

In this expression we have neglected the mass of the
electron, while M is the mass of the target (proton).
Comparing eq.(4.1) with eq.(2.13), we have integrated the
latter over the phase space of the recoiling proton because
its momenta are completely determined by the electron. The
remaining two structure functions may be related to the
electric and magnetic Sachs form factors of eq. (3.28).

Wi = TG M
2

<4.2)
W-, = ( GE~ * T G M ~ ) / (1 • T) ,

where T=Q~/4M*" (note: Q" = -q ) . Experimentally, the momentum
dependence of the form factors is well approximated by a
dipole fit.If the proton was an ideal Dirac particle,
however, we would have G£=GM=1. The ana logon of eq.(4.1) for
such a structureless particíe would be

d-adOdw - 4a2k2, / Q4

" o i <4.3>

• { w"1 )5( x-1) cosie/2 - 2M"1 xS(s-D

F,(x,Q->

where we have introduced the "Bjorken scaling variable"
(Bjorken, 1969)

X = Q2 / 2p«q - Q- / 2Mwjab , (4.4)

where p is the four-momentum and M the mass of the struck
particle. In the following we will discuss tl,e scattering in
the lab frame and denote u

We note that the elastic response occurs at x = l, while the
general response of a composite particle is determined by two
form factors depending on two kinematical variables. Assuming
that the internal structure of the proton is given by i frei*
parton3 ("quarks") with mass m =M/3, the response is simply
the sum over elastic scattering on the const ltuents,

S(x-l) - Z 5(Q-/2mqu - 1) (4.5)
= Z i 3 S(x-1/3) = o(s-i 3) .



Any deviation from this "scaling" of the cross sections OJJ
response functions in terms of an additional dependence on Q~
is an indication of binding effects: the parton is
"off-shell", its properties change by interaction effects
with the medium. In the notation of fig.4.1 the following
requirements have to be met to see the constituents of the
target:

•
<I> QR » 1 - to resolve spatial substructures of the

system,

(II) u > en - to suppress collective coherent effects
by the forces binding the constituents,

(III) u =: Q^/2mc - to transfer an amount of energy and
momentum appropriate for the kinematics
of a free constituent.

Fig.4.1 The virtual photon is
emitted by the scattered
electron le-e'l and
transfers energv û and
momentum q (Q~=q--u- 0) to
the target (radius R,
excitation energies en,
constituents with mass
mc> .

Fig. 4.2 gives a schematic vî ew of the changes in the
structure function F2' for a '•"C target. At small momentum
transfer (a) we observe the coherent collective responses of
the composite ^system, elastic scattering (C) and resonance
excitation (C ), which are characterized by a strong
dependence on u and rapidly decreasing diffractive structures
in Q. At larger momenta (b) the process is dominated by
quasifree scattering on individual nucleons (mainly protons).
For a certain range of momentum transfer the cross section
scales, i.e. is essentially determined by the dependence on
x. If the momentum transfer increases further (c), internal
degrees of freedom of the nucleon <N ) will be excited.-
Finally, the electromagnetic waves interact with the partons
of the nucleon, valence and sea quarks (d,e). Again we
observe that the structure function is nearly constant over a

certain momentum range. A more detailed analysis of the data
(Bodek, 1979) is consistent with our common notion that a
nucleon consists of three valence quarks surrounded by a
cloud of qq-pairs (sea quarks).

A more realistic presentation of the existing experimental
data is given in fig. 4.3 which shows the structure function
W*> as function of energy and momentum transfer. We observe
resonance structures at small energy .and momentum transfer
and a flat plateau at high energy and momentum transfer. In
the latter region the structure function may be described by
only one variable. This scaling of the cross section is an
indication for the existence of point-like (structureless)
partons in a nucleon.



Pig.4.2 Schematic view of the response as function of the
Bjorken variable x for increasing momentum transfer
Q 2 (from Close, 1979).

Q iGev/c)2
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50 100

Fig.4.3 Structure function uf^ as function of four-momentum
transfer, 0 Q~ and a dimensionless variable
w1 =1* (M£-Q,- + 2Mt») /Qr • The kinematical limits of an
electron accelerator with a maximum beam energy of
2,4 and 6 MeV show that the physical phenomena shift
from resonance structures at low energy to a scaling
region at high energy. (Figure from CEBAF report,
1985) .

The fact that the elastic response of a target occurs at x =
Xgi = 1 is required by energy conservation (sae PROBLEM 5).
if the system has internal degrees of freedom, its mass in
the final state may increase by excitation energies en, and
we obtain

inel 2Mt "lab
(4.6)

Let us assume next that the virtual photon is absorbed on an
individual constituent with mass mc carrying the fraction Çp
of the total nucleon momentum p (see fig.4.4 and PROBLEM 6).
If we neglect transverse momentum components and other
binding effects for the constituents, the kinematical
condition is



const

Z - CP

- p . q (P--) (4.7)

Fig.4.4 The absorption of a virtual photon (u,q) by (a) a
structureless target with mass Mt, (b) a constituent
of the target with mass n»c carrying the fraction Ç of
the target's total momentum p.

In the limit of p-eo ("infinite momentum frame") we expect,
therefore, that the response of the composite system occurs
near a value of x which corresponds to the fraction of
momentum carried by its constituents. In the crudest model of
three valence quarks constituting a nucleon, we expect a
response near x%l/3 as in eq.(4.5). However, substantial
modifications are observed due to binding effects originating
from gluon exchange, which leads to a smearing of the
response function and an increase near x^O connected with
the creation of sea quarks. The schematic view of the
development of the response function in fig.4.5 has been
taken from Close (1979) which contains a very pedagogical
introduction into the field and a summary of the most
pertinent references.

Fig.4.5 The development of
response of the proton,

the

as function of the scaling
variable x. Top: free
valence quarks, center:
softening of response by
gluon exchange, bottom:
filling-m at small x by
sea quarks. Figure from
(Close, 1979).

4.2 The EMC Effect

It c a m e as a large surprise w h e n the ddta of the Ki.-i>pe..in
muon c o l l a b o r a t i o n (EMC) <\ub<;rt, 1983) and .i reevri 1 u.<: ion <>f.
"Ider Stanford d.ata (Si.AC) (Arnold, r»(.14» demonsr r,ir>•>: .t
substant ia I change of ' h'-* sf rucr.ure function of r ;I-J ÍM.nrvl
n u c l e o n , oC the order of L 0 — i 5 - .*nd im- fi-;..is inn wifh Mi-- n..»ss
nunber A. In order to '"rtp.sre f.he r-.-sfjonses of •: : f. f.-retir



nuclei in these studies, it has become customary to modify
eq.(4.4) and to introduce

u.a>

where M* ^ AM_ and PA' .ire the mass and the four-momentum <•£
the nuclear target. The range of the new variable is now
OixiA, the upper limit corresponding to elastic scattering
off the nucleus. If the photon is absorbed by individu.il
valence quarks, the response should center at x^l/3 modulo
binding effects, independent of the nuclear target «unless
the structure of the nucleon changes:>.

As nay be seen from eq.(4.1), two independent structure
functions may be studied by electron or auon scattering.
These structure functions depend on two ̂ variables, but are
supposed to loose their dependence on Q" at large momentum
transfer ("scaling"). Present data only determine the
structure function F2» which depends on the charge e_ and the
momentum distribution P_ of the quarks.

(4.9)

(4.10)

F
2 — • íe^ xP (x) .
2 (large Q) q q q

The EMC effect is expressed by the fact that

AF* {= ZFP + NF" ,
2 2 2

i.e., the nucleus does not behave like an ensemble of free
protons and neutrons.

A schematic view of the observed binding effects is shown in
fig.4.6. Due to the very definition of the scaling variable,*
the responses range up to x = A or x = 1 for the nucleus and
the nucleon, respectively. Slightly below x=A we expect
collective responses of the many-body system (e.g. giant
resonances), followed by cluster effects at smaller x, e.g.,
quasi-deuteron response near x=*2. In general, these many-body
responses will not scale, i.e., data obtained as function of
x and for varying Q will not fall on one curve. In the range
x<l, the cross section will be dominated by the interaction
with individual nucleons, i.e., quasi-free scattering off the
constituents of bound nucleons. Since these nucleons are
moving inside the nucleus (Fermi motion), a certain smearing
of their response in comparison with free nucleons has to be
expected. According to fig.4.6 the ratio F^/F^ has the
following properties:

(I) It diverges at x = 1 and is not defined for x > 1.
The effect for x á 1 is due to Fermi motion.

(II) Near x=*0.6 the experiments consistently show a
decrease by lO-iS"*.

(III) At 3mall x the EMC data (Aubert 1933) show an
increase by 10-15%, while the SLAC experiment
(Arnold, 1984) is essentially consistent with a ratio
of i.

3oth EMC and SLAC data hava been taken under kinematicai
conditions where 3calmg Í3 to be expected, for Q values of
3-13 GeV/c and 2-4 GeV/c, respectively. However, the



- valence

Fig.4.6 Schematic view of the EMC effect. Top: the response
of the proton as in fig.4.5 (full curve), and of a
nucleus (dotted curve) extending to x>l:
quasi-deuteron effect <x=*2), collective excitations
and elastic scattering (x£A). Bottom: The ratio of
nuclear (A) and proton (p) response.

separation of the two independent structure functions has not
yet been achieved, and the discrepancies between the two sets
of data are possibly related to this open problem. Since
neutrino scattering involves large parity violating terms, a
third structure function could be measured in such an
experiment. Unfortunately the present data at Q * 1 GeV/c are
still rather inconclusive (Parker 83, Cooper 84).

By now there exists quite a host of explanations of the EMC
effect, and five review talks dealt with the status of the
effect at the 1984 Heidelberg Conference. Theoretical
descriptions include

- estimates of an effective confinement scale in nuclei using
asymptotic QCD (Close 83, Jaffe 84),

- calculations of the size of the bound
non-topological soliton bag models <Celenza
84> ,

nucleon in
84, Jandel

models of multi-quark bags,
degradation of the distribution
81, Vary 84, Carlson 83),

leading to
of valence

an effective
quarks (Pirner

quark-cluster calculations in a dynamical model with
underlying hyperfine and confinement forces (Brauer K5), as
shown in fi.g.4.7,

the presence of excess pions in nuclei (Thomas W5,
Llewellyn Smith 83, Berger 84), related to the suggested
enhancement ("precursor effect") of the pion field at
q^2 fm as shown in Jig. 4.7.
be seen near x * mn/m ~-
complementary explanation of
«ma 11 x .

Qualitatively, pions should
.1/7, which gives rise to a
the sea-quark contribution at
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Fig. 4.7 The EMC effect as function of the scaling variable
x. Left: calculation in a nonrelativistic quark
cluster model (Brauer,1985>, compared with the data
of Aubert (1983) to) and Arnold (1984) (o) . Right:
calculation in a model with pions and nucleons
(Thomas,1985), compared with the data of Arnold
(1984).

Qualitatively, the depletion of the structure function for x
£ .3 shows that it is less likely to find high momentum
quarks in nuclear matter if compared to the nucleon. The
uncertainty principle relates this fact to some spatial
deconfinement of the valence quarks, which may be visualized
as a slightly larger "effective volume" of bound nucleons.

While all models agree in some sense on this point, the
quantitative results differ substantially. For example, the
increase of the radius is predicted to be as high as 27* in
nuclear matter (Celenza 84), the probability of multi-quark
clusters in *He is estimated to be 17% (Pirner 81, Vary 84),
and predictions for excess pions rang* between 0.1 and 0.4
per nucleon (Thomas 85, Llewellyn Smith 83, Berger 84).
Whatever the detailed model, the increase of the nucleon's
size should not be interpreted in a static sense with a fixed
radius of a bound nucleon, but rather as a probability
distribution depending on the distances to the surround i r»y
nucleons Orauer 85).

More recent, investigations have shown that the decrease of
valence quark strength at x-;0.4-0.8 may ctlso be described by
quite classical nuclear structure effects. Akulmichev at al .
(1985) have evaluated the structure function F» with
oscillator wave functions taking into account the Binding
energies (Fig.4.8). Similarly, Girosi and Giannim (1986)
have used a Fermi gas model including a constant binding
potential (Fig.4.9). In both cases the experimental data were
easily obtained in the reyion of intermediate x values.
However, Che classical models were not able to shift a large
strength to small values of x.

A new European muon collaboration (NMC) is presently
investigating the discrepancies between SLAC and EMC data.
The basic goal of NMC will be to determine whether or not the
enhancement effect at :< % .2 persists, which would confirm or
rule out the recent classical explanations of the effect.
Furthermore, the structure funct. ton ne.ir x = 0 will be



Fig.4.8 Classical explanation of the EMC effect in an
oscillator shell model (Akulinichev 1985). Notation
as in fig. 4.7.

Fig.4.9
Classical explanation of
the EMC effect in a
relativistic Fermi gas
model, including a binding
energy Vo--4(),-50 ctnrf
-60 MeV (Girosi I98b>.
Notation as in fig.4.7.

investigated. Since the limit x-0 corresponds to the real
photon point (Q"-0), one expects a ratio much smaller than 1
due to "shadowing". The origin of this effect is that the p
meson has the same quantum numbers as the photon, which leads
to admixtures of hadronic components in the photon propagator
and, consequently, to strong absorption of such components in
nuclear matter.



4.3 The West Scaling Variable y

In 1975 G. West (1975) suggested to use the scaling variable
y to describe deep inelastic scattering off nuclei,

- Q2 (4.11)

where m is the mass of the ejected nucleon, and the
four-momentum of the virtual photon is usually evaluated in
the lab frame. At sufficiently high momentum transfer the
nuclear response should scale

F(Q2,y) * F(y), for Q2 large.
\H*14/

Assuming that the virtual^photon is absorbed by a free proton
as in fig. 4.3a (p*"=p* 2=nr),

y = P * q (4.13)

i.e., the scaling variable y characterizes the longitudinal
momentum of the proton hit by the photon. Under these
circumstances the cross section for electroexoitation of a
nucleus normalized to the contribution of independent
constituents,

o.(q»u)dw
- F(y)dy ' I*

P n

measures the probability F(y) to find a certain parallel
momentum y in the target.

Fig. 4.10 shows the experimental results for F(y) derived
from an analysis of SLAC data for 3He (Sick, 1980). The
response scales over a large range of momentum transfer in
the region y<O (i.e. x>l), corresponding to the low-energy
side of the quasi-free peak. Above the maximum (y>0, x-'l) the
excitation of A< 3,3)-degrees of freedom becomes increasingly
important and scaling is violated. Unfortunately, the best
existing Faddeev calculations (Hajduk, 1983) fail to
reproduce sufficiently strong Fourier components at momenta y

-200 MeV/c. If the nucleon radius were changed in nuclear
matter, the free nucleon cross sections in eq.(4.14) would
have to be replaced by different functions of momentum
transfer. As a consequence, binding effects would violate the
scaling assumption of the rhs in eq.<4.14).However, the
experiments rule out strong changes of the nucleon's size and
allow for no more than a 6% change of the radius (Sick,
1985).

It should be kept in mind that these results ón y-scaiing and
the EMC effect occur under quite different kinematical
conditions, for x 1 and x. 1, respectively. The fact that the
former experiment rules out and the later requires strong
binding effects, is only paradoxical in a static picture of
bound nurleons. If we assume that the radius of the nuc U jn
is related to the distance of the nearest neighbours, a broad
range of effective sizes of nucleons will exist, which could
lead to quite different net effects for the two *xperiments.

Another unsolved theoretical problem 13 thu treatment of



Fig- 4.10
The scaling function F of
Y (in units of MeV/c) for
3He. Experimental data
from SLAC over a wide
range 2£qSl0fm~A,
analyzed by Sick (1980).
Dotted curve: Faddeev
calculation with
realistic potentials in
ground state (Hajduk,
1983).

realistic final state interactions.The mean value ot the
scaling variable defined in units of the nucleon mass ra.

y - q J
U (4.15)

depends on sura rules related to ground state expectation
values by closure. For a system of non interacting
constituents at rest, the response is a S-function at y=0.
Interaction effects lead to a broadening and a shift of the
response. This shift, y*0, is an indication of scaling
violations. A model calculation by Tomow (1981) has shown
that scaling violations are strongly affected by tensor
forces, whose influence on final state interactions has been
consistently neglected in all analyses of deep inelastic
scattering, except for the case of the deuteron.

5. QUASIFREE SCATTERING

5.1 Longitudinal and Transverse Response

Another as yet unsolved puzzle is the experimentally observed
response in the quasifree peak, which should be dominated by
single-nucleon degrees of freedom. While the earlier
experiments were quite successfully described within the
framework of simple Fermi-gas models, the separation of
longitudinal and transverse response functions in more recent
experiments (Barreau, 1983; Meziani 1984 and 1985; Marchand,
1985) has led to quite disturbing consequences.

In light nuclei, such as -*He, the situation seems still to be
under control. As shown in fi.g.5.1, the convent iona 1
description of the process in terms of two- and three-body
break-up works, at least qualitatively (Marchand, 1985).
Though the calculation contains some correlations by using
realistic initial state wave functions, the final statf»
interactions are usually neglected or treated in a rather
schematic way. Some differences remain, both in th»?



quasi-free peak and at the low energy side of the peak, which
has also been studied in the context of y-scaling (Tornow,
1981) and multi-quark components (Pirner, 1981).
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Fig.5.1 Longitudinal and transverse response functions RL

for He. Two-body (dotted) and three-body (dashed)
break-up add with pion production (dashed-dotted) to
total theoretical prediction. Experimental data:
Marchand (1985).
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Fig.5.2 Longitudinal
for llUC at

and transverse response functions R L / T

q=400 MeV/c. Calculations of Cavinatõ
(1984) with Skyrme force SK-3, solid and dashed
curves for random phase and Hartree-Fock
approximation, respectively. Data: Barreau (1983).

In heavier nuclei the longitudinal response Rr becomes
increasingly weak with larger mass number A. This dependence
is rather puzzling, since neither meson exchange currents nor
virtual ^-resonances are supposed to affect Rr? b y m o r e than a
few percent. Fig. 5.3 shows, in the case of C, that strong
RPA correlations may improve the situation (Cavinato, 1984).
Contrary to many other calculations, these results are
obtained in a fully self-consistent manner directly from a
nuclear force. For numerical reasons, however, the Skyrme
force SK-3 had to be used, whose zero-range form might
actually be questionable at the higher momentum transfer
(Dellafiore, 1985).

40, 48, 56,For the nuclei '"Ca, '•"Ca- and JUFe, the latest Sac lav-
experiments (Meziani, 1984 and 1985) show a reduction of the
longitudinal response by up to 40% at q = 550 MeV/c. At these
momenta even the admittedly strong RPA-correl.at ions of
Cavinato (1984) do no longer give rise
effect in the peak region. It seems to be
that any realistic "traditional" model
drastic reduction for Ca shown in fig. 5
If the experimental results may be taken
cross sections are smaller than the

to a substantial
unlikely, in facr.,
can describe the

.3.
at face value, the

theoretical predictions
by about 30-40%. This fact leads to a considerable quenching
of the Coulomb sum rule, which is generally considered to be
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Fig.5.3 Longitudinal response functions at q=550 MeV/c. Top:
1-C, RPA calculations of Cavinato (1984). For
notation see fig. 5.2), data of Barreau (1983).
Bottom: Ca, calculations of Do Dang and Giai
(1984). For notation see fig. 5.4, data of Meziani
(1985, 1984).

a very model-independent quantity. It is obtained by
integrating the Coulomb response over the excitation
spectrum,

SL(q) •- / RL(q,u>) d = Z <0|p+|f><f|p|0>
(5.1)

£ fk(q) ft(q)

where f^ are the nucleon form factors. At larger q the
correlations entering in the non-diagonal terms (k*i) cancel,
and only the diagonal contributions remain,

S L(q) = Z (q large). (5.2)

Quite generally the double sum can be decomposed into
diagonal (k=l) and nondiagonal (k*l) terms. For this purpose
we introduce one-body and two-body densities and their
Fourier transforms. If we neglect the nucleon form factors,
the one-body charge density is simply

<0IES(r-rk) (5.3)

and its Fourier transform is given by the form factor for
elastic scattering,

P^(q) = Z < 0 i Eexp( iq-Tjç) Í 0 ̂  = FQ(q). (5.4)

Similarly we find we find for the two-body charge densitiy

,-1P2(r',r) = (Z(Z-l))" 1 <0!Z'S(r-rJ<)S(r'-re) i 0 :• (5.5)

-1P2(r',r) = (ZfZ-l))"
1 v O E ' exp( iq1 • rk)exp( iq- r1 > i 0 ; ••, (5.6)



where £' runs over all nondiagonal <k*l) terms. The two-body
density may be decomposed into correlated and uncorrelated
contributions,

• f2<r'-r>. (5.7)P2(r',r> = p^r'lpjl

with the relations

/P2(r',r)dT' = Pl(r)

Jf2(r",r)dT' = 0.

Using eqs.(5.3) and (5.7) and assuming that only protons
contribute, we may reformulate the Coulomb sum rule,
eq.(S.l), as follows:

SL(q)/e
2G|(q) » Z 2F Q(q)

2 ZU-F (q>2)
(5.8)

The result of eq.(5.2) is obtained in the limit of q — «, for
which both elastic form factor and correlation function
vanish. The derivation of eq. (5.8) is illustrated by a
simple model of quasifree scattering in PROBLEMS 7 and 8.

The experimental results for the Coulomb sum rule (Saclay
data) are compared to the theoretical prediction in fig. 5.4.
Since the sum rule is normalized to the incoherent response
of Z free protons, the experimental values should approach 1
for large momentum transfer. Instead we observe a
considerable quenching of the sum rule with no indication of
approaching the incoherent limit at large Q values.
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Fig.5.4 Coulomb sum rule normalized to 'the incoherent
response of Z free protons, S^/ZGg, âs function of
momentum transfer Q~. Saclay data for various nuclei
are compared with a typical theoretical prediction.
Figure from Meziani (1985).
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Fig.5.5 Coulomb response function R, as function of
excitation energy for 1 C at q=300 MeV/c. Left:
Theoretical predictions of Drozdz et al. <1986>
including 2p2h-states are compared to the Saclay
data. The dashed lines represent the isoscalar (T=0>
and isovector (T=l) components of the response.
Right: complete calculation (full line) and result
without ph linked diagrams/bubbles (dashed line).

Though the result of eq.(5.2) is only approximate, it cannot
be changed too strongly by the remaining final state
interactions, relativistic corrections (Foldy-Darwin term)
and neutron form factors. A recent calculation by Speth et
al. (1986) shows that 2p-2h correlations are very effective
in shifting strength from the center of the quasifree peak to
higher energies. Such an effect has been previously studied
in terms of quasi-deuteron models. As may be seen in fig.5.5,
the inclusion of such 2p-2h excitations improves the
agreement with experiment considerably. However, the Coulomb
sum rule itself does not change dramatically because the
strength is essentially shifted to higher excitation
energies. Furthermore, it is to be expected that such effects
decrease at a momentum transfer above twice the Fermi
momentum (q 2 500 MeV/c), where the discrepancy between
experiment and theory is most disturbing.

The only efficient way to obtain agreement with the data is
to change the form factor of the proton, and to require an
increase of its radius in nuclei by about 30%, as suggested
by Noble (1981). In a similar spirit, calculations within the
framework of a non-topological soliton model indicate an
increase of the proton radius by 15$ in Fe and 27% in nuclear
matter (Celenza, 1984). The problem is, however, that such
drastic binding effects will also change the transversa
response, which is in qualitative agreement with the data,
and that compensating effects would have to be discovered to
explain both responses equally well.

Except for an overall form factor the previous results have
been derived with a nonrelativistic charge operator.
Obviously, relativistic corrections are quite important at
the higher momentum transfer, q à 500 MeV c. Since if. has
been occasionally claimed that relativity cures all problems
encountered for the longitudinal sum rule, we will di.scuss
relativistic corrections in the following section.

5.2 Relativistic Corrections to Quasifree Scattering

Relativistic mean field theories have been proposed many-
years ago (Miller, 1972; Walecka, 1974), but only recently
have they been applied to nuclear structure studies in a



systematical way (Arnold, 1979; Clark, 1983; Reinhard, 1985).
The essential ingredients are very strong scalar (V

S> and
vector ' V Q ' time-like component!) potentials, which cancel
for positive energy components to a large degree but give
rise to huge relativistic corrections by large negative
energy components. In this way, the well-known spin-orbit
splitting for nuclei may be explained in a rather
straightforward way. The resulting relativistic
single-nucleon Hamiltonian has the structure

<«.p YOVS
VQ -E) * 0, (5.9)

The strong potentials Vg and VQ are assumed to be due to the
exchange of a and u mesons, which are mainly responsible for
the intermediate range attraction and the short range hard
core of the elementary nucleon-nucleon interaction (Fig.5.6).
The contributions of pion exchange in nuclear matter cancel
to lowest order, because they are of pseudoscalar nature. A
simple estimate gives the following strength of the
potentials in nuclear matter:

* -400

Mev,

1 2
where we have used g */4« ~ 6-7, g *

9-10, m

(5.10)

MeV,
m. 780 MeV, and a nuclear matter density p o = 2kp /3n" with
a Fermi momentum kp ='1.4 fm

ma

Fig.5.6 Schematic behavior of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction, mediated by the exchange of n,a and u
mesons.

Previous nonrelativistic calculations have consistently
failed to describe binding energy E and Fermi momentum kp of
nuclear matter at the same time. While the theoretical values
for various potentials differed considerably, all results in
the E-kp plane lay on the so-called "Coester line", which
missed the experimental data point. It is interesting to
notice that the recent relativistic mean-field theories seem
to have found a mechanism to move the theoretical predictions
away from this mysterious line (Machleidt, 1984).It is also
worth mentioning that eq.(5.9) leads to an effective mass,
m* = m+V , which decreases the mass of the bound nucleon by
about 40%. This has the consequence that a Foldy-Wouthuysen
expansion of relativistic effects converges slower for bound
than for free nucleons.

The possible excitations of relativistic particles in a mean



field include excitations of both valence particles at
positive energies ("Fermi sea") and of particles at negative
energies ("Dirac sea"), which we will call F and D modes,
respectively. As may be seen from fig.5.7, the energy balance
in nuclear matter is

F: u = r(R*q)2+m*2 - ri<2*m*2 •: q

D: u = f<k**q)2+m*2 • r»c2*m*2 > q

As a consequence the strength related to the Dirac see occurs
in the time-like region of the q-w plane, which cannot be
reached by electroexcitation. Therefore the "physical" sum
rule is restricted to the space-like region, while the
"mathematical" sum rule obtained by closure also includes the
contributions of the Dirac sea for u - q.

Fig.5.7 Energy spectrum of particles in a relativistic mean
field theory. The excitations of the Fermi sea occur
in the space-like part of the q-u plane, those of the
Dirac sea in the time-like part. The "physical" sum
rule at constant q corresponds to (e,e'> data, the
"mathematical" sum rule inegrates to infinity.

An evaluation of the Coulomb sum rule for an ideal Dirac
particle in a relativistic Fermi gas model leads to the
response

Rc = Z'8(u-ufi) I<f (5.11)

where n-% is the occupation number for particles with momentum
Jc and energy Eg = (m 2 * K 2 ) 1 / 2 , and the sum Z' runs over all
valence protons.

It is straightforward to see that the nonrelatiyistic Coulomb
sum rule approaches Ze in the limit of first m - <x> and then
q-a>. In a relativistic model, however, m* has to be kept
finite, in which case the limit q - oo leads to the surprising
result S_ - Ze 12, i.e. only 50% of the strength remains in
the space-like region.
Since nucleons are composite particles, a realistic
calculation has to include form factors and anomalous
magnetic moments, too. In this case the Coulomb sum rule has
a much more complex form, and eq.(5.11> has to be replaced by
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The high q limit of the Coulomb sum rule is now determined by
tije form factors, which are functions of four-momentum,
Q*"--q • Furthermore, the sum is over protons and neutrons,
and all occupation numbers, form factors and anomalous
magnetic moments should have isospin indices.

It is evident that eq.(5.12) does not describe a scattering
process on an ensemble of free particles, which is due to the
Fermi motion of the bound nucleons. In order to obtain a
quantity reminiscent of the nonrelativistic Coulomb response,
there have been various proposals to divide out an "average"
form factor P.

The traditional expansion of relativistic effects corresponds
to

F = Fx Cl - Q2/8m2 (1 • 2 K F 2 / F 1 ) ] . (5.13)

The relativistic correction is the Darwin-Foldy term, which
is of the order of 30% at a momentum transfer of
Q = 500 MeV/c. Furthermore, eq.(5.l3) describes a nucleon at
rest, while the Fermi motion of the bound nucleons leads to
an additional spin-orbit term,

F = (1 - Q2/8m2) GE + i q-<3xE>/4m2 <2GM-GE)•..., (5.13)

where we have introduced the Sachs form factors of charge and
magnetization,

GE = FX(Q
2) - Q2/4m2

 K F 2 < Q
2 )

2 2 < 5' 1 5 )

Since the nucleons move in different directions, we cannot
divide out any equivalent of the spin orbit term. Concerning
the Foldy-Wouthuysen correction, there have been basically
two proposals to divide out the form factor effect to all
orders in Q . Oe Forest (1984) suggested to use

F = G E r(l*Q
2/4ro2)/(l*Q2/2m2>, (5.16)

correcting for the motion of a -particle initially at rest in
the lab frame, which is the average situation for the bound
nucleons. On the other hand, Friar (1973) preferred to divide
out the cross section in the Breit frame, where the nucleon
approaches the photon with momentum -q,

F = G E / ri*Q2/4ra2. (5.17)

We note that
order correction

eqs. (5.16) ̂ and (5.17) lead to the same lowest
ion in Q /m-, in agreement with eq.(5.13).

The result of a recent calculation (DoDang, 1.986) of the
Coulomb sum rule shows that relativistic corrections do not
give rise to any dramatic effect in the region of
q -; 500 MeV/c. An effective mass m = 0.56 m leads to a
•-.ecrease of about 10*>, which is still far .aw«iy from thu
(-St.» -lmentd 1 ly observed depLeti-on of th« *un rule by 50"
f i. g. 5 .8 ) .
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Fig.5.8 Relativistic Coulomb sum rule in a Fermi gas model as
function of momentum transfer q. An overall form
factor has been divided out according to eq.(5.16).
Experimental data from Saclay (see fig.5.4),
theoretical calculation with normal and effective
mass of the nucleon by OoOang et al. (1986).

Finally, it is interesting to note that also the preliminary
data of coincidence experiments (e,e'p) confirm the small
longitudinal/transverse ration of the inclusive experiments.
At the same time the experimental results of fig. 5.9 show
that the observed quenching, is essentially independent of q.
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Fig.5.9 Ratio of longitudinal and transverse
functions for bound protons in ^- 4 0

to the ratio of free protons. Derived from (e,e'p)
experiments of groups from Saclay (Reffay-Pikeroen,
1986) and NIKHEFtVan der Steenhoven, 1986).

Therefore, the data leave little space for a change of the
radius (Ar/r á 5%). The data can be explained by a change of
the ratio of magnetic and electric Sachs form factors,
(GM/GE)bound "' 3*6820.9, which has to be compared with the
value 2f.8l for a free proton. This dramatic change of the
properties of bound nucleons is difficult to explain by



theoretical models. Therefore, it is only reasonable to ask
for possible errors in the process of data taking and data
analysis,too. A particular difficult problem is an exact
evaluation of the Coulomb corrections to quasifree
scattering. Such effects could possibly change the slope of
the Rosenbluth plot, which would lead to wrong predictions
for, the longitudinal structure function. However, present
estimates of Coulomb corrections do not predict large effects
in the quasifree region, and the puzzle of the Coulomb sum
rule has vet to be solved.

6. LOW ENERGY THEOREMS

6.1. Photon Scattering

Low energy theorems (LET) allow to describe the low energy
limit of a radiative process such as photon scattering in a
model-independent way (Adler, 1968; Gel1-Mann, 1954; Low,
1954). Due to the vanishing mass o«. the photon, the nucleon
pole terms (see fig. 6.1) diverge as q . In the direct Born
term, e.g.. the propagator in the intermediate state is
[(p+q)^-m^]~ -l/2p*q. The divergence is due to soft radiation
off external lines, leading to intermediate states with
particles approaching the mass-shell. In all higher order
contributions ("residual amplitude") the singularity is
removed by additional loop integrals.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

• ••

(e) (f)

Fig.6.1 Diagrams contributing to photon scattering:
(a) direct nucleon pole term, (b) crossed nucleon
pole term, <c> contact term Inonrelatwistio theory
oniyi), (d)-(f) higher order terms.

Assuming that there exists a power series expansion of
and residual amplitudes, the transition current is

Born

b + cq + d«q e +
V + f

u
gq • h»q k +

(6.1)

jR =
y

1 + h«q k
y y

where a, b, c,.... are constant scalars or 4-vectors. In the
soft-photon limit (q-0>, the residual current approaches the
constant f , while the Born amplitude consists of a genuine
constant f , terns of order q° but depending on the direction
from wich q approaches the singularity, and the dominant pole
term.



Since the Born amplitude can be calculated, the full
amplitude is known to Otq" 1). The essence of LET is that the
terms to next order, 0(q°), are also determined because gauge
invariance implies

q J = q J + q J = O , (6.2)

with

• ( '" e><t + f.Q ) H

(6.3)

qu jj = f.q + 0(q2)

The leading term in the 4-divergence of the Born amplitude,
0(q°), has to vanish by itself, while the Born and residual
terms of 0(q) have to cancel mutually. Since there occurs
only one constant Í in the residual amplitude to that order
(contrary to the Born terms, the residual current is constant
and independent of ql), it can be determined from eq. (6.3).
Furthermore, with a gauge invariant electromagnetic
interaction and including all Feynman graphs to lowest order,
q.jB=0 by itself. In this case, also q-JR=0, and we obtain a
series of equations in all orders of q from eq.(6.3). These
equations allow to fix the lowest term Í =0, but cannnot
determine the higher terms in a unique way. The result of LET
is that the unknown (model-dependent> terms are 0(q), while
the leading divergent term is *

The theorem can be applied to both initial and final states
of the photon scattering amplitude T to obtain the Thomson
limit

0,2 -
lira T = jj- e' • c. , (6.4)

(q.q'^O) M A X

with Q and M the total charge and mass of the system, and e-!
and e, the polarizations of the photon in the final and
initial state, respectively. The dependence of the system on
its internal structure shows up only in terms of quadratic
order in q and q'. These terms define the electric and
magnetic polarizabilities, which are among the most
fundamental and interesting properties of hadronic systems
(Ericson, 1973; Friar, 1975).

In a nonrelativistic model, the kinetic energy operator has
to be written in terms of the canonical momentum p,

Tkin = Picn/2m "* <P-eS)2/2m (6.5)
= p*/2m - e/2m (p-A+A«p> * e"/2m A .

In this way we have introduced the vector potential 3 in a
gauge invariant way, leading to the usual 5*A" interaction
(second term in eq. (6.5)) and an additional contact
interaction (last term in eq. (6.5), which is quadratic in
the vector potential. Applying such a model to a composite
system of charged particles, we obtain the following
amplitude for photon scattering,
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The first two terms are the direct (fig. 6.1.a) and crossed
<fig. 6.1.b) pole diagrams with contributions from
intermediate states ln> with energies E n. The last term <fig.
6.1.c) is the contact or seagull diagram, which appears in a
nonrelativistic theory due to the elimination of backward
propagating constituents in the intermediate states
(Z diagram). This term is due to the quadratic term in eq.
(6.5), which in turn is a consequence of gauge invariance.

We now apply eq. (6.6) to the nucleon as a composite system
of 3 constituent quarks, and to the nucleus, consisting of Z
protons and N neutrons of mass m. Table 6.1 compares the
Thomson limit of these systems to the contribution of the
contact term for q—0. Clearly, LET requires compensating
contributions from the resonance amplitude. The
NZ/A-structure of these terms indicates that they are related
to isovector dipole oscillations of the hadronic system.

Table 6.1 Contributions of contact and resonance terms to the
Thomson amplitude for elastic photon scattering on
composite systems. Nucleon: Z-l proton (uud), Z = 0
neutron (ddu); nucleus: Z protons and N neutrons.
Amplitudes in units of e2/m, with e and m the
charge and mass of the proton, respectively.

nucleon

nucleus

Thomson
limit

Z

Z2/A

contact
term

Z+2

Z

resonance
terms

-2

-NZ/A

It is illustrative to show how the cancellation of terms
occurs if we describe the nucleon in the constituent quark
model, which has been shown to give a good overall agreement
with excitation energies and electromagnetic properties of
nucleon isobars (Isgur, 1979 and 1980». Due to its
simplicity, the model has the advantage that the amplitude
may be expanded analytically in terms of only one parameter
«o (or the rms radis ro of the quark distribution, ro= «o •
As indicated in table 6.1, the contact and resonance terms
(with excitation of intermediate dipole states) add to the
proper Thomson limit of the scattering amplitude in the soft
photon limit (Orechsel, 1984a). In agreement with LET we
obtain, up to terms quadratic in q and q',

-2 . 1+T«

- aq
2) (6.7)

with two model-dependent parameters describing the internal
structure of the nucleon,



(6.8)

U+To
ÍIÍ3T- ro~Í2- • (6.9)

a

where GJJ is the isovector magnetic form factor and nu the
mass of 4(1232). The parameter a consists of a retardation
«R, related to the size of the object, and the electric
polarizability «E, which is due to virtual excitations of

electric dipole levels. Numerically it turns out that <xE»aR,
and if we interpret « as an effective radius for the proton.

In the case of photon scattering on a nucleus, the internal
structure of the nucleons can be taken into account by
introducing appropriate off-shell form factors in eq. (6.6),
e.g.

ep(q) - 1 - | q
2 r*ff + ... . ( 6 a i )

The reduction of the Thomson amplitude by these off-shell
form factors is considerably larger than one might anticipate
from the size of a nucleon, because

- polarization effects are much larger than retardation
effects,

- polarization occurs for protons and neutrons, and

- the leading contribution of the contact term is reduced by
partial cancellation with resonance terms.

Of course, a quantitative description of photon scattering is
not complete without also including the model-dependent
contribution of two-body currents (Weyrauch, 1984), which may
be approximated by an additional modification of the seagull
term (Friar, 1980).

While the modifications of the electric dipole amplitude have
been found to be substantial, the parameter p describing
magnetic scattering is small. The paramagnetic contribution
Xp, due to virtual excitation of the A resonance, and
contributions of retardation <*R> and of diamagnetic origin
(XQ) interfere destructively, leading to a small net effect.
The sum of the electric and magnetic parameters is connected
the integrated cross section by dispersion relations,

il (a • s) (6.12,

Table 6.2 compares the predictions of the constituent quark
model for the proton with the experimental data derived from
elastic photon scattering and sum rules. A detailed analysis
shows that photon scattering and sum rule data are at
variance (Petrunkin, 1981). In view of the fundamental
importance of the polarizabilities, new and independent
measurements of these quantities with polarized tagged photon
beams, instead of the bremsstrahlung spectra of earlier
experiments, should have high priority.



Table 6.2 Electric («) and magnetic (0) polarizabilities of
the proton, calculated with the constituent quark
model for two different bag radii rQ. Experimental
values from Petrunkin (1981).

r 0 = .62 f.

rQ = .59 ft.

experiment

.89

.72

.76 ± .16

B[f2]
.10

.14

.19 t .16

6.2. Pion Photoproduction

Elastic pion nucleon scattering may be described by
pseudoscalar (PS) or pseudovector (PV) nNN coupling, which
ore equivalent to lowest order in the coupling constant
(PROBLEM 9). The same coupling schemes may be used to
describe pion photoproduction. As for every radiative
amplitude, LET also asserts that the low energy limit for
this reaction is determined by the Born terms (see fig. 6.2),
the direct and crossed nucleon pole term, the direct emission
of a pion, and a contact term. We note that intermediate A
states in the s channel or heavier bosons in the t channel do
not contribute at threshold (PROBLEM 10).

(b) (c)
Fig.6.2 Diagrams contributing to pion photoproduction:

(a) direct nucleon pole term, (b) crossed nucleon
pole term, (c) pion pole term, (d) contact term
(pseudovector coupling only!), (e> excitation of
nucleon isobars in the s-channel, (f) exchange of
heavier mesons in the t-channel.

Furthermore, the contact term contributes only in the case of
PV coupling, it is not present for PS coupling. The reason
for this additional term is the dependence of PV coupling on
the pion momentum kn, which gives rise to an additional
contact interaction due to the miminal substitution,

H w S N = g/2m
- g/2m

Since the terms of Otq"1» actually vanish in the full Born
amplitude, the conservation of the vector current (CVC)
determines only the leading term 0(q°) the "Krol1-Ruderman"
amplitude (Kroll, lL)"-4). However, .also the axial current v»
at least partially conserved (PCAC), and we h.v.r-

j<v> . o (6.13)
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where •„ is an interpolating pion field. The rhs of eq.
(6.14) vanishes if either the coupling constant fv describing
the weak decay *—ji»v or the pion mass uK tends to zero. In
the soft-pion limit <uK=0), the amplitude fulfils LET both in
the initial and final states (de Baenst, 1970; Fubini, 1965).
The combined power of CVC and PCAC allows to predict the
threshold amplitudes to 0(q), restricting all
model-dependency to terms 0(q ). Typical model-dependent
corrections to LET are due to virtual excitation of
A-isobars. Dispersion relations and phenomenological data
analysis agree numerically within 10% with the predictions of
LET, though they do not give a direct comparison to the power
series expansion of LET (Oonnachie, 1978).

At threshold the photon momentum is related to the pion mass,

I • u/2
• w h e r e

and the cross section is dominated by S-wave production,

d° ^ IE I
* J~ ' 0+ * «6 .15»

d° ^ IE I*

with p the pion momentum. The isospin structure of the S-wave
amplitude E o + is

c _ e f F(q2) 1 + u/2 x+,lr T -i.i-)^ M., .(+)w

where f is the pion-nucleon coupling constant (f /4w ̂ .08),
e2/4w =t 1/137, and xf and x^ are the isopinors of the initial
and final nucleon, respectively. According to LET, the three
isospin amplitudes are

A(") = 1 + 0(u2)
(6.17)

where \x '3 = (ppiun) are the isoscalar and isovector
magnetic moments of xhe nucleon. The four physical amplitudes
are related to the three isospin amplitudes by

A(Yp ̂ nir+) * /?(A(o) + A(*J)

A(Yn * p O » ã (Aío) - A(-J)
(6.18)

A(yp - p*°) « A { + ) * A i o )

A(Yn - mr0) = A
(+) - A ( o ) .

A direct calculation of the Born diagrams (a)-(d) of fi-j. 6.2
shows that only pseudevector (PV) coupling is in accordance
with LE.T, while pseudoscalar (PS) coupling differs by terms
of 0<M") in the amplitudes A'*'0'. The reason for this
discrepancy is that PS coupling between nucleons and pions
does not fulfil the PCAC relation, eq. (6.14). It is
possible, however, to introduce an additional current
(Fubini, 1965) to cure the shortcoming of PS coupling.



As in the case of photon scattering, we may study the power
of LET and the expandability of the amplitude for composite
systems on various scales, e.g., for the nucleon in terms of
constituent quarks and for the nucleus in terms of
constituent nucleons (Orechsel, 1984c). We note that only the
general spin-isospin structure and some gross properties of
the composite system enter in deriving eqs. (6.15)-(6.17) .
Except for appropriate changes of masses and coupling
constants, the predictions of LET are the same on the quark
level (u/d quarks, if they would exist as free particles!),
the nucleon level (p/n as systems of 3 constituents quarks)
and the nuclear level (e.g., He/-*H as systems of 3
nucleons). The electric charges, magnetic moments and pion
coupling constants of these three systems are given in table
6.3. The quark values are adjusted to fit the nucleon
properties with symmetrical S-state wave functions. In the
spirit of a nonrelativistic model the propagators in the
direct and crossed diagram of fig. 6.2 are split into forward
and backward goinn contributions. The Z-terms
(quark-antiquark intermediate states) are obtained by using
closure over the excitation spectrum and approximating the
denominators by the masses. All positive energy intermediate
states, however, have to be evaluated with nonrelativistic
wave functions of the composite system. For the latter
contribution, the leading threshold term is due to the recoil
of the quarks of 0<u_/m_), which appears in PV (but not in
P£i) coupling and J.eads to virtual excitation of the isobars

N ^'ii* a n d A ^ ' »

Table 6.3 Charges, anomalous magnetic moments and pion
coupling constants for isospin doublets. Isoscalar
(s) and isovector (v) charges f^ and anomalous
magnetic moments f2 for quark, nucleon and 3He/3H
isodoublets. The pion coupling constants fn are
renormalized to the nucleon and given without form
factor effects.

f l s
flv

f2s
f2v

u/d

1/3

1

-.04

-.058

3/5

p/n

1

1

-.12

3.71

1

3He/3H

3

1

-6.5

-18.3

-1

The different contributions of the constituent quark model to
the isospin amplitudes are given in the table 6.4 for PV
coupling. Comparing the amplitudes of LET with the model
prediction, we find agreement of 0(|i ) if the á is neglected.
We conclude that a tacit assumption of LET is the existence
of a non-degenerate ground state. Expressed in a more
physical way, the existence of low-lying excited states makes
it impossible to find a convergent expansion in the physical
pion mass. Clearly, the hyperfine interaction of QÍD leads to
a mass splitting and the denominators of A excitation appear
with an additional factor vn/ (mA-m-(jn) , i.e. the A
contributes 0(y. ) . With the appropriate denominator, the
model agrees well with previous estimates for A contributions
(Olssen, 1975; Peccei, 1969) in the case of neutral pions



However, the small contributions for charged pions differ
from previous work. This is due to the fact that the & had
been treated as an elementary particle, using the
Rarita-Schwinger propagation with backward going components.
If the basic electromagnetic coupling is between photon and
quarks, such terms are strongly suppressed, because they
involve two additional gluon exchanges leading to strong
off-shell form factors (Brodsky, 1982). There appear
additional model-dependent terms of 0<y2) proportional to the
isovector magnetic moment, and contributions of intermediate
dipole states involving the oscillator parameter. The latter
are of the same type as retardation effects entering via the
overall form factor F in eq. (6.16), which describes the
off-shell nature of the photon-quark vertix.

Table 6.4 Pion photoproduction at threshold.
The contributions predicted by the constituent
quark model for the isospin amplitudes A ( l > (see
text).

seagull

Z

N

A

dipole

1

9
20

1
" 4

' 2
" 25

1
3

A<">

w 2 u v

2
U U

U 2 U

2 m2 6 2 f

A(O)

0

_ 1

I 2

0

0(u3)

A(

0

9
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1
4

4
' 25

2
F

*

u

u 2 , v

w2 u

u

Table 6.5 Threshold amplitudes E o + in units 10~ u"^ for the
physical channels of pion photoproduction. The
theoretical values are obtained using the low
energy theorem (LET) and the constituent quark
model with oscillator parameter «£=4.37 fm~ .
Experimental data: Adamovitch (1976).

Y + p •* n + i r +

Y + n •* p + IT"

Y + p * p + ir°

Y + n •*• n + IT 0

experiment

28.6 ± .14

-31.5 ± 1.0

-1 .8 t 0.6

0.3 ± 0.9

LET

26.6

-31.6

-2 .3

0.5

quark model

29.0

- 3 3 . 3

-2.7

0.4

The results obtained with the CQM and PV coupling are
compared with LET and the experimental data in table 6.5.
Within the constituent quark model the Z contributions and
the dipole terms carry additional factors due to the
denominator structure, and the leading term for the
<nn°)-process is in fact



A(n*°) « § -l - § M(1-(3II/2)2)"1 (6.19)

In accordance with LET, this amplitude vanishes to lowest
order in u, because the composite system is neutral. The
existence of charged constituents (ddu) can manifest itself

only to Otu"1) in the convection current. We note that this
delicate cancellation would not occur if the contributions of
excited states had been evaluated with wave functions
incompatible with the ground state wave function, if the
excited spectrum had not been complete, or if the excited
spectrum had contained spurious cm motion. PS coupling, on
the other hand, gives no threshold contribution of positive
energy states, the cancellation of eq. (6.19) does not occur,
and the neutral system (n,n°) is predicted to radiate of
0(|i). Obviously, PS coupling violates LET even stronger in
the case of composite systems than for elementary particles,
for which the discrepancy is only of 0< u 2 ) . It is evident
that the chirally invariant PV coupling should be used to
describe composite systems. However, it is also prerequisite
to treat the size of the system and its internal excitation
at the same footing, "i.e. governed by the same hamiltonian,
and to preserve the proper symmetries of the many-body
system, in particular, to avoid spurious cm motion.

Calculations of the same process within the framework of the
cloudy bag model have shown that such a "relativistic" model
cannot describe the proper limit of LET (Scherer, 1987). The
discrepancies originate from the difficulties to describe the
correct cm motion in a relativistic mean field theory. Though
it is possible to improve the results by introducing boost
operators to describe the motion of the bag and effective

12. , , , , , ,
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Fig.6.3 Photoproduction of neutral pions as function of
photon energy. The existing data (Mazzucato, 1986)
are compared to theoretical analyses based on
dispersion theory (Pfeil, 1972) or phenomenology
(Laget, 1981).



charges to remove spurious cm motion of intermediate dipole
states, there exists until now no really satisfactory
treatment of the relativistic many-body problem.

While the nice agreement of LET and experimental data in
Table 6.4 seems to confirm our strong convictions about gauge
and chiral invariance, there is conflicting evidence from
recent Saclay data (Mazzucato, 1986). As is shown in fig.
6.3, the low energy data fall below the theoretical
predictions by a factor of 2-3. Since these theories are in
agreement with LET, there appears yet another unsolved puzzle
in the presumably well-understood region of low excitation
energies.

In a similar way, we- can evaluate the amplitude for pion
production on a nuclear system. As before, the prediction for
PV coupling agrees with LET.- However, the power series
expansion in u is no longer useful at physical threshold. In
fact, the dipole contribution has to be multiplied, as in the
case of the nucleon, with an appropriate factor, (1-u /«p)~ ,
where wp^30MeV is now a typical dipole excitation energy of
the nucleus. Obviously, this factor reduces the contribution
to -5% of its low energy value. The prediction of LET cannot
be extrapolated to the physical region, because the
excitation spectrum of the nucleus lies at energies between
soft-pion limit and physical threshold. Therefore, the
elementary production operator in impulse approximation (i.e.
meglecting correlations of the system!) is a good starting
point for a nucleus, while the internal excitations of the
nucleon in terms of quark degrees of freedom play an
important role even at threshold.

7. ELECTROMAGNETIC REACTIONS ABOVE PION THRESHOLD

7.1 Pion Production and Propagation

The charge/current operator for pion production on a nucleon
has the general nonrelativistic form (Laget, 1981)

J ' o F + i(£«p)(?xq) F + (c«q) p F + (?-p) p F

[ m (7.1)
p = (o«q) F5 + (a«p) F6 .

At threshold all terms in p vanish, only the structure
functions F^ and Fj remain finite, and gauge invariance
requires

F5 " u
 Fl •' (7.2)

This determines the S-wave multipole E o + for^photoproduction
of charged pions at threshold, Fj^n*) = Eo+(n

£)T_, and higher
structure functions and multipoles may be neglected. In
impulse approximation and neglecting final state interactions
for the emitted pion, the transition current operator for a
nuclear system of A nucleons is

""/ t\ ^ ç I t\ \"*( \ i(<í"P)*̂ z (7.3)

A3 we have seen in chapter 6.2, the impulse approximation
should be precise up to a few percent, because pion threshold



lies considerably above the states of coherent nuclear
motion. Other, more important corrections in this energy
range are correlations between pairs of nucleons and pion
rescattering leading to excitation of A isobars. Fortunately,
all final state interactions near threshold are relatively
weak and may be taken into account by replacing the plane
wave for the emitted pion in eq. (7.3) by a distorted wave
(Singham, 1981; Tiator, 1984a). Except for this modification,
the operator of eq. (7.3) has a similar structure as the
magnetic current in ordinary electron scattering.

(e.e'J =
1=1

Uv T 0(Q g(t)x? ii#
• ^ — — — — ————— g x ,

2 2m
(7.4)

Since the isoscalar contribution is small, us«pv, the
magnetic current and the pion production operator, eq. (7.3),
give complementary nuclear structure information on the three
isospin components of a spin/isospin transition (see fig.
7.1). At higher energies the other structure functions in eq.
(7.1) become increasingly important. In particular, F-> is
dominated by the M^+-multipole, describing the excitation of
the A(3,3) resonance. Coherent pion production, in
kinematical situations where the nucleus remains in its
ground state or a low-lying excited state, provides an
excellent test of these higher structure functions F^,
because such states project on transitions of definite spin
and isospin. In particular, the contributions beyond the
Kroll-Ruderman amplitude depend on the pion momentum and
should be very sensitive to the interior parts of the pion
wave function.

•p e-ÍD*r - 17 (7.5)

Close to threshold these terms will strongly depend on the
charge of the emitted pion, due to the opposite behaviour of
the Coulomb corrections.
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Fig.7.1 Level spectrum of the isobaric analogue states of

There are three main approaches to treat the production
operator in the intermediate energy region:



Phenomenological analysis. In the region up to about 500 MeV
the production amplitudes on the nucleon are given by the
lowest electric and magnetic multipoles, E«(u) and M^lu), by
the tables of Berends and co-workers (196/). Unfortunately,
these amplitudes have to be extrapolated to off-shell values
for bound nucleons. Since this extrapolation procedure is
quite arbitrary, it is difficult to compare calculations
based on different off-shell continuations.

Diagrammatical analysis. The sum of the Born diagrams of fig.
<6.2a-d), a phenomenological M^ + amplitude to account for A
excitation (e), and a pole diagram involving an intermediate
u° meson (f), gives another quite satisfactory fit to the
experimental data. Such an analysis has the advantage that it
defines an explicit off-shell dependence in terms of the
energies and momenta (Blomqvist, 1977). A major flaw of this
approach is that an imaginary part of the amplitude appears
only in the phenomeno logical M^+ multipole. All other
amplitudes are given by Born diagrams and, therefore, are
real. However, the E^+ multipole is characterized by a large
experimental scattering phase. Moreover, the Born diagrams
implicitly contain other (real!) M1 + contributions, such that
the total M1+ amplitude violates Watson's theorem. This
theorem asserts that the phases of the pion production
amplitudes are given by the phase shift Sg for elastic pion
nucleon scattering, Mi=exp(i8j)IMtI, because the
electromagnetic interaction is sufficiently well described by
first order Born approximation.

Dynamical analysis. The A-hole model provides a dynamical
analysis of pion production and propagation at least in the
important A(3,3) channel <Koch, 1984). This ambitious
approach has to be paid for by simplified assumptions on the
production operator. All channels beyond Mj,. AVP represented
by the Kroll-Ruderman operator,

JKR = e — T o h(w) , (7.6)
wir °

modified by an energy-dependent function h(w) fitted to the
photoabsorption data. The resonance contribution is
parametrized as

(7.7)
1

, _ v ( p 2 ) T a P . s _ ^ _ T o q x S ,

where f and S are 2x4 matrices for the Nd transition and v is
a form factor. The denominator for the free nucleon is

D(«) - u - ER(«) + i r(«) - - - ri») e
f*33(a>) sin Õ 3 3 U ) , <7*8)

with a slightly energy-dependent resonance energy ER and a
strongly energy-dependent width,

' ~ rR ' (7.9)

The spin structure of eq. (7.7) is



(p-S)(pxS ) = ̂  qxp - - (q«p) a - - (o-q)p ,

containing both spin-flip and non spin-flip terms. The
isospin structure is

and contributes to the amplitudes Mg ' .

It turns out that the experimental M,+ amplitude contains an
additional non-resonant background. Or course, also this term
participates in the strong «N-interaction of the (3,3)
channel. The complete amplitude may be parametrized in a form
similar to eq. (7.7),

333=e
i633 -^ -^ÃFVF... (7.10)

In comparison with eqs. (7.7) and (7.8) there is an increase
in the coupling constant, g*rfjA * 1.03, with negligible energy
dependence, and an additional energy-dependent phase •• This
phase appears only in the sin-function of eq. (7.10) and not
in the exponential, which has to remain unchanged in order to
fulfil the Watson theorem. The main achievement of the model
is a realistic treatment of off-shell properties of the
production operator by replacing the propagator D(w) of the
free nucleon by the Green function of the nuclear many-body
system,

pound s c+ c ,A í (7.11)

with .

à W (7.12)

The correction terms on the rhs of this equation are:

- An energy shift due to the binding energy HA of the
resonance, including kinematic and average potential
energies and the hole energy by the hamiltonian of the
(A-l) residual nucleus.

- A reduction of the phase space of the intermediate states
due to the Pauli principle in the many-body system (Pauli
blocking), leading to an effective reduction of the width
and a shift to higher energies by a potential SW.

- An optical potential Wn for the propagation of pions in the
intermediate states. This correction is substantially
smaller for the doorway states populated by the transverse
photon than in the case of pion scattering, where coherent
forward propagation gives a large energy shift to smaller
resonance energies.

- A spreading potential v
g p' which describes genuine

absorption due to coupling to two-nucleon channels, a
"collision broadening" increasing the width of the
resonance.

In conclusion, the "standard" factorization of the process



(in pion production operator times final state interaction
for the emitted pion) is not legitimate for a strongly
interacting system, in particular near the (3,3>-resonance.
Unfortunately, the model is as yet less elaborate concerning
the non-resonant background, which dominates near threshold
and, in the case of charged pions, is of considerable
importance even in the resonance region.

7.2 Experiments in the Medium Energy Range

The existing data for inclusive electromagnetic processes
offer clear evidence for subnuclear effects. Figure 7.2 shows
the total photoabsorption cross section for Beryllium. These
data have been corroborated by charged particle
photoproduction, with corrections for the unobserved neutral
events. The sum integrated up to pion threshold gives about

6

Fig-7.2 Total photoabsorption cross section for -;. The curve
labelled "A«N" is the absorption on A free nucleons.
Data: Bonn (Àrends, 1981) and Mainz (Ahrens, 1980).

two classical (Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn) sum rules, mainly due to
the existence of tensor forces mediated by the exchange of
virtual pions (Drechsel, 1977). In the A(3,3) region, on the
other hand, an integrated cross section of roughly one
classical sum rule is missing in comparison with
photoabsorption by free nucleons. Calculations within the
framework of the A-hole model reproduce such a
damping of the resonance (Weise, 1981; Moniz,
1984), essentially because of the coupling ^to
continuum channels (true absorption Ah — p~h~).
processes induced by pions, the resonance is not
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While the total cross section shows little structure and not
even a shift in energy, individual states are predicted to be
much more sensitive, A-hole states with lower multipolarities
being pushed downwards, higher multipolarities shifted
towards higher energies (Klingenbeck, 1981). As in the
schematic model of the nuclear giant resonance, a strong
energy shift of the A-hole resonance is connected with an
accumulation of transition strength. Therefore, exclusive
coincidence experiments analyzing angular distributions and
angular momenta of the involved particles are expected to
show energy distributions with more structures than inclusive
processes. Of particular interest are kinematical situations
with strong recoil of the "spectator" nucleon, i.e., for



strong correlations between the nucleons. Whether or not such
reactions allow to observe dibaryons or more exotic
resonances, is one of the open problems to be studied with
better statistics and lower backgrounds at the new c.w.
accelerators.

The effect of A(3,3) resonance* broadening has also been seen
in deep inelastic electron scattering in the transverse
response function above the quasi-free peak. Figure 7.3
compares the experimental data at backward angles with
theoretical results. A coupling of the A to nuclear degrees
of freedom in a A-hole or nuclear .A* model leads to a
considerable resonance broadening and filling-in of the
minimum (Moniz, 1979; Klingenbeck, 1981). However, a
substantial discrepancy remains. A calculation including
absorption on a quasi-deuteron is able to explain most of the
missing cross section (Laget, 19801. This seems to indicate
that more-particle channels are of great importance in the
region between quasi-free peak and ú(3,3) resonance
(Horikawa, 1980).
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Another interesting experiment in the medium energy
photon scattering. Figure 7.4 compares the
experimental data (Hayward, 1984) with predictions of the
d-hole model (Vesper, 1985). The differences between the
impulse approximation and the A-hole approach are quite
appreciable. Unfortunately, the present data «Jo not havo <H
very good energy resolution. While it is evident that the
agreement between theory and experiment improves if higher
excited states are taken into account, it is also cli.nr that
the interesting model-dependency is washed out: if t;he data

range is
recent



cannot resolve individual levels. Therefore it is absolutely
necessary to improve the energy resolution of the detectors
in order to measure in an exclusive kinematioal situation.
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It has been the traditional crux of medium energy physics
that aspects of-nuclear structure, off-shell ambiguities of
the elementary production operator, .and final state
interactions of the struck or produced particles cannot be
separated in a clean-cut way. In this situation it is of
particular interest that an (e,e'x) experiment yields a total
of four independent structure functions due to . the
polarization of the virtual photon. The combined analysis of
all four structure funtions will be a very critical test for
any theory and help to sort out the different aspects of
medium energy physics, which are almost hopelessly
intertwined in a single photonuclear cross section. As an
example, fig. 7.5 shows the four "cross sections" for
coherent pion electroproduction on He. At the relatively
small momentum transfer chosen in the calculation, the
Faddeev solutions to the Reid soft-core potential are likely
to represent the nuclear structure reasonably well. The
binding effects in the production operator are quite
substantial, particularly in the case of the transverse cross
section due to^ the energy_ dependence of the A(3,3>
propagator. The figure shows that the effects of Fermi motion
are reasonably well accounted for by evaluating the
production operator at an average Fermi momentum <p^>=-Q/3,
where Q=q-p is the momentum transfer to the nucleus. The
rescattering corrections are estimated by a pion optical
potential, whose effect on the structure functions is large
but rather similar in all cases.

During the past years there has become available an
increasing amont of data on pion photoproduction leading to
specific nuclear states. While the total photoabsorption
cross section on the proton has a peak value of 550 ub, and
individual production channels (y,n) are of the order of
250 >ib, such exclusive processes have cross sections of the
order of 10 ub. In the threshold region, where the production
operator is relatively well known, these exclusive
experiments yield information on nuclear structure and pion
propagation complementary to other data, such as electron
scattering, pion capture reactions, p-decay or hadronic
processes (see fig.7.1).

As an example, fig.*- 7.6 shows the differential cross section
for the reaction C<Y,n*)^"B- a> as function of scattering
angle or momentum transfer. Ac p'ion energies of 30-70 MeV,
the data show a diftractive structure, which is modified
considerably by distortions due to the final state
interaction of the pion. At present, there are no indications
of any strong enhancement by precursor effects of pion
condensation, which had been predicted in this region of
momentum transfer, Q a» 2-3yn.

Another interesting case is the reaction 14N(>,n*)14C s,
which has been shown to be extremely sensitive to wave
function modifications. In fact, the standard Cohen-Kurath
wave functions gave results which were too large by an order
of magnitude. As may be seen in fig. 7.7, the three more

recent wave functions give quite different predictions in
spite of the fact that they describe electron scattering
equally well. Though the combined analysis of !e,e'), (p,p'>,
(p,n> and (y,n*) reactions seems to fix the wave functions
quite well, the puzzle of the extremely snva 11 |3-deoay of C
remains an open question. We have to assume that there 13 a
strong destructive interference between the single particle
matrix element for p-decay .and some higher order correction.
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possibly meson exchange currents. The puzzle is that this
higher term does not snow up in any of the other reactions!
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The anomalously low experimental cross sections for
1JC(7,n")13NgiS% and 1 3 C < Y , « + > 1 3 B have been a large
surprise, because the theorectical predictions were larger by
an order of magnitude (see fig. 7.8). A detailed analysis of
the reaction *^C(y,*~) N showed a strong suppression of the
Ml part of the cross section, which may be explained by
assuming a significantly lower value for a particular matrix
element not yet tested by other experiments (Tiator. 1983).
Another interesting case is the reaction *• *N<Y,«*) C S •
From the anomalously long P-decay lifetime of 1 4c it has been
known that the Gamow-Teller matrix element is practically
zero. Therefore, the leading Kroll-Ruderman term of pion
photoproduction is surpressed and higher order non-local
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Fig.7.8 Comparison of experimental cross sections with
theoretical calculations, (o) Helm model, (A) Maleki,
and (•) Singham, Tabakin and Dytman. Dashed line: E0
contribution only, full line: EO-M1, with wave
functions adjusted to electron scattering and p-decay
(Tiator, 1983). Data: MIT/Bates (LeRose, 1982».

terms can be studied. The differential cross sections are
expected to be the order of 10-100 nb/sr, and the angular
distribution should depend strongly on the tnomentum-dependent
terms of the pion production operator (Rôhrich, 1984).

At energies approaching the (3,3) resonance region, standard
DWBA calculations become less adequate. As has been
demonstrated within the framework of the A-h model, the
production operator itself will be modified by the nuclear
medium (Koch, 1984). Such medium effects are largest in the
case of neutral pions, where S-wave production is largely
suppressed. Fig» 7.9 shows the dramatic decrease of the cross
section for *^C(y,n°)*^C due to binding effects. The coupling
to purely nucleonic channels ("true absorption") plays an
important role in this context.

It is obvious that the infamous Gordian knot of medium energy
physics, the intricate connection of nuclear structure,
binding effects in the production operator and final state



interactions of the emitted particles, cannot be solved in a
unique way. However, the new experiments with real
Monochromatic photons (tagging) and virtual polarized photons
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(four structure functions of a coincidence experiment) will
bring us closer to a quantitative understanding of the
problems. With the new accelerators even triple coincidences
of the type (e,e'nN) and (e,e'NN) will become quite feasible.
Such a "A spectrometer" will help to investigate the
propagation of pions and nucleon resonances in nuclei in a
more complete and precise way than has been possible up to
now. If there are strongly bound resonances of two-nucleon
bags (dibaryons, colored substructures) or collective
coherent phenomena of the nucleus as a whole, they should
show up in the exclusive angular and energy distributions of
such measurements. Of particular interest may be a
kinematical situation as in fig. 7.10, with slow pions and
fast nucleons and, consequently, relatively small final state
distortions.

The purely electromagnetic coincidence reactions (y,y') and
(e,e'v> in the nucleon resonance region will be difficult
even with a high intensity c.w. accelerator. However, such
processes should be studied by all means because of their
direct connection with the electric and magnetic
polarizabilities of free and bound nucleons. The partial
polarization of the virtual photons (four structure
functions) or the use of polarized real photons (tagging of
noncoplanar brems3trahlung> will be of invaluable help to
identify even small multipole amplitudes by their
interference pattern with the leading tern. As an example we
have, in the case of A excitation, a C2/M1 interference in
the longitudinal-transverse structure function W,T

(sine cos* - dependence) and E2/ML interference terms in the
structure function for polarized transverse photons Ŵ -j.
(sin 9 cos2* - dependence). Typical counting rates for such a
process are give in fig. 7.11. Of course, both angular and
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energy distributions have to be analyzed very carefully in
order to discriminate against non-resonant brerosstrahlung
contributions and accidental coincidences.
The admixture of quadrupole strength to the NA transition is
a direct consequence of the hyperfine splitting due to the
residual forces of quantum chromodynamics (Forsyth, 1981;
Isgur, 1979; Vento 1980 and 198i>. The comparison of such
properties for free amd bound nucleons could improve our
understanding of the confinement problem. Eventually,
inelastic processes should be studied in order to measure
static properties of excited states of the nucleon (e.g. the
magnetic dipole moment of the A) or transition matrix
elements between nucleon resonances.

Another field of future research will be the study of vector
mesons (Crannell, 1981). Since these resonances are very
short-lived, their interaction with nucleons can only be
studied in the "nuclear laboratory". The p meson, for
example, is a very important ingredient of the nuclear force,
and a direct study of its coupling to nucleons would be
worthwhile. Since it decays into a correlated n*/n~ pair, it
is absolutely necessary to measure multipartic le
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coincidences. At present, there exist only few experimental
data in the region where vector dominance predicts a
considerable shadowing effect due to hadronic components in
the photon propagator.

Investigations of hypernuclei by means of kaon photo- or
electroproduction will be another exciting application of
high energy c.w. accelerators (Bernstein, 1981). Such
reactions are a particularly unique probe tó study A and T.
hypernuclear states, because

- both y and K"1"'0 interact very weakly with matter,

- hypernuclear states of both parities can be excited, and

- A and ^ particles may be implanted even in the deepest
orbits, because the Pauli principle is not effective.

Unfortunately, the total cross section for p(v,K+)A° is only
of the order of lub at photon energies of 1-3 GeV.

8. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Structure investigations with electromagnetic interactions
have contributed substantially to a better understanding of
the nuclear many-body problem, which has come â long way from
the early days of the shell model to modern mean-field
theories, including the fluctuation about the self-consistent,
field in RPA approximation or with more advanced techniques,
and with more and more realistic nuclear forces. While it is
only fair to say that such calculations give a
semi-quantitatíve description of a huge body of experimental
data, systematical discrepancies remain as indications of
subnuclear effects. Thus, the challenge to obtain a more
f undamenr.al understanding of the nuclear force and of
subnuclear structures within QCD inspired models continues.



The conceptual break-through of QCD in the ultraviolet region
of "asymptotic freedom" has been very exciting, indeed.
However, this progress does not replace or make in any way
superfluous a more comprehensive understanding of the nuclear
dynamics in the confinement region.

We know that the nuclear interaction at large distances is
ruled by pion exchange. At intermediate distances we find a
semi-quantitative description in terms of two-pion and
heavier meson exchange. In this region nuclear polarization
takes place, notably excitation of the (3,3)-resonance. We
are guided, at this distance, by a large body of experimental
data and constituent quark models, describing nucleon
resonances in terms of quark bags and a colour hyperfine
interaction. As the nucleons approach further, the crust of
the two quark systems will touch. Finally, they will overlap
and, due to the strong colour interaction, hidden color
components will be admixed. On the premises that a better
understanding of confinement is a cornerstone for a final
solution to QCD, nuclear physics at intermediate energies
should be the testing ground for such theories. Of course,
this region is less amenable to an easy analysis than the
realm of high energy physics. However, there is certainly a
great challenge to come to grips with the daily life of
elementary particles in nuclei whose natural habitat is
certainly closer to infrared slavery than asymptotic freedom.

Electro- and photonuclear experiments have given clear
evidence for the importance of subnuclear degrees of freedom,
such as mesonic currents and isobar excitation, and led to
speculations about even more radical changes of the wave
function at small distances in terms of quark models. In
particular, the EMC effect and various SLAC experiments at
high momentum transfer, Q >> lGeV/c have changed the general,
attitude towards nuclear structure. Scaling has become a very
useful concept to investigate the underlying deviations due
to binding effects. At this point, however, there exist many
theoretical explanations ranging from classical models of
pions and nucleons to QCD inspired estimates of the "EMC
effect". There is some hope for improved experimental data
with both muons at CERN and electrons at SLAC. Particularly
useful will be the longitudinal/transverse separation to be
carried out under the auspices of the SLAC-NPAS program. Such
experiments will certainly help to differentiate among the
theoretical models which agree that the nucleon increases in
some sense or other if embedded in nuclear matter.

At much smaller momentum transfer, Q =* lGeV/c, the high
accuracy of elastic electron scattering allows to study other
subnuclear effects. The data turn out to be sensitive to
predictions from quark models, which in the case of the pair
current have been found to differ substantially from
classical models. Other explanations of the high Fourier
components observed in the cross section are based on
multiquark bags. At this point these models are far away from
a dynamical treatment of the penetration of quark bags and a
consistent treatment of the various phases of quark matter,
and a unified microscopical calculation of the currents of
quark clusters is still missing.

The recent Saclay experiments measuring loncjitudma 1 and
transverse responses in the quasi-free region have left us



with more puzzles. At present there is no consistent
explanation of the low longitudinal response in medium heavy
nuclei. Since the discrepancy increases with the mass number
A, the proposed extension of the experimental program to much
heavier nuclei, such as *• Au or Pb, is of great interest.
If the analysis shows a break-down of the separation
technique, this could also indicate problems for medium heavy
nuclei. In fact, the recent studies of the Pavia group
(Giusti, 1987) show a certain model-dependence of the
separation procedure. Similarly, the neglect of final state
interactions for the deuteron may simulate a "missing
strength" of a few percent, and evaluations of the Coulomb
sum rule with tensor-correlated wave functions indicate
another mechanism for a reduction of the cross section.
However, if the proposed experiments should demonstrate the
validity of the impulse approximation .ind a continuing
decrease of the longitudinal strength as function of A, we
would have to change our notions of bound nucleons in a very
dramatical way, even at momentum transfers much lower than in
the case of the EMC/SLAC experiments.

Deep inelastic scattering became exciting, when the
separation of longitudinal and transverse response functions
had become possible. It is quite likely that more puzzles
will turn up whenever a full analysis of the four structure
functions in a coincidence experiment (e.e'x) will be
completed. In particular, the "fourth" structure function
(linearly polarized virtual photons) is very sensitive to
interaction currents.

The physics above pion threshold is strongly dominated by the
A(1232> resonance with spin and isospin 3/2, which is
populated by a strong magnetic dipole transition. The
experimental data in this region offer clear evidence for
subnuclear effects, in particular an increase of the width
of the bound resonance. Calculations within the framework of
the A-hole model reproduce such a damping, essentially
because of the coupling to two-nucleon continuum channels
("true absorption"). While the total cross section shows
little structure and not even a shift in energy, individual
states will be much more sensitive. Therefore, exclusive
coincidence experiments analyzing energy and angular
distributions of the involved particles are expected to show
more striking structures. Recently, there has been reported a
resonance-like structure in the reaction yd - ppn" close.to
pion threshold with a width of about 5HeV (Bock, 1985).
Whether or not such resonances are due to dibaryons or more
exotic structures, i3 one of the open problems to be studied
with better statistics and lower backgrounds at the new c.w.
accelerators.

Electroexcitation of the A resonance will be very useful
because of the quite different behaviour of longitudinal and
transverse responses in this region. Systematical
investigations with complete kinematics and separation of the
independent structure functions oe performed with the new
c.w. accelerators, e.g.

- longitudinal/transverse separation in the range of the
4(1232) and higher isobars,

- exclusive coincidences (e,e'n), (e,e'N>, (e,e'nN>, (e,e'NN)
to study the coupling of nuclear and subnuclear degrees of
freedom,



- multipole analysis with the (e,e'y) reaction, in particular
with regard to a possible electric quadrupole radiation and
a bag deformation,

- electroproduction of vector mesons in nuclear matter to
study intermediate range aspects of the nuclear force, and

- investigations of hypernuclei by means of kaon photo- and
electroproduction.

At present even the total photoabsorption cross section in
nuclei is practically unknown in the interesting region
500 MeV s u á 2 GeV. As may be seen in fig. 8.1r the gross
structures for the absorption on the proton are known up to
u at 180 GeV. There is also a clear indication of "shadowing"
in nuclear targets above 2 GeV. Even at the highest energies
the cross section for the proton is still rising, and there
is no sign of a convergence to an experimental sum rule. Also
the difference between free and bound nucleons seems to
increase: There is no indication that a nucleus behaves as an
ensemble of free nucleons even at the highest energies. We
also know that the strength distribution of the A resonance
is reduced in the maximum and somewhat broadened if the A
propagates in nuclear matter. However, the "energy gap"
between 500 MeV and 2 GeV remains to be bridged. In this
region we want to know whether or not and how much the
various multipole resonances are changed in nuclei:
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Fig.8.1 Total photoabsorption cross section normalized to
mass number A as function of photon energy E . Data
compiled by Ahrens (1985).

- Does the nucleon breathe as freely in nuclei as in the
vacuum (N*(1440) - monopole strength)?

- Does the nucleon's dipole mode couple to the collective
resonances of the nuclear many-body system (N (1520),
N*(1535) - electric dipole strength)?

- Does a quark bag change its deformation when embedded in
nuclear matter (M (1680) etc. - electric quadrupole
strength)?

Within the next few years, a new generation of accelerators
will go into operation to meet the challenge of these
proposed experiments. There will be electron beams with



- a 100% duty factor to improve the signal/noise ratio by 1
to 2 orders of -magnitude as compared to existing
facilities.

- a high current of about 100 uA to keep the counting rates
for the extremely small exclusive coincidences at a
reasonable level, and

- energies in the range of a few hundred MeV to a few GeV to
explore pions and A<3,3) propagation, and, at higher
energies, the production of p, u, * and K particles in
nuclei.

None of the proposed experiments will be easy. However, we
will have a good chance to increase our knowledge of nuclear
and subnuclear structure in a more quantitative way, solve
longstanding puzzles and, hopefully, discover new exciting
phenomena.

PROBLEMS

1. Express the quantity s*t+u by the masses of the
participating particles. Prove that u may be expressed by
s and t in the case of a photonuclear process leading to
a two-body final state.

2. Calculate the photon lab energy, u,, for pion production
on a nucleon at threshold. (Evaluate the Mandeistam
variable s in the lab and cm frames í ) . For a 1 GeV
electron accelerator, evaluate w^ for the same physical
process at minimum and maximum 4-momenturn transfer.

3. Which part of the q-w plane can be covered with a 1 GeV
electron accelerator ?

4. The Lagrangian for the MIT bag model is given by
eq.(3.6).

a) Derive the equations of motion,

SL/Sq* - B^ [BL/SOMq*>] = 0.

Note: xeV and xeS should be considered separately.

b) Check whether L is invariant under the transformations

q - exp(ie) q, q - exp(ie«T)jq,
q - expíieyg) q, q - exp(ie-TY5> q.

c) E.A.Noether showed in her Ph.D. thesis: If L is
invariant under an infinitesimal transformation

q - (l*iàe) q,

there exists a conserved current

Jp - SL/'SOyq) a q.

Which currents are conserved, which ones are not ?



5. Evaluate the Bjorken scaling variable, x = Q /2p»q, in
the lab frame and prove that x=l for elastic scattering.
How does x change for small inelasticities ?

6. A system of mass M^ and momentum p is made up of partons
with mass mc which carry the fraction Ç of the total
momentum. Evaluate the Bjorken scaling variable x unter
the assumption that the photon (u,q) is absorbed by an
individual parton. Discuss the limits p — o and p — »
("infinite momentum frame").

7. Calculate the process le.e'p) in the following toy model
of 4He:

ground state (harmonic oscillator)

•0' = N 2 exp(-ari~/2) exp<-ar?~ 2)-(neutrons)

excited states (plane waves p)

ip> = 2 í/z N (2n) J ~ (explip-r^ exp(-ar2~'2(2n) J ~ (explip-r^ exp(-ar2~'2
+ (1**2 )}•( neutrons)

charge operator

P = e exp(iq«?^) • e exp( iq- r-> > •

Note that JdJ r exp(-ar^) exp(iq-r) = N " exp(-q~'4a)
with N = (a/n) 3 / 4.

a) Evaluate the Coulomb response function

Rr<q,u> = [ d p S(w-p*"/2n) p p n/ í " and

b) the Coulomb sum rule

Discuss the Coulomb response and plot it as function of
u. Is the result of b) plausible?

8. Evaluate the Coulonb sum rule for the previous problem
directly by using the completeness relation, *»q. (5.1).
This result differs from the value obtained in problem 7.
Compare the two results and

a) discuss the limits of coherent/elastic scattering
(q - o) and incoherent (q — »> response,

b) decompose S L in elastic, incoherent and correlated
contributions, and

c) find the error in the ansatz of problem 7.

9. Prove that pseudoscaiar and pseudovector couplings of
pions (momentum k, isospin index a) and nucleons
(p< *P2~*Pi ' *P2' ' a r e equivalent to lowest order Born. The
vertices are g/2m r

a^
y5 (pseudovector) or 9T

a
Y5

(pseudoscalar) .



10. Prove that intermediate nucleon or delta resonances in
the s-channel or intermediate bosons heavier than the
pion in the t-channel do not contribute to divergencies
in the low energy limit of pion photoproduction.
(Evaluate the denominators of the leading Born terms,
neglecting the width of the intermediate states.)
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I. Classical and Semidassicai Effects in Heavy Ion Collisions

I.I Introduction

"me study of nuclear reactions presents several difficult

problems. Some of these difficulties are intrinsic to the nuclear

system itself, e.g. the complicated and not well known interactions

among tne nuclear constituents. Others stem from tne many body nature

of nuclei, and tne extremely rich variety of behaviours that they are

able to show. For example in some circumstance the nucleus exhibits

single particle properties, in others the collective motion of the

nucleons dominates.

For these reasons the study of the collisions between a light

pxrjectile (A<4) an a nucleus was not simple. The generalization of

the methods developed to treat this case to the heavy ion projectiles

available more recently appears, at first sight, hopeless.

The heavier projectiles open many additional reaction channels.

Since in a typical coupled channel code the computation time rises as

the fourth power of the number of channels involved, very soon the

calculations become prohibitely long.

On the other hand, even if quantum mechanical calculations become

more complicated, one expects a larger system to be more amenable to a

classical description. It is therefore desirable to explore which

properties of a heavy ion system can be better treated by a classical

theory, or by a quantal theory involving certain classical

ingredients.

In order to study this question, it is convenient to look at

quantum mechanics from the point of view of Feynman's formulation. In

what follows I will present a brief introduction to this theory, which

is developed in Feynman and Hibbs book D. Let us follow their example

of an electron diffraction experiment.
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r 1í

Figure 1

Figure l shows the electrons being emitted from a source 3,

located on the A plane. These electrons are assumed to be emitted in

all directions, and all with the same energy. Those that reach the

plane B can traverse it only if they go through one of the slits l or

2. On the plane C we place a detector which measures the number of

electrons arriving at a certain position x per unit time, H(x) or,

what is equivalent, the probability P(x) of an electron reaching the

position x.

If we represent by *i(x) and ?£(*) the probability amplitudes of

an electron reaching the position x after going through the slit l or

' 2 If we cover2, respectively, P(x) is given by P(x):|i (x)*£ (X)|

slit 2 we obtain a probability P (x)=|* (x)j2, and similarly if we

cover slit l, P (x)=|* (x)|2. Classically the electron reaches x after

passing through l (with probability Pj,(x)) or through 2 (with

probability P2(x), then PdajfxjsPtUJ+F^x) and Pclas(x)^P(x) because

of the interference terms in the probability P(x).

Figure 2 c

If we now place another plane B' with slits l' 2' 3' between S

and C the expression for the probability P(:c) is obtained by

generalizing P(:c)sj!a (X)*? (x)|2 . We consider all possible amplitudes
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of probability *i,j. i=l,2 ; j=i',2\3*of the electron reaching x

after going through slits 1 and j , and P<x)=|S * \2-.
-J 1 > J

This can be generalized to the case of three planes

2 notice that in all cases we consider theP(x) = IS * I2-
'ijk Í.J.K1

probability amplitude associated to each of all the possible paths the

electron can take in going from S to x. If we now consider the limit

of filling all the space between A and C with planes, and also of

increasing the number of slits on each plane until they fill it, in
this case the total probability amplitude equals the sum of all

amplitudes associated to each continuous path starting on S and ending

at x.

A

Figure 3

This is an empirical justification of the following hypothesis: the

probability amplitude for a particle going from the point x*a at time

ta and reaching X̂  at time tb equals the sum of the amplitudes

associated to all continuous paths going from a to b.

K(b, ( l )

pit**

where x(t) is a continuous curve such that x(ta)ixa, "xftfcjcXfc,

Notice that we have not yet indicated how to calculate t(x\

Feynman1J complements this first hypothesis with a definition for

*[x(t)] = const. exp[i S[x(t)]/h] (2)

In this expression const is a normalization constant and S is the

classical action,
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A
S[X(t)] : J ^ Z t t ) , x"(t). t] dt (3)

where £ = T - V is the Lagrangian for the system considered.

Peynman then shows ttiat this formulation of quantum mechanics is

equivalent to tne standard one. We admit this and go on to study what

Happens near tne classical limit.

At first sight all possible paths nave an equal contribution,

since tne normalization constant is tne same. It - tnen not so clear

why in tne classical limit one path (or a few at tne most) is

specially important. We will show how this is connected to the phases

appearing in the probability amplitudes (2).

In the classical limit the lengths, masses and other quantities

are such that S is very large when measured in terms of ft. This means

that S/n is a very large angle. It follows that, in general, if we

change slightly the path jf(t) to z(t) + éx{t) even if the change m S

is small in classical terms, it is very large when measured in

n units. In this way the contributions arising from neighboring paths

cancel each other. This is so except in those cases where S[x]

is stationary, because then a small change in x"(t) does not change S,

at least to first order. In this way all contributions arising from

the paths neighboring the one that makes S stationary are more or less

in phase, so that they add up and we have a net contribution to the

probability amplitude K(b, a).

But requiring 9 S[x] s 0 or d ) a£ [x(t), x"(t), t] dt s o is the

same as requiring that x(t) be the classical ,ath connecting a and b

(Hamilton's principle). Since there could be more than one classical

path between a and b, we write in general that in the classical limit,

5(b, a) * S aj, expCi SCXiitjJ/ftj (4)

wtiere the sum is over all classical paths joining a and b.

The pre-exponential factor ai may bt shown to be- equal to
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a l s
.*•«- ,—

27111 a s t^I <*>] (5)

In the standard formulation of quantum mechanics the propagator

Is written as

K<b, a) = <x | ezpC-i H(t -t )/li] I x" > (6)
b ' b a ' a

where H is the Hamlltonian operator for the system.

As it was mentioned before, Z(b, a) represents the probability

amplitude for the "particle" leaving position x"a at time ta and

reaching x& at time tb. We have shown that this amplitude may be

approximated by a sum over all classical contributions, K(b, a) a

Z aterp(i

In a scattering problem we may separate the Hamiltonlan into the

part intrinsic to the internal state of the colliding pieces, H0| and

the one associated to their interaction V.

H s Ho • V (7)

If we call |n> the elgenstates of H , tire probability amplitude
o

for the system changing from an initial state in > into )n> due to the

collision is given by the S-matrlx element

S =OilSl">*>5k'* ^ f c l e e e f c l1rla> ( 8)

Prom comparison to tne usual expression of the propagator,

•9< (6)> we notice that the S-matrlx is a propagator. In the classical

limit we are therefore entitled to write it in a form similar to

«q. (4),

sna-»nb : 2 ^•J9li'pit] (9) •

where the 3um goes over all classical paths Having initial values
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n a and final values n& for the constants of motion of the Hamilton!an

Ho. In eq. (9) tne phase t± is closely related to the classical

action, and at has an expression similar to (5).

I. 2 Coulomb excitation of rotational nuclei

Let us now consider the first application of the classical-limit

S-matriz expression of eq. (9). We will study the head-on collision of

a spherical projectile, assumedly without internal structure, with a

deformed target, such as it is shown in fig. 4.

Figure 4

We assume the Kinetic energy of the projectile is low enough so that

the two nuclei do not feel nuclear forces; their interaction will he

given by their mutual Coulomb repulsion, Z1Z2e
2/r plus the

interaction of the charge of the projectile with the quadrupole (and

eventually higher multipole) moment of the target nucleus,

, X : a-e , (see Pig 4).

In the above expressions for the interactions, Zt, Zg, Qg, r and

X are respectively the atomic numbers, quadrupole moment, distance

between centers and angle between the line joining the nuclear centers

and the symmetry axis of the deformed nucleus. Pg is the usual

Legendre polynomial.

The Kinetic energy of the relative motion is given by

Jtm(f2 • r2é2) where f, 9 are the time derivatives of r, e

respectively, and m is the reduced mass of the system, m sm^mg/tm^-^mg)

The rotational motion of the deformed nucleus has a Kinetic
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energy equal to X * £s> where I is the moment of inertia of this

nucleus with respect to an axis perpendicular to its symmetry axis

through its center of mass.

Putting togetner all these terms we obtain tne classical

Lagrangian,

do

Tne Hamiltonlan is found by considering tne momenta conjugate to

r, e and 0,

and constructing tne Hamiltonian in tne standard way. Angular momentum

conservation implies Pe+Pp = O. Therefore we define px=pp=-p0 and

write tne Hamilton!an as

"-•& • P*'Ub,'Tr (li)

l/m

The equations of motion are found from eq. (11) by using

(12)

By solving tne equations of motion we obtain tne trajectory of

tne system, i.e., r, X, Pj» and p x as functions of time. Tne

appropriate initial conditions are r large, X : Xo, Px = 0» Pr:fZmET,

wnere E is tne c. m. Kinetic energy of tne system.

' Tne results snow some general cnaracteristics. First of all, tn»

angular momentum is communicated to tne target mostly in a small time

interval around tne point of closest approacn. In tnis interval

neitner r nor tne orientation angle x cnange much. The last

observation means that during the most important part of the collision

tne system retains memory of its initial orientation. This is the

basis of the sudden approximation which will be mentioned later.
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In fig. 5 we plot the solution of the equations of motion for a

realistic case.

i • i "• i • i • :
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Figure 6

Figure 6 snows tbe final value of tne angular momentum, lf :

plotted as a function of tne initial orientation X for tne same

system of fig. 5.

Tbis final angular momentum is zero botn for % o
r 0 an<1 %o : 9 O°' a n d

reacn«s a maximum for xo«33°. Tne torque on tne deformed nucleus is

proportional to sin2X; if tnis nucleus did not rotate during tne

collision we would nave tnat If=const. sin2X having a maximum at 45°.

Tne fact tnat tne maximum is shifted down from 45° is a dynamical

effect: for a trajectory with XO*33° tne quadrupole torque sets the

target in motion in such a way that at the point of closest approach,

when the torque is strongest, X«45°,
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For the case of an even-even deformed nucleus, the ground state

rotational band has spins 0,2,4

Using fl£. 6 again we can illustrate the procedure to find the

classical trajectories appearing in our expression for the S-matrir,

eq. (9). We search for those values of the initial parameters of the

physical system (the angle Xo la our case) that lead to the spin If we

are interested in. The case 1=4 is illustrated. We notice there are

two initial orientations, Xoj and Xog, which satisfy that the final

angular momentum I*=4. Por these two values we calculate the phases p^

by integrating along the classical trajectory. The expression for the

S-matrix S0^if:Aiexpipl*a.zexpipz *•* then calculated, we should point

out that this expression for the S-matrix loses accuracy as we

approach the maximum of the function If(Xo) (near If=20. in our

illustration 6). This is a problem similar to that known as "rainbow

effect" in elastic scattering, and it can be disposed of in a similar

way. A more accurate expression for the S-matrix involving Airy

functions may be obtained, and it is generally known as the Uniform

Semi-Classical Approximation (USCA). It really contains no other

ingredients than the ones already presented here.

A more interesting problem appears for spins LfiZOin our example.

We cannot reach those spins with the normal classical trajectories. We

can, nevertheless reach them with complex trajectories. These complex

trajectories are just solutions of Hamilton's equations of motion, but

for complex values of the dynamical variables involved.

How this comes about can be exemplified by considering the

sudden-llmlt. There we had I=Imax *en2Xo. we notice that for Klmax

the equation has two real roots, xo:Arsin(I/Imaz) and XO2:Xn-xol. Por

I>Imax t n e equation also has two roots, but they are complex (since

sm2X0>l); they are of the form %osxvi%x. where ch2XI=l/Imax.
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Pifure 7

In figure 7 we snow now the roots of tnis equation cnance witn spin.

Por 151 we Have two real roots, and for I)tl two complex conjucate

ones. The phase 0 i s calculated alone these real or complex

trajectories in exactly the same way, and a similar expression is used

to obtain the S-matrix.

Figure 8

The results obtained ior the S-matrix elements compare very well

with those found through quantum mechanical coupled channel
Pr = lS

rt->rl
2 (13>

0.00

o.ci -

Figure 9
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Figure 9 illustrates the distribution of angular momenta found after a

Head-on collision of lTOHeV 4 0A r incident on 23ÔU. The maximum

classically allowed spin is approximately 1O. Tne figure snows the

usual behaviour: oscillations for the values below the classically

allowed and a rapid decrease in probability for the forbidden spin

values.

calculations (fig.8)3'. There is no difference at all in the accuracy

obtained for the classically allowed or forbidden transitions. The

probability for obtaining a given angular momentum I in a head-on

collision can be accurately estimated in the heavy-ion case as

1.3 Coulomb-nuclear interference. e» *» s)

So far we have considered that the incident heavy-ion and the

deformed target nucleus interact only through the electromagnetic

forces between them. This is valid as long as these two particles do

not come within the range of their mutual nuclear interaction. Since

the classical-limit S-matrlx (CLSM) method was seen to work nicely for

the pure Coulomb case, the idea of generalizing It to include the

nuclear potential follows very naturally. This is not so simple as it

might be thought because the nuclear interaction between two heavy

ions is usually represented by means of a complex potential. The

classical Hamlltonlan then becomes complex and we find in this way

that one must always deal with complex equations of motion and complex

dynamical variables, and not only in the classically iorbidden cases.

The Hamlltonlan will be the same as that of eq. (li) to which we

will add the nuclear potential -VR(r, X)-lVj(r, X), where VR and Vz have

a Saxon-woods dependence on the radial distance r.

Let us start considering a purely real nuclear potential. This-

will allow an easier preliminary study of the effects due to the
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additional terms in the Hamiltonian. Clearly, this contribution will

give rise to a torque which is of opposite sense to that due to tne

Electric Quatínpoie Torque
electromagnetic forces (fig. 10)

• Reol Nuclear Torque

Projectile \

Figure 1O v
4

As we increase tne initial Kinetic energy of tne projectile tne

two nuclei begin to interact more and more strongly through their

nuclear potential.

IÜ TO 3c; SO £0 sO
initial Onenlulion,.v0

SJ

Figure 11

Figure 11 indicates the important cnanges that take place on tin

function If(%0) as we increase the kinetic energy of the projectile.

The effect of t*ie nuclear potential is most noticeable when the tip of

the target is initially oriented close to the beam axis {Xo close to

0°) because in that event the surfaces of the two nuclei get the

closest together due to the target deformation. Since the nuclear

interaction produces a torque in the direction opposite to that of the

electric quadrupole interaction, at high enough energies the nuclear

torque dominates in the forward region. This effect is not as marKed
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as it appears here when we include the complex part of the nuclear

potential. Trajectories such as those appearing for ELaurâOO MeV at

forward Xo in fig. 11 will also feel strongly the imaginary nuclear

potential and will be thus very damped.

2 C 0 -

Figure 12
8 3 iO II 12 13 14 15 16 l7

Re(R)

The general procedure for finding the S-matrix elements is

similar to the one m the pure Coulomb case. Por the nuclear

potentials depicted in fig. 12 we have calculated the matrix elements

and excitation probabilities S o_ > 1 and Pr> respectively.

SO 160 170 ISO :90 200 210 210 ' iSO ó0 170 130 190 200 210 23} M TO 170 30 .90 200 210

Figure 13

The results are shown m fi.jj. 13 as excitation functions for each

I value.

We see in all cases that at low energies the results coincide'

with those of the purs Coulomb excitation, as it might' be expected due
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to the short range of nuclear forces. On the opposite end. of the

energy scale, at nigh energies, all excitation probabilities decrease

very fast with energy. This is so because the imaginary part of the

nuclear potential absorbs an increasingly larger fraction of the

incoming flux. This represents the fact that at these higher energies

other channels such as nucleon transfer, fission and compound nucleus

formation are open and compete more and more with rotational

excitation. In the region between these two extreme cases we notice a

progressive departure from the pure Coulomb values, finding examples

of both constructive and destructive interferences. Because the

excitation probabilities are sensitive to Coulomb-nuclear

interference, heavy-ion rotational excitation near Coulomb-barrier

energies could provide a detailed probe of the potential in the

nuclear surface region.

I. 4 Classical-limit description of the 2 3 au K;0 rotation-vibrational
band Coulomb excitation. °)

The K=O octupole vibrational band of 2 3 au has üeen strongly

excited by heavy ion oeams. This vibration appears as a standing wave

vibration (fig. 14) ox the nucisar suriacs with a Pj(cosfi) angular

dependence. /

I /
$ I /

7Í-TIT'S

The excitation of this vibration i? a projectile will be strongly

dependent on the particular trajactsry followed by that nucleus,

especially at the point of closest a~-?roacii where the interaction is

a* its maximum,
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This is because tlie monopole-octupole interaction goes as

._ . o> J.
V3(r,9) : £\ U*. U) 6 P3(cos0) (14-)

2 **

where U^ (,a) is the octupole moment of tlie target (in the vibrational

case it depends on the amplitude a of the oscillation) and P3 is the

3rd-order Legendre polynomial.

Since the interaction goes as r"*, it will be felt much more

strongly at the point of closest approach.

For this reason we expect that trajectories such, as the one

labeled (1) in fig. 14 that approach the target along a mode of the

octupole vibration will excite the vibrational mode only slightly,

while those like (2) will excite it much more strongly since their

point of closest approach will be near the region where the

vibrational amplitude Is maximum. If the excitation intensity is small

enough, the excitation amplitude will be linear in the vibration

amplitude at the point of closest approach, 1. e., linear in

P3(cosXCA).

The probability for exciting one ox the states (1~, 3" , 5" , . . . )

of the octupole band may be then found m the following way: the

contributions to the 3-matrix elements So_^£ are calculated as before

(except that now I is odd). Thus we calculate the two classical

trajectories leading to spin I, and the phases associated with them.

This gives s(rot) : a ^ n p i ^ ̂ asexpiiSo , still for rotational

excitation. The amplitude for the excitation of the rotation and the

vibration 13 then found by multiplying each of these terms by the

corresponding P3

0-*l

The constant C is the linearity factor, and depends on the system

under consideration and the beam energy.
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THis semi-empirical derivation of the S-matrix elements

associated to tne octupole band can be substanciated by considering

tne full-Hamiltonian (tne rotational one we had before with the

addition of the monopole-octupole interaction of eq. (1)), and the

trajectoties for the system considering both its rotational and

vibrational degrees of freedom. If we assume that the vibration

excitation alters negligibly the classical trajectory, so that its

effects are felt mostly in the phase 0, a power expansion of the

expi? terms in the S-matrix elements readily leads to eq. (15).

One should remark, here that the linearity of the excitation with

the amplitude of the vibration excited is quite analogous to the more

familiar case of exciting a vibration on a string. It will not be

possible to excite the vibration shown in fig. 15 if we apply an

impulse in i (node), but it will be readily excited if it is applied

in the region around 2. X,

1 1

Figure 15

I.Op

O.i

Figure 16

CLS.M
— - O — A-W

i5
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Comparison of tíie results obtained using eq. (15) with those

obtained in the Alder-Wxnther model of Coulomb excitation undoubtely

snow that the physical basis of that equation i s sound. This

comparison may be made by looking at fig. 16. It shows a quite

reasonable agreement.

Tne important pnysical fact behind the success of the CLSM

approach to th is problem i s the local izat ion in the orientation angle,

and hence local izat ion in the part of the nuclear surface probed by

the project i le when several units of angular momentum are transferred
to the deformed target. This localization effect is clearly not

restricted only to the vibrational excitation of the octupole band,

but to any other process that is angular dependent and taK.es place in

the region near the nuclear surface.

In particular we will consider how this angular localization will

allow us to extract directly the nuclear potential in the surface

region from the Coulomb-nuclear interference data.

1.5 surface structure of deformed nuclei by radial and angular
"localization in heavy-ion scattering '-i)

A general feature of heavy-ion scattering from deformed nuclei is

localization in coordinates conjugate to quantum numbers which assume

large values.

In general, from the uncertainty relation &q-ap > h, localization

in some coordinate q requires a large uncertainty in the conjugate

momentum p. In the backward scattering from deformed rotors the

relevant (q,p) pairs are those involving the angular motion (X.p^),

and those involving the radial motion (r,?r). If Isp^/ft, then

It may be shown, from a calculation of the wave packet width,

that Al3lmaz> wl l*re I max l s t i l e maximum classically allowed spin. It

follows that the transfer of multiple rotational quanta implies a

localization in initial orientation of tiie deformed rotor to a region
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, and hence a geometrical localization in the part of. the

target nuclear surface probed by tne projectile (see fig. 17).

WWA-A

Figure 17

If we consider the function If(Xo), and taKe the uncertainty in

the orientation as the one associated to the projection of the spacing

between members of the ground-state rotational band onto the Xo axis.

This defines two angular regions on the nuclear surfaces, probed by

projectiles exciting the given angular momentum.

By a similar argument we have also localization in the radial

separation coordinate r. More precisely, the relative radial motion

may be defined in terms of a wave pacKet with a width approximately

specificated by the reduced de Broglie wavelength of the radial

motion, >sfi/pr, which typically is sO.i fm. Since in the surface

region the interaction potential increases rapidly with decreasing

separation, the excitation is expected to be dominated by the

potential near the turning point. Then different incident energies, or

equavilently different turning points, will probe different radial

regions of the nuclear surface as shown schematically in fig. IT.

In light of the preceding discussion we expect each state to

probe the interaction in one or two separate angular regions of the

potentials. In this way the problem of determining the global ion-ion
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of constructing the potential piece by piece in separate localized

regions of the nuclear surface.

From tne above arguments it 1 evident that the form of the

nuclear potential used in the calculations is not critical, since it

will only be required to describe a localized region of the nuclear

surface sampled by a particular spin state. It only needs to have

enough parameters to do this accurately.

The experimental results shown in fig. 18 were fitted by

numerical calculations based on the CLSH approach seen before. A

complex deformed Saxon-Woods potential was used with parameters

adjusted in order to separately fit each of the angular momentum

excitation functions. From the results of these calculations the

potential is constructed piece by piece, assuming axial and reflextion

symmetry, as shows in fig. 19. It is found that for each quadrant the

classically allowed states( 4* and 6+) sample two regions while the

classically forbidden ones sample only one broad region. The first

three diagrams in the figure show the partial contributions of each

state, and the final one the sum.

It is remarkable that the contours overlap and join very

smoothly, even though each comes from an independent analysis of a

very different part of the potential. These potential contours can

easily be parametrized in terms of an expansion in spherical harmonics

to give a precise description in the usual form. Thay are closely
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Figure 19

related to tne contours of tne nuclear density distribution itself

tnrougn a simple folding calculation with, tae nuclear interaction.

Figure 20

The comparison of the folding calculation with the experimentally

obtained Here is reproduced in figure 20. The theoretical contours

agree rather well with the experimental ones, with no parameter

adjustment in either calculation.

The method of analyzing the nuclear surface developed here should

have many other applications to the study of the nuclear surface

structure. In what follows we will consider the application to nucleon

transfer reactions on deformed nuclei.
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1.6 Two-neutron transfer reactions in de-formed nuclei.10)

Transfer reactions with light ions have been used extensively in

the study of nuclear structure.. For the most part tfiese studies have

concentrated on nuclei not far removed from closed shells, where the

nuclear structure may be understood in terms of relatively simple

shell model configurations. If one extends such studies to include

much heavier projectiles, and nuclei far removed from closed shells,

we may expect to observe new featues, which have already appeared in

our discussion. These features are:

1) Due to the strong coupling of the target collective modes to

the Coulomb and nuclear fields of the heavy ion, there win be

appreciable collective excitation. This provides an opportunity to

study those aspects of nuclear structure to which transfer reactions

are sensitive under the stress of collective excitation.

2) Strong collective excitation may allow an uncertainty

principle Kind of localization in coordinates conjugate to quantum

numbers which assume large values.

It is well Known from light-ion work that one-nucleon transfer

reactions yield information about single-particle wavefunctions, while

two-nucleon transfer i s sensitive to particle-particle correlations.

If there is strong collective rotational excitation accompanying the

transfer we may expect angular localization, similar to the one for

inelastic scattering we studied in the previous section. In that case

we may expect to see effects associated with anisotropy of the single-

particle and pairing degrees of freedom in heavy deformed nuclei. For

inelastic scattering this effect led to a surface zonal partitioning

of the average ion-ion potential. The analogous effect in nucieon

transfer implies zonal partitioning of the deformed nucieon orbits

involved in the transfer.

In the collision of a heavy ion with a deformed nucleus we expect

appreciable collective excitation by the time the ions reach minimum
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Figure 21

Tint*

separation. Fig.2l snows the result of a classical calculation near

the turning point for a representative heavy ion collision, bota for

sudden-limit Coulomb excitation and realist Coulomb • nuclear in tne

non-sudden limit. Tne initial orientation angles Xo nave been chosen

to give tne maximum angular momentum in each case. Tne hatched region

indicates tne most liKely places where transfer may occur.

Figure 22

0 20
Anqvtor vofflfflfu

In figure 22 we snow calculations of tne collective angular

momentum near tne turning point, where transfer is more nicely. We
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angular momentum transfer with heavier ions such as Sn or PD transfer

between states witn collective angular momentum in the IssiO-3Oh

appears quite feasible. Since large nuclear structure modification by

collective angular momentum in that 1-region could be expected, this

is extremely encouraging.

Transfer reactions involving heavy ions will therefore consist of

a strong inelastic excitation in the entrance channel, followed by

particle transfer and additional inelastic excitation in the exit

channel. This is schematically illustrated in fig.23.

V/777/

7

X

V ///////>y>/><

EXIT

Figure 23

If we make the simplifying assumptions that the nucleon transfer

does not change much the trajectory of the projectile, nor the angular

momentum of the target, then by analogy to the octupole band

excitation case we may assume the transfer S-matrix to a state of

angular momentum I to be given by an expression such as

where at, pit a2. 02
 a r e t n e s a m e quantities we have met when studying

the rotational excitation of the ground state band, and f (*CAI)'

are the transfer form factors associated to each classical

trajetory.

A simple treatment of this transfer form factor siiows that it is
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governed, by the three effects shown in fig- 24.

Figure 24

(i) The barrier penetration effect (the nucleon or di-

nucleon must penetrate *ae barrier separating the two nuclei). This

effect will tend to favor polar collisions (XsO°) because the

effective barrier for transfer is less in that case (flg. 24-a)

(ii) The damping effect, due to the imaginar7 part of the

nuclear potential favors equatorial (Xz9O°) collisions because the

stronger overlap in the polar case increases the probability that the

reaction proceeds to more complex reaction channels than the ones

being considered explicity (fig. 24-b)

(in) Because of the single-particle quantization in the

deformed potential the orbits available for transfer at the surface of

the deformed nucleus will exhibit angular localization. It follows

that certain orientations of the rotor (those presenting lobes of the

orbitais involved to the projectile during the collision) may be

expected to be more favorable for transfer.

Therefore we may expect effects (l) and (ii) to conspire m

defining an effective grazing trajectory for a particular grazing

angle, while effect (ill) defines whether particular deformed single-,

particle orbits are HKely to participate in a transfer reaction along

that trajectory.
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Qualitatively, the product of tiie competing penetration and

damping effects will define a pair 3f bands for optimum transfer

which, for a given partial wave, move from the poles of the nucleus to

the equator as the beam energy is increased (fig. 25).

ISO*

Figure 25

Only when these bands intersect lobes of orbitais involved in the

transfer is transfer likely to occur. Since the orientation angle of

the rotor is intimately connected with the amplitudes for population

of rotational states by inelastic scattering, the rotational

population pattern in a transfer reaction will contain information

about the single-particle motion and correlations.

AS an initial lllutration of the qualitative features expected in

these transfer reactions involving deformed nnclci, we consider the

idealized case where the deformed nucleus is assumed to have a sharp

Fermi surface. Then we may consider that only one Nilsson orbital

contributes to the transfer. For example we consider the two-neutron

pick up reaction l54Sm(132xe, l34xe)152Sm, with the Fermi surface

placed at the [6 4 2]5/2+ and [5 0 5]il/2" Nilsson orbitais.
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Figure 26

In fig. 26 we sHow, for these orbitais, the amplitude for finding

the pair of micleons at a particular position in the intrinsic frame

of reference of the isolated deformed nucleus. The localization in

orientation angle for two-neutron transfer is clearly seen.

The [6 4 2]5/2+ orbital favors transfer at relative orientation

angles at closest approach XçA340°, while the [5 0 5]U/2~ favors

%CAs90°. The case in which the first orbital is dominant will lead to

transfer accompanied by high-spin excitation, because we have seen

that collisions with %o»3O-45° lead to the high torques needed to

obtain high angular momenta. Since xCA s 90° corresponds to very small

torques the transfer to the [5 0 5]ii/2~ orbital should not be

accompanied by the excitation of high spins. The calculations, shown

on fig.27 coincide with the pattern predicted here. We observe that

the [6 4 2]5/2+ leads to relatively high spins in the transfer

reaction, while the [5 0 5]li/2~ leads to low spin values. The fact

thatthe [6 4 2J5/2+ excitation probabilities peaK in energy before the

[5 0 5]il/2~ ones can also be readily understood in our picture. The

band produced by the combination of the barrier penetration and

damping effects discussed in fig.25 will pass the angular region

around X»40°([6 4 2J5/2+ orbital) at an energy lower than the one at

which it will pass the [5 0 5]ll/2" one.

These calculations should convince ourselves that the effect of

the nuclear structure on the transfer process may be readily detected

through the spin population pattern aitsr transfer.
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A more recent development in the study of the transfer form

factor nas been tne observation that tne two-nucleon transfer

amplitude <A+2 I|(a* a*) |A I> as a function of angular momentum

presents an entirely new and unexpected phenomenon11). This matrix

element is shown to oscillate around zero, in close analogy to tne DC-

Josephson effect in superconductors in tne presence of a magnetic

field. It is also closely connected to tne oscillating behaviour of

bacKbending in rotating nuclei. This predicted behaviour of the

transfer matrix elements, illustrated in fig.28, has not been

experimentally observed so far. It is therefore interesting to discuss

whether its effects can be observed in a nuclear reaction between

heavy ions.

: o . o t i s

Figure 2a
The form factor for transfer may be written as a product of three

•iactors
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• a s p e cd C A) (17)

The first two amplitudes are the corresponding to the barrier

penetration and damping effects already discussed. The spectroscopic

amplitude a s p e c is the pair transfer matrix element which effect on

the two nucleon transfer we want to investigate. In our calculation it

depends only of the angular momentum, so it is associated to the value

of the angular momentum at closest approach, IçA. For a given value of

I, we may rewrite eq. (16) as

S0->I = aspec(I/2) atun(XCA1) a d a m pU C A l)
(16 ')

so that the evaluation of the S-matrix elements and thus of the

excitation probabilities is straightforward.

t.O 3.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0

Figure 29 nh)

Fig. 29 shows these probabilities for the case of the

2 0 ô P b + i60 D y system 1 1). The large fall in probability at

I z 24h predicted in our calculation appears because of the change of

sign at I C A s I2h in the matrix element of fig. 28. Thus one hopes to

see at least this indirect evidence for the annihilation of the

transfer matrix element by looking at these heavy ion reactions.
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II. heavy ion fusion reactions

II. l-Introduction

There is no unambiguous way by which the complete fusion of two

nuclei may be recognized. The fusion cross sections mentioned in the

literature are obtained in a variety of ways (gamma ray emission from

the compound nucleus, atomic x-rays from the same, evaporation

residues by nucleochemical methods, etc.). This leads us to adopt a

definition of complete fusion, which is synonimous with the concept of

compound-nucleus formation introduced by Niels Bohr. It is written

(A^Z!) + (A2, Z2) -» (At.Aa, Z^ZaJgex, j <D

The right hand side of (l) stands for a state of the system which

is completely characterized by its total mass, charge, energy and

angular momentum, and has reached equilibrium with respect to all

other internal degrees of freedom. This definition clearly refers to

an idealized situation which is never fully realized in practice due

to the finite lifetime of the compound nucleus, especially at high

excitation energies.

The possibility of inducing complete fusion of heavy nuclei has

been a particularly fascinating aspect of heavy-ion research for many

years. This has been motivated by the desire to synthesize new nuclear

species beyond the Known regions of stable or radioactive nucleid.es.

The prediction that shell effects should to stabilize the nuclei in an

"island of stability near A:300, z=ii4 has contributed very much to

this interest.

Another unique aspect of heavy ion fusion is associated to the

very high angular momentum (slOOh) which can be imparted to the

compound nucleus, and which offers the possibility of studying the

nuclear structure in these extreme cases. Figure l shows a liquid drop

model calculation of the maximum angular momentum that the compound

nucleus may hold. These angular momenta are defined a.s those at which

the system becomes unstable against prompt fission, l. e. , at wmcn ttie
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fission barrier vanisties. More refined calculations, based on the

Fermi-gas or the single particle shell models give similar results. It

was found that compound-nucleus formation was in most cases not

limited by this maximum momentum the nucleus can hold. This

demonstrated the importance of the dynamical evolution leading to the

formation of the compound nucleus, the so-called "entrance-channel

effects".

Before entering the region of dominance of these effects, which

occurs mostly at higher energies, let us study the fusion process at

low energies. In recent years this has been intensively studied and it

appears to be the region where the richest interplay of reaction

dynamics and nuclear structure takes place. But even before that let

us introduce the simplest models of nuclear fusion, which consider

only the effect of the potential barrier between the two nuclei.

II. 2-One-dimensional models of nuclear fusion1)

The starting point for many fusion models is the assumption that

there is a potential barrier which must be overcome m order to

achieve fusion. In the simplest case that is a static one-dimensional

barrier obtained by summing the Coulomb, nuclear and centrifugal'

energies,



V(r) = VC(D * VH(r) •
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(2)

This potential is scnematically illustrated in Fig. 2. If we

express the fusion cross section as a partial wave sum, we nave

aF - - 2 - 2 (22 •l)T? <3)

where 62K2/2u = E, total c. M. energy of tne system, and T^ is the

probability that at angular momentum 4 tne potential barrier is

overcome and the compound nucleus is formed.

If we neglect tunneling effects and reflections, we may

approximate

T s 1 , if E > V B •-

T^ = 0 , if E < V B *•

where RB and VB are the position and height of the potential barrier

as illustrated on fig. 2.

Clearly tne maximum i. at wnicn T:i is obtained from the re-

lation

E z VB (5)
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The partial wave sum becomes in this case

- — = a- (6)

Tills simple formula gives a good description of experimental data

at energies above the Coulomb barrier but not too high. At subbarrier

energies it would predict zero-cross section, since tne tunneling

effects were neglected. At High energies, m a x may become larger than

tne maximum angular momentum the system may hold, or in an entrance

channel description, larger than the angular momentum at which the

total potential has a pocket. If we call Crit t o this limiting

potential, we could rewrite eq. (6) as

The schematic behavior of the cross section is then as shown in

fig. 3. The transition between the two regimes i s of course not as

sharp as depicted in that figure.

r'k

Figure 3

The calculation of the fusion cross section at energies around

the Coulomb barrier VB may be easily improved by considering the

tunnelling process. The cross section could then be obtained by

calculating the tunnelling probabilities T« at all i by solving the

appropriate radial Schrodinger equation.

Here we will consider a simplified treatment due to C. Y. Wong

which will lead to an analytical expression wrucfi. is quite
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satisfactory in many case.

First of all we approximate the potential barrier shape by an

inverted parabola. For C =O

V ( r ) = vc(r) • VH(r) a VB - HK (r-RB)* (7)

For this potential we have the exact Hill-Wheeler expression for

the tunnelling probability,

cUZ •v*
J

If we further assume that for 8 # O the barrier is just raised

by a quantity -fi2 .4. ( 4+i)/2uRg2 but it does not change shape, we may

approximate

-i

we can therefore express op as

(9)

where the last step involved approximating the sum by an integral.

This analytical expression (9) yields, for E-VB >> nu/2ir
Of % TTRB2(1-VB/E) , i.e. eq. (6),

and for E-VB << n«/2it ®t ~ • ** fe- exp -— (£-Vé) 1§ e. ^

exponential fall with energy.

The 16O *• 2Oôpu c a s e sh O w n l n fig, 4 shows that the data3) is

well reproduced by this simple calculation. The i6O • 2 3 2Th case4) may

be also understood if the quadrupole deformation of 2 3 2Th is taKen

into account. Tins is -lone by calculating the different carrier
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heights as a function of orientation, and then integrating over all

orientations. Figure 5 snows a similar success for tne 1<6O on the

Samarium isotopes. In this case the potential parameters were fixed in

the case of lit4Sm 5', assumed to be spherical, and. the potential was

modified by allowing for the quadrupole deformation. This more or less

uninteresting situation, where everything seemed to be easily

explainable, changed drastically a few years ago when it was found

that in some cases the one dimensional model Just described

underpredicted the experimental results by factors of up to 1O3. Fig.

6 shows the case of 5QH^ •

10">-l 70

Figure 4

I •

. /

\0

Ecx (KeU)
119

75

Figure 5

Figure 6
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II.3-Inclusion of additional degrees of freeüom

If we try to apply the one-dimensional model we rapidly find that

in order to nave such large subbarrier cross sections the potential

barrier must be extremely narrow. This completely contradicts

everything Known about realistic nuclear potentials. The failure of

the one-dimensional model was clearly shown by BalanteKm, Koomn and

Kegele 7>. Extracting the radial potential from experimental values of

the fusion cross-section, these authors found unphysical double-valued

potentials.
One is therefore led to conclude that the fusion of heavy ions at

subbarrier energies is a more complicated problem, and its description

involves more than the radial degree of freedom considered so far. To

deal with this problem it is therefore necessary to determine which

additional degrees of freedom are relevant. Candidates like

vibrations0', rotations9' neck. formation10', and nucleon transfer11'

have been considered. Indeed, Krappe, Nemes, Mòhring and Rossner12'

have shown that the coupling to any additional degree of freedom leads

to subbarrier fusion cross section enhancement. A natural way to show

this is to use a coupled-channel treatment to study the effect of

additional channels on the fusion cross section. Let us consider the

very simplified treatment of Oasso, Landowne and wmther13'.

We consider two channels, l and 2, coupled by a matrix element

F(x). The coupled Schródinger equations are, in this case

\
+

2U dX2

j (10)

£
\ dx2

These equations may be uncoupled by considering ŝ r - jt t ^

'- -E % -. -1
(U)

P(X) ^ -
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The wave function *.(*+) is found by studying the one-dimensional

barrier penetration with tne potential V(x)-F(x) <V(x)*F(x)).

It may be shown that the transmission probability

T (E) = T (E) • T (E) =
I 4, i,

[T (E) + T,(E)] (12)

where To (T-) are the barrier penetration probabilities for tne v<x>-

F(x) (V(x)+F(x)) barrier. If we look at the usual T (E), the T and T

are obtained by displacing that curve F to tne left (right),

respectively, as shown in fig. 7.

Figure 7

The net effect of the coupling is to increase the barrier

penetration at subbarrier energies while decreasing it at energies

above the Coulomb barrier. This will lead to a net effect of enhancing

the subbarrier fusion cross section while decreasing it above the

barrier.

The enhancement is much more evident than the lowering because

normally fusion cross sections are plotted in logarithmic scales, (see

fig. a). This rnaKes the effect more visible at low than at high

energies.

AS it was mentioned before the coupling to almost any other

degree of freedom will induce an increase in the subbarrier fusion

cross section. It is hard to select the appropriate degrees of freedom

just from the cross section enhancement, and indeed it may be shown

that the subbarrier fusion data may be explained more or less

equivalent 17 well using ratner different additional degrees o-i

ireedom.
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Here we «ill select the necR formation as an additional variable

because as it will be mentioned later it is also an appropriate

variable to describe tne fusion and quasi-fusion processes occurring

at higher energies. we mar then* nope to eventual 17 obtain an unified

picture of tne main features of 'tne heavy-ion collision process over a

wide energy range.

Following Block! and Swiateck.114) we parametrize the projectile

target system (assumed to be symmetric for simplicity) as two spheres

smoothly connected to portions of hyperboloids, as indicated in fig.

9. One can distinguish two different situations. In the first

connection is made by a hyperboloid of two sheets and the system is

made of two separate pieces. In the second the spheres are joined by a

hyperboloid of one sheet into a single piece of nuclear matter. The

former describes the initial stages of the collision, when the nuclear

forces begin to act, polarizing projectile and target, while the

latter appears in later stages when the nuclear matter of the

collision partners overlap. The degrees of freedom can be expressed by

the coordinates p (associated to the radial degree of freedom) and \

(measuring the necK size).

If we now assume an uniform charge and mass distribution, the

liquid drop potential energy may be readily obtained by double-folding

of the electric and nuclear interaction.

The calculated potential for the case of the 5a.Ni * 53Ni system

is shown in rig. io. Sven a superficial inspection of tins plot
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(o)

-H h- -i

(b)

Figure 9

reveals the importance of the neck degree of freedom in the nuclear

collision.

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 19 ZQ

AS the motion develops along the />-axls towards the contact

configuration (/»=i) the potential energy reaches a maximum at

P s 1.13 which is the position of the usuai Coulomb barrier, it is

interesting to consider the behavior of the potential in the vicinity

of \:o. For large separations the equipotentiais rise vertically and

bend to the right, AS the nuclei come closer there is a change m this

trend. For /> < 1.27 the equipotentiais bend to the left after the

vertical rise. This transition can be seen more clearly in fig. u,"

| l V i n -n T-erns oi the nectt volume variable nsneck volume/total volume.
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Q30,

10 U L2 1.3 L4 15 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0

In this case we observe a change of sign in the slope of the

equlpotentials as they rise from the p-axis. The meaning of this

transition is that the potential barrier for fusion along the necK

variable vanishes for p</»n:1.27. This indicates that for P</»n the

system becomes unstable towards the formation of a neck, joining the

spherical nuclei. The instability appears at distances larger than the

Coulomb barrier radius and therefore at energies below that of the

Coulomb barrier Vg. This by itself should produce an enhancement m

the fusion cross section at subbarrler energies.

If we further include quantum tunnelling effects, we see that the

potential energy barrier is much lower in the \-direction, and thus

easier to penetrate, than in the p-direction. An additional study of

the mass tensor elements shows that they are smaller in t h e necK

direction than in the radial one, which fact again facilitates the

penetrability in this direction. Indeed a full calculation including

these elements appears to reproduce quite well the main trend of the

data, at least for me Hi isotopes.15* (Figure 12).
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It is important to say tnat tbose calculations are not fits to ttie

data, and tnere was no free parameter used to improve the agreement.

Of course other treatments can also produce fits of similar quality,

as it was the case with the coupled-channel schematic calculation

referred to before.

II.4-Reactions at higher energies and with heavier systems.

The high energy region presents also very interesting features.

Let us first look at the effect of the size of the system. Fig. 13

shows the fusion cross section for several nuclei incident on

on 20ôPb. The curves show the result of the schematic calculations

mentioned at the beginning of this lecture, showing both the lower and

higher energy behaviours (l-Vg/E) and i/E , respectively.
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We clearly see how with an increase in the size of the system the

data gets progressively father from the theoretical prediction.

In order to study this phenomenon we have to choose the

coordinates that best describe the geometrical shape of two heavy

nuclei in collision. SwiatecKi proposed a description based on three

variables. Two of them we are already familiar with: they are the ones

associated to the neck size and the radial distance. The additional

one will be that needed to describe the degree of asymmetry of the

system, and it may be defined as D:[(R1-R2)/(R1+R2)]
2, where Rt and

Rg are the nuclear radii.

As a function of the radial, neck and asymmetry coordinates the

potential energy may be calculated in a way similar to that of the

symmetric systems. With the mass tensor one may also calculate the

kinetic energy, and thus obtain the Lagrangian for the system.

Blocki and Feldmeier16) have followed this procedure, and also

calculated the dissipation function R in the one-body dissipation

theory.

In this way one can finally write the equations of motion for the

system

d t S Q "3to <

where q = /», n, D.

By solving this set of coupled differential equations we may

follow the classical trajectory of the system in p, n, D space, and

in this way understand the reasons for the departure observed from the

light system behaviour.

The first case is for a *ôCa • 238u system prepared at the top of

the Coulomb barrier with zero radial kinetic energy. We observe that a

neck between the two fragments appears and grows very rapidly, but at

the same time the distance between their centers increases due to the

predominance of Coulomb repulsion over nuclear attraction for this
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Fig. 14 shows three different processes that can be found in the

collision between two heavy ions, so we will discuss them in some

detail.

heavy system. The system them stretches until the neck collapses. The

total interaction time is relatively short (3i.6xio"21 sec), the finai

masses (52,234) quite close to the initial ones (4fl, 238) and the

energy loss in the process quite substantial d20MeV). This pattern of

values leads us to associate this trajectory to the so called deep

inelastic collision process.

In the second case the initial radial energy makes the system go

into closer contact, with smaller distance between centers and a

larger neck. There is, however time enough for the mass drift to

change the asymmetry and hence the potential, so that the Coulomb

repulsion is able to dominate also in this case. The reaction time is

considerably longer (llxiO"21 sec) and the final masses (96,190)

differ considerably from the inital ones. This last result makes the

process qualitatively different from the first one and we associate

trajectories like this to the quasi-fission process.

The last case corresponds to tne formation of a compound nucleus.

Aitsr somg inside e.acn other, the nuclei proceed towards the c impound.
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nucleus configuration at a high enough rate that the slower changes in

the asymmetry can not affect this evolution.

These three processes are schematically shown on fig. 15.

±:-L

li P

çz-Y.-i ECATT:?>:?Í-5 Figure 15

The reason for the discrepancy between the data and the predictions

of the one dimensional model should by now become apparent: the one

dimensional model assumes that once the potential barier is overcome,

the system proceeds automatically to become a compound nucleus, A

more complete dynamics shows that the situation is much richer, A S the

nuclei start to coalesce, the changes in the potential energy brought

about by the changes mostly of the asymmetry degree of freedom make

the system reseparate unless an extra injection energy above that of

the Coulomb barrier is given to it. This extra radial energy was

called extra-push by Swiatecki, who was able to explain the very heavy

ion fusion cross seccions in terms of this new quantity. l7>
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III. Nuclear Collisions at Inter&eóiate Energies

III. l-Introduction

The study of nuclear coilisons at intermediate energies (i.e. SO-

20O HeV/nucleon) is a rapidly growing field. Several accelerator

dedicated to this energy regime nave recently come into operation. The

experimental results so far confirm the early predictions for this

energy range as one of transition and complexity. Both in experiment

and theory tne study of intermediate energy nuclear collisions draws

heavily on our knowledge on low and high energy nuclear reactions. Our

picture of tne field is at present one in which tne established

phenomena at low and high energy are mixed. This puts a pressure on

the need for an eventual reconciliation of the different approaches

employed in the studies of the nucleus. For example, the mean field,

one-body dissipation, long mean free path limit of low energy heavy

ion collisions must be merged in some way with the two-body

dissipation, short mean free path characteristic of high energy. It is

therefore quite HKely that the domain of intermediate energy

collisions will ultimately call for novel theoretical approaches which

synthesize the extreme viewpoints developed in the high and low energy

limits. One should not expect this to be an easy task. Experience

shows that it is always easier to deal with the extreme cases, where

approximations are easier to maKe, than with the more complicated

intermediate ones.

Here I will not deal with the many different phenomena that

appear in this energy range. Rather I shall discuss the production of

complex fragments. The formation of these fragments may be influenced

by two types of instability, AS in the examples discussed above these

instabilities represent contrasting possibilities: a fast, mechanical

instability, leading to the breaK-up of a nuclear system into

fragments, or a slower instability involving a transition between gas.

and liquid phases.



Let us first review fragmentation of matter in general, before

considering the nuclear case.

III. g-Fragment at ion of ordmaty and nuclear matter

When a piece of matter breaks into smaller parts the process is

called fragmentation. This process is well Known from everyday

experience with condensed matter such as solids or liquids, but the

phenomenon has not been studied in detail so far. The reason is that

the complexity of the process is overwhelming for a macroscopic body.

If in some way we strain a solid, it is characteristic that as the

external strain increases the number of fragments grows (and the

pieces become smaller). Although this is a trivial fact for us, a

detailed description of the dynamics of the formation of all these

bits is clearly practically impossible. We therefore have to start any

description of a fragmentation with a much lower level of ambitions.

In a recent paper Hufner calls attention to the fact that the

mass distribution of the fragments resulting from the collision of two

basalt stones shows a power law dependence.

= m-i. 68

where H is the number of fragments of mass m (see fig. l)
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If we consider the system size by a factor of io20 , and consider

the collision involving asteroids in ouV planetary system, the mass

-distribution is almost idential (see fig. 2). The power law

dependence is in this case dN/dm s m"1- 70. What happens if we

decrease the size of the colliding stone system and we consider the

mass distribution of observed fragments when a nucleus is struck, by a

high energy proton or a heavy ion?

The cross section da/dA to find a fragment nucleus with mass

number A after a collision between a 3OO GeV proton and a target like

Kr or Xe displays also a power law behaviour,

a A-2- 5 (2)

Actually the exponent varies depending'on the energy and the

projectile-target combination, but it always lies between 2 and 3. It

is Known that the mass distribution of the droplets for a liquid-gas

phase transition at the critical point also obeys a power-law like eq.

(2) with an exponent -2. 3 for a van der Waals gas. This suggests,

although one should hasten to say quite prematurely maybe, that

nuclear fragmentation could be a condensation phenomenon, since it

obeys the same empirical behaviour and besides because nuclear matter

obeys a similar equation of state. Let us study nuclear fragmentation

in this approach, i.e., considering the gas and liquid phases of the

nuclear matter. It should be pointed out that the other instabilities,

i.e., the mechanical ones, have been utilized by Hufrner in his studies

of the same process. 2>

Our picture of nuclear fragmentation will be as illustrated on

fig.3. Due to a heavy ion collision or other process a large amount of

energy S o is deposited on a piece of nuclear matter of atomic and mass

numbers Zo and A 0, respectively. This system expands until bubbles

appear and grow, separating the system into a collection of hot

fragments. Later these decay by particle evaporation and electroweaK

decay, resulting in the final fragment distribution.
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Figure 3
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In order to better understand this process, let us consider it on

the phase diagram of nuclear matter for densities less or equal to the

normal nuclear density and temperatures lower than 15-20 HeV. This

phase diagram is based on established Knowledge of nuclear behaviour,

and even if quantitative details could change according to the

nucleon-nucleon interaction considered, their main features are as

presented in fig. 4.

DENSITY

Figure 4

We observe that the system behaves as a Van der waals molecular

system, for the simple reason that the nuclear and molecular systems

are analogous. .\z m the van der Waals system there esist liquid and
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gaseous phases. In the region of coexistence we obtain the isotherms

by the usual Maxwell construction. AS temperature increases, the

region of coexistence reduces to a point for which ^ 1 =. JS—L- ^0-
a< 'Tc H * Tt

This is the well Known critical point, and its temperature Tc the

critical temperature. The line joining the minima of the isotherms,

i.e., the points for which * ^ - | — 0 1 S called the spinodal. It

separates the regions of metastability from that of instability. If a

system is left in state 1 after a collision, and in its evolution

does not cross the spinodal, it will just expand until the negative

pressure stops the outward motion and reverses it. After some

oscillations, it will lose energy and reach the normal nuclear

density. This is what we may readily identify as the giant monopole

resonance or breathing mode.

If, on the other hand, the evolution of the system taKes it out

of the metastability region then the fluctuations in density will grow

exponentially with time. In this way bubbles will appear inside tiie

nuclear matter which will eventually grow until the system separates

into mdivicual fragments, as in the picture presented before.

We see at this point that it is appropriate to treat the system

as a hot nuclear fluid. A simple description of it could then be

obtained by a suitable generalization of the semiempirical mass

formula to finite temperatures.

111,3-Generaiized liquid drop model3*

It should be clear from the beginning that a liquid drop

description is only justified in the case of rather large fragments.

Nevertheless its parametrization allows us to describe in some way the

bulK properties of even small nuclei. We will therefore apply the

liquid-drop picture for fragments heavier than a-particles whereas the-

lighter clusters win be characterized by their experimental values.
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The internal energy of a fragment is parametrized in a analogous

way to tne familiar semiempirical mass formula

The total energy of a fragment, BAi z is then obtained by adding

the Kinetic energy to the internal energy.

In eq. (3) Wo = l6MeV is the usual bulk energy parameter. The

quantity T /€otakes into account the effect of the excitation in the

bulk energy. The surface free energy was parametrized as

, X<T C c5,

' a 0 ' "r>rc

In this way it is approximately quadratic in the temperatures near T=O

and goes as (Tc-T)
5/* at the critical temperature T c , as required

from critical exponent theoretical arguments. The quadratic dependance

near T=O was obtained from Hartree-Fock calculations.

From Fj[(T) the surface energy can be readily obtained using the

general thermodynamical relation E = F-T

The asymmetry and Coulomb energies were taken to be temperature

independent. The last one was taken in the Wigner-Seitz approximation

frequently used in condensed matter physics.

From general thermodynamical arguments, the free energy of a

fragment, F A - ^ and its entropy S A _ •=. — ** rA.T, I m ay t>e
' ' • i * ^ __ 1

obtained. ** ' ^

We consider that at disassembly the nuclear system consists of

different fragments characterized by their mass number A, charge Z, •

and energy SAi 2- Let NAi z denote the number of fragments of tne (A, Z)

nuclear species.
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Mass. charge and energy conservation impose the constraints

we denote the vector of the fragment multiplicxtes î A. ZJ a s t n e

partition vector. The total multiplicity of a given partition is

defined as M = 2 H A 2
A,*

How we are in a position to write the translational free energy

and entropy of the system.

The translational component of the partition fuction is given by

V^ A / A , where A = 2iü2/<mT)is the thermal wave

length, vF the free volume available for the translational motion of

the fragments and S A , Z a degeneracy factor.

The free energy of the HA> z fragments (A, Z) is then given by

NM F*,l - " T ^ \2*Z I / ̂ Ati ' J (7,

and the entropy is calculated from

(S)

The temperature T is obtained from the energy conservation

relation in eq. (6). Then the total entropy for the especified partion

is obtained by addition of the internal and translational

contributions over all fragments,

The probability to find a partition (NAf2l is obtained from the

Boltzmann relation



III. 4-Calculation of observable quantities3"6*

Once the probabilities W U N A I 2 J ) Have been determined. the

calculation of the expectation value for any physical quantify Q is

straigntforward and given by

where QfNA(z} is tne value which tne physical quantity Q takes for tne

partition (HAiz) and tne sum is over all possible partitions of tne

original nucleus. Fluctuations of Q are easily evaluated in the same

way using (âQ)2 = Q2 - (Q)2

A direct evaluation of eq. (11) is difficult, However, due to tne

large total number of partitions of a medium or Heavy size nucleus.

Just including partitions over A (neglecting differences in tne Z

values), tne total number of partitions of a nucleus having Ao = 100

is

P(1OO) s 2xlOa, and P(200) a 4xio12. This makes the direct calculation

of Q using eq. (11) difficult and one must resort to approximation

schemes, and in particular to the Monte carlo method.

Let us see the results we have obtained for the different

observables. The mean values of the total multiplicity M are shown in

fig. 5 for a system of size Ao - 100 as a function of the excitation

energy per nucleon. It can be seen that for excitation energies up to

3 HeV per nucleon only a compound nucleus is formed, but as soon as

the excitation energy exceeds this value the fragmentation process

arises rather suddenly.

Fig. 6 shows the temperature as a function of the excitation energy.

At low excitation energies only the compound nucleus is heated up

until a temperature T* « 6 MeV is reached. Above T* the fragmentation

process sets in. We call this limiting temperature T* the crack

temperature. It is interesting to note that experimental evidence for

íü£iily-e:ícit3<i compound nuclei with T* z 6 MeV has recently iein*

found. 7)
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As soon as many fragments are allowed to form the total

temperature of tne system approaches tne B*/Ao = 3/2 T line.

When tne compound system undergoes fragmentation tne multiplicity

increases steadily up to an excitation energy of about E*/Ao s 15 MeV.

Above tnis energy the multiplicity rate of increase accelerates

abruptly signalling in this way that the nuclear ensemble is now a

gaseous phase consisting of many light clusters. The increase of the

gaseous phase at E*/Ao s 15 MeV is a consequence of the special

properties of light fragments, and more precisely of their lacK of

excited states. At the excitation energies near this transition point

light clusters account for a substantial part of the total

multiplicity. Since the system cannot absorb energy in the form of

internal excitation of these light particles, it must deposit it

either in thermal translational motion or in a reduction of the

average binding energy of the fragments. This can only be accomplished

through the marked increase m the multiplicity observed in fig. 5.

In summary, the statistical description of nuclear fragmentation

indicates the existence of two distinct transition regions. The first

transition if connected with the on set of fragmentation and takes

place at E*/Ao s 3 HeV. The second transition appears at E*/A 0 « i5Hev-

m the form of a marked increase of the light cluster yield. The

energy of this transition is related to the critical temperature T^



Its temperature would equal Tç, instead of the s 11 MeV observed, .if

only nucleons were accepted as constituents of the gas phase. These

considerations snow tne close connection between this transition and

the liquid-gas phase transition discussed in infinite nuclear matter.

We have therefore good reason to call it the equivalent of the liquid-

gas phase transition for a finite system.

Prom these results one can conclude that the power law fit

do/dA"^ A~T could at most provide information on the cracK temperature

at which fragmentation starts but not on the critical temperature Tç.
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L INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental goals of nuclear physics is the development of a unified

microscopic theory of the structure of nuclei starting from the interactions between their

constituent nucleons. An appropriate framework for such a theory is the nuclear shell

model1'3), first introduced by Mayer and Jensen in the late 1940's to explain the large

discontinuities that were seen in nucleon separation energies at particular neutron and

proton numbers (the magic numbers). The shell model was subsequently developed and

refined to the point that it now serves as a legitimate microscopic theory of nuclei rea-

sonably near closed shells, namely those for which the neutrons and protons are near

magic numbers. This includes most light nuclei as well as a limited number of medium-

mass and heavy nuclei. Unfortunately, most nuclei are not sufficiently near to closed

shells to permit a shell-model description and for them no viable microscopic theory yet

exists.

Perhaps the most striking feature of. nuclei far from closed shells is that they exhi-

bit simple collective features, collective in the sense that they seem to arise from the

coherent motion of many nucleons in the nucleus, rather than from the motion of just

one nucleon or perhaps a few. Historically, these collective nuclear properties have been

described by the geometrical collective model, pioneered by Rainwater, Bohr and Mottel-

son4'5'. Here, rather than focusing on the individual nucleons of the nucleus and their

interactions, one introduces from the outset collective shape variables, which are then

quantized. Clearly the input physics of the shell model and the collective model are very

different.

Can one describe collective features in terms of the spherical shell model? The

answer to this question is "yes", as was already made clear in several important develop-

ments in the 195O's. Perhaps the earliest work addressing this link between the shell

model and nuclear collectivity was that of de Shalit and Goldhaber9', who showed how

the neutron-proton interaction could produce the configuration mixing necessary for "lie

development of collective properties. The connection became even clearer with the work

of Elliott7', who showed that the rotational features that arise in light 2s-Id shell nuclei

can be described in a specific version of the spherical shell model based on an underlying

SU(3) symmetry. Another important contribution was that of Brown and Bolsterli8', who

considered giant dipole resonances, associated geometrically with the collective motion of

the neutrons in the nucleus against the protons91. They showed that such collective



motion can be described by a simple schematic Hamiltonian, acting in a particle-hole

shell-model space. Thus collective motion is naturally incorporated in the spherical shell

model. The problem is that, for practical reasons, the shell model cannot be applied to

the regions far from closed shells in which much of the interesting collective physics

occurs.

This was the situation until the mid 1970's. At that time, Arima and Iachello l 0"13)

introduced another nuclear model, referred to as the Interacting Boson Model or the

IBM. In its original form, the IBM was a purely phenomenologicai model, introduced to

describe the variety of collective features exhibited at low excitation energies by

medium-mass and heavy nuclei far from closed shells. The model was enormously suc-

cessful14'15' in providing a phenomenologicai unification of a wide variety of collective

features exhibited in the low-lying spectra of nuclei.

But of equal importance, the IBM seems to have a very clear connection to the

underlying nuclear shell model16'17'. This has given rise to the hope that the IBM might

ultimately provide the basis for a unified microscopic shell-model theory of nuclear col-

lective motion. This goal has not yet been fully realized, but enormous progress has been

achieved. It is the purpose of these lectures to describe some of this progress, and to

show that the optimism that surrounds this model is well founded.

The outline of these lectures is as follows. I will begin with some simple background

material, to provide the necessary terminology for the discussion to follow. I will first

describe very briefly some of the low energy collective phenomena that we will wish to

describe with the model and will then briefly review some essential features of the

nuclear shell model. This brief review will be presented in Sect. II.

I will then turn to the phenomenology of the Interacting Boson Model. Two ver-

sions of this model have been developed, traditionally referred to as IBM-110"13' and

IBM-2lfl'17'. I will describe these two models in detail in Sect. III. We will see from the

discussion how the IBM provides a unification of various collective features exhibited by

nuclei. We will also see how to relate the IBM to the geometrical collective model.

Our ultimate goal is to achieve a unified microscopic derivation of the IBM from

the underlying shell model. In Sect. IV, I will review the progress that has been made in

recent years along these lines and will outline some directions that I consider particularly

promising for the future.
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0.1 Collective Features in Nuclei

It is useful to begin the discussion by first illustrating some of the collective

features in which we will be interested. To do this, I consider as a prototype the Sm iso-

topes, which have 62 protons. In fig. 1, I show the low-energy spectra1') of the even Sm

l.5r-
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6t0*
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FIGURE 1. Energy spectra of the even Sm isotopes, from ref. 18.
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isotopes, from 148Sm with 86 neutrons to 1S4Sm with 92.

First, consider u 8Sm. It has a 0+ ground state, a 1" first excited state and then a

triplet of states with angular momenta 04", 2* and 4* at roughly twice the energy of the

first 2 + state. Were the triplet of states exactly degenerate at twice the energy of the

first 2~ state, this would be the spectrum of a quantized spherical IFquid drop undergoing



small amplitude quadrupole vibrations of its surface9'. We would then associate with the

collective vibration a quadrupole phonon of energy Sw~ 0.55 MeV. The triplet of levels

is associated with two-phonoo states. The anharmonic splitting of this triplet can be

described by introducing a weak phonon-phonon interaction. Clearly, a surface vibration

involves the coherent participation of all the nucleons on the nuclear surface, and thus

represents a collective phenomenon.

If we add 6 neutrons to 14*Sm we get l54Sm, which has a very different energy spec-

trum, but nevertheless one that is familiar. The low-lying energy levels follow very

closely a J(J+1) law, where J is the angular momentum of the system. As is well

known5', the energy spectrum of an anally symmetric quantum mechanical rigid body of

moment of inertia / is

* / = 2 7 / ( y + 1 ) (IL1)

Thus, we are again led to a simple geometrical picture, in which 1S4Sm is an anally sym-

metric (prolate) deformed nucleus which rotates at the allowed quantised values of angu-

lar momentum. Clearly the rotation of an entire nucleus (or even a substantial portion of

it) is a cooperative or collective phenomenon.

Between the vibrational 14*Sm nucleus and the rotational 154Sm nucleus are two

other even-even nuclei, 1S0Sm and 1S3Sm. The spectra of these nuclei provide a smooth

transition between the two seemingly different forms of collective motion. A unified

model of nuclear collective motion should be able to simultaneously describe the vibra-

tional features of 14aSm, the rotational features of 1S4Sm and the transition between

them. As we will see, the IBM is eminently suited for such a purpose.

n.2 The Shell Model

To ,-. good approximation, the nucleus is a nonrelativistic quantum system consist-

ing of neutrons and protons interacting via the nuclear force. In principle, its properties

can be described by solving the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation

H*{1,...,A) = E*(l A) (Ü.2)

where

H = £ r, + s vt, (II.3)
• •<;

is che nuclear Hamiltonian.



The nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation cannot be solved exactly except in the

simplest of cases, so that approximate solutions must be sought. The shell model1'3' is

based on the assertion that much of the interaction between nudeons can be absorbed

into an average spherical single-particle potential. If we denote this potential by U, then

we can decompose H into two parts:

H = HQ+ Vntiinal {TLA)

where

Ho = £ ( T , + Ut) (Ü.5)
i

is a one-body (or independent-particle) Hamiltonian and

VruU-l = £ Viy - £C/, (IL6)

is the remaining (or residual) interaction.

From nuclear systematics, much has been learned about the properties of the

single-particle (or shell-model) potential U. For our purposes, it will suffice to mention

just a few:

1. The ordering of the lowest few eigenvalues of the single-particle Hamiltonian Ho is

as shown in fig. 2.

2. The levels fall into groups, called shells, within which the energy splittings are

small but between which there are large energy gaps. It is this grouping into

isolated shells which is essential for obtaining meaningful approximate solutions to

the Schrodinger equation with the shell model.

4oC ( J

Pi/4

'PS/2

'Pi/2

FIGURE 2. Sequence of the lowest few single-particle levels of the nuclear shell model.



The basic assumption of the shell model is that to a good approximation the low-

lying states of nuclei can be described in terms of a doubly magic inert core and addi-

tional valence aucieons (or nucleon holes) restricted to a small number of active shells.

The inert core is obtained by placing neutrons and protons in the lowest available

single-particle orbits (subject to the Pauli principle) until they each 611 up the nearest

closed shells. The remaining valence nucleons are then distributed in all possible ways

over the orbits of the active shells. This assumption follows naturally from the grouping

of single-particle levels into well separated shells. If the single-particle potential is chosen

judiciously, the residual interaction should be relatively weak and thus should not be

effective in scattering particles from one major shell to another. As a consequence the

addition of valence nucleons should not significantly affect the doubly-magic core which

can thus be treated as inert. In contrast, the active orbits are very close in energy and

the residual interaction can effectively scatter particles between them. The manner in

which the particles are scattered over the active orbits by the residual interaction should

to a reasonable approximation dictate the spectroscopic properties in the region of low

excitation energies.

Thus, in practical applications of the shell- model, one considers as a basis those

Slater determinants involving an inert core and all possible distributions of the valence

nucleons over the active orbits. Within this finite basis, the Hamiltonian is then diago-

nalized, leading to approximate energies and wave functions for the states that are low

in exitation energy.

The above shell-model procedure has been used with great success to describe the

properties of nuclei relatively near closed shells, namely those with a small number of

valence nucleons. In such cases, the size of the shell-model basis is relatively small and

diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix is feasible. But for nuclei far from closed

shells, the number of basis states is very large and such an analysis is impractical.

To appreciate just how impractical fhe analysis becomes, consider the nucleus

154Sm, whose collective rotational spectrum was just discussed. The relevant doubly-

magic core, which in the shell model is assumed to be inert, is 132Sn, with Z=50 and

N=82. Thus, 154Sm has 12 valence neutrons and 10 valence protons. The relevant

single-particle orbits of the next neutron and proton shells are shown in fig. 3. If we dis-

tribute the 22 valence nucleons in all possible ways over these active single-particle

orbits and ask ''how many 2^ states can be formed in this way?", the answer is1''



346,132,052,934,889!!!

Even if we could construct and diagonaiize a matrix of this dimension (which we can't),

it would be senseless to try to learn anything from a wave function with so many com-

ponents. Clearly, if we wish to use the shell model to treat such collective nuclear

phenomena, it will be essential to find a way to drastically truncate the shell-model basis

to the dominant collective degrees of freedom. In doing so, we must make sure that the

remaining basis is not only small enough to be tractable but also rich enough to produce

the complicated correlation structure inherent in the wave functions of collective nuclei.

2*5/2
3*1/2
1113/2
•h9/2
3P3 2
3 f /

protons

3 «l/S
2 <J3/
1 hit/

í

2 "
2

1 97/2

132
Sn

neutrons

FIGURE 3. Valence single-particle levels appropriate to a shell-model description of 154Sm.

The clue as to how such a truncation of the shell model can be implemented is con-

tained in the Interacting Boson Model, to which we now turn our attention.

m. THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE INTERACTING BOSON MODEL

ELI The IBM-1

Dl.l.a Ingredients of the Model

The Interacting Boson Model10"13' was first introduced by Arima and Iachello in

the mid 1970's as a purely phenomenological model of the collective features exhibited



by medium and heavy-mass nuclei away from closed shells. In this model, an even-even

nucleus with 2N valence nucleons (neutrons plus protons, particles or holes) is described

as a system of N bosons. The bosons are restricted to an L=0 state (the s boson) and an

L=2 state (the d boson) and interact via a boson Hamiltonian involving one-boson ener-

gies and two-boson interactions.

Note that the model makes no distinction between valence neutrons and valence

protons. To distinguish it from a subsequently-developed model in which separate neu-

tron and proton bosons are introduced, I will refer to the original model with only one

kind of boson as the IBM-1. The refined model with separate neutron and proton bosons

will be referred to as the IBM-2.

As noted above, the number of bosons that enter in the description of a given

nuclear system is related to the number of valence fermions. The counting of valence

fermions is done from the nearest closed shells. As an example, consider the nucleus

1306a with Z=56 and N=74. This nucleus has 6 valence protons outside a Z=50 core

and 8 valence neutron holes in an N=82 core. For counting purposes, the total number

of valence nucleons is 6+8=14. The IBM-1 describes such a nucleus as a system of 7

interacting bosons.

The algebra desribing these interacting bosons involves operators (a*, d I) that

create s and d bosons and operators (s, </M) that annihilate them. These operators satisfy

the usual boson commutation relations

The most general one- and two-body Hamiltonian that conserves the number of

bosons can be written in the parametrized form15'

L -0,2,4

+ «2 {[áV]2[d*i2}° + | «<>{['VfViV . (m.2)

In this expression e, and ed represent the single-particle energies associated with the s

and d bosons, respectively, whereas cL, vL and uL describe the two-boson interaction. I

use both square and curly brackets to denote angular momentum coupling. Also

L = v'2L + 1 (III.3)



and

is the spherical tensor associated with the d boson destruction operator. Finally. "h.c."

means "hermitian conjugate".

The above general Hamiltonian contains 9 parameters. However, not all contribute

independently in fits to energy spectra. This can be seen by making use of the identity

». + »d = iV (m.5)

where

*, = , ' • a (m.6)

is the number operator for s bosons,

nd = d * - d (m.7)

is tl.i number operator for d bosons, and iV is the total boson number operator. Then

HB can be rewritten as

HB = «. iV + i « 0 1 V ( x V - l ) + « » < , - 0 N nd

+ E h
£=0,2,4 *

where

tto

22
c i = CL + »0 - -r= «2

vo
e = u0 - - ^ (in.9)

From this, two points readily emerge:

1. If we restrict our phenomenological fit to a single nucleus (for which N can be

replaced by its eigenvalue N), there are only six independent parameters that need

to be considered13); i ' ( = e - 0 i V ) , tL(L =0 ,2 ,4 ) , vQ and v2.

2. If we carry out a simultaneous St to the excitation energies of a series of nuclei

(with different numbers of bosons), only seven independent parameters contri-

bute19'; f, 6 , ?£ , i/0, t/j.

Before discussing the phenomenological implications of the model, it is useful to

recast the boson Hamiltonian into another equivalent form, in which the underlying

group structure of the model appears.
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DDM.b The Group Structure of IBM-1

In these lectures. I will not go into a detailed discussion of group theory, but refer

the reader to more expert references10"131201. I will limit my discussion to the

ingredients that will prove essential for the qualitative discussion to follow. The princi-

pal ingredient I will need is the concept of a Lie algebra and its associated Lie group*1'.

Assume that we have a finite set of operators {Xt} and further that the commuta-

tor of any two of these operators is a linear combination of the operators of the set; viz:

fV VI — V C^. Yl ÍTTI ittt

Such a set of operators are said to close under commutation. A set of operators satisfy-

ing such commutation rules is called a Lie algebra. From the operators of this Lie

algebra it is possible to define a continuous group of transformations, which is referred

to as a Lie group.

As a familiar example consider the operators Jz , J7 , and / , . These operators

satisfy the familiar commutation rules

[J,,,JX\ = ÍJ9 (in.ii)

Thus, they close under commutation and form a Lie algebra. Prom these operators, we

can construct a continuous group of transformations, the rotation group in 3 dimensions,

denoted R(3) or SO(3).

Now let's return to the IBM-1. For simplicity, I introduce the more compact nota-

tion [btm, b[m) to describe the (creation, annihilation) operator for a boson with angular

momentum 1 and projection m; e.g. ** = 600. There are six possible creation operators

in the model and likewise six possible annihilation operators.

Now consider the 3et of one-body operators

Glm,rm =blbrm- (111.12)

It is simple to show that these 36 operators clcse under commutation and thus generate

a Lie group. The specifics of which Lie group they generate are contained in the struc-

ture coefficients C,* of (III. 10). Let me simply quote the result: these 36 operators gen-

erate the Lie group U(6), which is the unitary group in 6 dimensions.

So far. we have done nothing particularly useful. The utility of the group structure

begins f.o emerge when we consider possible chains of subgroups. A subgroup is just

what it impiifs. If we a n .ind i iubsec oi the t'uil ->er, of generators which themselves



close under commutation and thus generate a Lie group, we refer to this smaller group

as a subgroup of the original one. '

As an example, from the full set of 36 generators Gtmi-m-, consider the subset

of which there are obviously 25. These operators also close under commutation. From

the structure of the commutation relations, one finds that they generate the group U(5),

the unitary group in 5 dimensions.

Of course, we could reexpress this set of operators in terms of angular-momentum

coupled operators;

and obviously there are still 25; one with L=0, three with L = l , five with L=2 , seven

with L = 3 and nine with L=4 .

Having done this, we can now proceed further and consider the 10 operators

These operators also close under commutation and in fact generate the group SO(5), the

simple orthogonal group in 5 dimensions.

Next, we can consider the subset

I* *H
These three operators also close under commutation. Indeed, we can rewrite them as

(«ft ~d]i = _V5 i^

, (III. 13)

As noted earlier, these are the familiar generators of the three dimensional rotation

group SO(3).

Finally, we can consider the operator

[* *li
which clearly generates rotations about che z-axis. The corresponding group is the simple

orthogonal group in two dimensions SO(2).

This systematic decomposition of the original group U(6) into smaller subgroups is

expressed in group theoretical notation as

tr(8) D 6'(5) D 50(5) D 50(3) D 50(2) (111.14)



It turns out that there are precisely three such group chains that contain the rota-

tion group SO(3). These three chains are

/. U(6) D t/(5) D SO(5) D 50(3) D 50(2)

II. t/(6) D SU{Z) D 50(3) D 50(2)

///. Í7(6) D S0(6) D 50(5) D 50(3) D 50(2) (111.15)

Note that I have only listed those group chains that include the rotation group.

Nuclear systems are rotationally invariant, so that all nuclear states have well-defined

angular momenta. This symmetry is incorporated in our group theoretical analysis by

limiting to group chains that contain SO(3), as will soon become more clear.

For simplicity of terminology, it is customary to refer to each of the above chains

by the first subgroup that appears in the group reduction. Thus, the three are referred

to as the U(5) chain, the SU(3) chain and the S0(6) chain.

The next necessary ingredient in our group theoretical discussion is the concept of a

Casimir operator of a group. A Casimir operator is an operator composed of group gen-

erators that commutes with all the generators.

As an example, the operator

L2 = Ll + Ly
2 + hi (m.16)

is composed of the generators Lt , Ly , and L, of S0(3) and commutes with all three. It

is thus a Casimir operator of SO(3). More precisely, it is the second-order (or quadratic)

Casimir operator of S0(3), since it involves bilinear products of generators. We will

denote it as C2so{3)-

We are now finally in the position to achieve our objective, namely to rewrite the

boson Hamiltonian in a form in which the group structure of the model is manifested.

To do this, we make use of the fact that the most general HB can be expressed as a

combination of (first- and second-order) Casimir operators of all possible chains of sub-

groups that contain S0(3). Because of rotational invariance, Hs must be an angular

momentum scalar, and this is reflected by the fact that only chains that pass through

S0(3) need be included.

With this in mind, we can write the most general one- plus two-body Hamiltonian

for a U(6) boson model as20)

4 C3i/(5) + k5 Curie,) C1(;'f;) + ks



where

A

W£/(5) = ni

£=0

— 4 V 4- iV 2 — f

£=1,3

fi —̂» T T i o f\ • f\

and

with

and

t\l (m.20)« f , ]

Note that there are exactly the same number of parameters as in the earlier form (HI.2).

So far, we have not benefited much from our excursion into group theory. All we

have done is to replace one perfectly good Hamiltonian with another perfectly good (and

equivalent) one. To properly benefit from a group theoretical treatment, we must go

further.

The group structure of the model also serves to define a complete basis of boson

states in which the desired diagonalization of the boson Hamiltonian can be carried out.

In fact, it defines several possible complete sets of basis states, one associated with each

of the three chains of subgroups.

Consider for example the U(5) chain

í/(6) D U{õ) D 50(5) D 50(3) D 50(2)

on which we focused earlier. The Casimir operators associated with each subgroup in the

chain commute with one another, and thus can be simultaneously diagonalized. Associ-

ated with each of them is a quantum number. The U(6) Casimir operator defines N, the

total number of bosons in the system. The U(5) Casimir operator defines nd, the

number of d bosons. The 30(5) Casimir operator defines a quantum number v, which is

called t/he d-boson seniority and which-tells how many d bosons are not coupled pairwise

to angular momentum 0. The Casimir operator of S0(3) defines the total angular

momentum L of the system and the Casimir operator of S0|2) defines its projection M



on some chosen axis. These five quantum numbers almost define a complete set of eigen-

states of these commuting Casimir operators. But not quite. Based on group theoretical

considerations, one can show that there are often several possible states with the same

set of quantum numbers N, nd, v, L and M. To distinguish such states, we must intro-

duce another quantum number, which is usually called n 4 and which counts the number

of d-boson triplets coupled to angular momentum 0. In group theoretical language, this

missing label arises because the decomposition of representations of SO(5) into those of

SO(3) is not unique.

Thus, group theory gives us a complete set of boson basis states

\N, nd, v, n a , L, M >, which are simultaneous eigenstates of all the Casimir operators

in the corresponding group chain. Likewise, we can generate complete bases that are

simultaneous eigenstates of the Casimir operators of the SU(3) and the SO(6) chains.

In applications of the model to real nuclear systems, we must diagonalize the full

boson Hamiltonian in a complete basis of boson states. The diagonalization can be car-

ried out in any of the three possible bases. Phenomenological IBM-1 codes, e.g the code

PHINT written by Scholten22', typically work in the U(5) basis. Likewise, the Hamil-

tonian that is used can be any of the equivalent ones that we have discussed. The gen-

eral idea is to determine the parameters of the assumed Hamiltonian by requiring an

optimum fit to experimental spectra. Very rarely is the complete boson Hamiltonian,

including all possible parameters, used. Most fits have been based on restricted forms,

guided by physical intuition. I will describe a bit later one of the few calculations that

employ the most general parametrized boson Hamiltonian19'.

In some cases, however, the Hamiltonian is particularly simple and diagonalization

is unnecessary. We will refer to these simple cases as dynamical symmetries, and, as we

will see, they play a central role in the IBM. Indeed, they provide simple and elegant

benchmarks of the diverse collective features that can be described by the model.

m. l .c Dynamical Symmetries of the IBM-1

Assume that for some reason the boson Hamiltonian can be expressed solely in

terms of the Casimir operators of a single group chain, i.e. that the coefficients of all

other terms in the Hamiltonian (111.20) are identically zero. In such cases, the energy

eigenvalues can be obtained without resorting to matrix diagonalization. We simply 'ise



as our basis the simultaneous eigenstates associated with the commuting Casimir opera-

tors of that group chain. A Hamiltonian 'expressed solely in terms of these commuting

operators will be diagonal in this basis, so that its eigenvalues can be written down

analytically ia terms of the relevant quantum numbers. Under such circumstances, the

Hamiltonian is said to possess a dynamical symmetry. Obviously, there are three possi-

ble dynamical symmetries that can occur in IBM-1, corresponding to the three possible

group chains. I would now like to discuss each of them separately. As we will see,
1. each of the three dynamical symmetries is approximately realized in selected

nuclear systems, and

2. each of them has a simple geometrical analog in terms of a well known mode of col-

lective behavior.

A. The U(5) Limit11)

Here the relevant group chain is

D U{5) D 50(5) D SO(Z) D 50(2)

Neglecting terms that depend on the total number of bosons N and which therefore do

not affect excitation energies, we can write the Hamiltonian for this dynamical symmetry

limit as

Hg = ^3

As noted earlier, the basis states associated with this group chain are the simul-

taneous eigenstates of the various Casimir operators that appear in (HI.21). They can be

expressed in terms of the associated quantum numbers as

\*>=*\N,néiv,nA,L,M> (111.22)

The quantum numbers entering (111.22) are allowed, from group theoretical considera-

tions, to take only certain values;

1. 0 < nd < jV

2. v = ná , nd — 2 , • • • , 0 or 1.

3. X ( = t; - 3 n A ) > 0

4. 2X > L > X

5. L = 2 X — 1 is excluded.

The Hamiltonian (III.21) is diagonal in this basis, with eigenvalues

£ ( . V , n i . v . L ) = k3 nd •+• £., n i ( n i + 4 )

- A-r; (:; - 3) -r k,} L (L - 1) lIH.23)



Note that the eigenvalues are independent of both M and n A.

In fig. 4, I show a typical spectrum associated with the U(5) dynamical symmetry.

.2J (na-2.0i (na-2.I) (nd-4.0I (nd-€.0i

FIGURE 4. A typical spectrum with U(5) symmetry for N=6 bosons. In parentheses are

the values of v and nA

The following features should be noted:

1. The ground state has JT = 0+, nd = 0 (and thus n, = N). It also has v = 0 and

nA = 0.

2. The first excited state has J* = 2+ . It has nd = 1 and n, =N—1. It also has v =

1 and 71^ = 0 and occurs at an energy k3 above the ground state.

3. At an energy of roughly 2k3 above the ground state there occur 3 states with JT =

0+, 2+, and 4+. All have nd = 2. The 2+ and 4" states have v = 2 and n a = 0,

whereas the 0+ state has v = 0 and nA = 0.

Such a pattern of low-lying states is already quite familiar to us. Were the triplet

degenerate at an excitation energy of 2k3, this would be the spectrum of a harmonic

quadrupole vibrator, as discussed earlier. The triplet is nondegenerate if jt4 /fe7 kg yí O.

Nevertheless, if £4 k7 kg are reasonably small compared to k3, we still have an essen-

tially vibrational spectrum, but now that of an anharmonic vibrator.

It is natural to ask whether there are real nuclei that exhibit spectra similar to that

of fig. 4. The answer is "yes". We already saw that the nucleus 148Sm exhibits a reason-

ably vibrational spectrum. An even better example is n oCd, whose low energy spectrum

is shown in fig. 5. I include for comparison a spectrum generated from the simple ana-



lytic eigenvalue expression (111.23), with the parameters

*3 = 722 keV , kt = 18 keV , k7 = 20.6 keV , ifc9

Note that kit k7 and t9 are indeed all much smaller than Jfc3.

= 20 keV.
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FIGURE 5. A comparison of the experimental spectrum of 110Cd with a theoretical spec-

trum based on a U(5) dynamical symmetry. The parameters used in generating the

theoretical spectrum are given in the text.

In general, the fit to the experimental levels in these lowest few multipleta is excel-

lent, suggesting that 110Cd is indeed a realization of the U(5) dynamical symmetry11'.

This is made even more clear by considering electromagnetic transition data. Asso-

ciated with the U(5) dynamical symmetry (and with the other two dynamical symmetries

as well) are specific electromagnetic selection rules. Consider for example the electric

quadrupole or E2 operator. Clearly it should be a hermitian tensor of rank 2 and should

conserve the number of bosons. In analogy with our treatment of the Hamiltonian, we

can write down the most general parametrized one-boson operator satisfying these con-

straints as

Q* = a{3id + d<s}l + l[d<d\l (m.24)

Note that I include a superscript B to distinguish the general boson quadrupole operator

from the SU(3) quadrupole operator of (111.20). When acting on a staf? with a definite

number of d bosons, Q% can either leave the number of d-Jbosons unchanged, or it can

change the number of d bosons by one. Thus, associated with the L*(5) dynamical sym-

metry limit is an E2 selection rule: E2 transitions can only take place between states for



which íln^ = 0 or ±1. Indeed this selection rule is nicely borne out by experimental E2

data in U0Cd. supporting the claim that it is a good example of the U(5) dynamical

symmetry.

B. The SU(3) Limit12)

Here the relevant group chain is

D SU{3) D 50(3) D 50(2)

The Hamiltonian appropriate to this symmetry limit is

H = Ar8 C2su{3) + *9 Czso(3) (in.25)

Now. in addition to N,L and M, the appropriate basis states are labeled by the two

SU(3) quantum numbers X and p and by an additional quantum number denoted K. The

latter quantum number K is not associated with any of the Casimir operators. In anal-

ogy with the quantum number nA of the U(5) limit, it is the missing label needed to

distinguish between states with the same values of N, X, ft, L and \l. We write the basis

states appropriate to the SU(3) group chain as

,L,M> (m.28)
To characterize the values of the SU(3) quantum numbers that are allowed for a given

number of bosons N, it is useful to introduce a quantity p defined by

6/> = X + 2j» + 2.V (IH.27)

Then

1. X > 0

2. p > 0 , and an integer

3. (i > 0 , and an even integer

For each (X./i) pair, the K and L quantum numbers satisfy

4. K must be even and ranges from 0<AT<min {\,(i)

5. L ranges from K<L<K + max (X./x). But if K=0, only even L values are

allowed.

The symmetry Hamiltonian is diagonal in chis basis, with eigenvalues

E { N , \ , n , L ) = * 8 ( X 2 + n 2 4- X / i + 3 { \ - r n } ) + *, L ( L + l ) (111.28)

A typical SU(3) spectrum (for ks < 0 and &9 > 0) is shown in fig. 6.

The spectrum exhibits a series of bania . each having definite (X,/i) and K values.

Within each band, the level spacings are given by ,<,-) L ! L ~ 1). As discussed -arüer. this



is the characteristic spectrum of an axially symmetric rotor, with moment of inertia

(m.29)

Once again, we find a simple geometrical analog for the dynamical symmetry limit.

Following Elliott7', we can extend this analogy further. The ground state band has (X./t)

= (2N,0) and K=0. The two lowest excited bands have (\,n) = (2N-4,2). There are

two such bands (which are degenerate); one has K=0 and the other has K=2. The K=0
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FIGURE 6. A typical spectrum with SU(3) symmetry for a system of N=6 bosons. The

values of X and /i that label the SU(3) representations are given in parentheses.

band has only even L values; its geometrical analog is the J-vibrational band, familiar in

the geometric collective model. The K=2 band has even and odd L values, and has the

features of the 7-vibrational band. In the limit in which N -» 00, the K quantum

number (which was introduced here on group-theoretical grounds) also has a simple

geometrical interpretation; it represents the projection of the total angular momentum

on the symmetry axis of the deformed rotor.

There are indeed several nuclear spectra well described by the SU(3) symmetry. In

fig. 7, I compare the ex7criniental spectrum of 158Gd with one evaluated analytically12'

using the SU(3) eigenvalue expression (111.28) and parameter vaiues of

k3 = -7.25 keV and kg = 14 keV.

The overall agreement is very good. In particular, note that in the spectrum of

l**Gd the 3 and 7 bands, both of which have (X,/i) = (20,2), are approximately degen-

erate in energy. This is the feature that best distinguishes an SU(3) nucleus from an

ordinarv deformed nucleus.
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FIGURE 7. A comparison of the experimental spectrum of 156Gd with a theoretical spec-

trum based on an SU(3) dynamical symmetry. The parameters used in generating the

theoretical spectrum are given in the text.

The symmetry also predicts E2 electromagnetic transition properties, including

important selection rules. Here too the data is well described by the simple symmetry

predictions.

C. The SO(6) Limit13 '

Next we consider the third dynamical symmetry limit of the IBM-1, associated with

the group chain

U{6) D 50(6) D 50(5) D 50(3) D 50(2)

The Hamiltonian that applies in this limit is

H = ka Cj5O(9) + k7 C2so(s) + *9 Cj5O(3) (111.30)

In addition to N,L and M, the basis states involve the quantum number v associ-

ated with the group SO(5) and the extra quantum number nA that relates to the reduc-

tion from S0(5) to S0(3), both of which also entered in our discussion of the U(5) limit.

They involve one further quantum number, which is denoted a and which is related to

the C2so{6) Casimir operator. The basis states can be written as

|*> s= \.\',<r,v,nA,L,\I> (IH.31)

The quantum numbers can assume the following allowed values:

1. a = .V. . V - 2 , .V--1. . 0 or 1



2.

3.

4.

5.

0

X

< v < a

(=V-3nA)>0

2X > L >X

L = 2 X — 1 is excluded

Note that the same restrictions on X entered in our discussion of the U(5) symmetry

limit. As noted earlier, v, n A and thus X enter in the reduction from S0(5) to SO(3) and

this is common to both the U(5) and SO(6) group chains.

The SO(6) symmetry Hamiltonian is diagonal in this basis; its eigenvalues are given

analytically by

E[N,o,v,L ) = *„ o(o + 4) + k7 v(v -(- 3) + *9 L (L + 1 ) (IH.32)

A typical spectrum is shown in fig. 8.

(6.1) (6.2) (4.0) (4.1) (2.0) (0.0)

SO (6)

FIGURE 8. A typical spectrum with SO(6) symmetry for a system of N = 6 bosons. In

parentheses are the values of a and nA .

Once again, there are real nuclei whose spectra are well described by the sym-

metry33'. In fig. 9, I show the spectrum of l96Pt, together with an S0(6) spectrum

evaluated using

A9=-10.75 keV , 47=5.55 keV and * , = 1 0 keV.

The symmetry not only provides a good reproduction of the experimental spectrum

of 198Pt but also describes very well the E2 transition data.

In chis case too. a simple geometrical analog exisr,3. It has been shown'" chat the
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FIGURE 9. A comparison of the experimental spectrum of 199Pt with a theoretical spec-

trum baaed on an S0(6) dynamical symmetry. The parameters used in generating the

theoretical spectrum are given in the text.

geometrical description that most resembles the SO(6) limit is the 7-unstable model of

Wilets and Jean25l

In summary, we have seen that the IBM-1 has three dynamical symmetry limits.

Each is characterized by a very simple analytic expression relating energy levels and each

is approximately realized in some nuclear systems. Finally each seems to have a geometr-

ical analog in a different type of nuclear collective motion. Thus, the IBM seems to con-

tain the necessary ingredients to provide a unified description of nuclear collectivity.

m.l.d A Return to Real Nuclei

Real nuclei do not live at the limits of dynamical symmetries. Some may live very

near these limits, as we have just seen, but even in these cases the symmetries are

invariably broken. In general, we must diagonalize the complete boson Hamiltonian in

one of the possible bases (the U(5) basis is the one that is typically used). Fits to nuclear

spectra can be carried out, and these yield the coefficients of all possible Casimii opera-

tors and not just those of a single group chain.

Let me illustrate the procedure by a specific example. The calculations that I will

describe were carried out by Castanos, Federman, Frank and Pittel19'. The basic idea

was to carry out a simultaneous fit (with a single parametrized boson Hamiltonian) to

the excitation spectra of a whole series of isotopes. By fitting several nuclei at the same

time, if, was possible to pin down in a statistically meaningful and unbiased way ail the



parameters of the boson Hamiitonian. Fits were carried out for the even-even isotopes of

Xe, Ba, Sm. Gd and U. I show here only the results of the fit to the Sm isotopes.

As a reminder, the isotopes of Sm undergo a shape transition as neutrons are

added. The nucleus 148Sm exhibits a reasonably vibrational spectrum whereas U 4Sm

exhibits a rotational spectrum. A fit was carried out to the excitation spectra of all

even-even nuclei ranging from 148Sm to l58Sm. The resulta are shown in fig. 10. All told,
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52 excitation energies were reproduced with an r.m.s. deviation of 104 keV. Note that

the calculation was able to reproduce with, a single effective Hamiltonian the transition

"t>m vibrational to rotational features.

To a good approximation, the resulting Hamiltonian was dominated by four terms;

H ~ i 3 nd + k s n d N + k7 C i S O { s ) + k Q Q (ffl.33)

where

*3 = 2.25 MeV , i 5 = -O.2O MeV , i 7 = 0 . 0 2 5 MeV , k = - 0 . 0 3 0 MeV (ffl.34)

As a reminder {see (1H-18)}, Q • Q is a linear combination of the SU(3) and SO(3)

Casimir operators.

The first three terms reflect the U(5) or vibrational content; the fourth term reflects

the SU(3) or rotational content. For a given nucleus, the first two terms can be com-

bined into

iV — e(iV) (ffl.35)

and the Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

H ~ Í ( . V ) nd + k7 C i S 0 { s ) + k ' Q Q (ffl.36)

Now consider a system with N bosons. To a reasonable approximation, the single-

boson energy term (which favors spherical shapes and U(5) behavior) contributes to the

total energy of the system an amount proportional to the number of bosons; viz:

V (ffl.37)

In contrast, the Q • Q term (which favors SU(3) or rotational structure) contributes an

amount proportional to the number of pairs, viz;

Eq q ~ k- iV( .V- l ) (ni.38)

In Table 1, I compare ^i-boson an^ &Q • q f°r fc^e various Sm isotopes.

In u 8Sm. the single-boson energy terms dominates and the system is primarily U(5)

or vibrational in character. By the time we reach 1S4Sm, the Q • Q term dominates and

the system is primarily SU(3) or rotational.

9 Q

"Sm

5.20

2.16

150Sm

3.60

2.70

152Sm

2.50

3.30

I 5 4Sr

0.55

3.96
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TABLE 1. Qualitative comparison of the contributions of the single-boson energy and

the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction to the energies of the even Sm isotopes19'. All

energies are given in MeV.

The phase (or shape) transition arises automatically in the model through an inter-

play 'jetween the parts of the Hamiltcnian that favor U(5) behavior and those that favor

SU(3) behavior. A single Hamiltonian incorporates the features responsible for the

different types of collective behavior. Once again, the model seems eminently suited to

provide the desired phenomenoiogical unification of the variety of collective features that

nuclei exhibit at low excitation energies.

EDLl.e The Geometrical Connection

In the preceding discussion, I have often alluded to the geometrical content of the

various dynamical symmetries. The connection of these symmetries to geometrical collec-

tive pictures was based on similarities in the expressions for energy spectra and for E2

transition probabilities. I will now show how this connection can be made more precise,

by formally expressing the abstract variables of the IBM in terms of geometric shape

variables.

This very important link of the IBM to the geometric collective model was

developed simultaneously by Ginocchio and Kirson28' and by Dieperink, Scholten and

Iachcllo27'.

In general, the connection between quantum and classical variables is ambiguous. It

has recently been shown28', however, that the connection can be made uniquely as long

as we are dealing with operators in a compact Lie algebra. The U(6) algebra of the IBM

is a compact Lie algebra and thus the connection can be established.

The procedure involves three steps:

1. construction of coherent or intrinsic states for the boson system,

2. calculation of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian for these coherent states,

3. minimization of the energy surface associated with thi3 expectation value.

It has been shown that the minimum of the energy surface converges to the true ground

state energy of the system in the appropriate classical limit in which .V —• oo.

The coherent state can be written as a boson condensate

j . V . a a > ^ i / - £ a M ^ | - v |0> ÍIII.39)



This can be alternatively viewed as a Hartree variational wave function 29' for the boson

system, whereby each boson moves in the optimum mean field generated by the others.

Note that \N,ali> involves five (complex) variational parameters

o_2 , a_ t , a0 , a lT a2.

The expectation value of HB in this coherent state wave function is

^HB \N,<*„ > , (m.40)

which can be minimized as a function of the a^ variational parameters. Rather than do

this blindly, we can simplify the procedure by making use of the rotational invariance of

the system. If we rotate to an intrinsic frame of reference, the five variables aM go over

to three Euler angles and tvo independent intrinsic variables, which are given the usual

notation $ and 7. In the intrinsic frame,

ax — a_ t = 0 (m.41)

and

as [*' +/3cos7áó + \ / - / ? s i n 7 { Í 2 + d!_2 )]" | 0> (HI-42)
V 2

The intrinsic state expectation value becomes a functional of 0 and 7, i.e.

EN(N,<>,>>-*£«($,!) (HI.43)

We can plot this as a function of the classical shape variables /} and 7, and search for

the minimum (or perhaps minima) of this energy surface.

Obviously, the energy surface and the location of the minima depends on the Ham-

iltonian Hg, and thus are different for the three dynamical symmetry limits. Analysis of

the energy surface appropriate to the three limits leads to the following results:

1. In the U(5) limit, the energy surface is independent of 7. Its minimum as a func-

tion of ,3 occurs for ,3 = 0. The condensate in this limit assumes the form

|jV,0 — 0 > at [sl]N\O> (111.44)

which is completely spherical. This confirms our interpretation of the L*(5) limit as

a spherical system undergoing quadrupole surface vibrations.

2. In the SU(3) limit, two minima arise; one has P = \/2 and 7 = 0 ' , the other has

0 = v 2 and 7 = 6 0 ' . Analysis of the corresponding intrinsic state suggests that

both correspond to axially symmetric deformed systems; the former corresponds to

prolate shapes and the latter to oblate shapes.
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3. In the S0(6) limit, the energy surface is again 7-independent; however, in contrast

to the U(5) case, the minimum in the 0 direction now occurs for a nonzero value,

namely for ^ = 1 . This is precisely what is meant by a 7-unstable rotor, as intro-

duced by Wilets and Jean.

Thus, a more rigorous analysis of the classical limit of the three dynamical sym-

metry limits of the IBM-1 confirms the geometrical interpretation that we ailuded to ear-

lier.

Of course, the energy surface can be generated for any boson Hamiltonian and not

just for those appropriate to the symmetry limits. If such an analysis is carried out for

IS4Sm, the resulting energy surface would exhibit a well-defined minimum for fl > 0 (but

less than \Í2) and 7 = 0*. Thus, even though 1S4Sm is not an exact SU(3) nucleus, it is

nevertheless a rotational nucleus with a well-deformed prolate equilibrium shape. A sys-

tem does not have to exhibit an exact dynamical symmetry to achieve the classical col-

lective description. The symmetries are the ultimate manifestations of the collective

behavior. However, the same collective behavior can also arise in nuciei away from the

symmetry limits.

in.l .f Summary

This completes my discussion of the phenomenology of the IBM-1. We have seen

that the model naturally incorporates in a unified and simple fashion several types of

collectivity that are exhibited in the low-energy spectra of nuclei away from closed

shells. Furthermore, by using the concept of coherent states, we have seen that the

model can be directly linked to classical geometric models of collective motion. Finally,

we have suggested that the model has a connection to the the microscopic nuclear shell

model as well. The bosons of IBM-1 represent, in some still-to-be-clarified way, pairs of

valence fermions. It is this latter feature of the Interacting Boson Model that makes it

so promising as a potential framework fu. a unified microscopic theory of nuclear collec-

tive motion. To achieve this goal, however, it will be necessary to further clarify this

connection between the phenomenological IBM and the microscopic shell model.



m.2 The fflM-2

QI.2.a Some Motivation

Two of the essential ingredients of the phenomenoiogical IBM-1 are

1. that the number of bosons for a given nuclear system is equal to the the number of

valence fermion pairs, and

2. that to describe the low-lying states of even-even nuclei, we need include only a sin-

gle L = 0 (or s) boson and a single L = 2 (or d) boson.

These two ingredients provide the necessary clues as to how to establish more clear

contact between the phenomenoiogical IBM-1 and the underlying nuclear shell model.

The first ingredient suggests that the bosons of IBM-1 represent pairs of valence

fermions. But which pairs? To answer this question, we now consider the implications of

the second ingredient.

Since bosons represent pairs of fermions, it is useful to look at the various kinds of

pair states that show up in nuclear spectra. I will consider as a specific example the pair

states that arise when two nucleons are added to a doubly-magic and inert 208Pb core.

There are three possible systems; 210Pb involves two valence neutrons outside 210Pb,

210Bi involves a valence neutron and a valence proton, and 210Po involves two valence

protons. The spectra of low-lying states in these three nuclei are shown in fig. 11.

Note that in both 210Pb and 210Po, there are two low-lying states, one with J = 0 +

and one with J = 2"1", and both are relatively well separated energetically from all oth-

ers. In contrast, 210Bi has a dense spectrum of low-lying states, none of which stand out

from the rest.

The bosons of the IBM-1 are supposed to represent pairs of nucleons. Indeed, since

they are being used to describe the energetically lowest states of even-even collective

nuclei, they must somehow be the energetically lowest pairs. But it is only for systems

involving pairs of identical nucleons that the lowest states have J = CT and 2". The

obvious conclusion is that the bosons must represent pairs of identical nucleons.

From this simple discussion, we see tha. somehow the IBM involves a truncation of

the shell model to include only those states built up in terms of the energetically lowest

pairs of identical nucleons. Ultimately, any effort to build a rigorous microscopic theory

of collective motion around the IBM will have to start from this simile intuitive idea.
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FIGURE 11. Experimental spectra of nuclei with two valence nucleons outside a 208Pb

core.

Of course, if bosons represent pairs of identical nucleons, then there should in prin-

ciple be separate neutron and proton bosons. This is the basis of an extended version of

the IBM, referred to as IBM-2, which was put forth in the late 1970's by Arima, Otsuka,

Iachello and Talmi19'17', and to which we now direct our attention.

IQ.2.b Ingredients of the Model

The basic ingredients of the IBM-2 (or the neutron-proton IBM) are the following:

1. The neutron and proton bosons are separately restricted to an L=0 à-ate or an

L=2 state. The four allowed bosons of the model are referred to as iv, áv, sT, and

d,, where the subscripts u and ,T refer to neutron bosons and proton bosons, respec-

tively.

2. The pair interpretation of the bosons is incorporated in the model by setting the

number of neutron bosons equal to the number of valence neutron pairs and the

number of proton bosons equai to the number of valence proron p;iirs. Ai in IBM-1.
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the rumber of valence neutron or proton pairs is counted either as particle pairs or

as hole pairs from the nearest closed shells. As an example, consider the nucleus

130Ba, which we discussed earlier in Subsect. IU.l.a. It has six valence neutrons out-

side a Z=50 core and eight valence neutron holes in an N=82 core. The IBM-2

describes it as a system of three proton bosons (n r = 3) and four neutron bosons

(»„ = 4). Note that the sum of the numbers of neutron and proton bosons in

IBM-2 is identical to the total number of bosons in an IBM-1 treatment of the same

nucleus.

3. Finally, the bosons interact via a parametrized Hamiltonian restricted to one- and

two-boson interactions.

Such a model is obviously more closely linked to the underlying shell model than is

the earlier IBM-1. This clearer connection to the shell model was achieved, however, with

an equally obvious loss of simplicity. This can be seen by looking in more detail at the

Hamiltonian of the model. It can be written in the general form

H = HV + HT+Vn (m.45)

where Hv is the Hamiltonian for the neutron bosons, Hn is the Hamiltonian for the pro-

ton bosons and Vvr is the interaction between neutron and proton bosons.

The general structure of Hv and Hx is exactly that of the general IBM-1 Hamil-

conian. Thus each in principle involves 9 parameters, which can be reduced to 6 by using

the identity

*
ntí + nif = Np {p = v or T) (III.46)

and restricting the analysis to a single nucleus. It is tempting to impose a relationship

between the parameters of /?„ and Hm but strictly speaking this is not appropriate. As

a reminder, the neutrons and protons of heavy nuclei are in different major shells, so

that there is no a priori relation between the dominant neutron pairs and the dominant

proton pairs. For example, the 2? • Of splitting in n o Pb is 0.80 MeV, whereas in 210Po

it is 1.13 MeV. Thus, a general IBM-2 Hamiltonian should in principle include 6 parame-

ters in Hv and 6 independent ones in Ht.

And what about Vvf. The most general two-body interaction between neutron and

proton bosons involves 12 parameters30^, as shown below:



tL L {[didiy- [i^YY (in.47)

Of these 12 parameters, only 9 contribute to the excitation spectrum of a single nucleus.

The other 3 can be suppressed by making use of the identity (m.46) and then by replac-
A A

ing Nv and Nr by Nv and AT,, respectively.

Thus, the most general parametrized IBM-2 Hamiltonian involves 21 parameters, 6

in Hy, 6 in Hr and 9 in V^ The IBM-2 has achieved a closer link to the underlying

shell model, but it has done so at the cost of much of the phenomenological simplicity of

IBM-1.

Clearly, a 21 parameter fit to a single nuclear spectrum is not feasible. A

phenomenological analysis based on the IBM-2 must use a restricted form of the Hamil-

tonian. Thus, it is necessary to use physical intuition to isolate the dominant terms in

the boson Hamiltonian. Because of the fairly clear connection of the IBM-2 to the under-

lying shell model, it has been possible to arrive at a simplified IBM-2 Hamiltonian based

on microscopic considerations. And indeed such simplified boson Hamiltonians have pro-

ven very successful in IBM-2 phenomenology. It is important to bear in mind, however,

that no EBM-2 phenomenology to date has used the most general Hamiltonian in

unbiased fits to nuclear spectra.

Let me now review the basic ingredients of the simple IBM-2 phenomenolgy that

has emerged from such microscopic considerations:

1. Motivated by the fact that nuclei with only one type of valence nucleon (the so-

called lemi-magic nuclei) seem to always exhibit vibrational characteristics31', it is

reasonable to assume that the identical-boson Hamiltonians Hp{p — v,i) are of

U(5) type,

H, « < , » < , + £ L C[ {[d\ d\ \l [dpi,\
L }° (111.49)

£=0,2,4

In fact, in most applications of the IBM-2, two further simplifications are imposed:

a. The anharmonicity terms involving Ci .ire usually neglecned. The reason for



this is that these terms are very weak compared to the parameters of the

interaction Vtne>' which we will discuss shortly. As such, their influence on

spectroscopic features at low energies will be swamped by V^

b. The single-boson energies associated with neutron and proton bosons are usu-

ally assumed to be equal, i.e. £„ = í^ The common parameter is typically

denoted e. As noted earlier, there is no good microscopic justification for such

an assumption; it is done solely for simplicity.

Thus, in the simplest IBM-2 phenomenology, the identical boson Hamiltonians are

assumed to have the form

H, = e nif (ffl.50)

There are two principal qualitative features of low-energy nuclear spectroscopy that

must be taken into account even in the simplest phenomenological model. One is

the dominance of the long range quadrupole-quadrupole interaction between neu-

trons and protons in producing n-p correlations in nuclei3'. The second is that

below roughly 2 MeV, all nuclea* states seem to be fully symmetric in the neutron

and proton degrees of freedom. The simplest form of Vur that incorporates these

two crucial qualitative features is

where

qp = [,; I + i t Sf]* + Xf [di 5^2 {m.52)

is the boson quadrupole operator, and

Mn^Mdl-dlstf'bX-t'A*-* £ [dUl\K-[dX\K (111.53)
K=l,3

is referred to as the Majoraná interaction18'17'. The quadrupole-quadrupole interac-

tion incorporates the dominant physics of the underlying n-p interaction between

fermions. The Majorana interaction only acts on boson states that are not fully

symmetric in the neutron and proton boson degrees of freedom. By choosing the

streu£th parameter £ > 0, we can guarantee that these states will all be pushed up

in energy relative to the fully symmetric boson 3tates. In this way, we can incor-

porate the second crucial qualitative feature.

Note that the simple choice of Vu1t given in (111.51-53) introduces four parameters

into the model, /c , x* • X* ano" £• OÍ course, if we use the Majorana interaction merely

to push the states up in energy and do not care at what energy they occur, then £ is not

really a parameter of the model: any brçe value of * will .suffice.



Thus, in the simplest meaningful IBM-2 phenomenology, one uses a boson Hamil-

tonian with just four parameters, t , K , \v and xT to fit the low energy spectra of col-

lective nuclei. Many such fits have been carried out1 4 i s ' , and in general with qualitative

success. To achieve more quantitative fits, it is often necessary to add some parameters.

Usually, the first ones put back into the boson Hamiltonian are the CL parameters of Hr

EQ.2.C An Application

As a specific example of the application of this IBM-2 phenomenology, I will briefly

describe some calculations carried out by Scholten19' for the even Sm isotopes, the

results of which are shown in fig. 12.

M M 90 92
Neutron number

84 M 90 92

FIGURE 12. A comparison between experimental18' and theoretical15' spectra for the

even Sm isotopes. The experimental spectra are represented by the points, squares, cir-

cles, etc. The theoretical sp- ctra were produced in the IBM-2 calculations described in

the text.

The parameters used in these calculations are given in Table 2.

All the low-lying levels shown in fig. 12 are fully symmetric in the neutron-proton

degrees of freedom, and thus are not influenced by the Majorana interaction.

Motivated by the fact that all the Sm isotopes have the same number of protons, it

was .assumed in rhese calculations that a iin^le set of proton parameters coul'i be ised



TABLE 2. Hamiltonian parameters for the IBM-2 calculations of the even Sm isotopes of

ref. 15.

u«Sm 150Sm 152Sm l54Sm

e (MeV)

K (MeV)

0.

0.95

-0.120

-0.8

0.70

-0.08

-1.0

0.52

-0.075

-1.1

0.43

-0.081

Xt = -1.3 , CS = Cl = 0. , Ci = 0.05 MeV

for all of them. Such an assumption is not rigorously justified on microscopic grounds,

although it is expected to be approximately true. It follows from the same philosophy

used in setting f „ = €„ namely the desire to see how few parameters are needed to

reproduce the data. Obviously, improved fits can be achieved by relaxing some of these

simplifying assumptions. In the calculations of Scholten, the parameters of Hw were

determined in the St to u 8 Sm. Subsequent isotopes were then fit with only 3 parame-

ters. Xv t < and K. In general, the fits shown in fig. 12 are very good. They qualitatively

reproduce the observed shape transition, from a spherical vibrator to a deformed rotor.

The agreement is comparable to that achieved in the IBM-1 fits described in Subsect.

m.l.d. But now the fits are based on a Hamiltonian with significant microscopic input

from the shell model.

An essential feature of the IBM-2 fits is that they cannot be carried out for a series

of isotopes. The parameters required to reproduce the energy spectra change with the

addition of neutrons, albeit rather smoothly. Indeed, any effort to derive the IBM-2 from

the shell model will have to reproduce the smooth variation in parameters that emerge

from the phenomenological fits.

As in the discussion of IBM-1, we can include in the IBM-2 phenomenology an

analysis of other spectroscopic properties, including electromagnetic transition data.

Suffice it to say that such properties are equally well described by simple IBM-2

phenomenology, but now using operators consistent with microscopic considerations.

What I have described so far is tarty IBM-'2 phenomenology. * Experiment and



theory are intimately related. Interesting experimental data motivates theoretical,

activity, and conversely interesting theoretical developments stimulate new experiments.

The many successes of the IBM coupled with its inherent simplicity has stimulated much

activity on both the experimental and theoretical fronts. This has led to the observation

of some exciting new phenomena and to an improved understanding of the physical con-

tent of the model. I would like to now discuss a few of the more important new develop-

ments and some of the insights that have emerged.

HL2.d F-Spin

One of the most important issues to address concerns the relationship between the

IBM-2 and the simpler IBM-1. I briefly alluded to this relationship when I introduced the

Majorana interaction in the phenomenological IBM-2 Hamiltonian. I would now like to

make the connection more precise.'

To do this, it is useful to consider the properties of states of IBM-2 under the inter-

change of neutron and proton bosons. Mathematically, this is done by introducing the

concept of F spin19'17'. In analogy with isospin, a boson is regarded as a spinor in this

abstract F-spin space, with F = l / 2 and projections Fo = +1/2 or —1/2. By convention,

Fo = +1/2 corresponds to a proton boson and Fo = —1/2 corresponds to a neutron

boson. Now consider the following set of spinorial operators:

F+ = i l - L + , l - K (in.54)
F. = i S - 4 r + *l'iw (m.55)

Fo = | ( 4 -7 , + si -sw - dl -t - si . ,„) (m.56)

These three operators are the generators of the Lie group SUÍ2), for which the second-

order Casimir operator is

F2 = F+F- + (F0)
2-FQ (ffl.57)

Note the similarity of the above F-spin algebra to the usual algebra of spin or isospin,

both of which can also be discussed in terms of SU(2).

Consider a system of Nv neutron bosons and Nr proton bosons. Clearly, any state

of such a system is an eigenstate of Fo with eigenvalue — (Nt — .VJ. States which are

also eigenstates of F2 are said to have good F spin. The possible eigenvalues of F2 are of

the general form F( f + 1), where F can range from / * „ , „ = —(.V,, + .VT) to

jVFTin =r — j.Vj, — ,VT|. States with F = F^zx a r e sa'"^ co be maximally or fully sym-

metric.
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We are now in a position to state the connection between IBM-1 and IBM-2 Obvi-

ously, IBM-2 exists in a much larger space than IBM-1. The connection is that IBM-1

acts in a subspace of IBM-2, namely in the subspace of fully symmetric states. Put

another way, the states of IBM-1 can be identified with the fully symmetric states of

IBM-2.

For states involving small numbers of d bosons, it is possible to write down the F-

spin eigenstates explicitly15'32). For example, consider the state with Nu neutron s bosons

and iV, proton s bosons, which I denote

It is trivial to confirm that this state is an eigenstate of F2 with eigenvalue

F = Fmax = —. It is thus one of the states for which there is a counterpart in EBM-1.

I will schematically write this state as

\nd = 0 , F = Fm a x = ^ , / = 0 > = \s"' , a;
V" ; / = 0 > (ffl.58)

The label nd means that the state has zero d bosons. The labeling is suggestive that I

am somehow working in a U(5) basis, but let me hold off further discussion of this point

for a while.

Next, we discuss states with one d boson. Obviously, there are two such states, one

with a neutron d boson and one with a proton d boson. Neither is an eigenstate of F2.

But we can readily construct linear combinations that are;

"'''1 * / 2 >\nd = 1 , F = -^ , / = 2 > = - ^

s"' , a,,"''1 ; J = 2> ) (111.59)

and

\nd = 1 , F * - ^ - l , y ^

-JK\s"* , drs"'-1 ; J = 2> ) (111.60)

The first is maximally symmetric, and thus has a counterpart in IBM-1 (indeed it is the

state with nd = 1 in the U(5) basis of IBM-1). The second is not maximally symmetric;

rather it is said to be a state of mixed symmetry. Such states are not contained in

IBM-1. In IBM-2 calculations, it is one of the states that is pushed up in energy by a

Majorana interaction with £>0.

A general parametrized IBM-'2 Hamiltonian does not exactly preserve F-̂ pin sym-



raetry. For example, if «„ ^ fT or if \* 1^ Xr, the symmetry is broken. Thus, real IBM-2

eigenstates do not have good F spin. So, what does this say about the connection

between IBM-1 and IBM-2?

The situation is analogous to that of the shell model near closed shells. We know,

e.g., that 1 9 0 is not truly a doubly-magic nucleus, but rather involves substantial 2p-2h

components33'. Likewise, 18O is not simply two neutrons outside a doubly-magic 1SO

core34'35'; it involves significant particle-hole admixtures of the 4p-2h type. What seems

to happen, however, is that l 8O behaves to a good approximation as two valence neu-

trons outside a correlated l 8 0 core35'. In other words, the particle-hole correlations are

the same in both I 9 0 and i a 0 . As a consequence, one can forget the complications asso-

ciated with particle-hole admixtures and treat 18O as a simple two-particle shell-model

nucleus. It's low-lying spectrum reflects the interactions of the two valence neutrons

only.

Much the same occurs in IBM-2. The tru? low-lying states do not have pure F-spin

character. However, the degree of F-spin mixing in all low-lying states is more-or-less the

same. Thus, we can neglect the complications of F-spin mixing and model the lowest

states of IBM-2 by the simpler IBM-1. The great success of the phenomenological IBM-1

suggests that such a modeling procedure for the low-lying states is reasonable38'.

But clearly IBM-2 is a richer model than IBM-1. It contains not only the very low-

lying states that are also contained in IBM-1 but a whole new array of states as well.

These states of mixed symmetry are unique to the richer IBM-2. In early applications of

IBM-2 phenomenology, such states were discarded by choosing a large Majorana

strength. But if the model makes sense, the states should exist. Thus, they should be

searched for experimentally, and subsequent theory should treat them seriously and not

just throw them away. Indeed, one of the important directions of recent work on the

IBM-2 is to study its unique implications in greater depth.

I would now like to discuss a few of the more important new consequences of IBM-

2. As in IBM-1, the discussion is facilitated by making use of the underlying group struc-

ture of the model.



m.2.e The Group Structure of IBM-2

The algebra of IBM-2 is constructed in terms of all possible one-boson operators. In

analogy with our IEM-1 discussion, we can write them in the compact form

GLym- =*>limb,rn. (III.61)
where the additional label p can be either u or T. There are 72 such operators. They

generate a group

x
which is a direct product of a proton U(6) group and a neutron U(6) group.

Since the group is larger than in IBM-1, the group theory is more elaborate. I will

not discuss it in any detail, but will only give a few highlights.

As in the discussion of IBM-1, group theory can likewise be used to generate a com-

plete basis for IBM-2 calculations. The one that is typically used in phenomenological

codes37' is based on the group reduction

X Utf) D CU5) X Utf) D 50,(5) X
D 5OU3) X SO A3) D S0v+tf) (HI.62)

The states of this basis are products of U(5) states for neutrons weakly coupled to U(5)

states for protons. The coupling is weak in the sense that it is only the total angular

momentum of the two systems that is coupled together. This is reflected in the group

reduction by the fact that the first common neutron 4- proton group that enters is

SO,,4.^3). Note that in the above group chain, I have for simplicity left out the last

reduction to SO

The group chain given in (111.52) defines a possible dynamical symmetry for IBM-2.

It is simply the U(5) dynamical symmetry of neutron bosons weakly coupled to the U(5)

dynamical symmetry for proton bosons. As such, the correlations inherent in this dynam-

ical symmetry are those produced by the identical-particle interactions only. But we

know that it is Vuir that produces the dominant correlations in systems with active neu-

trons and protons31', and consequently such a weak-coupling dynamical symmetry is of

no physical relevance. Rather, we should look for dynamical symmetries that explicitly

include the effect of the n-p interaction, and for which the resulting eigenstates involve

strong mixing of the neutron and proton boson degrees of freedom. Out of the multitude

of possibilities that arise in the much richer UJ6) X £-r
t(6) group structure, there are two

particular classes of interesting dynamical symmetry group chains32'38'30'.
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CLASS I:

a. UJL6) X Utf) D U^S) D U^S)

D SO^õ) D SO^3) (UI.63.a)

b. UJfi) X Utf) D U^tf) D SO^B)

D SO^Õ) D SO^Z) (m.63.b)

c. 6 (̂6) X £^6) D (/„.#) D SU^Z)

D SO^Z) (IH.63.C)

CLASS H:

a. ^ 6 ) X CM6) D CTU5) X ̂ 5 ) D U

D SO^tf) D SO^tf) (DI.64.a)

4. UJW(6) UM D SOJW X 5O,(6) D SO^6)

D SOr+Jfr) D SO^Z) (ffl.64.b)

c. ^ X ̂ 6 ) D SUJW X 5 ^ 3 ) D SU^Z)

D SO^Z) (IH.64.C)

rf. UJM X ̂ 6 ) D 5^3) X SU#) D SU'^Z)

D SO^Z) (ffl.64.d)

The chains of CLASS I have the common feature that neutron and proton bosons

are first coupled together into a common Cr
v+1l(6) group. The generators of this coupled

neutron-proton group are the 36 operators

= S GLym- (m.85)
P=V,T

The second-order Casimir operator for this group is

l m l ' m ' A

= - 2 A / ^ + iV(iV+5) (in.66)

where Mvr is the Majorana interaction, introduced earlier. The eigenvalues of C2u,+Jfi)

are given by

where F is the F-spin quantum number of Subsect. III.2.d. Thus, the three chains of

CLASS I have the further common feature that the eigenstates associated with the three

dynamical symmetry limits all have good F spin. Indeed, if we only consider the

F = Fmax states associated with these symmetries, they correspond precisely to the

states associated with the three dynamical symmetries of IBM-1.

Now we turn to the CLASS II symmetries. Here, the common feature is that the

neutrons and protons are coupled together in the second step of the group reduction,

rather than in the first. The first three chains look very similar to the first three of

CLASS I. and indeed it is difficult to distinguish them from their energy spectra alone.
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The states associated with these symmetries do not hare good F spin, and thus do not

have exact IBM-1 counterparts. Nevertheless, as noted earlier, as long as the F-spin con-

tent of the low-lying states is similar, many properties of these states will be indistin-

guishable from those of CLASS I. There are some important differences, however,

including electromagnetic selection rules. There is currently great interest in studying the

extent to which F spin is conserved in nuclei40', both at and away from the dynamical

symmetry limits.

Note that in the CLASS I symmetries, the only SU(3) Casimir operator that can

enter is C2sv^.(2y As a consequence, the quadrupoie-quadrupole interaction that enters

in the corresponding symmetry Hamiltonians has the very specific form

«(<2, + QMQ* + « , ) « « G,-<2, + * Q*Q* + 2« <?„•<?, (m.67)

for which there is a very specific relationship between the n-n, p-p and n-p quadrupoie-

quadrupole interaction strengths.

In contrast, the symmetries of CLASS Q include separate C2 ij/(3) and C25tfj3)

terms, and this permits the three Q • Q interactions to have arbitrary strengths. This

latter scenario is probably more realistic. From microscopic considerations31', we expect

a strong Q-Q interaction between unlike bosons only (Talmi's law).This observation

relates back to an earlier comment that semi-magic nuclei tend always to have a vibra-

tional or U(5) character.

Note that CLASS H contains four dynamical symmetries whereas CLASS I contains

only three. More precisely, CLASS II contains two symmetries with an SU(3) character

whereas CLASS I contains only one. What is the origin of this additional SU(3)-like

symmetry? To answer this, consider the second-order SU(3) Casimir operator

where L is the angular momentum operator and Q is the quadrupole operator. But, Q

is not just any qua-^upole operator; it is the one that generates SU(3). There are two

possible forms for Q. both of which are compatible with the commutation rules of SU(3).

They are

Q^Wi + dtsfi + xWty (HI.88)
where

X = +\ /7/2 or x = - v f / 2 (IH.69)

If we restrict to a scenario which is symmetric in the rt-p degress of freedom, i.i. in



which F spin is conserved, then x» — XT- This is the situation for the symmetries of

CLASS L But for the symmetries of CLASS II, no such restriction applies. Here, we can

have either x* = Xr 0T X* = — Xr This is the origin of the additional dynamical sym-

metry.

Since ail the dynamical symmetries that we discussed previously have had a simple

geometrical interpretation, it is natural to ask whether this new (and uniquely IBM-2)

symmetry also has one. An answer to this was provided by Dieperink and Bijker41'. The

SU '(3) dynamical symmetry of IBM-2 has as its geometrical analog a triaxial rotor42'

with 7 = 30*.

In IBM-1, the SU(3) symmetry is related to axially symmetric deformations, which

can be either prelate (7 = 0 ' ) of oblate (7 = 60 *). In EBM-2, the SU(3) symmetry
involves separate axially symmetric deformed distributions for the neutrons and for the

protons. If Xv = Xr> both the neutrons and protons are deformed in the same way,

either both prolate or both oblate. If, on the other hand, \v — ~ Xm then one is

deformed prolately and the other is deformed oblately. The latter option is only possible

if the Hamiltonian is not symmetric under the interchange of neutron and proton bosons,

i.e. in the CLASS II limits. Bijker and Dieperink studied the classical limit of the

SU*(3) Hamiltonian, using the method of coherent states generalized to n-p systems. In

addition to th-s parameters that describe the shapes of the neutron and proton distribu-

tions, the analysis requires the introduction of one more geometrical parameter \, which

describes the relative orientation of the two symmetry axes. The energy surface that

results from such an analysis has its minimum at 3U = JT = v 2,

7W = 0 * and 7 , = 60 * (or vice versa) and for a relative orientation of x — 90 *.

A general feature of the neutron-proton interaction is that it favors maximal spatial

overlap between the neutron and proton distributions43'. For a prolate deformed system

coupled to an oblate deformed system, the maximum overlap occurs when the symmetry

axes are oriented 90 * relative to one another. This is the physical origin of the geometri-

cal picture that emerges from the coherent state analysis. It is easy to confirm chat this

geometrical picture indeed corresponds to a triaxial rotor with 7 = 30 *.

The characteristic spectrum of an SU*(3) symmetry is shown in fig. 13. This is very

similar in structure to the 3pectrum of a triaxial rotor with 7 = 3 0 ' . As in the earlier

discussion of symmetries in IBM-1, an analysis of the classical limit using coherent 3taces

merely quantifies whac was already evident from r,he structure of the energy spectrum.



There seem to be no examples of nuclei with pure SU*(3) symmetry character.

However, there do seem to be nuclei which lie intermediate between cne SOI 6) and

SU*(3) limits. Both limits involve Y.» = - Xx; in 5U*(3), *„ = v f / 2 , whereas in SO(6),

Xu = 0- As a consequence, the transition region from 50(6) to SU*(3) can be con-

veniently described in terms of a Hamiltonian in which the quadrupole parameters are

E(MeV

FIGURE 13. A typical spectrum with 5U*(3) symmetry for a system of .V v= 4 neutron

bosons and iVT= 3 proton bosons.

related by *„ = — \* but in which 0 < \xv\ <v /7/2. In fig. 14, I show the spectrum of

104Ru, together with two sets of theoretical results41'. Those denoted B were obtained

using the predictions of the triaxial rotor model. Those denoted A were obtained in an

IBM-2 calculation with a boson Hamiltonian in which *„ = —0.90 and v, = 0.30. which

is very close to the structure suggested above. In general, the fit is very good. From the

numerical values of v, and Xr- w e conclude that 104Ru is roughly halfway between the

S0(6) and SU'(3) symmetry limits. It is presumably a triaxial rotor, although not at

the extreme symmetry limit. This interpretation is further supported by E2 transition

data.

It should be noted that triaxial minima can also arise in the simpler IBM-1

phenomenology, but only if three- (or higher-) boson interactions are included2' 441. It

remains to be seen whether the observation of triaxiality in nuclei such as 104Ru is a sig-

nal of separate neutron anrl proton tieçcíes oi freedom or is simply a reflection •hat the

IBM-1 should be extended to include more complex interactions.
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FIGURE 14. A comparison of two theoretical spectra for 1MRu with the experimental

spectrum. The spectrum denoted A was obtained from the IBM-2 calculation described

in the text. The one denoted B was obtained using the triaxial rotor model.

HL2.f The Ml Scissors Mode

Now let's return to the ordinary SU(3) symmetry, characteristic of an axially sym-

metric deformed rotating system. Let's also stick for the moment to the CLASS I sym-

metry, in which F spin is a conserved quantum number. This restriction will facilitate

the discussion to follow, but it is not essential.

As we have discussed, there is a class of states, namely those with F -=

which have counterparts in IBM-1. But, in addition, there are states with F <

which are unique to a model like IBM-2 in which neutron and proton degrees of freedom

are distinguished. These latter states are typically fairly high in excitation clergy (>2

MeV) and thus sit in a background of noncollective states (e.g. states involving noncol-

lective quaaipartide excitations). Thus, in order for mixed-symmetry states to be amen-

able to experimental study, they must be sufficiently collective that they can be picked

out from the background. Indeed, one of the most exciting recent developments in the

IBM, and in my view in all of nuclear structure physics, has been the observation of such

highly collective mixed symmetry states. I w'1' now briefly describe r.his discovery.
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I will focus my discussion on prolate deformed SL*(3) systems. As discussed earlier,

both the neutrons and protons are separately prolate deformed, and their two distribu-

tions completely overlap.

What kinds of highly collective excitations might we imagine for such a nucleus?

The most obvious candidates for collective operators in an SU(3) system are the associ-

ated generators, namely the quadrupole operators Qv and QT and the angular momen-

tum operators Lw and Lr Thus it is natural to consider electric quadrupole (E2) and

magnetic dipole (Ml) excitations, which are related to the quadrupole and the angular

momentum operators, respectively. The dominant E2 excitation of a deformed SU(3)

nucleus in its ground state is to the V state of the ground state band. Obviously this is

not the best way to probe mixed symmetry states. So what about Ml excitations? The

Ml operator in IBM-2 can be written as tó)

T{Ml) = ^ / X (9rLv + ,„!„) (ffl.70)

where gr and qv are the proton boson and neutron boson g factors, respectively. We can

rewrite T(Ml) in a form that is more suitable for the discussion to follow4*':

T(M1) = y/T [11±JJL L + 2l^± (I , - Lw)\ (ffl.71)

where

L = Lx + Lv (m.72)

is the total angular momentum operator of the system. What happens if we act on the

ground state of a deformed system with the above Ml operator? The first term is obvi-

ously diagonal and thus does not produce transitions. The second term, on the other

hand, is not diagonal and thus can produce transitions. The total angular momentum

operator L is the symmetric linear combination of LT and L^ The operator (LT — Lv) is

obviously not symmetric; as a consequence it should selectively excite 1* states of mixed

symmetry. Thus, Ml excitation would seem to be a suitable probe of collective mixed

symmetry states in deformed nuclei. v

Indeed, there is a K = 1" band predicted in the SU(3) limit of IBM-2 which

1. has F = Pm i x - 1, and

2. carries the full Ml strength.

The Ml strength to the J = l ~ state of this band is given analytically by39'

flf.i/i. or - i f ) = -2- ^ ^ ij. - JX- • im.™
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Simple microscopic and pkenomenological considerations suggest that4*' j , — 1 >tv and

•„ ~ 0 p.v. so that *

(in-74)

As a specific example, consider the nucleus l5*Gd, which has Nr = 7 and X , = 5.

The SU(3) symmetry predicts a mixed symmetry 1" state with a B(Ml) strength of 2.91

Experimentally, a good way to excite 1* states is in backward angle inelastic elec-

tron scattering. The data47' for inelastic scattering of 25 MeV electrons by I5*Gd is

shown in fig. 15. The outgoing electrons were detected at 165*, which is fairly near

backward angles. At roughly 3.1 MeV in excitation energy, there appears in the spec-

trum a fairly strong peak. Furthermore, the state has a form factor consistent with a J

= 1* assignment. The B(M1) that was extracted for this state is 1.3 ± 0.2 [/»£",. in

qualitative accord with the predictions of the SU(3) symmetry.
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FIGURE 15. Backward angle 15aGd (e,e')lsaGd spectrum, from ref. 47.

h is possible to study the geometrical content of this new collective mode of the

IBM-2, using the coherent state approach48'. Several such analyses have been carried out.

The picture that emerges is that the deformed proton and neutron rotors undergo collec-

tive angular oscillations, as illustrated in fig. 16. Th* frequency of the small amplitude

vibrational oscillations is related in the usual way to che energy of the collective mode.

Noca thai r,he collective motion involves z'r.e neucrons of she rjtioleua cs



against the protons. Put another way, the two rotors oscillate out of phase. Such i mode

ofcollective motion is clearly not symmetric in che neutron and protou decrees of free-

dom, so that the corresponding excitation should be of mixed symmetry character. Fcr

obvious geometrical reasons, this mode is often referred to as the scissors mode.

FIGURE 16. Schematic illustration of the Ml scissors mode.

In fact, the first prediction of a collective scissors mode was not made within the

context of the IBM. but rather within the context of a geometrical two-fluid model49'.

There is, however, an important difference in the way the collective mode arises in the

two models. In the two-fluid model, all the neutrons and protons in the nucleus contri-

bute to the collective oscillation; in the IBM it is only the valence nucleons. As a result,

the two-fluid model predicts a much stronger excitation of the 1" state, with a R(Ml) of

roughly 17.6 [/*>]• Clearly, the experimental B(Ml) value is in much closer accord with

the IBM-2 predictions based on an SU(3) symmetry.

Since its original experimentai discovery, this new collective mode has received

enormous attention, both theoretical and experimental. It has now been observed in

many deformed nuclei, both in inelastic electron scattering47"*0' and in inelastic photon

scattering91'. In some nuclei, the Ml strength is not isolated in a single state, but rather

is spread over several. Often, '.he splitting is over several very close-lying states: in such

rases it most probably reflects a damping of the collective excitation into nearby nor.col-

lective two quasiparticle excitations'2 '. Sometimes, however, the strength is split ovçr

states that are several hundred keV apart in energy. Her», che most likely explanation

involves a fragmentation m^h.miirri. i?.v-i'/;\r.-i ".en *-<i b-^on .i>?^r?ss •:( ::••:-!• i :m'" .
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Microscopic calculations of strongly deformed nuclei based on the Hartree Fock Bogolyu-

bov approximation suggest the possible importance of J = 1* pairs, in addition to the

usual J = 0* and J = 2". In a boson model, the lowest J = 4~ pair would be modeled

as an L = 4 g boson. Schematic IBM-2 calculations53' that include s. d and g boson

degrees of rreedom are able to produce a fragmentation of the Ml strength over a fairly

large energy range.

HL2.g Summary

This is an appropriate point at which to terminate my discussion of the

phenomenological IBM-2. The model is simple, though not as simple as IBM-1, and it is

very successful in correlating a vast amount of nuclear spectroscopic data. Furthermore

it has predictive capability, the prediction of the collective Ml scissors mode being a

beautiful example. But it is certainly not an answer to all questions in nuclear speetros»

copy. It's dominant region of applicability is to relatively low-spin states at relatively

low excitation energies in nuclei that are relatively far from closed shells. As we go up in

spin or up in energy or as we move nearer to closed shells, we expect that the model

should break down and it does. But fortunately it is based on the shell model, or more

precisely on a truncation of the shell model. Thus, we can use microscopic considerations

to determine when and where it should apply. And, furthermore, in those regimes in

which it does not apply, we can use these same microscopic considerations to suggest

appropriate extensions. Several important extensions of IBM phenomenology have been

proposed. These include extensions to odd-mass nuclei*4', to odd-odd nuclei'5' and to

exotic collective phenomena such as giant resonances3*', backbending*7', coexistence9*',

clustering39' and octupole deformation50'. In general, these extended versions of che IBM

have been successful in providing simple qualitative descriptions of these diverse collec-

tive phenomena. Suffice it »o say that the phenomenology of the IBM remains a very

exciting and important area of nuclear structure research.



IV. THE MICROSCOPIC FOUNDATION OF THE IBM

IV.l General Features

We have seen that the Interacting Boson Model provides a phenomenology J

unification of the various collective features exhibited at low energies by nuclei away

from closed shells. Furthermore, the model seen» to have a clear microscopic basis, in

the sense that the bosons represent correlated pairs of identical valence nudeons. Can we

build from this a unified microscopic theory of these collective features? I believe that

the answer to this question is "yes", although the program has not yet been carried out

to completion. In the remainder of this presentation, I will review some of the progress

that has been made in this direction. Most importantly, I will try to outline the crucial

issues that must be addressed if such a lofty goal is to be realized.

At the heart of the IBM are three fundamental assumptions, all of which must

enter in any microscopic theory that is built upon it. They are

1. a shell-model assumption,

2. a bosonization assumption, and

3. a truncation assumption.

I will new discuss each of them separately.

1. The Shell Model Assumption

As discussed in Sect. 0.2, the shell model is based on the assertion that nuclei con-

tain a relatively inert doubly magic core and additional valence nudeons (or nucleon

holes) restricted to a limited number of active orbitais (typically those of the next

unfilled major shells). Residual interactions among the valence nudeons scatter them

over the active orbits, and this dictates the spectroscopy in the region of low excitation

energies.

The IBM introduces the shell-tuodel assumption when it restricts the number of

bosons in the model to be one half the number of valence nucieons, counted from the

nearest closed shells.

In the shell model, one not only assumes a model space truncated in terms of a

small number of active orbits but also a shell-model Hamiltonian. More precisely, it

assumes an tfftctive shell-model Hamiltonian51'. effective in the sense that it reflects the

chosen model space. Minimally, sum in sifcetivs Hamiltonhn *houl<i implicitly incor-



poracc effects of the short-range repulsion of the nucleon-nucleon interaction (e.g. by

introducing the Brucckner G matrix) and effects related to polarization of 'h« (assumed

inert) core. In my view, no reliable effective shell-model Hamiltonian appropriate to

heavy audei yet exists. Thus, it is necessary to choose appropriate parametrized forms

for the shell-model Hamiltonian. I will discuss this in more detail when I describe specific

Iculations.

2. The Bosooisation Assumption

The shell model considers valence fermions interacting ria a fermion Hamiltooian.

The IBM replaces this by a problem involving bosons interacting via a boson Hamil-

tooian. Formally, a problem involving an even number of fermions can always be

transformed into a mmHummttemUf eqmntUnt problem involving bosons92'. This transfor-

mation is implemented by carrying out a mapping from the original fermion space onto

a corresponding boson space. The bosons of this corresponding space are reml bosons,

satisfying exact boson commutation rules. Thus, they are not subject to an exclusion

principle. If the mapping is co be exact, the effects of the Pauii principle for fermions

must somehow be transmitted to the boson problem. In "most" rigorous boson mapping

procedures, the suppressed effects of the Pauli principie are manifested in the boson

problem by the fact that the resulting boson operator* involve infinite series expansions.

I said 'most* boson mappings because it is possible to fully incorporate Pauli effects in a

boson theory without resorting to infinite series expansions, but this requires introducing

nonhermitian operator The message is clear... you don't get something for nothing.

Switching to bosons may seem to be an enormous simplification because messy Pauli

effects are avoided. Not so. The messiness just shows up elsewhere in the problem.

So in principle a fermion Hamiltonian involving only one- and two-body interac-

tions maps onto a boson Hamiltonian with operators of all orders. To exactly reproduce

the full fermion dynamics, it is necessary to include the many-body interactions that

arise in the mapping. On the other hand, a practical boson model cannot include such

many-boson interactions. Is it possible to preserve the dominant fermion dynamics while

maintaining only low orders in the series expansion? Based on the enormous phenomeno-

logical success of the IBM. I believe that the answer to this question is "yes*. More pre-

cisely, the successes of the IBM suggest that it should be possible to map the original

shell-model Hamiltonian fro 3 ^ood approximation) onto a boson Hamiltonian with at

most f.'*o-body rerms. Thi* is one of "he most important mess.a^fs it' 'he IBM. .t.n'i :'. :.•>
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one that we will constantly return to in the discussion to follow.

There are two generic classes of boson mappings62'. One is the method of Maru-

mori93', which emphasizes the mapping of state vectors from the fermion space to the

boson space. The second is the method of Belyaev and Zelevinsky54', in which the

emphasis is placed instead on the mapping of operators. The latter method has been

used to derive both a hermitian boson model, with infinite series expansions, and a

nonhermitian boson model. Following Marshalek82'85', I will refer, to the hermitian ver-

sion as the Generalized Holstein Primakoff (GHP) mapping; the nonhermitian version is

referred to as the Dyson mapping86'.

3. The Truncation Assumption

Now, I turn to the third fundamental assumption of the IBM. Any boson mapping

procedure, whether of the Marumori or Belyaev-Zelevinsky type, maps the entire fer-

mion shell-model space onto a corresponding boson space. For each allowed fermion pair,

the mapping introduces a corresponding boson. As an example, consider the problem of

protons in the Z=50-82 shell and neutrons in the N=82-128 shell, for which the

relevant single-particle levels are shown in fig. 3. There are 56 possible pair states for

protons and 93 possible pair states for neutrons. Thus, the boson space that arises in a

mapping of the full shell-model space requires the introduction of 149 boson degrees of

freedom. But the phenomenological IBM suggests that low-energy collective behavior can

be described in terms of only four boson degrees of freedom, sv , dv , sT and dr. Thus,

the IBM does not maintain all possible bosons; it restricts to a very small truncated sub-

set.

Since the IBM is a model of low-energy collective states, the bosons of the model

are not arbitrary; clearly, they must represent the energetically-lowest 0"1" and 2"1* degrees

of freedom. Thus, in a microscopic theory, they should be extracted from an appropriate

variational principle.

The variational determination of the dominant collective bosons (of the IBM) can in

principle be carried out in either of two ways. One is to carry out a variational calcula-

tion in the fermion shell-model apace, and then to map only those states constructed

from the resulting dominant collective pairs onto the boson space. Alternatively, we

could first map the entire 3hell-model space onto the boson space, and then impose a

bosonic variational priciple.
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In both of the procedures that I will be describing, the variation before mapping

option is employed. In both, a dynamical variational principle is introduced in the fer-

mion space, and then only the dominant collective subspace that emerges from the varia-

tional calculation is mapped onto the boson space.

As just noted, I will be describing two particular approaches to the microscopic

foundation of the IBM. One is the approach of Otsuka, Arima and Iachello (OAI)67',

which falls into the general class of Marumori mappings. The other is based on the Gen-

eralized Holstein Primakoff (GHP) procedure. As we will see, the OAI approach is the

more advanced, having been used with a reasonable degree of success to derive boson

Hamiltonians for several realistic nuclear systems88"70'. However, this procedure seems

to be fundamentally limited to nuclei that are not strongly deformed. In contrast, the

GHP procedure is still in its early stages of development. Important progress71'72' has

been made in identifying and addressing several practical problems that arise in this

approach, but no detailed applications to real nuclei have yet been carried out. However,

with this approach, there does not seem to be any fundamental limitation to the types of

collectivity it can describe. Thus, the GHP procedure seems to be a particularly promis-

ing approach to pursue further in our search for a truly unified microscopic theory of

nuclear collective motion based on the IBM.

IV.2 The OAI Approach

The OAI approach is a particular example of a Marumori mapping. As such, the

procedure focuses on the mapping of state vectors from the fermion space onto the

corresponding boson space. In the OAI approach, the fermion state vectors are defined in

a generalized seniority basis73'. Since generalized seniority plays such a central role in

the method, I will begin with a brief discussion of it.

IV.2.a Generalized Seniority

Generalized seniority provides an extension of the ordinary seniority concept to

problems involving many nondegenerate single-particle orbits. The ordinary seniority

scheme2'74' was first introduced by Racah in the 1940's for application to atomic physics,

but it has since found a home in the nuclear realm. The scheme arises naturally in the

discussion of particles moving in a single shell-model orbit under the influence of a pair-

ing interaction. Consider a system of N identical particles (with N even) restricted to an

orbit with angular momentum j , which can therefore accomodate up to fi; = j -r 1/2
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paire. There are several possible bases for such a problem. One that is particularly use-

ful involves the introduction of a quantum number v, called seniority. To distinguish it

from generalized seniority and to properly honor its founder, I will sometimes refer to it

as Racah seniority. This new quantum number has a group theoretical basis. Consider

the set of operators

where Nj is the fermion number operator. These three operators close under commuta-

tion and form the generators of the SU(2) quasi-spin group. The quantum number v is

related to the second-order Casimir operator

Ctsum = S+,- S.j + (5OJ)
2 - Soj (IV.2)

Obviously, J = 0+ pairs (created by the operator S+J) play a special role in the

seniority formalism. We can in fact give a verbal definition to the seniority quantum

number; it says how many particles in a given state are not in angular momentum zero

pairs.

We will denote a state with N particles, seniority v. angular momentum J and any

other necessary quantum numbers a as \N v a J >. Construction of these state vectors

is carried out in two steps:

1. First, we construct the state \v v a J> of maximal seniority, via the requirement

that

S.j \v v a J> = 0 (IV.3)

Clearly a state of maximal seniority has no J = 0 pairs and thus must be annihi-

lated by the J = 0 pair annihilation operator.

2. We then construct

\N v a J > a» ( 5 + J P " ' / 2 |v v a J > (IV.4)

The seniority scheme provides a method for completely classifying the states of a

single-j orbit, but it is certainly not unique. The scheme is particularly useful when the

Hamiltonian of the system assumes a simple form, namely when it can be expressed in

terms of the Casimir operator of the SU(2) group. In particular, it is easy to confirm

that che pairing Hamiltonian
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is diagonal in the seniority basis. More precisely,

#„«.„», |iV v a J > = ESiV \N v a J > (IV.6.a)

where

EN.. = — ^ [ # ( 2 ^ - iV + 2) - v{2Clj•. - v +• 2)] (IV.6.b)

An important feature of the seniority scheme is that it permits a simpliiied treat-

ment of the matrix elements of physical operators. Using the tools of group theory, one

can derive seniority reduction formulae2', which relate matrix elements of operators

between states of nonmaximal seniority to those for maximal seniority. As an example,

the one-body reduced matrix element <N v a J\\[aJ aj]K\\N v a J> between N-

particle states is related by one of the reduction formulae to the v-particle reduced

matrix element <v v a J\\[*} Hj\x\\v v a J>. Thus, matrix elements between many-

particle states with low seniorities are related to matrix elements between states with

low numbers of particles, which are easy to evaluate.

Racah seniority is only appropriate for single-j configurations. In most problems,

and in particular in the description of collective features in medium-mass or heavy

nuclei, the active shell-model space involves several single-particle orbits. As shown by

Talmi73', it is possible to generalize the concept of Racah seniority to such multi-orbit

problems, and furthermore for certain classes of semirealistic nuclear Hamiltonians the

resulting generalized seniority scheme is very useful. I would now like to briefly discuss

how this generalization is implemented.

Consider now a system of N identical particles moving in a set of single-particle

orbits i=l,2,...,k. The concept of generalized seniority follows from the introduction of a

dominant 5=0^ pair, which is created by the operator

Note that if there are k active orbits, there are k possible J = 0 * pair states. We

have picked out a particular 0T pair and have denned it as the dominant or preferred

one.

We now define the generalized seniority w of a state of identical nucleons as the

number of particles that are not in 5 .̂ pairs. For example, the state with N particles

and generalized seniority w=0 is



Note that there is a single state with w=Q; it has J = 0 and needs no further quantum

numbers to completely characterize it. States with higher values of generalized seniority

can be constructed using a generalization of the two-step procedure described earlier for

Racah seniority.

As discussed by Talmi, generalized seniority is not merely a new label; it is a physi-

cally relevant quantum number. In problems involving degenerate single-particle orbits

and a pairing Hamiltonian, the resulting eigenstates have definite generalized seniorities.

In such cases, the dominant J = 0 pair can be written as

S+ = £ S+i (IV.9)
1 = 1

i.e. all a, = 1. Also the pairing Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of S+ and its

hermitian adjoint 5_ as

-S_ (IV.10)

In this degenerate-orbit scenario, the one-orbit Racah seniority reduction formulae are

replaced by equally simple multi-orbit generalized seniority reduction formulae75'.

But, in real nuclei, the active single-particle orbits are not degenerate. In such

cases, we do not expect generalized seniority to be exactly conserved. However, the

experimental systematics of semi-magic nuclei suggest that it is still approximately con-

served.

This empirical conclusion is borne out by recent calculations of Scholten and

Kruse79' for the semi-magic N=82 isotones. In these calculations, an inert Z=50, N=82

core was assumed, and the valence protons were restricted to the Z=5O-82 shell. They

compared the results of exact shell-model calculations77' in this model space with trun-

cated shell-model calculations based on the generalized seniority scheme. The input

shell-model Hamiltonian was chosen fairly realistically and included nondegenerate

single-particle orbits for the valence protons; nevertheless the truncated calculations

based on generalized seniority gave a remarkably accurate reproduction of the exact

shell-model results.

In the truncated calculations of Scholten and Kruse, only two pairs for the valence

protons were included. One was the collective S pair, which is created by S* and upon

which the generalized seniority scheme is based. As can be seen from (IV.7), the struc-

ture of this collective pair can be denned in terms of the parameters a,. The second pair
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they included wa3 a collective D pair, with J=2"i". The operator that creates this pair,

can be written 33

* j j *

in terms of the parameters f3}]-.

The structure coefficients a ; and i33] • that define these collective pairs were deter-

mined by a generalized seniority variational principle. The ground state of the system (of

N valence protons) was assumed to be a generalized seniority w = 0 3tate and the a,

were determined by minimizing

<N w=0 J=0\H\N w=Q / = 0 >

The first excited state of the system was a--amed to be a generalized seniority u/=2

state. In a basis built up in terms of the two collective proton pairs, S+ and D+, there is

only one possible state with u/=2,

The 0jj • parameters were determined by minimizing

<N u> = 2 J=2\H\N t» = 2 / = 2 >

As noted above, these simple variational calculations based on the assumption that

generalized seniority is an approximately good quantum number reproduced the results

of complete shell-model calculations. Furthermore, they also provided a nice reproduc-

tion of experimental data. As a reminder, the calculations did not assume degenerate

orbits for the active protons. Thus, there was no exact symmetry imposed from the

outset and no a priori reason for generalized seniority to be exactly conserved. Neverthe-

less, for semi-magic nuclei governed by a realistic Hamiltonian (with a dominant pairing

character), the generalized seniority scheme seems to provide an appropriate (albeit

approximate) classification scheme.

IV.2.b The Ingredients of OAI

The method proposed by Otsuka Arima and Iachello is a Marumori-type boson

mapping procedure, which is based on a generalized seniority framework. It employs the

variation before mapping strategy, whereby the full shell-model space is truncated to a

collective subspace built up in terms of a small set of dominant collective pairs which are

generated in a generalized seniority variational calculation. Once the collective subspace

has been generated, the OAI procedure involves a sequence of steps copimon to all Maru-

mori mappings.
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A. State-Vector Correspondence

In the first step, a correspondence is established between states in the fermion col-

:ive subspace, denoted | (ir>f, and boson states, denoted |*>a- Schematically, this

respondence can be expressed

As just noted, the collective fermion subspace of OAI is built up in terms of states

definite generalized seniorities. Our previous discussion focused on the construction of

;eralized seniority states for identical nucleon systems. Indeed, it is only for such ays-
is that the tigenatatea can be approximately classified by their generalized seniorities.

systems involving neutrons and protons, the neutron-proton interaction very badly

iks generalized seniority. Nevertheless, it is possible to construct a generalized-

ority basis for such systems by vector coupling generalized seniority states for neu-

:s with those for protons; viz:

12V,, wv av Jv , NT mrawJr; J >

e ; J to denote the vector coupling of /„ and Jt to total angular momentum / .

Construction of the corresponding boson space involves a series of steps. First, a set

)oson creation operators is introduced, one for each of the collective pairs used to gen-

ze the fermion collective subspace. Thus, if the fermion space is built up in terms of

four pair creation operators S+{v), D+(v), S+[ri) and D+(ir), we would introduce four

on creation operators si, dl, si and d%. Next a prescription for defining the

nber of bosons in the corresponding boson space is introduced. Assume that we are

ling with a fermion problem with Sv valence neutrons and Nr valence protons. Based

the desire to achieve contact with the phenomenological IBM-2, it is customary in

I to assume that the numbers of bosons nu and n» in the corresponding boson states

• given by

_ Í ' V 2 , if iV
n> ~~ 1(il,-iV,)/2 , if iV

ere ft, is the pair degeneracy for particles of type p. Finally, the states of the

responding boson space are obtained by acting with the operators sj, , dl {p = v.ir)

the boson vacuuum |0>£. The correspondence is expressed schematically as

\X,v,Jf> < » |(*, f)"'~T(á í)T] \°>B ÍIV.I5) •
uppress any additional quantum numbers ap, since they are unnecessary in 'he discus-

n to follow.
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2. An Operator Correspondence

In the next step, a correspondence is established between each fermion operator 0F

and a parametrized boson operator 0B.

0F 4: > 0B (IV.16)

The parameters of 0B are determined by the requirement that its matrix elements in

the boson space exactly reproduce the corresponding matrix elements of 0F in the fer-

mion space, i.e. that

In principle, all matrix elements in the collective subspare must be preserved for

the mapping to be exact. To achieve this, the boson image of an arbitrary fermion

operator will in general involve a series expansion that includes many-boson operators.

As an example, even though the fermion quadmpole operator is purely one body, the

corresponding boson operator that reproduces all of its matrix elements (for a system of

N pairs) will in general have a one-boson piece, a two-boson piece,....up to an N-boson

piece. As discussed in Subsect. IV.l, this is a reflection of the suppression of the Pauli

principle that occurs when the fermion problem is mapped onto a boson problem.

Practical application of the OAI procedure requires that we be able to truncate the

series expansions for boson operators to few-boson terms only. The phenomenological

success of the IBM suggests that to a good approximation it should be possible to trun-

cate the boson Hamiltonian to one- and two-body operators only and the boson quadru-

pole operator to one-body terms only. The way in which this has been accomplished in

OAI calculations to date has been to require that the parametrized boson operators only

reproduce those fermion matrix elements for which the generalized seniorities wv and wx

are both < 2. This is referred to as the zeroth-order OAI mapping67'.

FV.2.C Implementation of the Zeroth-Order OAI Procedure

To see how this works in practice, I will focus on the quadrupole opera, A . In the
fermion space, this takes the well known form

As I will now proceed to show, the matrix elements of QF between states with wp < 2

can be reproduced in the boson space by a one-boson quadrupole operator. The most

general parametrized one-boson operator with the correct angular momentum properties

is



Qf = *, [(*; 4, + 4* *,) + x, [dl d,f (IV.19)
which is the familiar form of the quadrupole operator of the phenomenologicai IBM-2

(ffl.52).

To determine the two parameters Kf and \p, we require that Qf exactly reproduce

the two possible low-generaiized-seniority quadrupole matrix elements,

a.

and

*. • <Np «,, = 2 / , = 2||<tf \\N, *, = 2 J9 = 1>

Note that there is no diagonal quadrupole matrix element for the wp = 0 state.

The corresponding boson matrix elements can be worked out very simply- They are

a. <V ; / , = 0||Ç?||V"1 d, ; / , = 2> = V3 S VÍ (IV.20.a)

b. <3/~l d, ; J,=2\\Q*||V"X i, ; J,=2> = y/E K,X, (IV.20.b)

Equating the boson and fermion reduced matrix elements leads to the following two

equations:

a. y/hKpy/Z,= <N, wp = 0 / , = 0 | | < # | | i V p u,, = 2 -%=2> (IV.21.a)

6- V5 K, x, *

Thus, if we can evaluate the two fermionic matrix elements appearing on the right hand

side of (IV.21), we can evaluate both Kp and xP, and have a microscopic prediction for

the parameters of the boson quadrupole operator.

In fact, the same procedure can be used to generate the OAI boson image of the
fermion shell-model Hamiltonian and any other fermion operator. A detailed discussion

on how this is done is given in refs. 30,70.

The above procedure sounds simple, but unfortunately it is not. If the active

single-particle orbits were degenerate and if the the underlying interaction between

identical nucleons were a pairing force (or a Surface Delta Interaction78'), we could have

used the simple generalized seniority reduction formulae75) of Subsect IV.2.a to express

the desired N-fermion matrix elements in terms of much simpler two-fermion matrix ele-

ments. But the orbits are not degenerate, and such an approach cannot be used.

The problem of how to evaluate the fermion matrix elementa of interest in the pres-

ence of nondegenerate single-particle orbits was worked out by Pittel, Duval and Bar-

rett30' and independently by Gambhir 3nd coworkers:9'. The methods that they

developed have been improved upon in several more recent work330}. but the details of

these improvements are not important for our purposes.
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The basic idea is to expand the N * power of the correlated S+ pair creation opera-

tor as

(IV.22)

In this exact multinomial expansion, each term in the sum represents a different decom-

position of the N pairs over the k active orbits. Furthermore, each term in the sum

involves a product of pair-creation operators for individual orbits.

With this expansion, we can relate matrix elements for multi-orbit states to matrix

elements for single-orbit states. Furthermore, the single-orbit states that enter have

definite values of Racah seniority. Consequently, the single-orbit reduced matrix ele-

ments can be simply evaluated by making use of the ordinary Racah seniority reduction

formulae.

It should be clear that the expansion relates low-generalised-seniority multi-orbit

states to low-Racah-senicrity single-orbit states. Since Iow-Racah-seniority single-orbit

matrix elements can be readily evaluated, we indeed have a viable procedure for the

low-generalized-seniority matrix elements required in the zeroth-order OAI mapping.

But what about higher generalized-seniority states? They are related by the expan-

sion to higher Racah-seniority single-orbit states, for which the analysis is much more

complicated. To the best of my knowledge, the best anyone has been able to do so far is

to calculate 2-body matrix elements for generalized seniority u/=4 states81', but the

analysis is incredibly complicated.

Thus, the restriction to low generalized seniorities is a necessary component of che

OAI procedure for practical reasons. In principle, we would like to treat higher-order

boson terms in the expansion, to study the conditions under which the series converge.

Unfortunately, this is not possible to do. Thus, the OAI approach is for practical rea-

sons limited to problems in which higher-order boson operators would not influence the

spectroscopic properties of interest, even if they were present. I will return to this point

shortly.

This almost, but not quite, describes how the OAI procedure is implemented.

There is one additional ingredient, which reflects the fact that even though our ultimate

goal is to derive a boson model restricted to s and d bosons (to make contact with the

IBM), that does not mean that other bosons cannot have an influence. Fermionically. the
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lowest 3 and D pairs are not the only pairs that exist; they are merely the energetically

lowest. There are energetically-higher J? = 0~ and 2" pairs (called S ' and D' to dis-

tinguish them from the dominant ones) and there are also pairs with higher values of

angular momentum. Probably the most important pair other than the dominant 3 and

D is the so-called G pair82', which represents the energetically-lowest J r = 4~ pair of

identical nudeons.

As already noted several times earlier, truncation from a large space to a smaller

model space requires the introduction of renormaliied effective operators91', which

implicitly incorporate effects from the space that has been excluded. The most well

known example is the introduction of effective charges in shell-model E2 operators. These

effective charges arise as a renormalixation effect due to core polarization. In the shell

model, we explicitly assume an inert doubly-magic core, and thus any effects that arise

from polarization of this core must be incorporated in this implicit manner.

Often, the excluded states are unimportant, and they can be discarded completely.

But, in the case of the lowest G pair, the effects can be very important and they must be

included. The way that this is typically done in OAI calculations is as follows:

1. First, a generalized-seniority collective subspace is defined in terms of the lowest S,

D and G pairs.

2. Then, the zeroth-order OAI procedure is used to map onto an s-d-g boson space.

3. Finally, the s-d-g boson space is truncated to an s-d boson space, with the effects of

the g boson on the s-d boson operators incorporated in perturbation

theory88"70'7583'.

All of the good calculations to date that have attempted to make contact wich real

nuclei98"70' have incorporated effects of the lowest G pair. One has gone even one step

further and has also incorporated the cumulative effect of other less-collective pairs59'.

TV.2.d An Application of the OAI Method

I would now like to describe a particular application of the zeroth-order OAI

method, as discussed in the last two subsections. The calculations were carried out by

Scholten for the even Sm isotopes88'. In my view, this represent one of the best and

most complete applications of the approach reported to date.

The principal ingredients of Scholten's calculations are the following:
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1. The Model Space:

He assumed a Z=50, N = 8 2 inert core and distributed the valence protons over the

five orbits of the Z—30-82 shell and the valence neutrons over the six orbits of the

N=82-12S shell, as shown in fig. 3.

2 . The Shell Model Hamiltonian:

The Hamiltonian describing the valence protons was taken from a best-fit shell-

model study of the even- and odd-mass N = 8 2 isotones carried out by Kruse and Wil-

denthal77'. The effective interaction between neutrons was assumed to be a quadrupole-

enhanced Surface Delta Interaction (SDI), with the strength of the SDI being 0.13 Mev

and the enhancement factor for the quadrupole-quadrupole multipole being 1.4. Follow-

ing Pittel, Duval and Barrett30', he assumed that the neutron single-particle energies

depend linearly on the number of valence protons. The values at closed shells were

extracted from experimental single-particle and single-hole spectra1*'; the values in

between were obtained using linear interpolation. Finally, the neutron-proton interaction

was chosen to be a sum of a quadrupole-quad; upole and a hexadecapole-hexadecapole

interaction, with the relative strengths of the two muitipoles chosen to agree with the

analogous relative strengths in the neutron-neutron interaction.

It is desirable that the input shell-model Hamiltonian for such a microscopic study

be taken from sources external to the calculations being carried out, and not from a fit

to the data under investigation. Such a philosophy was followed in Scholten's analysis,

with one important exception. He chose the overall strength of his n-p interaction such

that the single-boson energies that emerged from the calculations agreed with the trends

of the phenomenological fits. I will return to this point shortly.

3 . The Collective Pairs:

Scholten includec1 in his analysis the dominant collective S, D and C pairs, for neu-

trons and protons separately. These pairs were obtained in a variational calculation

based on a generalized-seniority trial wave function. The unique feature of his calcula-

tions is that he included in his trial wave function for the ground state both

generalized-seniority zero and generalized-seniority two components. Other calculations

have restricted to (!/„=() only. For systems of neutrons and protons, generalized seniority

should be broken and admixtures of configurations with w} > 0 in the ground state are

expected. Scholten's calculations are the only so far that incorporate the effects of these
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configurations on the structure of the dominant collective pairs.

4. The Mapping:

The collective subspace built up in terms of the dominant S. D and G pairs was

then mapped onto a corresponding s-d-g boson space, using the zerotb-order OAI pro-

cedure. Finally, % truncation to an s-d boson space was carried out, with the effects of

the g boson renormalized in perturbation theory.

5. The Result»;

Let's now discuss the results of his calculations. In fig- 17, I show the values that he

obtained for the boson parameters („ «„ K, %* *""* Xr I *1» s 0 0 * * qoM^ty denoted

F., which is Scholten's notation for the Majorana strength f.

The results labeled "not «normalized" are the s-d parts of the s-d-g boson Hamil-

tonian. Those labeled "renormalized" incorporate in perturbation theory the effect of the

excluded g boson on the s-d boson Hamiltonian. Note that the renonnaliiation effect Is
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IZED ars from the microscopic OAI calculations'581 'lescribud in fh* rext.
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particularly important for the single-boson energies <r and t r When g boson effects are

included, he is able to reproduce the trend seen in pbeaomenoiogicai fits to the data. In

contrast, the microscopic calculations are much less successful in reproducing the

phenomenological parameters *, \ , and t r of the <?„ • Qx interaction between neutron

and proton bosons. In particular, the * values that emerge from the microscopic calcula-

tions are systematically higher than the phenomenological values.

Earlier, I noted that there was one free parameter in t i e microscopic calculations,

the overall strength of the n-p shell-model interaction. Scbolten chose this parameter to

optimally reproduce the phenomenological single-boson energies. This required a fairly

large g-boson renormalization effect. The renormalixatkn of single-boson energies by the

g boson is induced by the n-p quadrupole-quadrupole interaction, which therefore had to

be chosen to be fairly strong. But the same n-p interaction directly determines the

parameter JC, which was calculated to be alirawH a factor of two too strong.

This dilemna can most likely be resolved by including renormalization effects aris-

ing not only from the g boson but abo from less collective paira. Van Egmond and

Allaart") have shown that these two sources of renormalization have roughly compar-

able effects on single-boson energies. Thus, by including the effects of such less-collective

pairs, it should be possible to reproduce the phenomenological single-boson energies with

a weaker n-p interaction. And this should then improve the ability of the theory to

microscopically reproduce the values of * obtained phenomenologically.
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FIGURE 18. Theoretical and experimental spectra for the even Sm isotopes. The
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In fig. 18, I show the spectra that arise by diagonalizing the renormalized s-d boson

Hamiltonians that were derived microscopically. These spectra are compared with the

experimental spectra for the lowest few states only. Note that iV\,=l means one neutron

boson and thus l48Sm. Likewise, iV,,=2 means 148Sm,..., and Nv=õ means 154Sm. From

earlier discussion, we know that 148Sm and 148Sm are primarily of vibrational or U(5)

character, and this feature is reproduced by the microscopic calculations. For example,

148Sm has a 0+-2"r-4+ triplet of states, which are roughly degenerate in energy, although

somewhat higher than at twice the energy oi the 2f state.

The calculation also qualitatively reproduces the trend of the 4j" state. In the light

isotopes, it is a member of the "two-phonon triplet", whereas in the heavier isotopes, it

is a member of the gound state "rotational" band. Quantitatively, however, the transi-

tion occurs much too rapidly in the calculation.

Overall, the quantitative agreement is not particularly impressive. The calculations

are unable to reproduce the compressed nature of the experimental spectra. Most likely,

this is related to my earlier observation that the calculation does not simultaneously

reproduce both the single-boson energies and the parameter K. I suggested that it may

be possible to resolve this problem by including the effects of less-collective pairs. It

would be interesting to see the extent to which the agreement between theory and exper-

iment could be improved in such an extended calculation.

IV.2.e The Range of Validity of the OAI Procedure

As I have noted frequently, all boson mapping procedures, including the one of

Otsuka, Ari ma and Iachello, require a series expansion for boson operators. For practical

application, truncation of these series expansions is essential. In the OAI approach, the

truncation is implemented by requiring that only a subset of the fermion matrix ele-

ments be reproduced. In the zeroth order OAI, this subset includes those matrix elements

that involve states with generalized seniorities wp < 2.

Under what conditions do we expect the zeroth-order OAI procedure to be applica-

ble? There are two possible scenarios:

1. If the higher-order terms in the series expansion are for some reason very small,

then considering only the lowest-order terms is fine.

2. Alternatively, if the low-lying states of interest only involve low generalized 3eniori-
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ties (or, in boson language, few d bosons), then such states will be insensitive to

higher-order terms and use of the zeroth-order OAI procedure is appropriate.

Unfortunately, I know of no way to guarantee that higher-order terms in the series

expansions are inherently small. To see how small or large they are, we must calculate

them and this is virtually impossible to do. Furthermore, there is no obvious small

parameter involved in the series expansion. Thus, we can only trust the zeroth-order

OAI procedure in regions in which the states of interest have few d bosons. This cer-

tainly includes the vibrational and near vibrational regimes; it very definitely does not

include the rotational regime. As a reminder, the intrinsic state that describes the

ground band of a prolate deformed nucleus with N bosons is

! • > « * * ~ l*f + »Í\" \0>B (IV.23)

In the SU(3) limit, /? = V2 and there are twice as many d bosons as s bosons in the

intrinsic state. Away from the SU(3) limit, the d to s boson ratio is smaller but still siz-

able; for realistic deformed nuclei it is typically of order unity. Furthermore, the total

number of bosons in a typical deformed nucleus is large. Thus, the low-lying states of

deformed nuclei involve significant numbers of d bosons, and there is no a priori reason

to expect the zeroth-order OAI approach to work.

IV.3 Otsuka's Alternative

So how should we approach the microscopic foundation of the IBM in deformed

nuclei? One possibility is to develop an alternative Marumori mapping that is not so

intimately linked to generalized seniority. It is generally accepted that the ground state

band of a well deformed nucleus can to a good approximation be described in terms of a

self consistent intrinsic state derived either in Hartree Fock Bogolyubov (HFB) approxi-

mation84^ or in some number-conserving variant85'. An attractive possibility is to develop

a Marumori mapping that focuses on the mapping of the HFB intrinsic state onto a

corresponding boson intrinsic state.

Recently, Otsuka39' has proposed and developed such an intrinsic state mapping

procedure. In its most recent version87', it includes the mapping of the intrinsic state for

the ground band as well as the intrinsic states for selected low-lying collective bands

obtained in Tamm Dancoff Approximation (TDA)88'. His procedure is attractive in

many respects. Most notably, it dramatically improves the microscopic predictions for

the parameters y, and \u of the boson quadrupole operacor. Scholten's OAI calculations
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for the heavy deformed Sra isotopes produced values for x» and X» '» the range -0.2 to

•0.4, whereas phenomenological fits (see Table 2) suggest values of roughly -1.0.

Otsuka's calculations predict x» and Xu values in much closer accord with phenomenol-

ogy-

But the method has several drawbacks. There is no systematic procedure for con-

structing boson operators. As in OAI, the form of the parametrized boson operators

depends on the part of the collective subspace whose properties are to be exactly repro-

duced by the mapping. Furthermore, it is not particularly attractive to require different

mappings in different collective regimes. Our goal is unification, and as such we would

prefer a single approach that applies to all collective domains. I will now turn to an

approach which might ultimately provide such microscopic unification.

rV.4 The Generalized Holstein Primakoff Boson Expansion

IV.4.a General Features

The mapping procedure that I will now describe is of the Belyaev-Zelevinsky type.

As such, it focuses on the mapping of fermion operators onto corresponding boson opera-

tors so as to preserve commutation relations. I will only discuss the hermitian version,

and will refer to it as the Generalized Holstein Primakoff or GHP boson expansion.

I begin with a brief description of some general features of this mapping pro-

cedure92'. The goal of all boson mappings is the same, to map the original fermion shell-

model problem onto a mathematically equivalent problem involving bosons. The ele-

ments of the original fermion space are the creation and annihilation operators a/ and

a;, which satisfy fermion anticommutation relations, and the fermion vacuum |0> which

represents the inert shell-model core.

I will continue to focus my discussion on even-even systems, for which the mapping

takes the fermion shell-model space onto a purely bosonic space. This bosonic space is

constructed out of boson creation operators B^ and annihilation operators 5,-7, which by

assumption take the place of the fermion pair creation operators a/ aj and pair annihila-

tion operators a: a,, respectively.

The operators fltJ and 5,-; create and annihilate real bosons, and as such satisfy the

commutation relations
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[S0, Sal^^i-M* (rv.24.a)-
[Bl , Bl\ = [Bij , Bu] = 0 (IV.24.b)

That they replace fermion pairs is reflected in the further requirement that they be

antisymmetric under the interchange of indices; viz:

BJi = -Bt (IV.24.c)
Finally, there is a vacuum for the boson space |0> f l which satisfies

Ba | 0 > B = 0 , for all i,j. (IV.24.d)

To map the original shell-model problem onto a boson problem, we will have need

to deal with two types of operators. On the one hand, there are particle-hole operators

of the type a} a,, which enter, for example, in the single-particle energy contribution to

the shell-model Hamiltonian. Also, there are particle-particle (hole-hole) operators such

as a/ a I (a,- Oj), which enter in the interaction between identical fermions.

The GHP procedure maps these operators onto the boson space in such a way as to

preserve their commutation algebra. More specifically, it assumes

a. that the GHP boson image of any fermion operator can be expressed as a Taylor

series expansion

(F)GHP = F0 + Fl + F2+ • • • + F. + • • • (IV.25)

where Fn is the nth term in the series expansion, and

b. that any commutation relation [A , B] = C between bifermion operators is exactly

preserved by their GHP boson images at each order in the series expansion.

The latter requirement is satisfied if the terms in the infinite series expansions satisfy the

sequence of equations

[Ai , Bt\ + [At , By = Cx

"S \*m , Bn.m\ = C _ 2 (IV.26)

The above conditions uniquely determine the GHP images of the fundamental

particle-hole and particle-particle operators. They are

and

/ W = £ BlWl ~{B<B)T )ki fIV.23)
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At this point, it is useful to make several comments that will provide the back-

ground for all that will follow.

1. In the GHP procedure, bosons By corresponding to all possible fermion pairs (i,j)

enter. Thus, to make the procedure of practical use it is necessary to truncate to

only a small number of dominant collective bosons. This is the truncation assump-

tion described in Subsect. IV.l, which is a necessary ingredient for practical applica-

tion of any boson mapping. As I noted in that general discussion, the truncation

can be implemented either in the original fermion space or in the boson space; in

either case it involves the introduction of an appropriate variational principle. If we

are lucky, the dominant bosons that emerge from the variational analysis will have

L=0 and L = 2 only, so aa to permit the desired contact with the phenomenological

IBM.

2. In this procedure, all one-body or particle-hole operators (IV.27) map exactly onto

one-boson operators. This includes the single-boson energy term in the effective

shell-model Hamiltonian as well as the quadrupole operator.

3. In contrast, the boson image of particle-particle operators (FV.28) involves a messy-

looking square root operator, which is to be interpreted by its Taylor series expan-

sion. It thus involves an infinite series of terms. As a consequence, the interaction

between identical fermions maps onto a sum of a one-body term, a two-body term,

a three-body term, etc. The occurence of infinite series in boson mappings was also

noted earlier; it arises as a result of the suppression of the Pauli principle in the

boson space. As we will see shortly, the parameter that governs the rate of conver-

gence of the series is iV/fi, where jV is the number of bosons (or active fermion

pairs) and Cl is the total pair degeneracy of the valence shell. In strongly deformed

nuclei, N /Cl is typically of order unity and the series most likely converges very

slowly. Clearly, if the GHP procedure is to have practical use, it will be necessary

to reexpress the series in such a way that only low-order terms in the expansion are

important.

Thus, there are two crucial issues that must be addressed before the GHP pro-

cedure can be considered as a practical framework for a microscopic derivation of the

IBM:

1. We need to develop an appropriate procedure for isolating the' collective bosons
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that dominate in the low-energy spectroscopy of interest and for implementing a

truncation to these dominant collective bosons only.

2. We need to develop a practical approach to the square root operator.

IV.4.b The Collective Transformation: or How to Choose the Dominant Col-

lective Bosons.

1. Some General Remarks

I will first discuss the issue of how to optimally choose the collective bosons that

dominate the spectroscopy at low excitation energies. As noted earlier, we could in prin-

ciple first map the entire shell-model space onto a boson space, using the GHP mapping

equations (IV.27,28), and then invoke an appropriate variational principle. But in prac-

tice this is a very difficult procedure to implement, primarily because of the presence of

the square root operator. Thus, it is more practical to use the alternative prescription of

first identifying the dominant collective pairs through a fermionic variational calculation

and then mapping only these dominant pain onto the boson space. Such a procedure

has recently been developed by Dukelsky, Pittel, Sofia and Lima71' and some of its impli-

cations have been studied.

I will now briefly describe their procedure, focusing on the worst case scenario of

strongly deformed nuclei. In fact, the procedure also applies in the simpler nondeformed

regimes. As noted earlier, the average properties of the ground state band of strongly

deformed nuclei can be meaningfully described in Hartree Fock Bogolyubov (HFB)

approximation. HFB is a variational mean field approach that searches for the optimum

description of the ground state band as a quasiparticle vacuum. The procedure incor-

porates on the same footing the Hartree Fock field (which favors deformed shapes) and

the pairing field (which favors spherical shaoes). To provide the necessary background

for the discussion to follow, I will briefly review the HFB method. A more detailed

description can be found in the excellent review article of Goodman34'.

2. The HFB Method

The HFB method is based on the introduction of a generalized Bogolyubov

transformation. The idea is to transform from an algebra based on the real creation and
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annihilation operators a/ and a; to quasiparticle creation and annihilation operators ct*

and Cj. The transformation appropriate to HFB theory has the form

2

The operator c,f ( c}) creates (annihilates) an excitation of the system, which is referred

to as a quaaipartiele. Note that this quasiparticle is neither a particle nor a hole; it is a

combination of the two. The transformation (IV.29) involves two (complex) matrices U

and V.

It is easy to confirm that if we impose appropriate unitarity constraints on the

matrices U and V, the quasiparticle operators satisfy the same anticommutation algebra

as the real particle operators a/ and a;. For any such transformation, we can find an

appropriate quasiparticle vacuum | $ 0 > , defined by the requirement that

c , |* o > = 0 (for al i i ) (IV.30)

From the anticommutation relations obeyed by the quasiparticle operators, it follows

that a solution to (IV.30) is given by

~ II Ci \0>

The HFB approximation is based on a variational principle, whereby the ground

state band of a (deformed) nucleus is assumed to be the optimum quasiparticle vacuum.

The transformation coefficients (/,7 and V,; are chosen so as to minimize the quasiparti-

cle vacuum expectation value of the shell-model Hamiltonian.

Since the quasipartides are mixtures of particles and holes, it is clear that |4>0>

does not in general have a definite number of particles. Consequently, the variation

must be carried out subject to a constraint that |$o> contains the correct number of

particles on the average; viz:

' v (IV.32)

This introduces into the variational equations a Lagrange multiplier, which is the fami-

liar chemical potential. The variational minimization leads to the following HFB matrix

equation:

In this equation, Ĉ  denotes the vector (C î, C',2f • • • , UiM) and V, denotes the vector

i^'ii *̂i2 ' ' ' • '̂i.v/l' '-vhere \t is the number of single-particle 3tãr.es included in rhe
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analysis. Also, X is the chemical potential.

The quantity H appearing in (TV.33) is the Hartree Fock Hamiltonian. It is defined

as

H = T + T (IV.34.a)

where

r,, = E <*\V\JI>Pm (IV.34.b)
u

is the Hartrte Fock potential, and

Pii= < * 0 | a ; a,.|*0> (IV.34.C)

is the ifctutfy moirii. The quantity A is referred to as the pair potential. It is defined

Ajj = 7 E < i j | V | « > tH (IV.34.d)
* u

where

o > (IV.34.e)

is the f.iring tensor. Note that both the Hartree Fock potential and the pair potential

depend on the quasipartide vacuum |$o>> and thus on the eigenvector matrices L\ and

V,. The HFB matrix equations must therefore be solved self consistently.

The original basis, labeled by the roman indices i,j,k,l, involves the single-particle

states of the spherical shell model. To facilitate analysis of the structure of j*t>0J>, it is

useful to introduce a new basis, which is referred to as the canonical basis. By

definition, this is the basis in which the density matrix />,, is diagonal.

I will assume in the subsequent discussion that the system has axial symmetry, so

that the projection m of angular momentum on the symmetry axis is a good quantum

number. If R)™' is the matrix that diagonalizes the density matrix for projection m.

then the canonical basis is defined by the new set of creation operators

« 1 = E Rl7] 4 , (r/.35)

Note that I use greek indices to denote states in the canonical basis. In general, the

single-particle states of the canonical basis do not have definite angular momenta; i.e.

the basis is deformed. It can be thought of in analogy with the phenomenological Nilsson

basis89».

The intrinsic state \<&0> takes a particularly simple form in the canonical basis,

namelv
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| * o > = IF exp(ro) | 0 > (IV.36.a)

where

o = £ (».»/««) «I««k (IV.36.b)
am>0

/»£> = « £ . * . . • (IV.36.C)
and

>.. = Vl-'in. (IV.36.d)
Here iff is a normalization constant and (am) refers to the state obtained from (am) by

time reversal. Note that in systems with active neutrons and protons, the intrinsic state

involves separate operators F0|/ for neutrons and rOr for protons. For simplicity of nota-

tion, I ignore this complication, and will continue to in all subsequent discussion.

As noted earlier, the intrinsic state | $ o > does not have a definite number of parti-

cles. Projecting out the part with N pairs gives

!•«>>-(roV|o> (iv.37)

which is in the form of a pair condensate.

Thus, to the extent that HFB is appropriate, the above analysis suggests that the

ground band of a deformed nucleus can be described in terms of a single deformed pair

creation operator Fo (or more precisely one for neutrons and one for protons).

It is easy to confirm that Fo does not create a pair with a definite angular momen-

tum. It can, however, be expanded as a linear combination of collective pair creation

operators 7£o that do have definite angular momenta. Schematically, the expansion

takes the form

To - S *l 7Ío (IV.38.a)
evtn L

where

(IV.38.b)

The quantities bf j define the structure of the dominant collective pair with angular

momentum L; a^ dictates the importance of this collective pair in tae pair condensate.

Formulae for both can be found in ref. 90.

In typical calculations for 3trongly deformed nuclei86'9091', one finds that "jL0 con-

tains roughly 40% L = 0 (the S pair), 5O?5 L = 2 (the D pair), and the remaining 10% pri-

marily L = 4 (the G pair). I will show the results of one such calculation later.
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4. The Dominant Bosons

The GHP approach maps the fermion intrinsic state |4>0> onto a boson state of

the form

= *#• exp[ £ (U«. . ) ( f l ' V/-(Bt f l )r ) am_j |0>f l (W 3g)
am>0

Note that the exact boson image of the HFB intrinsic state contains the square root

operator in the exponential, and it is thus not particularly convenient to work with.

Let's now consider another much simpler boson wave function, in the form of a

boson coherent state:

|*o>a = VB exp(VN \Í) \0>B (IV.40.a)

where

A<! = - L E « a«S a m i n R (IV-40.b)
viV a m > 0

and 73 is a boson normalization factor. I now make the following claims, for which the

details can be found in refs. 71,72:

1. The boson coherent state (FV.40) is a good approximation to the exact GHP image

of the HFB intrinsic state (IV.39). They differ in terms of order I/ft, where, as

noted earlier, fi = £ (j +1/2) is the total pair degeneracy of the valence shell. If
j

we examine (\$O>)GUP in the classical limit (i.e. in the limit in which iV-*oo and

ft—*», but iV/íí remains finite), we find that

2. The bosonic density matrix

(>JS)« = B <*oi S *,>,*«, Bhm,J3m,\*0>B (IV.41)

is identical to the corresponding fermionic HFB density matrix. Thus, the boson

coherent state exactly reproduces all one-body matrix elements of the HFB intrinsic

state. As an example, it exactly preserves the intrinsic quadrupole moment of the

HFB intrinsic state.

3. In contrast, the bosonic pairing tensor is not exactly equal to the HFB pairing ten-

sor, because of the small 1/H differences in the wave functions. It is, however,

exactly reproduced if the boson image of a ; a, is considered in normal order.

Thus, the boson coherent state of (FV.40) reproduces all of the physics of the HFB

intrinsic state in the classical limit of the GHP mapping'121. For realistic deformed nuclei
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(in which the number of valence pairs is finite but large), it preserves the self consistency

of the HFB intrinsic state to a good approximation.

The operator AQ of the boson coherent state does not create a boson with definite

angular momentum. Rather, it creates a deformed collective boson, just as Fo creates a

deformed collective fermion pair. We can readily determine the angular momentum con-

tent of AQ, by expanding it as a linear combination of collective bosons X^o with definite

angular momenta. The expansion is given by

Al = £ aL \Io (IV.42.a)
etcs L

where

Xío = jr E 4 . i . BLio (IV-42.b)

and

BU,LO = £ <Jimj2-m\L0> BUmi%.m (IV.42.c)

The relevant expressions for <*i and Xf j are given in ref. 71.

In this way, we have succeeded in identifying the collective bosons that are essen-

tial to a bosonic description of the ground state band of deformed nuclei. Presumably,

they should (to a good approximation) be the appropriate collective bosons for a descrip-

tion of all collective states at low excitation energies. We have seen that to reproduce

the full physics of the HFB intrinsic state we must include a single collective boson with

each allowed even angular momentum L. The probability of finding the collective boson

X£o with angular momentum L in the boson coherent state is given by

PL = al (TV A3)

I close this part of the discussion with two final points:

1. The probability PL = al of finding a boson of angular momentum L in the boson

coherent state is not necessarily the same as the corresponding probability

Pi = a,l of finding a fermion pair of angular momentum L in the HFB intrinsic

state. This difference reflects the manner in which the Pauli principle is incor-

porated in the GHP procedure.

2. The collective bosons X i 0 that were isolated in (IV.42) are only the appropriate col-

lective bosons to use in an analysis based on the GHP boson expansion.
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5. Implementation of the Truncation to Collective Bosons.

I now discuss how to implement a truncation to the dominant collective bosons

only. As a specific example, I focus on the one-body quadrupole operator, which in the

fermion space is given by

<?„ = S < J I " » I I « J J S « J > «/,-., «j , - , (IV.44)

Its GHP image is

( « M ) C H P = E < J I » I I G J J V » « > * / , » , * . , ^ . - H Í , - , (IV.45)
Ji»tJi"ti»'»j

This can be reexpressed in terms of boson operators with definite angular momenta

(IV.42.c) as

= 4F E (-

xt~L>{h h
where

BilULM = (-DL-M B3iJ,>L_M (IV.47)

Note that bosons corresponding to all possible fermion pair states {jxjz;LM) contri-

bute to the sums in (IV.46). Truncation to the collective bosons created by \L can be

implemented by making the following replacements:

and

where Xfj- are the structure coefficients of the collective bosons (W.42.b). This leads to

the following expression for the boson quadrupole operator:

where

„ 1 r i / i\Ji + Ji + Li » »
Hi, L« """" r? ZJ \~l> ^1 "\

We can rewrite (IV.49) in a form that is familiar from our discussion of the

phenomenological IBM,

[y*)GHP = 7 o 2 l J » ~ ^ • ' ' M "*" 7 : 2 ' . á < * ) ^
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-r {terms involving at least one operator with L>2 } (IV.30)

Obviously, the ratio ?;•/?{>• a related to the parameter x of the IBM.

Note that the same procedure as discussed above can be used to truncate any boson

operator obtained with the GHP method to the dominant collective bosons only.

IV.4.C The Square Root Operator

I now turn *» the second practical issue, namely how to handle the square root

operator that enters in the GHP mapping of pankle-partide operators. The first point

that I wish to emphasize b that the square root nature of thb operator b of paramount

importance in translating effects of the Pauli principle to the boson problem. The mean

value of the square root operator in the canonical basis b

B <•„ j :y/l-(B'B)T:amSK \+0>B = V l - . *. (IV.51)

The quantity v\m gives the number of partides in state (am). The presence of the

square root operator thus guarantees that v*m < 1, as required by the Pauli principle.

Any approximation to the square root operator leads to some violation of the Pauli prin-

ciple, so it must be approximated very accurately.

To facilitate the discussion, I introduce the notation

A=(B*B)T (rV.52)

The operator of interest VI—A b to be -interpreted by its Taylor series expansion

Earlier I noted that the mean value of v7—A in the canonical basb b y 1 — v\m.

Also, the average value of v'm over all the canonical orbits (of which there are ft) b

N/Cl. Thus, on the average, the convergence of the series expansion (IV.53) is governed

by the quantity N/Q. In strongly deformed nuclei, .V/Í7 is of order unity and the series

most likely converges very slowly. If thb b indeed the case, the GHP image of the

interaction between identical nucler-.s will require significant many-boson interactions,

which would make the resulting bosonic theory of no practical use.

But might it be possible to rewrite the series in such a way that the dominant phy-

sics is contained in the low-order terms only. A possible idea is to carry out the expan-

sion about an appropriate initial guess for the operator A7Z\ Denoting this initial guess

as AQ, we obtain a modified series expansion
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vT^X = y/l-A0 £ o r ( / - .4 0 r ' [A -A0)
r irV-54)

Note that the Taylor series is obviously an expansion about the null operator A9 = 0.

Since we are dealing with operator series, care must be taken in choosing -^o- For

example, it is important that Aa be a scalar operator otherwise we would mess up the

angular momentum Droperties of each term in the series.

A reasonable choice73' for Ao is the mean value of the operator A in a condensate

built up solely from the s boson part of A«. The relevant expression is

Note that these matrix elements are independent of m, reflecting the fact that Ao is a

scalar operator. We can thus introduce a BCS-tike parametrization for the diagonal

matrix elements of A*,

where

4

Also, we can introduce

(IV.56.C)

If we expand the square root operator about the above mean value and keep terms

through second order (r=2) only, we get

>,*»,

In contrast, the traditional Taylor series expansion (about .40 = 0) through 2nd

order is

"~ T —* J:m\Um: '"*JI"»IJJ"»J llV.08)

At this point I ihould remark that in ("«summing *he ier.es for rh» í>iuare root



operator we have in fact modified the GHP expansion. No longer is the commutator

algebra preserved at each order, as required in the formal GHP expansion. However, the

modified expansion still preserves the commutator algebra when the full series is taken.

It will be useful to identify an appropriate quantity with which to assess approxi-

mations to the square root operator. Such a quantity is the average value of the HFB

pairing gap, which is defined by84'

" om>0

Here, Aam57B denote the matrix elements of the pair potential in the canonical basis.

They can be expressed in terms of the pairing tensor in the spherical basis according to

The pairing tensor in the spherical basis is given by {see (IV.34.e)}

' ; > • ; — = , < * o | a j « i | * o > r (IV.61)

The corresponding matrix elements in the boson space are

Í . J 3 J j i ^ (IV.62)

Thus, A depends on the square root operator and, as such, is sensitive to its approxi-

mate treatment.

IV.4.d A Test Calculation

I will now describe a calculation carried out to 3tudy the implications of the collec-

tive transformation proposed in ref. 71 and the resummation approach to the square root

operator proposed in ref. 72. The calculation was carried out in HFB approximation for

the strongly deformed nucleus l54Sm. It assumed an inert Z=50, N=82 core, with the

valence neutrons and protons restricted to the orbits of the Z—50-32 and N=82-126

shells, respectively. The effective shell-model Hamiltonian was similar to the one used by

Scholten98' in his OAI calculations for the Sm isotopes. The single-particle energies were

obtained using the linear interpolation prescription of ref. 30. Both the ne"trou-neutron

and proton-proton interactions were assumed to be of the quadrupole-enhanced SDI

form. In the n-n channel, the strength and quadrupole enhancement parameters were

chosen to be A uv = 0.13 MeV and Fl = 1.4, exactly as used by Scholten. In the p-p

channel, corresponding values of Arr = 0.20 MeV and F ; = 1.5 were chosen. The n-p

interaction was assumed to to be the sum of a quadrupole-quadmpole interaction with

strength -0.063 (m^/fl)2 MeV and a hexadecapole-hexadecapole interaction with strength



-0.001215 (mu/ií)* MeV. The ratio of the two multipoles is identical to that used by

Scholten; the overall strength is 0.75 of his. As a reminder. Scholten obtains too large of

a value for K in his calculations, suggesting that his n-p interaction is too strong.

The HFB calculation produced a stable prolate deformed minimum for l54Sm. In

Table 3, I show the probabilities of finding s, d and g bosons in the resulting boson

coherent state as well as the probabilities of finding S, D and G pairs in the HFB intrin-

sic state.

TABLE 3. Probabilities PL of finding bosons of angular momentum L in the boson

coherent state and P^ of finding fermion pairs of angular momentum L in the

corresponding HFB intrinsic state.

Neutrons 0.645 0.323 0.021 0.367 0.518 0.110

Protons 0.775 0.202 0.020 0.447 0.472 0.080

Two points emerge. First, s and d bosons are significantly more dominant in the

boson coherent state than are S and D pairs in the HFB intrinsic state. For both neu-

trons and protons, roughly 97% of the boson coherent state is comprised of s and d

bosons. Thus, the s-d dominance that is assumed in the phenomenological IBM comes

out naturally in the GHP procedure.

The second point to note is that the GHP method produces a boson coherent state

with significantly more s bosons than d bosons (P0>P2). In contrast, there are roughly

equal numbers of S and 0 pairs in the corresponding HFB intrinsic state. As a reminder,

an SU(3) system of bosons would have twice as many d bosons in the intrinsic state for

the ground state band as s bosons. Thus, in the GHP procedure, strongly deformed (but

realistic ) nuclei are very far from the SU(3) dynamical symmetry limit.

In Table 4, I show results for the bosonic intrinsic quadrupole moments of the

ground state band, obtained in various levels of approximation. The columns denoted

TOTAL include contributions from all allowed collective bosons. Since the density

matrix is exactly preserved by the mapping, these results are identical to the full HFB



intrinsic quadrupole moments. The columns labeled s-d give the calculated results when

only the contributions of the L=0 and L=2 collective bosons are included; those

denoted s-d-g also include contributions from the collective L=4 boson. The s-d results

are already in very close agreement with the exact results; adding the g boson makes the

agreement even better.

TABLE 4. Boson intrinsic quadrupole moments, in units of fi/mw.

TOTAL s-d s-d-g

Neutrons 14.431 13.830 14.331

Protons 10.158 10.121 10.099

TABLE 5. Structure of the boson quadrupole operator. The coefficients ?£,£, are given in

units of Ü/ mu, whereas x 1S dimensionless.

Í02 In X

Neutrons 2.517 -2.709 -1.076

Protons 1.978 -1.106 -0.559

In Table 5, I show results for the parameters qoi and q22 of the boson quadrupole

operator (IV. 50) and also for the ratio

X = ?2j/?02 >

which is of particular importance to the IBM. As a reminder, there are separate neutron

and proton quadrupole operators and thus v values, but I continue to suppress the v and

JT indices.

Finally, in Table 6, I show the neutron and proton pairing gaps, calculated at vari-

ous levels of approximation. I compare the exact HFB results (EXACT) with those

obtained using both the Taylor series expansion (TSE) and the Modified series expansion

(MSE) about the mean value of A in a spherical condensate. For both, I show the Jesuits

obtained by truncating the series at zeroth order (r=0), at first order ( r=l) and at

second order (r=2).



TABLE 6. Comparison of exact and approximate values for the average pairing gaps (in

MeV). The notation is described in the test.

TSE MSE

EXACT

r = l r=2 r=0 r = l r=2

Neutrons 0.624 1.054 0.772 0.714 0.848 0.716 0.660

Protons 0.964 1.777 1.236 1.126 1.296 1.107 1.009

The principal point to note is the dramatic improvement achieved with the

modified series expansion. Expanding the square root about the mean value of A in a

spherical condensate reduces the discrepancy between the 2nd-order approximate pairing

gaps from roughly 15% to roughly o% Thus, with the resummation approach proposed

in ref. 72, it seems possible to preserve the dominant physics of the Pauli principle with

only a low-order expansion.

I have focused on strongly deformed nuclei. As noted earlier, this is the most

difficult regime to treat. In fact, the proposed resummation approach to the square root

operator is even more appropriate in the vibrational regime. Qualitatively, by modifying

the series expansion, we have converted the relevant expansion parameter from -p- to

N-n,
——— , where n, is the average number of s bosons in the ground state band. For

vibrational nuclei, n, ~ .V and the modified series expansion should provide an excellent

approximation to the square root with only the lowest-order term. Thus, the resumma-

tion approach should be even better suited for vibrational nuclei than for the deformed

nuclei that have been discussed.

TV.4.e Some Directions for the Future

Although the results of the semirealistic test calculation for 154Sm seem very

promising, more work is clearly needed. It is difficult to assess the significance of the ó%

discrepancy in the pairing gap that remains when the second-order modified expansion to

the square root operator is used. Obviously, any 3uch discrepancy is a reflection of the

fact that the Pauli principle has not been treated exactly. In the GHP procedure, as in

all boson mappings, the fermion space is mapped onto an ideal space, built up in f,erms



of the boson creation operators S^ and the boson vacuum \0>B- This ideal boson space

is in fact larger than the original fermion space82'. It includes both physical boson states

that properly reflect the Pauli principle arid unphysical boson states that violate it. If

the square root operator is treated exactly, the resulting boson Hamiltonian will not con-

nect states in the physical subspace with those in the unphysical subspace, and diagonal-

ization of the mapped boson Hamiltonian will exactly reproduce the fermionic results.

But if approximations are made to the square root operator, the resulting Hamiltonian

will in principle connect physical states to unphysical states (independent of how small

are the Pauii violations).

It is difficult to assess a priori the importance of these Pauli-violating effects.

Perhaps the only meaningful way to do so is by comparing the spectra (and other

observables) that result from a diagonalization of the approximate boson Hamiltonian

with the corresponding results that emerge when the fermion problem is solved exactly.

For such a comparison to be meaningful, the model fermion problem must be sufficiently

rich so as to contain the dominant collective physics of interest. At the same time, for

such calculations to be feasible, the model problem must be sufficiently simple to permit

exact (or at least reliable approximate) solution. There are several possible models with

which to carry out such tests. Particularly attractive for such tests are the models

developed by Ginocchio93'. Both his S0(8) and his Sp(6) models are amenable to exact

solution; both also contain fairly realistic collective nuclear features. Another possibility

is to consider the Pairing + Quadrupole model94', which though not exactly solvable is

amenable to reliable approximate solution using self-consistent mean-field techniques.

My discussion of the GHP procedure has focused on even-even nuclei, for which the

fermion apace is mapped onto an ideal space comprised 3olely of bosons. Equally interest-

ing collective phenomena are exhibited by odd-mass and odd-odd systems as well. As

noted in the summary remarks at the end of Sect. Ill, the IBM phenomenology has been

successfully emended to describe such systems. For example, in the Interacting Boson

Fermion Model (which' aÍ3O comes in both IBFM-13*' and IBFM-2 versions55'), odd-mass

nuclei are described as a bosonic even-even core and an odd fermion which is restricted

to the single-particle orbits near the Fermi surface. This model haa been applied with

success both at the dynamical symmetry limits and away from them. More recently,

bose-fermi descriptions of odd-odd nuclei have been proposed. This work has focused on

odd-odd dynamicai iymme^ries3". although more general codes are now in prepara-

tion^5.



And of course the microscopy underlying these extensions of the IBM is also of

great interest. The GHP boson expansion seems particularly well suited to provide a

unified microscopic foundation for both the IBM and the IBFM. As shown by

Marshalek65*. the GHP formalism can be readily extended to odd numbers of nucleons by

the introduction of ideal fermion degrees of freedom. These ideal fermions enter in the

mapping of all fermion operators. When this is done, the GHP image of an arbitrary fer-

mionic shell-model Hamiltonian takes the schematic form

{HF)GHP =HB + hF + VBF (IV.63)

where Hg is a purely bosonic Hamiltonian, hp is the single-particle energy of the ideal

fermion and VBF is the boson-fermion interaction. In purely bosonic even-even systems,

only the first term HB enters ; in odd-mass and odd-odd systems, the other two enter as

well. In Marshalek's generalization of the GHP procedure, all three terms are obtained

simultaneously. The collective transformation, which carries the physics of the HFB

approximation, enters in the boson Hamiltonian and also in the boson-fermion interac-

tion. Likewise, the square root operator enters in both of these terms, and must be

approximated for practical use. The important point to note is that the GHP procedure

applies equally well to even-even, odd-mass and odd-odd systems. Once we have

developed a microscopic theory for even-even systems, we automatically have a micros-

copic theory for the the others.

Obviously, there is still much work to be done. But an enormous amount of pro-

gress has already been made in addressing one of the outstanding problems in contem-

porary nuclear structure physics, the development of a unified microscopic theory of

nuclear collective motion. And the missing link that has made this progress possible and

the outlook so bright is the Interacting Boson Model.
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I. IDÉIAS BÁSICAS

1.1. Introdução

Neste curso discutimos o papel de processos mesônicos em fí-

sica nuclear, com o propósito de mostrar que eles precisam ser considera-

dos seriamente quando se tenta compreender de modo preciso muitos dos re-

sultados experimentais existentes atualmente.

Os participantes principais nos processos nucleares são pro-

tons, neutrons, pions e deltas. Sabemos, hoje, que esses entes são forma

dos por quarks. Assim porque, numa época de sacolas e skyrmions, quarks

e gluons, falarmos em processos mesônicos? A resposta é relativamente sim

pies: por que apenas a linguagem dos mésons permite uma descrição quanti-

tativa precisa do que ocorre em muitos processos.

As abordagens mais modernas dos problemas de física nuclear,

feitas em termos de quarks e sólitons, são muito interessantes e promis-

soras. Entretanto, no estágio atual, elas são capazes apenas de produ-

zir alguns resultados qualitativos. Aparentemente, as suas dificuldades

técnicas são de tal ordem que não se devem esperar resultados quantitati_

vos precisos para antes de uma ou duas décadas.

Em física nuclear, a importância de um dado processo mesônico

varia de caso para caso. Algumas vezes, ele pode ser completamente dete£

minante, enquanto que em outras ele produz apenas correções, que são tipi_

camente da ordem de 10%. Do ponto de vista teórico, o processo mais im-

portante é a clássica troca de um píon entre dois nucleons, responsável

por uma parte da força que os atrai dentro do núcleo. De certo modo, to-

dos os demais processos mesônicos correspondem a extensões ou modifica-

ções dessa troca piônica. Por isso, este particular processo será apre-

sentado em razoável detalhe, tanto do ponto de vista conceituai como no

que se refere aos seus aspectos técnicos.

A chamada física de energias intermediárias é o resultado da

confluência das físicas nuclear e de partículas. Em geral, ela utiliza

as linguagens da mecânica quântica relativística, teoria quântica de cam-

pos, e diagramas de Feynman são empregados em cálculos de amplitudes. Os

físicos nucleares não costumam estar familiarizados cem esse tipo de lin-

guagem e, por isso, no capítulo I vamos rever, com motivação puramente

pragmática, o formalismo de Dirac e os gráficos de Feynman. 0 nosso in-

tuito é que, ao fim desta revisão, o leitor seja capaz de utilizar inde-

pendentemente essas técnicas em casos simples, mesmo sem compreender suas

justificativas teóricas. Um aprofundamento teórico, se desejado, deverá

ser feito independentemente^1 .

0 capítulo II constitui a parte de maior peso do curso e é lá

que apresentamos a interação MN, discutindo as peculiaridades dos diver-
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sos modelos existentes. Devido à sua importância, efetuamos em detalhe

a construção do potencial devido à troca de um pion a partir de diagramas

de Feynman e, em seguida, discutimos alguns processos nucleares que evi-

denciam a existência de processos piônicos.

Nos capítulos III e IV, finalmente, tratamos alguns processos mais

complexos, associados às correntes de troca e potenciais de muitos cor-

pos.

1.2. Partículas e Campos

A física nuclear é formulada tradicionalmente em termos de nu

cleons, ou seja, protons e neutrons, interagindo por meio de potenciais.

Uma formulação deste tipo sugere implicitamente uma imagem da natureza on

de o nucleon é visto como a fonte do campo forte. Em outras palavras, e£

se nucleon parece ser um tipo de matéria, uma coisa, capaz de criar em

torno de si uma influência espacialmente distribuida. Essa influência se_

ria algo tênue, a preencher todos cs pontos do espaço em torno da maté-

ria, sem deixar vazios, e com uma intensidade variável com a distância à

fonte. Este tipo de visão da natureza é totalmente análogo àquele asso-

ciado a cargas e campos eletromagnéticos. Na verdade, isso ocorre porque

o primeiro foi modelado à imagem do segundo. Vamos explorar um pouco essa

analogia para poder compreender a relação entre um méson e um campo quân-

tico.

Uma carga elétrica parada tem, em torno de si, um campo ' elé-

tricô/" . Um aspecto notável deste campo é que ele é eterno e está lá, in

dependentemente de existirem ou não outras cargas por perto, que possam

senti-lo. De acordo com esse modo de ver as coisas, o campo é uma propri_

edade da partícula: ela sempre traz o campo consigo, sendo impossível se-

parar um do outro. Pode-se pensar no campo elétrico como sendo uma parte

real, mas não material de uma partícula carregada, que a envolve, preen

chendo todo o espaço que a circunda. Numa linguagem ainda mais figurada,

poderíamos pensar no campo elétrico como uma espécie de aura a envolver

a carga elétrica. A palavra aura, no Aurélio1 , corresponde a: "l. ven

to brando, brisa,aragem, sopro. 2. Filos. Cada um dos princípios sutis

ou semimateriais que interferem nos fenômenos vitais.(...}." Mo nosso ca

so, ela é tomada como significando algo sutil, semimaterial, tênue, que

existe em volta da carga, não tendo qualquer conotação mística, religiosa

ou espiritualista. Significa apenas a "substância eletromagnética" que

envolve a carga...

A aura do campo elétrico é tradicionalmente representada por

meio de linhas de campo. Mo caso de uma partícula carregada positivamen-

te, por exemplo, isso é feito do modo mestrado na Figura 1.
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Uma característica importante desta figura é que ela evidencia

que as linhas de campo elétrico são uniformemente distribuidas em todas

as direções do espaço, no referencial em que a carga está parada.

Quando a partícula move-se com velocidade constante em rela-

ção a uma pessoa fixa num referencial, que chamaremos de Laboratório, as

linhas de campo são observadas numa configuração diferente, ficando mais

concentradas em torno do plano perpendicular ao movimento. Este compor-
(2)tamento tem origem na contração relativistica do espaço . Para fixar

idéias, tomemos o eixo y como sendo aquele ao longo do qual a partícula

se move com velocidade constante. A fim de compreendermos como a contra-

CAMPO EUrTOoSTATICO

ção do espaço muda as linhas de campo, podemos imaginar que o espaço con-

tenha uma retícula, semelhante àquela existente num papel milimetrado.

Assim, no referencial da carga, as linhas de campo e a retícula correspon

dem às seguintes figuras
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Quando a partícula, em movimento uniforme, é observada a par-

tir do referencial do laboratório, a retícula da figura acima fica con-
(4 5)

traida, carregando consigo as linhas de campo . No laboratório, por-

tanto, as linhas de campo têm a configuração mostrada na figura 3.

Como dissemos anteriormente, as linhas de campo aparecem ago-

ra mais concentradas em torno do plano que contém a partícula e é perpen-

dicular ao movimento. Isso significa que as linhas, embora continuem ra

diais, nao são mais esfericamente simétricas; a simetria agora é cilíndri_

ca, em torno do eixo y. A redistribuição de linhas de campo relativamen-

te à situação eletrostática é tal que corresponde a um campo elétrico
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mais-intenso que o coulombiano na direção perpendicular ao movimento e me_

nos intenso que ele na direção do movimento.

A principal motivação desta discussão é clarificar um pouco

a relação entre aceleração e radiação. Para tanto, é suficiente conside-

rarmos um caso simplificado, onde uma partícula que se move com velocida-

de v ao longo do eixo y pára quase instantaneamente, ao se chocar contra

um obstáculo. Depois de muito tempo que a partícula parou, o campo em

torno dela deve ser o eletrostático, com todas as linhas de campo distri-

buídas isotropicamente. Um pouco mais difícil é saber o que acontece nas

proximidades da carga logo depois de ela parar ou, equivalentemente, como

se dá a transição do campo de uma carga em movimento para o campo eletros_

tático. É possível que isso ocorra instantaneamente? A teoria da relati

vidade restrita responde negativamente a essa questão. Uma das consequêri

cias importantes dessa teoria é a impossibilidade de troca instantânea de

informação entre dois pontos, já que isso corresponderia à informação via

jar com velocidade infinitai Na verdade, um dos postulados da teoria da

relatividade afirma que a maior velocidade com que uma informação pode ir
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de um ponto a outro é c, a velocidade da luz no vácuo.

A teoria da relatividade "diz", assim, que decorre algum rem

po até que um ponto em torno da carga seja "informado" de que ela parou,

sendo esse tempo tanto maior quanto mais distante ele estiver da carga.

Como fica o campo elétrico num ponto qualquer, depois da carga haver para

do e antes dessa informação chegar a esse ponto? Do ponto de vista lógi_

co, a resposta a tal pergunta é muito simples: se no ponto considerado

ainda não chegou a informação que a carga parou, então o campo elétrico

aí se comporta como se a carga estivesse em movimento. Uma linha de cam-

po que passa por esse ponto aponta para a posição em que a partícula dev£

ria estar se não houvesse parado. Assim, quando o movimento uniforme de

uma cargaé interrompido, o campo elétrico em um ponto do espaço continua

a ser o da carga em movimento, até que chegue a ele a informação que a

carga parou. Depois que isso acontece, o campo nesse ponto passa a ser

eletrostático, derivado da lei de Coulomb. No instante em que a carga pára,

inicia-se.a propagação da informação da ocorrência desse evento, o que

acontece com a velocidade da luz. Em qualquer instante posterior ao cho-

que da carga com o obstáculo, o espaço estará dividido em três regiões

distintas. Uma, contígua à carga, onde já se sabe que ela parou; outra,

afastada da carga, onde os campos se comportam como se ela ainda estives-

se em movimento; a terceira é a de transição entre as duas anteriores. E£

sas três regiões estão representadas na figura abaixo:

KeatAO se CAMPOS ot

k <2UA*n>O A CAQ.&1 PLSLA. , O ÊV^AÇO PICA DlV/OlOo

COM A Í/SLOCIÍAS€ sa LL)Z.

A região de transição está compreendida entre as superfícies

esféricas de raio et. e et., onde t. e tf são os instantes em que ocorrem

o início e o fim da aceleração. De acordo com a teoria do eletromagne-i^

mo, linhas de campo somente podem "nascer" ou "morrer" em cargas elétri-

cas. Isso significa qus, no presente problema, as linhas cie campo devem



nascer na carga e ir-se perder no infinito. Por isso, as linhas de campo

devem ser contínuas ao longo das três regiões. Linhas de campo típicas

estão desenhadas na figura 5.

As fronteiras da região de transição são superfícies esféri-

cas, cujos raios crescera com a velocidade da luz. No interior desta re-

gião, o vetor campo elétrico tem componentes importantes que são ortogo-

nais a direção radial. Quando a região de transição se expande, ocorre à

propagação radial de um campo elétrico transversal a essa direção. Além

do campo elétrico, existe também nessa região um campo magnético, má-

ximo na superfície externa, nulo na interna e, na figura,.perpendicular à

folha de papel. Esse campo também se propaga quando a região de transi-
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ção cresce. Essas são as características de uma onda eletromagnética, ou

seja, radiação. No presente exemplo, a radiação corresponde ao ajuste da

região de campo criado pela carga em movimento com a região de campo ele_

trostático. E ela é originada pela variação da velocidade da carga. Em

geral, uma carga irradia sempre que ela é acelerada. A descrição do pro-

blema apresentada aqui deixa claro que a radiação corresponde à propaga-



ção de "deformações" na linhas de campo de uma carga elétrica, causadas

por variação na velocidade da partícula.

A finalidade dessa longa discussão sobre o campo eletromagné-

tico clássico foi mostrar que ele pode comportar-se de dois modos muitos

diferentes. Assim, por um lado, ele pode ser o mediador da interação

coulombiana, que cai com a distancia proporcionalmente a l/r . Por outro

lado, ele também pode, na forma de radiação, ir até distancias muito gran

des, tal como a distância que separa uma estrela dos olhos de uma pessoa.

0 campo da radiação depende do tempo e se propaga, o campo coulombiano

é diferente, pois não depende do tempo e não se propaga. É importante,

entretanto, que essas diferenças não obscureçam o fato de que, tanto o

campo coulombiano como o campo radiante, são manifestações diferentes do

mesmo ente básico, o campo eletromagnético. Em outras palavras, "coulom-

biano" e "radiante" apenas adjetivam o campo. Como vimos acima, a forma

da manifestação do campo depende mais das condições cinemáticas da fonte

do que da natureza intrínseca da relação entre fonte e.campo. Toda essa

discussão foi feita num contexto clássico.

Quando se pensa num contexto quântico, temos efeitos em dois

níveis distintos. No primeiro nível, é preciso considerar que um elétron

tem caráter dual onda-partícula e, por isso, obedece uma equação de movi-

mento tal como a equação de Schrodinger. Nesse nível, é possível conside_

rar o campo do elétron como sendo clássico, e distribuido no espaço de rri£

do contínuo. A discussão do átomo de hidrogênio encontrada nos livros-

texto de mecânica quântica, por exemplo, é típica desse nível de aborda-

gem do problema, já que envolve os estados estacionários de um elétron

quântico num campo eletromagnético clássico.

0 outro nível em que se pode abordar este problema é aquele

no qual o campo também é quantizado. Quando se pensa neste contexto, o

campo de uma carga não é mais uma aura contínua e homogênea, feita sempre

da mesma "substância eletromagnética". .No segundo nível de quantização, a aura

do elétron passa a ter uma estrutura, que é dada pela soma das probabili-

dades de diversos efeitos diferentes, envolvendo fótons, os quanta do cam

po eletromagnético.

Para fixar idéias, vamos pensar num elétron livre, com momen

to bem definido, no espaço de configuração. Esse elétron é uma onda plana, e

pode ser representado pelo seu vetor de onda. Do ponto de vista quânti-

co, existe uma probabilidade de esse elétron se propagar sem aura nenhu-

ma, como indica a figura 6a. Ele pode, também, gerar uma aura em torno de

si, emitindo fótons e os reabsorvendo, como mostra a figura 6b. Além di^

so, ele pode emitir dois fótons que são reabsorvidos (fig. 5c), ou, ain-

da, um fóton que decai r.Lm par e*e~, que se aniquila emitindo um outro fó-

ton que é reabsorvico pelo elétron original (fig. 6d). Zxitem muitas ou-

tras possibilidades, algumas das quais estão indicadas na figura 5, cada

uma delas tendo uma orobabilidade característica de ocorrer.
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A grande diferença entre os campos clássico e quântico

de no fato de que, no primeiro caso, o campo é visto como uma "substância

eletromagnética" com um só tipo de estrutura, enquanto que no caso quânti^

co se faz um esforço para se especificar a estrutura do campo em termos

de partículas. Costuma-se chamar um elétron cercado por um campo quânti-

co de elétron "vestido". É comum, também, se dizer que este elétron está

cercado por uma "nuvem" de fotons e outras partículas.

Na eletrodinâmica quântica pensa-se que os elétrons emitem

e reabsorvem fótons. Sabemos, por outro lado, que fótons são partículas de

luz. Será possível que, no escuro, sejamos capazes de enxergar fótons

que uma carga elétrica emite? A resposta é um não enfático. Para com-

preendermos o porque disso, é preciso lembrar que, mesmo no caso clássi-

co existem duas manifestações possíveis para o campo eletromagnético cou

lombiana e radiante, e apenas a segunda pode ser vista. Analogamente, no

caso quântico, existem duas qualidades de fótons, virtuais e reais, que

correspondem, respectivamente, aos campos coulombiano e radiante. Como

no caso clássico, as diferenças entre fótons reais s virtuais não são es-

senciais, mas apenas de natureza cinemática.

A origem cinemática da diferença entre partículas reais e vir

tuais pode ser entendida do seguinte modo. A relatividade afirma que a

massa de repouso m, a energia E e o momento p* de uma partícula estão rela

cionados por

V 2 —5
m + p" (1)

Na mecânica quântica, uma partícula será real se essa relação for obedec_i

da. £ importante notar que, no contexto quântico, a obediência a tal rela
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ção não é obrigatória, existindo situações em que a energia da partícula

não está em "harmonia" com sua massa e quantidade de movimento. Devido

a esse "desequilíbrio", a partícula não pode existir indefinidamente e

temos, então, uma partícula virtual.

Antes de voltarmos ao caso da física nuclear, que é o motivo

principal desta discussão, é preciso compreender como se dá a interação

entre dois elétrons na eletrodinâmica. No caso clássico, essa interação

é entendida do seguinte modo: um dos elétrons cria um campo, que ocupa todo o espa-

ço; o segundo elétron está imerso no campo do primeiro e, por isso, sente uma força.0 ca

so quântico é totalmente análogo: um dos elétrons está cercado de uma nuvem de partícu-

las, que ele emite e reabsorve; o segundo elétron está imerso na nuvem do primeiro e,por

isso, pode absorver uma das partículas que o outro emitiu. Neste caso,

existe uma troca de informação entre eles, que pode ser representada por uma força.

A interação forte entre dois nucleons pode ser entendida de

modo bastante análogo à interação eletromagnética entre dois elétrons. A

diferença entre os dois casos está na natureza das partículas trocadas.

Nas interações fortes, em vez de fótons, o campo é constituido por partí-

culas, designadas genericamente por mesons, cujas características serão

discutidas na seção seguinte.

1.3. Hadrons e quarks

Na seção anterior vimos que, na eletrodinâmica, tanto elé-

trons como fótons se comportam como partículas quânticas. Entretanto, i£

so não deve ser tomado como indicação que elétrons e fótons são a mesma

coisa, já que subsistem diferenças muito importantes entre eles. Mesmo na

eletrodinâmica quântica, o elétron continua tendo características de "coi_

sa", "matéria", enquanto que o fóton tem características de campo. Esse

tipo de diferença manifesta-se no fato de elétrons serem férmions e fó-

tons serem bósons.

No caso das interações fortes, a situação é totalmente análo-

ga, existindo dois grupos de partículas. De um lado, estão os báriona,

que são partículas com spin semi inteiro, tais como proton, neutron e de_l,

ta. Do outro lado, temos mésons, partículas de spin inteiro', tais como

pion, rho, omega. Em outras palavras, bárions e mésons são os nomes para,

respectivamente, férmions e bósons que têm interação forte. É comum, tarn

bém,.abranger tanto bárions como mésons sob a denominação comum de

hadrons. Assim, um hadron é qualquer partícula que interage fortemente.

Existem muito bárions, mas a enorme maioria dos fenômenos nu-

cleares está baseada apenas no próton, no r.eurron e no del-a. Uma carac-

terística importante dos bárions é que o número de bárions mais antibá-

rions num dado sistema permanece constante. Essa situação s análoga
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à conservação da carga e lé t r ica total num sistema fecha-

do e, por isso, costuma-se atr ibuir aos bárions um número barionico

B = +1, aos antibárions B= -1 e aos mésons, B = 0. Assim por exemplo, a

conservação do número barionico permite as reações T£+P —•*• TL° ££"*

(O+J= O *• t ) ^Sp-^ppp" (0 + 1 = 1 + 1 - 1 ) , mas proibe os processos

Tt+P —**PP (0 + 1 jí 1 + 1), A"p—p-TC? (1 + 1 ^ 0 ) . No caso da f ís ica nu-

clear usual, onde são tratados processos que não envolvem ant ipar t ículas ,

a conservação de B eqüivale à conservação do número to ta l de nucleons e

del tas .

0 próton (p) tem carga total +e e o neutron (n) tem carga to -

ta l nula. Ambos tem spin 1/2 e suas massas são aproximadamente iguais:

m = 938.28 MeV

mn = 939.54 MeV

A diferença percentual entre essas duas massas é menor que 1%, da ordem

de magnitude da constante caracterís t ica dos fenômenos eletromagnéticos ,

1/137. 0 próton é estável, enquanto que o neutron tern vida média de

918 s, um tempo bastante grande quando comparado aos tempos típicos das

interações fortes, 10~ s. Essas caracterís t icas do próton e do neutron

sugerem que as pequenas diferenças entre eles desapareceriam se fosse pos_

sível desligar as interações eletromagnéticas e fracas. A implementação

dessa idéia é fei ta por meio do spin isotópico ou isospin onde o próton

e o neutron são vistos como as manifestações de uma entidade mais funda-

mental, o nucleon (N). Nesse formalismo,construído em analogia cem o formalismo de

spin, o próton e o neutron são considerados como os dois elementos de um multipleto de

isospin 1/2: o próton tem a terceira componente do isospin "para cima" e o neutron,"pa

ra baixo". Nesse espaço eles podem ser representados por

(J)
n _ \\-\y ou

Existem 4 estados do delta (A), com cargas +2e, +e, 0 e ~e.

Seu spin é 3/2 e suas massas variam poucos porcento em torno de

m 4 = 1232 MeV

Os quatro valores da carga do delta podem ser acomodados em multipletos de

isospin 3/2, do seguinte modo

3 3
J f > . ou 0
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3 I
2 2

la _ I\
!•? - •? /

3 3

ou

ou

ou

E interessante notar que todos esses estados tem B = +1 e, por exemplo, o

££ não é a antiparticula correspondente ao AT . 0 delta não e uma partí_

cuia estável por interações fortes, já que ele decai, mais de 99% das ve-

zes, num pion e num nucleon. Por isso, ele também é caracterizado por

uma largura:

r& ~ 110 MeV

Quanto aos mésons, o mais importante deles e o píon (Tt), que

tem spin zero e paridade intrínseca negativa. Existem pions com cargas

+e, 0 e -e, sendo os carregados degenerados em massa e um pouco mais pe-

sados que o neutro

-W^t = ^'-139.57 MeV

m^= 134.96 MeV

Os três estados de carga do pion são acomodados num estado tripleto, com

isospin 1, de modo que

ou

ou

Tt ou

Como já dissemos anteriormente, os mésons não carregam numero barionico.e

o TC e X" são um a antiparticula do outro. 0 pior. somente decai por

interações eletrofraças e, por isso, é considerado como sendo es'avsl co

ponto de vista das interações fortes. A massa do pion está, como veremos



adiante, associada ao alcance da interação NN e, por isso, muitas ve-

zes e interessante medi-la em fm~

k (raiC*~*" raT~ + raTC ̂  = °* 7 0 fm~

Essa massa é bastante pequena na escala hadrônica, sendo mais de três

vezes menor que a do segundo meson mais leve, o kaon, e cerca de 1/7 ca

massa do nucleon.

Um outro méson importante em física nuclear é o rho (?), que

também pode ter cargas +e, 0, -e. Ele tem spin I e sua massa é

m{ = 776 MeV

Cs isospin do rho é 1 e, nesse espaço, ele é representado exatamente do mes-

mo modo que o pion. 0 rho não é estável, pois ele decai em dois pions,

sendo sua largura dada por

f~J. - 115 MeV

0 último méson bastante importante para nós é o omega (*>) ,que

tem spin 1 e é sempre eletricamente neutro. Por isso, seu isospin é zero:

to—•> |0,0>

Sua massa é 782.6 MeV

e ele pode decair num pion e num rho, ou em crês pions, tendo sua largura

o valor de 9.9 MeV

As propriedades das principais partículas que participam dos

processos nucleares são resumidas na tabela abaixo:

3ÁRI0NS

MÉSONS

nome

N

A

TI

f

massa
média(MeV)

938.91

1232

138.03

776

732.6

Spin

1/2

3/2

0

1

1

Isospin

1/2

3/2

1

1

0

decaimento forte
principal

estável

TEN

estável

-riTL

Como já foi discutido, uma diferença fundamental entre bá-

rions e rnésons diz respeito aos seus spins, que são semi-intaircs para os

primeiros e inteiros para os últimos. 0 modelo de quarksvO' estabelece



essa diferença de modo airdamais fundamental. Nesse modelo, bárions são

formados por três quarks, enquanto que mésons são formados por um par

quark-an ti quark. Per isso, elss se ceapertaz: de ssede tic diferentes.

1.4. Diracologia

0 nucleon tem spin e isospin iguais a 1/2. Portanto, na me-

cânica quântica não relativistica, sua função de onda nesses espaços é da

da simplesmente pelo produto direto dos vetores de estado correspondentes:

|^ s ^ ® iy t̂ > . Em geral, é mais conveniente descrever esses esta-

dos por meio de matrizes, de modo a termos uma notação mais compacta.

Os spinores do nucleon nos espaços de spin e isospin são ma-

trizes (2x1), denotadas por yj e ^ , respectivamente, e relacionadas

aos vetores de estado por

Aásim, por exemplo, um proton com spin para baixo é descrito por

Na mecânica quântica relativistica, a descrição do nuclecn

no espaço de isespin não se modifica, enquanto que no espaço de spin ela

passa a ser feita por um spinor de quatro componentes, dependente do mo-

mento p", e que pode ser representado por

(2)

Nesta expressão a energia £ é dada por

e o símbolo I que multiplica o fator (2 + m) r.o spinor é a matriz identi^

dade em duas dimensões

10]
0
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Por outro lado, (j.p' indica o "produto escalar" entre o momento do nu-

cleon e as matrizes de Pauli. Essas matrizes são hermiteanas e dadas por

1 O
0 -<•

1 O o-i

0 produto escalar 0".p deve ser entendido como

cr. jT = <Xi p t •» cr t p » + cri b 3

O P,

ft o

P3

O -• Pi O

O -P.

No spinor de Dirac U t as matrizes I e QT .p

o spinor de Pauli X s . Na verdade, deveríamos ter escrito

multiplicam

Por exemplo, para s = -1/2, temos:

I X "*
O

Pj-cP,

o que torna claro que o spinor de Dirac tem realmente 4 componentes

U (P)

A vantagem do primeiro modo de escrever spinor é que ele é mais compacto.

Em geral, não se indicam explicitamente tanto o índice s como a matriz I.

Isso não quer dizer, evidentemente, que eles não estejam Ia! Assim, cos-

tumamos escrever

U(P) =
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Um nucleon no espaço de spin e isospin sera representado por

2

ff.f

Convém lembrar que as matrizes C não agem sobre o spinor no espaço de

isospin. Por isso, também poderíamos ter escrito

02)

Exercício 1: Uma propriedade muito útil das matrizes O" é que elas obed£

cem a relação

<Jc c\

Tome i = l e j = 3 e mostre, multiplicando explicitamente as matrizes,qüe

essa relação é válida. Mostre que,da relação acima,pode-se deduzir a se-

guinte propriedade

Tome dois vetores a e b quaisquer e convença-se, usando força bruta,

que essa relação é verdadeira.

Exercício 2: Escreva a função de onda nos espaços de spin e isospin para

um neutron relativistico com spin para cima. Como fica essa expressão no

sistema de reoouso do neutron?

No formalismo relativisitico sao utilizadas também as matrizes

de Dirac, que sao 4 x 4 , tem traço nulo e sao representadas por O , on

de p é o índice relativo ao espaço-tsmpo. A propriedade fundamental
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sas matrizes e que elas anticomutam:

= 2

Nos utilizaremos a seguinte representação para as matrizes õ

x o
o-x 06)

o or*
•C* 0

onde I e CT«. são as matrizes identidade e 2 x 2 e de Pauli.

Como anteriormente, é possível construir o "produto escalar"

dessas matrizes com um quadrivetor Q.

sentado por A, é dado por

= Ci

a.

Esse produto, geralmente repre-

«Jos USAMO'

\

O

O

o

>

o
- i

o
o

A

o
o

- 1

o

o

o
o
-i

Além das matrizes

combinações:

'£'*'

, consideramos também algumas outras

O X

x o

cr = i- Ca o)

são hermiteanas enquanto que as

matrizes 2$* e Q"*' são anti-hermiteanas. Entretanto, qualquer combina

l 5° é hermiteana. Temos em geral:

As matrizes 2f , Oç e

* e Q"*' são anti-he

çlo de matrizes multiplicada por

para



r = s'x, . cr1"

Exercido 3; Mostre, efetuando o calculo explicito, que as matrizes

fornecidas acima satisfazem as relações de anticomutaçao dadas pela eq

(15)

Exercício 4: Mostre, efetuando o cálculo explícito, que vale a relação

= 2a.b -

Obtenha o mesmo resultado por meio das relações de anticomutaçao.

Exercício 5: Mostre que

cy* o

a* o
o cr*

Para nucleons não relativisticos, as amplitudes descrevendo

processos físicos têm sempre a estrutura geral de um sanduiche de um ope-

rador matricial 2 x 2 entre um spinor de Pauli e seu hermiteano conjugado

(h.c). No caso relativistico, a semelhança é grande: apenas as matri-

zes passam a ser 4 x 4 e os spinores agora são os de Dirac. No entanto,

em lugar do spinor de Pauli, h.c. aparece o spinor de Dirac h.c. multiplicado

por 5° pela esquerda. Tal combinação é uma matriz "deitada" ( 1 x 4 ) e

usualmente representada por

AM

X. O

O -X.
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X* (25)

Do ponto de vista puramente matricial, uma amplitude física r£

sulta num escalar, devido à seguinte estrutura de produtos:

CASO NÃO

RELATIVÍSTICO

CASO

RELATIVÍSTICO

(SPINOR DEITADO)

(1 x 2)

(1 x 4)

X

X

X

(MATRIZ)

(2 x 2)

(4 x 4)

X

X

X

(SPINOR

(2 x

(4 x

EM

1)

1)

PÉ) = AMPLITUDE

= (1 X

= (1. x

1)

1)

Em muitos cálculos usando mecância quântica relativistica é

interessante empregar o formalismo dito de duas componentes, onde os resul_

tados são expressos em termos de matrizes (2x2) e spinores com dois ele-

mentos. Por exemplo, suponhamos que, por algum motivo, desejemos calcu-

lar uma amplitude da forma

A = U Cp') ÇÍ. Ü

tt [(
eu - C a. O X

X O [ cr.j? J
TL

Neste ponto, temos duas opções,equivalentes quanto ao resulta

do final, mas muito diferentes quanto ao trabalho envolvido. A primeira

delas consiste em se começar a operação de fora para dentro, multiplican-

do-se os spinores ~)C e ")£ pelos termos que lhes são contíguos. Com is-

so, como vimos anteriormente, obteríamos spinores com 4 componentes que,

por sua vez, poderiam ser multiplicados pelas matrizes "# . Pode-se fazer

isto, mas o trabalho algébrico envovlvido torna-se não trivial.

A outra opção consiste em se multiplicar o "recheio" do san-

duiche inicialmente, sem numea abandonar a notação em termos de matrizes

2 x 2 . No caso do nosso exemplo, teríamos

A =
CT.CL

X

5 •
Sol c.f



crever

Usando-se as relações entre as matrizes de Pauli, pode-se es-

ãjT Jet' <?.jT = 2 í.3. ajT - P2 . CL

Temos, então

Este é o resultado desejado, que tem a forma de um sanduiche

de matrizes 2 x 2 entre spinores de Pauli. Em geral, essa forma de am-

plitude é a mais adequada à fisica nuclear e de energias intermediárias.

Convém ressaltar, entretanto, que esta expressão ainda é totalmente rela-

tivística já que, para chegar a ela não fizemos quaisquer aproximações, a

penas transformações matemáticas. Assim, se a sua aparência é a da mecâ-

nica quântica não relativística, o seu conteúdo é relativístico.

Exercício 6: Mostre que o produto UCP^UCp) é um invariante relativístico,

mas U(pyU£p) não o é. É por este tipo de motivo que se usa £1 em vez

de u^ no cálculo das amplitudes!

Exercício 7: Calcule explicitamente os sanduiches

Mostre que eles são invariantes relativísticos.

A equação de movimento para nucleons relativisticos e a

Dirac. No espaço dos momentos, ela é dada por

(# - m) u = 0

de

Para mostrar que o spinoru é realmente solução desta equação,

basta reescrevê-la em termos de matrizes (2 x 2):

-ff f

ll^ - ?-f ?-f)
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Exercício 8: Mostre, usando a equação de Dirac, que o spinor u satisfaz

a equação ü(j5 - m) = 0.

Certifique-se novamente da validade desta equação^reescrevendo-a em ter-

mos de matrizes 2 x 2 .

1.5. Regras de Feynman

Nesta seção vamos apresentar um brevíssimo resumo das regras

de Feynman úteis ao estudo de processos mesônicos em física nuclear. Não

é possível, aqui, discutirmos porque valem as regras de Feynman, já que

isto não é trivial. Tal tipo de discussão pode ser encontrada em livros
(l)

de teoria quantica de campos, tais como os de Bjorken e Drellv . Nos

vamos nos limitar apenas a mostrar como essas regras funcionam e, ainda

assim, apenas nos casos que nos interessam diretamente.

As regras de Feynman servem para calcular amplitudes relativis-

ticas de certos processos quânticos. Para utilizar essas regras, parti-

mos de um desenho, o diagrama de Feynman, que descreve o processo que se

deseja estudar.

Para fixar idéias, consideremos um dos diagramas de Feynman

que contribui ao espalhamento elástico Tt~AJ —»7tM > dado na figura abai-

xa:

que
Ao

TC.M

Esse diagrama deve ser lido normalmente, da esquerda para a direita,

representa a seqüência de idéias descrita a seguir.

^v^1* linhas externas chegando:

* um pion de quadrímomento 'A e isosain « { »--

J? Pi í

?,t e um nucleon de quadrimomento p 3 isospin t (— »»-



antes de interagirem. Para as partículas externas valem

k2 = ^ e p 2 = m2.

vértice: o píon é absorvido pelo nucleon; as setas indi-

cam o fluxo de quadr

vértice e p = p + k.

# , p ; s indi
/ r cam o fluxo de quadrimomento, que e conservado em • cada

propagador; o nucleon, depois de absorver o pion, passa a
_2 2 2

ter quadrimomento p = p + k e, portanto, p =p +2p.k+k =
2 * 2 -

= m +2p.k + (i . Por isso, para esse nucleon, nao vale
- —2 2 ~

a relação p = m . Qualquer particula em tais condições

é dita fora da camada de massa e, devido ao desbalanço en

tre massa e quadrimomento, não pode existir indefinidamen

te. Assim, o propagador descreve a vida efêmera desse es_

tado esquisito.
vértice; o nucleon esquisito emite um pion com momento k1 ,

sobrando um nucleon "normal", com momento p 1, onde

P = p1 + k1 .

*'•<* ̂ ' linhas externas saindo; o pion de momento k1 e o nucleon

" de momento p1 vão embora depois ia intera'ção. Para eles

também valem k = n e p = m .

Exercício 9: Invente alguns diagramas de Feymman que possam estar associa

dos aos seguintes processos: a. espalhamento elástico fóton-elétron,

(Compton); b_. repulsão eletromagnética entre dois elétrons; £. decaimen-

to do neutron; n -»p e~ \) ; d. espalhamento elástico entre dois nu-

cleons; e_. fotoprodução de pions: 5\J—•TCN-

As regras de Feynman são um conjunto de prescrições que asso-

ciam a cada elemento de um diagrama uma função matemática que a represen

ta. por isso, a "leitura" do diagrama permite a "construção" da amplitu-

de relativística correspondente. As regras de Feymman relevantes para

o estudo de algumas interações eletromagnéticas e fortes utilizadas na

física de energias intermediárias são dadas no quadro 1. Esse quadro é

mais geral que o estritamente necessário a este curso, com a finalidade de

permitir a leitura de trabalhos mais avançados.

Para construir a amplitude correspondente ao diagrama da íi-



gura, é preciso li-la (atenção!) da direita para esquerda, seguindo a li

nha do nucleon e usando os elementos dados no quadro 1. 0 resultado é d

retamente a amplitude desejada, multiplicada por i.

SAINDO
I TO

"l =

Note que as contribuições das linhas externas piônicas são iguais a i e

não aparecem.

Esta já é a amplitude relativistica desejada. Ela está pron

ta para ser elevada ao quadrado para calcular uma seção de choque, ser

somada a outras amplitudes do mesmo processo ou fazer qualquer outra coi

sa que você deseje. Em geral é conveniente, por razões estéticas, rear-

ranjar um pouco a resposta. Podemos por exemplo, escrevi-la também como

T = -

KEGRA9 FEyNN\AN

iA I AJ t) O

P.ON 1

i
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1.6. Simetrias e Lagrangeanas:

Ma 3eçlo anterior mostramos, sem justificar, algumas das re-

gras de Feynman úteis aos processos de física de energias incsrmediárias.

Fica a questão de como se faz para cMegar a elas. Em parte, elas sãc

devidas à etrutura matemática da teoria quântica de campos. ?or outro Ia

do, elas também são fortemente determinadas por informações fenoit.enológi-

cas. A mais evidente delas talvez seja a presença das massas e constan-

tes de acoplamento das diversas partículas. Além disso, as regras de

Feynman incorporam informações sobre spin, i3ospin e paridade das particu

Ias envolvidas num dado processo. Assim, por exemplo, as diferenças en-

tre os vértices it̂ AÍ e ?AÍAJ 3Ío fortemente motivadas pelas diferenças

,entre os números menos quânticos do X i do ?.

Um outro tipo de informação, muito mais prcfur.do. está tar.ss.r.

contido r.as regraâ de ?eyr.man. ?or exemplo, qualquer amplitude calculada



por seu intermédio acabará sendo invariante por rotações, transformações

de Lcrentz ou translaçoes espaço-temporais. Além disso, elas só produzem

amplitudes não nulas quando ocorre a conservação da carga elétrica e, no

caso das interações fortes,do número bariônico.

As regras de Feynman funcionam nesse nível mais profundo por-

que elas foram construídas a partir de lagrangeanas de modo que, se estas

forem siméticas por um grupo de transformações,as regras de Feynman tan-

bém o serão, automaticamente.

No caso do estudo de processos mesônicos, existem duas sime-

trias que desempenham papeis determinantes: as simetrias qui-

ral e de gauge. Em muitas situações em que os graus de liberdade mesôni-

cos são importantes, tais como em correntes mesônicas ou potenciais de

muitos corpos, os resultados dependem fundamentalmente dos detalhes das

interações "elementares" méson-bárion. Essas interações são associadas,

por exemplo, aos processos M—. TTAJ , WM -» TC u , 7CAJ —p- IDTC Al

ÍAJ -» itAJ , ffAJ —»• TCC AJ . onde pelo

menos um dos píons é virtual. Por isso, não é possível o uso direto da

informação experimental sobre tais amplitudes em problemas de física nu-

clear. Torna-se, então, necessário o emprego de uma teoria que, por um

lado, produza amplitudes compatíveis com os resultados experimentais a

baixas energias e, por outro , continue válida para partículas virtuais.

Esses requisitos são preenchidos quando as interações dos pions são trata

das como sendo aproximadamente invariantes por transformações quirais e

as interações envolvendo mésons vetoriis são consideradas como aproximada

mente invariantes por transformações de calibre. Assim, na impossibilida

de se utilizar uma teoria fundamental para as interações fortes, as sime-

trias quiral e de gauge guiam a construção de lagrangeanas e, por isso tor

nam-se vitais no estudo de processos mesônicos em física nuclearv .
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II. O POTENCIAL NUCLEON NUCLEON

II.1. Introdução

Existem, atualmente, vários potenciais que descrevem bem as

interações nucleon-nucleon a baixas energias. Tais potenciais são capa-

sez da reproduzir tanto as propriedades do deuteron como as defasagens

das diversas ondas parciais do espalhamento elástico, para energias ciné-

ticas no laboratório menores que 300 MeV. Os vários potenciais diferem

entre si quanto à precisão com que reproduzem os dados experimentais, ao

seu conteúdo dinâmico e à solidez da sua base teórica. 0 objetivo princi

pai desta seção é discutir as diferenças entre os vários potenciais. An-

tes de fazermos isso, entretanto, discutiremos as características gerais

de um potencial NN e alguns dos seus aspectos fenomenologicos mais impo£

tantes.

II.2. A estrutura geral do potencial NN

A estrutura do potencial NN e complicada, envolvendo 20 (=4x5)

tipos de termos diferentes. A .sua forma geral decorre da simetria das

interações fortes por transformações de paridade, rotações no espaço de

configuração e isospin.

A função de onda de um sistema de dois nucleons tem elementos

nos espaços de configuração, spin e isospin. Um nucleon tem spin e isos-

pin 1/2 fazendo com que, nesses espaços, dois corpos possam estar em esta

do singleto ou tripleto. Denotando a terceira componente do si-in ou isos_

pin por t ou i , temos as possibilidades seguintes

singleto | o o > - -£=? (ti - i^) Ci)

tripleto < |io> s

É importante notar que os estados singleto e tripleto são,res-

pectivamente, ímpar e par pela troca das duas partículas.

No espaço combinado de spin (cr) isospin (Z) temos os estados

' ] descritos abaixo:

singleto-singleto p = \0 O^g. \Ooyz

singleto-tripleto P =• |oo> < r )i-tS,
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tripleto-singleto p51 ^ I i s ><r |oo> t

tripleto-tripleto p « - lis>(r|

Do ponto de vista fenomenologico sabe-áe, atualmente, que as

interações NN dependem fortemente dos canais de spin e isospin onde elas

ocorrem. Por isso, existe um termo de potencial associado a cada um dos

estados P . Podemos, então, escrever

v - \j"?:p; • V*P; P: - v*p; p; * r ?i K

- á v'" p; p:

onde P^ e Pt são operadores de projeção de spin e isospin e os índices

1 e 3 indicam singleto e tripleto. A ação desses operadores sobre os es_

tados r é dada por

A forma explícita desses operadores, para o caso de spins, é

CO
[ ] I ff?» ff«. - 5 PÍ * Pi

onde C é o operador de Pauli agindo sobre o nucleon i. Os projeto-

res do espaço de isospin são totalemte análogos.

Convém, aqui, mencionar que existe uma notação alternativa pa

ra os termos do potencial apresentados acima, baseada na paridade da par

te espacial da função de onda dos dois nucleons. Como os estados sin-

gleto são ímpares pela troca das duas partículas, o mesmo acontencen-

do com a função de onda total, então os estados P e P estão associa

dos a ondas pares no espaço de configuração, enquanto que o oposto ocor-

re com P" e Pia . Por isso, costuma-se também escrever

V - I/'" ; V". V " ,. V51- V" V"- \T V

A determinação completa da estrutura do potencial requer a

inclusão do espaço de configuração, e é neste ponto que as simetrias de

paridade e rotação desempenham papéis importantes. Para construirmos uma
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função escalar por rotações temos à nossa disposição a coordenada relati-

va ~ir , o operador de momento angular orbital L e os operadores de spin

dos nucleons 1 e 2, denotados por (f** e 0"c° . Em alguns casos pode-se

considerar, ainda, o operador de momento, dado por -i V ; derivadas entre_

tanto, levam a potenciais não locais e, por isso não serão consideradas a

qui.

A paridade, por outro lado, proibe alguns escalares por rota-

ção, tais como r . L, por exemplo. Deste modo, existem cinco combinações

possíveis, que costumam ser apresentadas na seguinte forma.

Oc = 1

Ou, - L.S - L

Ou* = r.ü CS)

onde r é o versor da direção r.

Cada um dos potenciais y associados aos canais de spin e

isospin pode ter termos proporcionais a esses operadores.Podemos escrever, portanto,

"is vS - C * i/

A importância dessa decomposição reside no fato de, nessa for

ma,os coeficientes V s dependerem aper.as de r, o modulo da distancia re

lativa entre os dois nucleons. O potencial NN pode ser,portanto, repre

sentado por 20 funções vVí»O dessa coordenada relativa, onde c< =. J ou 3

|3s 1 eu 3, 5 = C, LS, L2, Q ou T. Essas funções coorespondem aos ele

mentos da seguinte matriz

<r
í

í

3

3

1

3

1

3

C L.S L2 Q T

zero

zero

OS ELEMENTOS V * OO

?0TENC\AU
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O primeiro termo do potencial, V , é conhecido pelo nome de

"central", é diagonal nos espaços de spin e isospin, e independente do

momento angular orbital. 0 segundo termo, V.-, é o famoso spin-órbira e,

como V , é diagonal nos espaços de L, S, J e T. Neste caso, entretanto,

o valor do potencial depende de L, S e J, já que os auto-valores de L.S

são dados por ̂  L\C j + i } ' £( £+0 ~^ (^O ~\.
Esse tipo de características também estão presentes em V. e VQ. O úl-

timo termo da equação (9) é o potencial "tensor", já que o operador S-2

é um tensor de ordem 2 e, portanto, não diagonal nos espaços de momento

angular orbital e spin. Esse termo do potencial é muito importante, como

será visto na seqüência. É conveniente notar que as propriedades das ma-

trizes de Pauli permitem-nos mostrar que vale a identidade de operadores

SJt P* = O -

II.3. Algumas características dos potenciais NN

Nesta seção discutiremos, brevemente, algumas das propriedades

da interação NN, tal como representada pelo seu potencial. Nos começare-

mos, por algumas propriedades bastante gerais, que caracterizam a intera-

ção como um todo.

A primeira faceta importante da interação NN é que ela é predo

minantemente atrativa, explicando deste modo porque os núcleos atômicos

são estáveis, apesar da repulsaão coulombiana entre os protons. Além de

atrativa, essa força é de curto alcance, quando comparada às forças gra

vitacionais e eletromagnéticas. Uma das evidências desse curto alcance r£

side no fato de a energia de ligação por nucleon de um núcleo com A razoa

velmente grande ser independente de A. Essa propriedade, conhecida como

saturação, significa que um nucleon, em presença de um núceo, não intera-

ge com todas as A partículas lá existentes, fazendo-o apenas com os nu-

cleons vizinhos. Isto está esquematicamente mostrado na Fig.l.

O O Q° n 0°
O2

rlô J

Uma outra propriedade importante da força nuclear é que ela

tem características repulsivas a curtas distâncias. Uma evidência desta

fato é encontrada no comportamento das defasagens das ondas parciais J i s
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e 3S mostradas na figura 2. A baixas energias ela é positiva, o que cor-

^ n

Flô. Z -

PMCIA14

. VA UO «CS

Cl)

, A

200 400 400 «00 1000

responde a atração a distâncias grandes^ \Por volta da energia de 240 MeV

ela muda de sinal, permanecendo negativa para energias maiores. Isso o-

corre em uma onda S, em que não opera a barreira centrífuga e pode, por-

tanto, ser interpretado como uma evidência do caráter repulsivo do poten-

cial a curtas distâncias. Assim, o nucleon parece ser formado de um car£

ço mais ou menos duro, envolto por uma região de campo atrativo e de cu£

to alcance. É por isso que, do ponto de vista apenas qualitativo, o nu-

cleon se comporta como se fosse uma bola de gude lambuzada de cola.

Essas carc '.erísticas qualitativas estão presentes nos poten-

ciais centrais correspondentes aos diversos canais de spin e isospin. Na

figura 3, por exemplo, mostramos a parte central de um potencial realís-

tico, desenvolvido por De Tourreil e Sprung . A inspeção desta figura nos

mostra que, apesar de qualitativamente semelhantes, as formas detalhadas

desses potenciais dependem signix'icativamente dos canais de 5 e T a que

se referem.

«?ru
Do

u

00'.
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Em nenhuma outra componente do potencial, contudo, a dependên-

cia de spin é tão dramática quanto no potencial tensor. Esse potencial,

por ser proporcional a um tensor de ordem 2, é diretamente responsável por

muitos efeitos importantes err. física nuclear. A função de onda de um deu

teron, por exempo, é composta predominantemente por um estado S, cem

t = 0. Entretanto, o potencial tensor acopla esse estado a uma onda D,

com í = 2, fazendo com que o deuteron contenha uma mistura dessas duas on

das. A principal evidência desta mistura é o momento de quadrupolo do

deuteron, que é dado por

l)2O

0

C

onde U e W são as funções de onda correspondentes a -2. - O e 2 respectiva

mente. É evidente que Q só pode ser não nulo se vJ também o for; vJ , por

outro lado, é gerado pela ação de V_ sobre (J .

A probabilidade da onda D do deuteron é de cerca de 5%. Esse

resultado não deve ser tomado, entretanto, como evidência de que a parte

tensorial do potencial é fraca, relativamente à parte central. Na verda-

de, sem se incluir o potencial tensor, não é possível se produzir um es-

tado ligado com os números quânticos do dêuteron. Para que o potencial

central sozinho fosse capaz de ligar o dêuteron, ele precisaria ser três

vezes mais forte. Esse tipo de comportamtneto também está presente em
3 3sistemas mais complexos, tais como H e He.

II.4. 0 conteúdo dinâmico dos potenciais NN

Os potenciais NN podem ser classificados, grosseiramente, em

três gerações diferentes. Os da primeira geração, produzidos na década de

50 não eram sujeitos a vínculos teóricos, além daqueles provenientes das

simetrias de paridade, rotação e isospin. Tais potenciais puramente fenç_

menológicos eram bastante imprecisos e reproduziam mal as propriedades do

dêuteron(3'4).

Os potências da segunda geração, tais como os de Hamada-John-

storr , Yale^ ' e Reidv , foram produzidos na década de 60 e são semi-

fenomenológicos. Eles foram construídos atribuindo-se a parte de longo

alcance da interação à troca de um pion entre os dois nucleons e parametri-

zando-se as partes de médio e curto alcance. Esse modo de abordar o pro_

blema representou tantoun importante avanço teórico, como permitiu o au-

mento da precisão dos potenciais, por reduzir-o número de parâmetros a' se

serem ajustados íenomenologicamente. A troca de um pion entre dois r.u-

cleons é associada ao diagrama da figura 4, e pode ser pensado como ser.-
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do o resultado da absorção por um dos nucleons de um pion virtual emitido

pelo outro. 0 potencial correspondente e conhecido por OPEP ('bne pion

exchange potential"), nos o representaremos por V . As características

desse potencial serão discutidas na seção seguinte.

TC

TROCA U*

V

5 Pore.nc.iA

T2.OC.ft D E "boi*

A terceira geração de potenciais, representada pelos trabalhos
(2)

dos grupos de Paris e Bonn , compreende o período que vai desde o come-

ço da década de 70 até o presente. Esses potenciais modernos incluem, a-

lém do OPEP, uma descrição teórica bastante precisa da região intermediá-

ria, associada à troca de dois pions. Dete modo, os potenciais de tercei^

ra geração são "teóricos" até a distância de lfm, enquanto que os de se-

gunda geração o são até 2fm. Em ambos os casos, as regiões mais internas

dos potenciais são tratadas fenomenologicamente.

Nós representaremos por V a parte do potencial devida à

troca de dois pions, e ela está associada ao diagrama da figura 5.

Nessa figura as regiões hachureadas representam processos dinâmicos que

discutiremos em seguida. A diferença entre os potenciais de Bonn e

Paris reside exatmente no tratamento dado pelos dois grupos a essa parte

do diagrama.

O potencial de Bonn é baseado num modelo para a região hachu-

reada, onde se coúsíderam tanto as trocas de pions independentes como as

correlacionadas. -Uma troca de dois pions independentes corresponde a si-

tuação onde cada t'un dos nucleons emite um pion, que viaja sem interagir a

té atingir o outr^ nucleon, como mostra a figura 6a. A troca de pions

sem correlação deve também incluir os casos das figuras 6b e 6c em que,

entre a «.missão do seu pion e a absorção do outro, o nucleon se transfor-

ma num A.

A outra possibilidade a ser considerada numa troca de pions é

aquela em que eles interagem durante o "voo" e que, neste modelo, corres

ponde às figuras 6d-g. Nas figuras 6d-f, o quadrado representa a amplitu

de de espalhamento de pions em onda S, enquanto que a figura 6g descreve a

troca de um J , que é uma ressonância de dois pions em onda ?. Finalmer.

te o grupo de 3onn atribui a parte de curto alcance da interação às

trocas de três pions descritas na figura 7. Para compreender que esses
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ca}

tí

Cb)

O O ' MOOfeuo D Ê A PMi.Te

diagramas representam realmente trocas de três pions, convém lembrar que

o Ç e o O são, respectivamente, ressonâncias de dois e três pions.

0 modelo de Bonn para a interação NN é capaz de reproduzir de

modo bastante precisdo tanto as propriedades do dêuteron como as defasa -

gens do espalhamento elástico até energias de 300 MeV no sistema de labo-

ratório. Esses resultados indicam que a idéia de troca de mésóns é ade-

Fi6-7 O Mooeuo BC PAAA PACTS »&

quada para se compreender a interação NN.

Um modelo da interação NN pode ser utilizado e testado em cál-

culos de estrutura nuclear. Entretanto, para que isso possa ser feito,s

conveniente que a interação seja representada per um potencial e, se pos-

sível, de forma não muito complicada. Por isso o grupo de 3onn parametri

zou os resultados do seu modelo de interação MM em termos de cm po terei ai

NN, escrito em termos cie trocas de mesons. Srn outras palavras,, esse po-

tencial é escrito em termos de trocas de "mesons", alguns dos quais são
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reais e outros fictícios, inventados de modo que o potencial seja equiva-

lente à interação, tal como dada pela teoria de campos. Esse potencial e

conhecido como OBEP ("one boson exchange potential") e seus termos prin-

cipais estão indicados na figura 8.

OBEP
6OAJAJ ji

»e

É conveniente notar que o C não corresponde a uma ressonância

observada experimentalmente, sendo introduzida de modo artificial, apenas

para "explicar" parte da atração no canal de'spin e isospin zero. Maiores

detalhes do programa de pesquisa, referências e resultados do grupo de
(2)Bonn podem ser encontrados na referencia^ .

(71 'O potencial de Paris ' e, provavelmente, aquele no qual as in

terações devidas à troca de dois pions receberam tratamento mais preciso.

A abordagem do grupo francês para essa parte da interação é independente

de modelos, pois ela é baseada na correlação entre dados experimentais de

diferentes processos.

O cálculo do diagrma da figura 5, que representa a troca de

dois pions entre os nucleons, depende do conhecimento da bolha hachureada.

Ao invés de construir um modelo para esta bolha, o grupo de Paris no-a

que, do ponto de vista dinâmico, ela é a mesma que aparece no espalhamen

to Pion-nucleon elástico e na aniquilação nucleon-antinucleon em dois

pions, como mostra a figura 9. As diferenças entre esses vários proces-

sos residem "apenas" nos seus aspectos cinemáticos, ou seja, nas quantida

1 ;;

- » AJA/ TTAJ —»TTM A/Ai - • TClC
Ca) CtO (O
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des de momento e energia que cada partícula carrega para dentro ou para

fora da bolha hachureada. Assim, por exemplo, na amplitude da figura 9a

os pions são virtuais, enquanto que nas outras duas os pions são reais;na

amplitude de aniquilação, figura 9c, os dois nucleoiiS trazem momento e e-

energia paa dentro da bolha, enquanto que nas outras duas um os traz para

dentro e o outro os leva para fora, e assim por diante.

Os vários diagramas da figura 9 estão relacionados entre si pe_

Ia simetria de 'crossing'' que permite mudar as "pernas" dos diagramas de

um lado para outro lado. Os processos IL*J-»1CAJ e A/A/-• 1LT

envolvem partículas reais e são conhecidos experimentalmente. Por isso,o

procedimento do grupo de Paris consiste em obter a amplitude necessária ac

diagrama de troca de dois pions extrapolando, por meio de relações de dis_

persão, essas amplitudes esperimentais para a região cinemática adequada.

Em outras palavras, o potencial é construído correlacionando-se processos

com pions reais e virtuais.

No potencial de Paris a possibilidade de os dois pions sofre-

rem um espalhamento elástico durante o "voo" também é considerada, por

meio do diagrama da figura 10. A amplitude H X -*VZ para pions virtuais

também é obtida extrapolando-se a amplitude experimental para pions

reais. Finalmente, a part, de curto alcance de potencial é atribuida à

Fie» IO- T&OCA

£>e fcoií» PlOAJS

COM esPA

troca de um KÍ , simulando a troca de três pions, complementada por uma

função parametrizada fenomenologicamente. 0 potencial resultante depen-

de da velocidade e sua forma analítica é complicada. É conveniente, ner-

te ponto, ressaltar que a diferença entre as abordagens dos grupos ia

Bonn e Paris, para a troca de dois pions entre nucleons é que o primeiro

deles constrói um modelo para a bolha hachureada da figura 5, enquanto que

o outro a calcula indiretamente, a partir de dados experimentais. Assim,

a abordagem do grupo de Paris é mais completa, já que ela inclui, de uma

só vez, todas as contribuições dinâmicas para a bolha da figura 5, tanto

aquelas consideradas pelo grupo- alemão como outras que ele não tsve con-

dições de calcular. Entretanto, a própria razão da força desse procedi-

mento constitui-se numa fraqueza porque, se a abordagem do grupo frar.css
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é boa para descrever a troca de dois pions, ela não permite compreendi -

Ia num nível mais profundo, já que todas as contribuições dinâmicas são

tratadas de uma única vez, misturadamente. No caso do potencial de Bonn

isso não acontece, o que se constitui numa vantagem. Evidentemente, es-

ses dois modos de tratar o problemas não são exclusivos, complementando -

se mutuamente.

As propriedades dinâmicas dos vários potenciais discutidos nes

ta seção são resumidas na figura 11.

Para terminar esta seção, convém mencionar a existências de

diversos outros potenciais, que poderiam ser classificados como de nature_

za prática. Esses potenciais são, em geral, construídos de modo que suas

expressões sejam mais ou menos simples e bem comportadas, e sua motivação

é mais a de facilitar as aplicações do que a de descrever bem os fundamezi

tos da interação. Como exemplo desse tipo de potencial podemos citar os

de caroço super mole (SSC » super soft core) de De Tourreil e Spiung'

e De Tourreil, Rouben. e Sprang(10)

GERAÇÃO

\ / =S

SEGUNDA GERAÇÃO CòO")

tf-T
PAR.TE ATUSTADA

TERCEIRA GERAÇÃO ( ' 7 0 - * 0
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PARIS =
A3ÜSTADA
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REGIÃO

F i o - l i COIMTEODO DlMÂWMCO DOi VARIO* . PoTEMClA»^ N h/ •

II.5. Calculo da parte do potencial NN devida à troca de um pion

Nesta seção calculamos a parte do potencial devida à troca de

um pion (OPEP » "one pion exchange potential"), com o propósito de ilus-

trar os aspectos técnicos do problema. Esse cálculo é desenvolvido em

quatro etapas distintas. A primeira delas (1) consiste em calcular Tic/

a matriz de transição para o processo de espalhamento elástico NN devido

à troca de um pion, tal como o indicado na figura 12. Em seguida, (2)

efetuamos a redução não relatívística do resultado, e a identificamos ao

Fie-J2 . PiAôftAM* c»e FE^MMAM a*ue CO*JT«I &UI AO O P 5 P .

elemento de matriz do potencial no espaço dos momentos. Depois disso,

(3 ) passamos para o espaço de configuração por meio de uma transformada

de Fourier. Por fim, (4) comparamos o resultado com a parametrização ge-

ral do potencial, de modo a identificar as várias contribuições devidas à

troca de um pion.

Começamos o nosso cálculo por algumas considerações cinemáti -

cas. Embora não seja estritamente necessário, convém tomar os nucleons como

sendo partículas livres. Assim, o quadrimomento de um nucleon é dado por

P = ( S , p") ( l i )

onde
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2 • m2 (12)

Se os nucleons são não relativísticos, temos a relação aproximada

E » m -t
(13)

A conservação de momento e energia vale em cada vértice:

r Pi
„ ••- k » ?• '

P"2

0 sistema de centro de massa é caracterizado por nucleons com

•nomentos iguais em módulo,e opostos: p". *-P*2
 e "P*'I = - ? ' 2 - Deste mo-

do, as energias dos dois nucleons são iguais: E. » E« e E ' s £ ' . .

Essas relações, em conjunto com a conservação da energia fazem com que

tenhamos: E. = E_ * E' * E ' . Por isso, podemos escrever

Px » (E, ?)

P2 » (E, -?)

P'L » (E, ?) (15)

p«2 - (£, 4>')

Esta última expressão indica que,'no centro de massa, o pion não transfe-

rs snergia de um núcleon para o outro, apenas momento. Assim, esse pion

teai necessariamente ser virtual, pois ic * n .

etapa 1: cálculo de T c

A matriz de transição relativistica é construída lendo-se o

diagrama da direita para a esquerda e utilizando-se as regras de Feyr.rnar.

dadas na introdução. Fazendo isso, temos uma estrutura do tipo: "lir.r.a

do nucleon 1" vezes "propagador do pion" vezes "linha do nucleon 2":

•" r
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Os termos entre parênteses representam os vértices da interação; note

que existe uma diferença de sinal entre os vértices dos dois nucleons,pO£

que o momento do pion "sái" de um nucleon e "entra" no outro. Como vimos

na introdução, N(p) indica a função de onda do nucleon nos espaços de

spin e isospin: N(p*) = u (pT) ® *£ . Representando por ^ c O o valor

esperado do operador de isospin na linha do nucleon i, temos

•2Tc>i = ? Í

0 cálculo do limite não relativístico de T^ fica mais fácil

quando reescrevemos essa amplitude na notação de duas componentes, onde

as matrizes e spinores de Dirac são expressos em termos de matrizes e

spinores de Pauli. Para fazer isso, tomamos os resultados da

introdução e efetuamos os produtos matriciais. Temos, então

[ü

ÕT. i<T -

O X

X O C-

-O. \L

- 5.

No sistema de centro de.massa, temos

?.7- a.p'SiC 5.p" ]x

A expressão de T^ na notação de duas componentes s obtida

substituindo-se esse resultado na eq (17). Para nós, entretanto, exis~3

mais interesse na expressão não relativística, calculada em seguida.
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etapa 2: redução não relativísticã de T K

0 momento típico de um nucleon preso num núcleo é da ordem

da massa do pion, u _ m/7. Assim, temos \~p\ - Ip*1 | - |k| - \L, E - m.

Usando eese resultados, podemos aproximar a eq (19) por

2 2
onde os termos desprezados são da ordem de n /m - 1/50. 0 fator 2m que

aparece no lado direito dessa equação é um remanescente da normalização re_

lativística, que nos espaços dos momentos é dada por

= 2E C*r>» & (P-

onde o fator 2E é motivado por razões de covarianca. Em mecânica quânti-

ca não relativísticã, por outro lado, os estados são normalizados sem

o fator 2E. Por isso, para passarmos da normalização relativísticã para

a não relativisitica basta dividirmos por 2m, que é limite não relativís-

tico de 2E. Portanto, em termos de estados normalizados não-relativísti-

cameríte, temos a correspondência:

onde cr1'* é resultado do sanduíche de G entre os spinores X* e "^ ,

e referentes ao nucleon i.

Para completar a expressão não relativísticã para a amplitude

de espalhamento NN, é preciso lembrar que, no sistema de centro de massa

k = 0 e o propagador do pion pode ser escrito como

Usando esses resultados na eq (17), temos o correspondente não relativís-

tiCO a Ttr

Esta é a expressão básica para o cálculo de potencial devido à troca de

um pion. Antes de calculá-lo, entretanto, é interessante notar que o ^er
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mo a*^^ nessa expressão representa o vértice do nucleon (i) com o

pion. Portanto, a amplitude tic tem claramente a estrutura "linha do nu-

cleon 1" vezes "propagador do pion" vezes "linha do nucleon 2", só que

agora tudo é escrito em termos de nucleons não relativísticos.

A mecânica quântica não relativistica emprega o conceito de p£

tencial, que está ausente da sua versão relativistica. Não existe, as-

sim, um operador relativístico que possa ser diretamente transformado num

potencial. Por isso, o potencial nucleon-nucleon é definido como sendo

o operador que, empregado na num cálculo não relativístico em aproximação

de Born, produz uma amplitude de espalhamento idêntica àquela derivada a

partir da teoria de campos. 0 potencial NN no espaço dos momentos e

do à troca de um pion é, então,dado por

ip; l v* 15 5> C M«-(*o* í(pi+p-;-p,-?O -be

A função <$ que aparece no lado direito desta expressão traduz apenas

a condição de normalização do estado representando o centro de massa do

sistema, que é uma onda plana.

Em resumo, a expressão para o potencial no espaço dos momentos

e

TÊVP

0 próximo passo consiste em calcular o potencial no espaço de

configuração.

etapa 3: o potencial no espaço de configuração

A expressão do potencial no espaço de configuração e obtida

calculando-se a transformada de Fourier da equação precedente. Fazendo

isso, temos:
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Para efetuar esta integral, é conveniente fazermos a seguinte

mudança de variáveis

TC « (S-fO I Pi-.Qr *

Essa transformação de variáveis é tal que

Assim,temos

J

A integração em q pode ser feita utilizando-se a função <$ /

enquanto que as integrais em "Q* e Q2 produzem funções o
 d as coordenadas

espaciais, uma vez que tx não depende dessas variáveis. Temos, portan-

to:
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* * ? c " 5 " ! 7 5 " ! *

As funções £ asseguram que o potencial somente é não nulo
quando ~r' = rv, e "ri = r?. Usando essa informação na exponencial da in-
tegrando , temos

; F4 | V*. \ n 7v> = ÍCÍ-^O i^-fO Vir CO C33

onde r e a coordenada relativa

e o potencial devido à troca de um pion

Essa integral pode ser facilmente calculada, se utilizarmos a
relação geral

e = c V e ' (3>O
Temos, então

Essa última integral representa apenas a transformada de
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Fourier do propagador do pion, e pode ser calculada da seguinte forma:

ETC

i
-c*rco*e

e

í*r

C2XT

Na última passagem utilizamos o fato de o integrando ser simé-

trico pela troca k—» -k, para extender a integração de - oo a oo . Notan

do que o denominador tem polos em k = I c p e utilizando o teorema de

Cauchy com o contorno da figura 13, temos

Fi& i3>.

TSAiNJS-

&O

mr
or.de U(r) é a famosa função de Yukawa, dada por

(wo)

Utilizando esse resultado na expressão do potencial, temos

v/_ (?) s JL -ÍL £
OÍ ?« 56ív ?«? üco

A íorsia fir.al do co-anciai 3 obíiia eía-ruando-se as derivações
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da função de Yukawa. Para tanto, convém usar o resultado seguinte

^ - T H™' % ̂ * (^ - ̂  ) U»

onde os x são as componentes cartesianas de r* e Ui(r J é dado por

-H**

Para entender a origem da função o que aparece na eq (42), é

preciso lembrar que o propagador do pion é uma função de Green, o mesmo

acontecendo com a função U(r). Esse fato fica claro quando calculamos a

ação do Laplaceano sobre U(r):

Esse resultado é consistente com a eq (42), já que o Laplaceano também

pode ser calculado por

Utilizando a eq (42) na expressão do potencial, temos
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£ ests o faacao QPEP. É interessante nocar que esse potencial

tem um termo tensorial, já que o coeficiente de U-ír) é o operador S-2.

Nas seção seguinte apresentamos as contribuições do OPEP aos vários ca-

nais de spin e isospin.

etapa 4: identificação dos vários canais contidos no OPEP

Para determinar a contribuição do potencial devido à troca de

um pion para os diversos canais de spin e isospin, convém utilizar os op£

radores de projeção dados pela eq (6). Temos, então

Esse resultado pode ser reescrito como

+ 5» (J.CO [- P.* P, - i Pr1 P.1 ]}
Para obter este resultado empregamos a identidade 5itP» = O •

Comparando esse resultado com a parametrizaçao geral do poten-

cial, vemos que a troca de um pion contribui aos potenciais central e

tensor, com pesos variáveis.

As contribuições ao potencial devidas á troca de um pion podem

ser melhor visualizadas na matriz da página , que reproduzimos abaixo.

Ai foram representadas também as contribuições de outros processos dinânU

cos no contexto do modelo OBEP, devidos a trocas de f , uo e 'C* . 0

r
1

1

3

3

5

1

3

I

3

C

x,<r,f,u>

L.S

cr,?, o

c , j 5 , i*>

^ ) > 1 *°

L2 Q

_ .-> -V T "ft

f

T

zero

23T0
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método de cálculo dessas contribuições é totalmente análogo ao que apre-

sentamos no caso do pion, e os resultados podem ser encontrados na literá

tura . É interessante notar que apenas o Tt e o j* contribuem ao poten-

cial tensor, enquanto que o termo'spin-órbita é gerado por várias trocas

de partículas mais pesadas que o pion, o que é consistente com o curto al̂

cance desse termo de potencial.

Nesta seção discutimos aspectos do problema que podem ser con-

siderados como estruturais; os aspectos fenomenológicos associados ao

OPEP serão discutidos na seção seguinte.

II.6. Características qualitativas do OPSP

0 potencial nucleon-nucleon devido à troca de um pion, dado pe_

Ia eq (48), e escrito em termos de operadores de spin e isospin, que mul-

tiplicam a função de Yukawa U(r) e sua derivada U2(r). A função de Yuka-

wa é dada por

(JCO * e"1""/

Um potencial expresso em termos dessa função pode ser entendido como sen-

do composto por um termo *coulombiano", proporcional a l/r, multiplicado por

uma exponencial decrescente e . A taxa de decréscimo dessa expo-

nuncial expressa o alcance da interação e está diretamente ligada à mas-

sa do pion. Se esta fosse maior, o alcance seria menor, e vice-versa. Em

particular, se a massa do píon fosse nula, o seu potencial seria semelhan

te ao eletrostático e teria alcance infinito.

A função U2(r)f por outro lado é associada ao potencial tensor

e dada por

Se a massa do méson tendesse a zero, o seu termo dominante seria propor-

cional a l/r . Isso, associado ao fato de o operador tensorial ter

í= 2, permite-nos pensar no potencial nesse limite como sendo algo aná-

logo ao potencial eletrostático proveniente de uma expansão multipolar

em segunda ordem. Ou então, com muito maior propriedade, a uma interação

entre dois ímãs.

0 pion é a partícula mais leve que pode ser trocada entre dois
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nucleons e ele está, por isso, associado à parte de maior alcance do po -

tencial. Isso fica bastante claro quando inspecionarmos, por exemplo, a

figura 14, onde são mostrados gráficos do potencial central desenvolvido

pelo grupo de Bonn destacando a contribuição do OPEP. a influência da

troca de um pion é mais drástica ainda no caso do potencial tensor, ja

que ele é quase que totalmente devido a este processo, como mostra a figu

ra. Essa ligação estreita entre o pion e o potencial tensor faz com que

todos os efeitos à ele devidos possam ser tomados como evidência do com

portamento daquele méson. Em outras palavras, os efeitos do potencial

tensor constituem a marca registrada do pion e serão discutidos na seção

seguinte. Antes de fazer isso, entretanto, convém mencionar outro proble_

ma, associado ao comportamento do potencial teórico a curtas distâncias.

Na figura 15 mostramos os gráficos das funções U(r) e U2(r),

que divergem para distâncias muito pequenas. Esse comportamento do poten

ciai precisa ser corrigido para que ele possa ser aplicado em cálculos de

propriedades nucleares.

A razão da inadequação do potencial V^ , dado pela eq (48), para pequenas

distâncias é que essa região está fora do domínio de validade das aproxi-

mações empregadas no nosso cálculo. Para ver isso convém lembrarmos que,

na dedução do potencial, os nucleons foram consistentemente tomados como

sendo não relativísticos, sendo seus momentos supostos comparáveis à mas-

sa do pion. Isso permite-nos esperar que a expressão deduzida para V^

seja confiável apenas para distâncias maiores que l/u.. É por isso que,

*a medida em que a distância decresce, o potencial torn±-se progressivamen

te menos realístico.
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0 problema das di3tãncias pequenas é usualmente atacado con o

auxíic de fatores de fonaa oior.-nuci^on, que são introduzicos cora ura pro-

pósito duplo. 0 primeiro ielaâ é pragmático, na medida en que a regular^

~ação do potencial na erigem é~esssn^ial para aplicações reaiísticas. For

exemplo, o comportamento singular do potencial na origem produz nós não

físicos na função de onaa do deuteron . A segunaa rszào para se intr£

duzir fatores ae forma é que nuoiaons têm ie fato uma astrutura interna,

não sencio partículas puntii'omes ou elementares. Ao nível muirôr.ico, es_

ta astrutura corresponda as nuvsa3 mesonicas que envolvem o núclecn e que

pedir, ser sentidas pelo ?icn. caro indica a figura 16. Num nível -nais

fup.cainertal, os fatores ãe forma estão associados ac fato ie um nucleon

ser fcnnado oor Guarks.

ié>

T • i

! i

\ J
, V

- 7 - 1
1
|

O l A S . ^ A M A b 5 COAIT»

í'a figura 15 mostramos alguns cia.jramas c.u3 contribuem para o

f a ^ r de forma pion-r.uclsor. £;,i principle, 23se conjunto de diagracr.as to

deria se.- calculado 3 c fr.íov do í o n a C.st'?rT.inado-eorícamer.te. :.fa pra

:í:a, entretanto, r»s3« tipo de calcula é í-fícll cá ser sz'etuac.c, rer.da

.Tjarcaco Í O : ir.es.'T2IC3. J.r calculi iaâeadc r.iz ruar'.<3, ter iu:."5 laço.

:u.-n*-3e rerraier.-ar caies 33 -sfeiess assocla-ins à :ir..;'sí:::a ia
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distâncias de maneira coletiva, por meio de um eu mais parâmetros ajus-&-

áos fenomenclogicamente.

Os fatores de forma podei» ser introduzidos r.o potencial toman

do as constantes de aceplamento "tAJ dependentes do quacrimomento do pior.

Esse procedimento corresponder no espaço de configuração, a atriboir cm vo

lume ao nucleor. Assim, a introdução des fatores de forma pede sar efe

tuada por meio ia operação

onde a função &(**) deve ser tal que 0(^0 — i- / ce modo que o valor ex-

perimental da constante de accplanento seja recuperado para pions na cama

da áe massa. Uma forma comumente adotada para a função <3(**) e'

(«O

onde A é c fator fenomenologico que representa ie modo efetivo a dmânú

ca associada ao tamanho do r.ucleon. Evidentemente os fatores de forma

devem ser introduzidos nu potencial no espaço de momentos, ou seja, na

eq (26). Fazendo isso, e .-eoetindo rodas as operações que levaram a Vir ,

cbtemos uma nova expressão com a mesma estrutura matemática:

Esta expressão difere iaquela correspor.csnte a nucieons pun-

tuais pela forma das funçces lKr;/S*) , Uivr»'^^ e (^(r;^^ . A funçãc

U(r;A), por exemplo, é dada peia transformada de 7ourier cio propagador do

pion multiplicado pelo quadrado da função &(**), que representa o fator

de forma:

Olhando ossa *xpr93são sede-ss v»r que o fator -i-? forma, r-spre
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sentado pelo termo ^(A'-p*} / ( S1**?} J , modifica pouco o integrando

para pequenos valores de k, como mostra a figura 17, fazendo com que

U(r;A) seja pouco diferente de U(r) para distâncias grandes. Por cutro

lado, para momentos altos, a ínfluêcia do fator de forma tende a ser gran

de e no sentido de diminuir o valor do integrando. Isso significa que

ele pode modificar substancialmente o potencial em regiões corresponden -

tes a distâncias pequenas.

•30

?ION MO

M0MEMTOÍ», COM, (_

( "̂

t i o

)

Os cálculos explícitos de U(r; A ) e U2(r:A) não apresentem ma

iores dificuldades e produzem os seguintes resultados:

-Hr

jjr

-Ar

a
A1 sO

.-Hp

Os gráficos dessas funções para o valor realístico ^ = is H

são moscrad>3S na figura 15, em linhas pcntilhadas. Esses gráficos deixam

claro que, no presente problema, a função do fator de forma é moderar o

comportamento do pocer.cial a pequenas distâncias 3em, no entanto, influir

na sua forma a distancias grance3.

A f'Xi(:ãc G(r;A);que também entra na expressão do potencial/ é

dada pela transformada de Fourier do fator de forma: ,c~>
' 3'

-H"-
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Para completar esta discussão sobre o fator de forma, é inta -

ressante notar que. formalmente, ele pode ser eliminado do problema " •-

mando-se o limite A~*<x> . Nesse caso, existem as correspondências:

U(rr CO ) » U(r)

U2(r; CO) - U2(r) C^.-

G(?;oo) = If Í*C")

Esta última relação é uma indicação que a função 6C^) tem al-

cance curto e sua influência fica circunscrita ao interior do nucleon.Pcr

Í33O costuma-se jogar fora este termo do potencial.

Com isto terminamos o estudo das características do potencial

devido à troca de um pion nos espaços de configuração, spin e isospin. Pji

ra encerrar esta seção, falta apenas discutirmos a intensidade potencial,

que é determinada pelo fatcr

Algumas vezes a combinação f (̂  ̂  fZ>m ̂/l/nTC ' 1 e representada por í";

neste caso teríamos Cir=. ̂ 1|J«

0 coeficiente C^ tem dimensão ds energia e é importante ro-

tar que todos os parâmetros que o compõem podem ser medidos independen:'-

mente. Deste medo, a intensidade do potencial é totalmente fixada j,e

cálculo teórico. Usando oa valores médios experimentais m = (m + m , -
fi iP n

» 938.93 MeV, ,i = (m,-*.* m-j-* m^/3 = 13S.02 MeV e g a 13.39V* , obterne

f2 a 0.0771

CT = 10.640 MeV.

II.7. 0 oíon e o dêuceror.

A troca de um plon é o procasso mais simples que contribui

à força nuclear, s c dêuteron é o núcleo rrai3 3í.-npies. Existem algumas

3ituações sm que esses dais tipos de simplicidade conspiram, cs modo que

algumas propriedades do diuteron podem ser tonadas como evidência quas?

que direta da existência do ?icn.
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O dêuteron é ura sistema próton-neutron de mcmenõo angular tc-

tal J = I e isospin zero, várias das suas propriedades são observáveis
- (13)experimentalmente e conhecidas com grande precisão : a energia de liga

ção £ , (6 = 2.24579 (9} MeV), o momento de quadrupolo Q

(0 = 0.28590 (3)), o monento magnético n (n = 0.857406 (1) n.m.), a norrrui

lização assinr:ótica da onda S, A S (A S = 0.8302 (20)) 3 a razão assintóti -

ca das ondas D e 5, «£ C? = 0.0271(4)).

A função de onda do dêuteron pode ser escrita como

sendo ? o auto-valor de J3, u(r) a compcnen-ce radial da onda S ( Z = 0) e

w(r), a da onda D (fl = 2). A função de onda de isospin foi incluida por

completeza mas, em geral, ela é apenas subentendida.

Guando essa função de onda é substituida na equação de

Schredinger, obtemos o seguinte sistema de equações acopladas

ü" - m Vc j U a \/r

W =
31

u

onde ex = V'vn~

Quando esse sistania de equações é resolvido para um potancia-
(O)

realistico, tal como o S3OC de De Tourrsil e Sprung^' , a normalização

da onda 3 é S4.5% e a da onda D é 5.5#. Isso significa que, num 3enttdc.

a onda D é bastante menor que a onda S. Por outro lado, isso não iuer

dizer que os efeitos da onda D 3eja.i» pouco importantes: muito ao contrá-

rio, como veremos a seguir.

A forma da onda 0 é determinada pela eq (34), onde o lado di-

reito tem o papel de uma fonte. As3im, podemos pensar na enda D zotr.c

sendo gerada pela ação de potencial tensor sobre u(r). Esse potencial,c?

mo vimos anteriormente, pode quase que exclusivamente ser atribuide à tr ;

ca de pions. Por isso, os efetx;o3 físicos que dependem crucialmente ca

onda D podeii ser tomados corno resultantes de processos piônic^s.

Um dos efeitos do dêuteron direcamence associados à onda D -í

a sua própria lijaçio. Come já foi mencionado anceriormente, o potenciá.

central precisaria ser tre3 vezes mais fort3 para, sem o potencial tensor,
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produzir um estado ligado com os números quânticos do dêuteron. Esse pa-

pel do potencial tensor também pode ser evidenciado substituindo-se ^l-

potencial SSCC , por exemplo, o potencial tensor fenômenológico pela

expressão parametrizada em termos de fator de forma, dada peia eq (53).

Essa expressão anula-sa, por construção, para A = a. ?cr outro lado, a

energia de ligação do deuteron pode ser reproduzida se somarmos

A. - 5.73|i. Assim, o efeito do potencial tensor pode ser avaliado des-

ligando-c gradualmente, por meio de uma variação contínua de A . Recen-

temente foi feito tal tipo de estudo, tendo-se constatado que o dêute

ron se desliga definitivamente para valores de A. menores que 4.28M.. N a

31 '
figura 15, onde mostramos o potencial V^ para esses dois valores de A,e

possível ver que o potencial tenser ainda é bastante grande quando o dêu

teron se desliga.

A principal evidência da existância da onda D do diutaron é ba

seada nc seu momenxo de quacirupolo Q, que é dado por

JLC C65)

2 _

A presença do fator r nos integr&ndcs desta expressão faz com que a3

integrais sejam fertamente influenciadas pelas partes das funções de on-

da mais distantes da origem que, por sua vez, são mais influenciadas pe-

lo OPEP. A extensão dessa influência sobrs Q pode 3er avaliada na

1, baseada em resultados de Ericson e Rosa-Cloi;v"

Tabela 1: influência do OPEP sobre o momento de quadrupoio do dêutaron

valor experimentai j contribuição do CPEP

p 0.2359 + 0 . 1 % 0 .277

Um outre observável diretamente dependente da parte tensoríal

ao OPEP (i o quociente da3 normalizações assintóticas das í"unçces de onda.

D e S 'io dêureron. Pira valores muito grandes de r, temes

- «r

wco Ao (̂ ~̂

0 quocients A«/As é asualmante denotado por ̂  e sua :uase que to~al deoen

dência do OFE? é mostrada na tabela 2 também baseada nos trabalhes ce

-rieson e Rcsa-Jlc ( 14)
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Tabela 2: influência de OPEP sobre o quociente das normaliza-

ções assintóticas das ondas D a S do deuteron.

?

valor experimental

0.0271 + (poucos %)

oon t r ibu ição do OPEP

0.02762

II.8. Conclusão

Discutimos aqui algumas das propriedades importantes da inters

ção NN, e procuramos mostrar que ela pode ser compreendida em termos --

trocas de mésons. É importante notar que assa compreensão não se restr.£

ge apenas aos aspectos qualitativos do problema mas}também, 3 em grance

medida quantitativa e precisa. Es3e sucesso é fru-co de um programa ie

pesquisa com meio século de duração e nos dá confiança que é possível cies

crever as partes de .lengo e médio alcance da interação em termos de tro-

cas de mésons.

Atualmente, acrsdita-sj quo nucleons e mésons sejam formado i:

por quarks. Una descrição da interação NN em termos de trocas ás mescr.•;

pode, por is3o, ser vista como uma representação efativa de um processe

mais fundamental. A qualidade de3sa descrição, entretanto, faz com que

qualquer abordagem em termos fundamentais deva ser conpatível com ela.
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III. CORRENTES MESÔNICAS DE TROCA

III.1. Introdução

As correntes mesônicas de troca manifestara-se quando us sii

de nuclaons é testado por meio de uma partícula externa, qus serve

uma espécie de "sonda". Tomemos, por exemplo, um dêuteron, ond* U M pro-

ton e um neutron interagem trocando mésons. Quando uma partícula, t»i

como um fóton ou ura píon, é atirada sobre tal sistema, é tanto possiv»!

que ela atinja um dos nucieons como um méson em voo,puo vértice d* ir.rera

çao méson-núcleon. Esses dois últimos processos correspondem às corren-

tes mescnicas de troca, também conhecidas por MEC ("mescn exchange

currents").

Como mencionamos na introdução, existem situações era :jv:e as

MEC são determinantes, enquanto que em outras elas são responsáveis per

correções da ordem de 109É. Nos, aqui, vamos discutir em algum detalhe

a contribuição das MEC para a «^etrodesintegração de dsuteron, de aedo a

produzir um sentimento acerca das tecnicalidades do problema. Em segui-

da, apenas mencionaremos, a titulo de exemplo, alguns cutres processes cn

de as MEC desenpenham papéis importantes.

III.2. Eietrodesintegração de dêuteron (gd~-»pn)

A eletrcdssintegração do dêuteron corresponde ac prccs3so on-

de ele s quebrado por meie de um fóton, que pode ser real ou virtual. Fç_

tons reais costumam ser produzidos por "bremstrahlung", enquanto que fó-

tor.s virtuais aparecem quando uma partícula carregada passa por per So <3o

dêuteron. Em geral, usa-sa o espalhamento de elétrons para se estudar a

resposta de dêuteron a fótons virtuais. Tais processos estão indicados na

figura 1.

e Cb")
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Qualquer que seja a natureza do fó^on, ele vai sondar a dist:

buição de carga no interior do deuteror.. Conto assa carga pode es~ar par_

da ou em movimento , podemos falar em densidades de carga (?) e de cor-

rente Cf). Na relatividade essas duas densidades são reunidas numa lúni-

ca, a quadricorrente j* = (?, T) • No caso quântico essa quadricorrence é

associada a um operador j*1, e as distribuições de carga e corrente rele-

vantes à eletrodesintegraçüo são dadas pelo valor esperado desse operador

entre as funções de onda do dêuteron e dos dois nuclecns. Chamando AH tal valor espera.-

do, temos

onde tyd. e l̂ pn são, respectivamente, as funções de onda do dêutercn s

dos dois nucleons livres. Nessa expressão "r* é a coordenada relativa dcs

dois nuclsons, enquanto que R e "R1 representam as coordenadas dos cen-

tros de massa dcs sistemas inicial e final. Numa linguagem de diagrams..

de Feyranan, j*1 representaria o vértice "Sd-pn da figura 1, snquanto qu-.,

A** está associado àquele vértice, acoplado às "pernas" do dêuteron, pho-

ton e nucleon.

Na amplitude que descreve a eletrocesintegraçlo do dêuteron,as

partes associadas ao 0 (fig.Ia) ou ao í e elétron (fi3.1b) são extrema-

mente ben ccnheciâas. Por isso, o proolema consiste em se determinar c;

£ dado pela eq (1). Nessa equação, as funções de onda ^a. e ^r-n podem

ser calculadas por meio de soluções numéricas precisas c?a equação de

SchrBdinger. Deste modo, tucio fica determinado quando se conhece o oper_

dor 3*.
0 operador 3^ descreve as interações eletromagnéticas com

sistema de dois nucleons e e3tá associado às classes de diagramas mostra-

das na figura 2. A figura 2a representa a inieração de impulse, onde o

fóton interage com aners vm co^ nucieons. Por isse, a contribuição desse

tipo de diagrama para 3^ dependa apenas Ca ccordenaca desse r.uclson e é

portanto, um operador de um corpo. A figura 2b descreve a interação do

fóton com um píon em /oo entre os dois nucleons, enquanto que a figura 2c

corresponde à interação do fóton com o vértice pion-nucleon, e é tão im-

portante quanto a anterior. Zssas duas figuras estão associadas & situs

çoes que envolvem dois nucleons de uma só vez e produzem operadores c

daíg eorn^a.

VC
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Temos, assim:

U>

onde o número entre parênteses indica o número de corpos em que o opera-
dor age. Lembrando que a carga do neutron é nula, mas o seu moaent©aa£
nético não o é, podemos escrever

] / , \ = 3_ +• 3— *(3/
v i) p -n

Discutiremos, a seguir, as estruturas dos operadores 3/'1«j e 3^o)* Antas
de fazer isso, entretanto, é preciso notar que a caractarística Reis im-
portante da carga elétrica é que ela á conservada. Matematicamente, esse
fato é descrito pela equação da continuidade para j:

•

Na mecânica quântica, qualquer operador com pretensão de representar a
corrent-s elétrica deve também obedecer tal condição. No espaço cies aomen
tos, ende trabalharemos, a equação da conti.nuids.da ,é dada simpiesaaeiate çe
Io produto escalar enire q}1, o quadrimomento do fóton, e a quadricorrente

- o operador

Para construir o operador não relativístico 3("-,). partimos ío
elemento de matriz da quadriserrente relativística, denotada por 3f,,, ;r.

Vi; —

tre estados de um núcleon. E33e operador 3*7*^ nada mais é do que o vér~_i
se da interação fóton-nucleon apresentado no quadro do capítulo I. Temos,
portanto

.<?' | 7% ) F> - ü [KCV) Z* - rz(f) Í C"^, ] U
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onde q é o quadrimomento do fóton e F. e F2 são cs fatores de fcrma ele-

tromagnéticos dos núcleons, conhecidos empiricamènte e obedecendo as se-

guintes condições

próton

?1 (0) = e

Fo (0) = "
neutron T

231

(0) = 0

(O) ,
2m

Para mostrar que o elemento de matriz dado pela eq (5) é ccr-

servado, multiplicamos os seus dois lados por q

0 termo proporcional a F2 anula-se automaticamente, porque <X é um ten-

sor antissimétrico. Para o termo proporcional a F., precisamos lembrar

que q, o momento do fóton, é dadc por

• P' - P (9)

Usando essa relação e a equação de Dirac, ternos

0 operador 37.» é obtido a partir da redução não relativística

da eq (6), que é dada por

02)

03 fatores 2m que multiplicam essas expressões são simplesmen-

te a normalização relativística e podem ser eliminadcs. ?or .outro lado,

cs operadoras não reiativíst.lcos que buscamos são os "recheios" 103 san-

duienes entre spír.or^s de ?auli, ou seja, os termos entre as chavss. Te-

mos então
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Usando os valores dos fatores de forma dados pelas eqs (7), po

demos escrever

= fe

Inspecionando os resultados para o prótcn, podemos ter uma i-

diia do significado desses operadores. Assim, ?<_*•) é simplesmente a car

ga do próton. Quando esse resultado é substituído r.a eq (1), percebe:ncs

que a densidade de carga relevante à eletroaesintegraçãc é si.uolesnente •••*

prcduto da densidade de matéria multiplicada pela carga do prótcn. 0 ope_

rador^T.-x, por oacro lado, é compc3to per doi3 termos: o primeiro repre_

senta a corrente associada ao movimento de próton, enquanto que o segundo

é devido ao seu 3pin.

Exercício 1: deduza as -equações (11) e (12) a partir da equação (6),usan

do os spinores e matrizes de Dirão dado3 r.o capitule I.

- o operador 3^ 2)
:

0 cálculo cio operador c.uacricor:-ente para doij corpos é feit:

a partir da interação de um íóton ocm um aiste.ua de doi3 nucLeo.is livres,

Como no case antarí.or, c procedimento consiste no cálculo da amplitude r<
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lativistica, seguida da sua redução não-relatívistica, de onde SJ extr

o operador desejado. Mui.tos diagramas contribuem para tal processo, a.

guns dos quais estão indicados na figura. 3. Nós,aqui,vamos considerar 2-

penas os dois primeiros diagramas.

\

MEC

' - 7 ,
Vi

\

i

1
i
1
1

\

Cb) Ce)

Ai

Usando as regras de Feynman dadas no capitulo I, obtemos as

seguintes expressões para os diagramas a e b, da figura 3.

U

~ e [a[a/»,

Estas expressões são os análogos de cois corpos s. eq (6).

in^eressanta notar nas eqs. (17) e fia) « estrutura (vírtioe cio núole:n
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x [termo piôniccj x [vértice do núcleon 2]. Existem dois propagadores

piônicos na eq (17) e apenas um em cada termo da eq (18).

As correntes eletromagnéticas de dois corpos também devem

ser conservadas. Calculando-se os produtos escalares dessas duas ampli-.u

des com q*1, o quadrincmento do fótcn. obternos resultados não nulos:

5

,

.1 i t " / 5 s U J
1/ '* LA* • *•

V

Esses resultaccs ng.o são incompatíveis cem a idéia de conserva

ção da carga, já cue as condições dela decorrentes reíererr.-se ã amplituda

total, e não às suas contribuições individuais. Neste case, se somarmes

às correntes dadas Delas eqs. (i7 e 18) aquela proveniente do diagrama c,

acontecem cancelamentos e obternos uma grandeza conservada. S.-n outras pa-

lavras,

R KI % ( Í W ft,.* * tA.o Vi R R > = o , »o

embora cada termo individual da soma 3eja nlo nulo.

Zsse cipó de cancelamento entre diferentes contribuições a

um dado processo decorre da invaríança de gauge das interações eletromag-

néticas. Sua conseqüência rrai3 importar.:e 4 que, em interações cem íc-

tons, é preciso sampre ss ter o cuidado ds levar en consid-rs^ção as famí-

lias ce diagramas que garantar. a conservarão dia corrente. Ne presente cá
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so, os diagramas a, b e c formam uma única família.

No cálculo do operador 3?2, associado à .MEC, por outro lado

nós inciuimos cs diagramas a e b, nas excluímos o diagrna c. Esse proc£

diicento pode parecer antagônico cem o que foi cito anteriormente, mas a-

contece exatamente o contrário. 0 -nocivo é o seguinte: esse diagrama pc_

de ser entendido como uma interação de impulso seguida da troca de un

pion. Quando as coisas são encaradas deste modo, nota-se que este proces-

so já foi incluído na contriouição co operador de ura corpo: a interaçã

do fóton corresponde a 3Ír\\ e a troca de um pion corresponde a uma partr

do potencial, que no cálculo está embutida na função de onda. via equaçlo

de SchrSdinger. Esta situação exibe uma característica conceituai muito

importante das correntes de troca.

A discussão precedente chama a atenção para c fato de cue, ?n

vez de ser apenas uma correção à aproximação de impulso, as MEC são nec?£

sárias para que processos envolvendo nuclaons ligados sejam compatíveis

com a sínetria de gauge das interações eletromagnéticas. A aproximaçlc

de impulso corresponde a. uma corrente censervaca sara um nuclecn livre.

Para um nucleün ligade, entretanto, isse não ocerre. pois a ir.t*raçãc elt.

tromagnética corresponde àquela cor?, um nucleon maí3 o case sm que esta è

seguida da troca de um pion. Este terme extra, presente quando o nucleon

é ligado, não á conservado isoladamente. Isso somente ocorre quando ele

é complementado iíelas correntes de troca; só então a simetria é restaura-

da.

Depois dssta incursão pelo munac das 3imetrias, vo.Ttaiacs oi^

culo cas M2C propriamente ditas. Tomando c limite não-relativís:icc das

eqs. (l*7) e (18), obtemos os operadores de dois corpos correspondentes às

eqs. (12) >i (13)

Come anteriormente, o fatox* 4m ' é identificado à r.cnnaiizaçlo

raiatívÍJCica de dois núcleons, 3 o operador áe dois corporj a se? utiliza

do na slecrodesincegração do dâuteron é dado pelo tarrr.o er.tr̂  os sciicres-

áe Pauli. A33lm
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<r

Um aspecto interessante das MEC é que, na aproximação não rela

tivistica considerada, elas não contribuem à densidade de carga, fazen-

do-o apenas à corrente elétrica.

Para completar o cálculo cia amplitude do processo &d.-*f>V oas

ta apenas substituir os operadores de um e dois corpos, dados pelas eqs.

(15), (16) e (24) na eq (1). Se fizermos isso e somarmos sobre todos os

estados finais do sistema fornado pelo proton a neutron livres, obteremos

um resultado onde a contribuição das MEC estará fortemente misturada à

contr.ibuição da aproximação de i:npul3o, de modo que fica difícil distin-

guir a fcrma da sua contribuição. Por issc, para se evidenciar mais cia

ramente a contribuição das MEC, é conveniente selecionar apenas cs canais

do estado final onde esses efeitos são importantes.

Num trabalho recente, por exemplo, Mathiot^ ' estudou a eletro

desintegração de dêuteror- para o caso em que o pró con e neutron finals e£

tão numa onda 3 e seu3 resultados pa.-?a a seção de choque diferencial são

mostrados na figira 4, onde é possível ver que um acordo satisfatório com

a experiência semente pode ser obtido quando à contribuição da aproxima-

ção de impulso é adicionar.da a contribuição das correntes de troca.

IÔ. h
Ã PO

PfZÓXI/VSO
&O L IMIAR.^
AS LÊ^e^CAl DAS

O 6
Pi(S.2.

•0 1i
• • i . • , , i • • • W , , , . M

\ ••

20 25 20
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III.3. Cutros processos

A discussão da seção anterior deve ter deixado claro que, no

caso do processo 3d—•on, as correntes de trcca desempenham um papel bas_

tante importante. Para completai- a discussão ias MEC. vamos mencionar bre

vemente alguns oucros processos onde é possível santir sua influência.

A reação tfd —••ppTt", por exemplo, pede ser compreendida por
(O)

meio de três classes de diagramas , indicadas na figura 5. 0 primeirc

diagrama descreve a produção do pion num único nucleon, o segundo o reesp<_

\

bzi'wcC

5. DíAófcAMA» C«*• 'A»AAITE*, A/A ££AyÂo tí d -* p p TC"" : a')
SE IMPULSO ; b j Rees ^Ai.MAM5MTc ÇO PlOAi; c) úoaOÊArrg^ C6

lhamento do pion, enquanto que o terceiro está relacionado à dupla foto-

produção de pions. Selecionandô-ss convenientemente a cinema;.!ca de pro-

blema, é possiível encontrarmos uma situação onda apenas os efeitos do

terceiro diagrama (fig. 5c) sejam dominantes, como 3 mostrado na fig.6.
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As correntes mesônicas de troca podem também influenciar

o comprimento ce espalhamento pion-dêuteron. Por exemplo, um estudo eu-

fizemos sobre as correntes piônicas mostrou que sua contribuição a

CLird. é 0.0035 |i , sendo o resultado experimental dado por'
-1

"Would you tell me, please, which way I
ought to go from here?"

"That depends a good deal on where
you want to get to," said the Cat.

"I Jcn't much care where—" said
Alice.

"Then it doesn't matter which way you
go," said ths Cat.

"—so long as I get somewhere/' Alice
added as an explanation.

"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the
Cat, "if you only walk long enough."
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IV. POTENCIAIS DE MUITOS CORPOS

Cálculos precisos das propriedades de sistemas de poucos cor-

pos mostram que elas não podem ser inteiramente atribuidas à interação nu

cleon-nucleon. De fato, estudos da energia de ligação do Srítio mostram

que várias técnicas de cálculo empegando diferentes forças rç-aiísti::as de

dois corpos levam a resultados que discordam sistematicamente dos valores

experimentais. Na tabela 1 podem ser encontrados alguns exemplos. Esse

multiplicidade de resultados convergentes motivou o estudo ias contribui-

ções dos potenciais de três corpos às propriedades dos trinucleons.

Taoela 1. Alguns resultados teóricos oara a energia ae ligação do tri-

tio; todos os valores em MeV

experimento

8.48

teoria

7.23

7.35

7.24

"7.56

6.80

7.02

6.98

7.53

potencial NN

• Reid (SC; í l 5

-Jteid (SC) ( 1 )

P a r i s ( 2 )

Argonne

Reid ( 5 C ) ( 1 )

Reid ( 3 C ) 1 1 '

SSCC^4)

Fadeev (18)

Fadeev (34)

Fadeev (18)

Var. Monte Cario

Fadeev ( i 8 ;

Fadeev

Fadeev (5)

referência

c
o

i

6

7

8

9 '

10

Em geral, as forças de muitos corpos de maior alcance 3ao ^

Ias devidas à troca de pion.3. Num sistema cie quatro corpos, tal como a

partícula^, por exemplo, essas forcas são o resultado ds interações pr£

prias entre dois. tre3 ou quatro nucieon3. Por interações próprias refe-

rimo-nes a precessos em que não existem nucleons intermediários se propa-

gando para a frente no tempo, de modo a se evirar a oontagem dupla de

OPEP. A33im, o potencial de três nucleons devido à troca de dois pions

(TITCE - 3NP-*"two pien exchange three-nucleon potential") corresponde ao

processo representado na fig. la, onde o pion virtual emitido oor um dos

nucleons é reespalhado per um outro antes de ser absorvido pelo tercei-

Mo caso do Cri tio, a importância qualitativa aa TtTCE-3N? pode

ser avaliada 3studando-3e os ssndüiches do3 potenciais de dois e três

corpo3 entra o estado cie or.d£ 3, que é responsável per ns.i5 ce 90% ca fun

ção ds enca total. Tal estudo pods ser -.feito por maio de curvas ecuipc-
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MO

TTTTE-3A'P

tenciais^ 1 4 , obtidas fixando-se dois nucleons e variar.co-se a posiçãc

do terceiro. Essas equipoSenciais são simétricas por rotação em relação

ao eixo determinado pelos deis nucleons fixos e por reflexão em relação ao

piano equidistante deles; por isso, a representação de um dos quadran"fes

determina todo o mapa energético ao sistema. Dois desses mapas equipotren

ciais são mostrados na fig. 2, sendo um deles referente apenas ao poten-

cial de dois corpos e o outro ao efeito conjunto dos potenciais de dois

e três corpos^ ̂ A comparação entre essas duas figuras permite oon~

10.

: AL.
EM

oljir que os efeisos da força de trs3 corpos ooien s^r significativos, no

presente caso tendendo a aumentar a atração entrs cs três nucleons. 0 oa

rater atrativo da ftCE-3N? é csr.firmado por cáioulO3 ia energia da liga-
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ção do trítio . onde se mostra que esse potencial de três corpos son-

cribui com-valores em torno de 1.5 MeV, sendo compatível, portanto. com

os dados experimentais. É importante ressaltar, entretanto, que tais re-

sultados incorporam algumas incertezas, relacionadas principalmente aos

fatores de forma píon-nucleon , e precisam ser aperfeiçoados antes de

permitir conclusões definitivas.

finalmente, convém mencionar a existência de estudos sobre po-

tenciais de quatro corpos devidos à troca de píons . Estimativas rudi^

mentares sugerem que os efeitos de tais potenciais devem ser da ordem de

10% daqueles devidos ao 1CTCE-3NP que, por sua vez, são da ordem de 10%

daqueles devidos ao OPE?.

.Mies soeba com o r i
Vermelho, que está sonhando co: í
ela,ealguéaaadvertedequese o
rei despertar, ela se apaesré corto
uma vela, porque não ê mais co
qoe uzn soai» do rei que ela es.á
sonhando.

JOBCiLUtSBOBGE.

V /

# « V
'ftV-J?'--A-S

MgMO! NSM.
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SUMMARY

Neutrino confinement is -axpected to occur in the core of

highly evolved stars, leading to the formation of a degenerate

neutrino gas. The main neutrino sources are briefly reviewed

and the neutrino processes relevant to the neutrino opacity

in the stellar matter are discussed. Implications for the

equation of state of neutrino-trapped matter are examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that massive stars (8 to 12

solar nas3es) evolve gradually as heavier and heavier nuclei

are produced and then consumed in a chain of thermonuclear

reactions. This leads ultimately to the build up of a cora

composed by essentially iron-group nuclei. After the thenro-

-nuclear fuel is completely exhausted, the core can counter-

balance no longer the gravitational force and goes into collapse.

The resulting implosion leads to a very dense collapsing core,

providing the proper scenario for the neutrino ccnfinamant.

Before discussing the neutrino trapping, let us recall

what tha current stellar collapse theory has to 3c.y about the

last stage of the stellar evolution. It is assumed tliab the iron

core implodes to densities above that of nuclear matter, wnere

the collapse halts and a bounce forms a wave shock which

propatjats3 int.") che infailing envelcpe. Then, the fats of -she

star nay ba either continued collapse co a blac* hcle or a

supernova explosion. In this later case, the envelops is ojected

and a dense core is lef; a<3 remnant of che cata3-trc.ph.ic d'sad of
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tha star. If the core ness is below the critical mass (aroana 2

solar masses),a neutron star is formed as remnant of the supernova

explosion. Otherwise, the core goes on to collapse into a black

hoie.

Neutrinos are produced copiously in the stars (from

hereafter, neutrinos mean electron-type neutrinos only). As they

have no mass (mv < 46 eV), no charge and interact only via weak

forces, the cross section of any reaction involving neutrino is

—44 2of order of GQ - 1.7*10 cm (compare this with the cross

section of typical nuclear reactions, whicn is of order of some

irilibarns). In consequence, in the xuosz. of the stars, the

neutrinos usually escape freely, without interacting with the

natter. This means that they can carry very clean information

from the central part of the stars to the cutside.

However, the situation may change drastically in the

later stages of 3cellar evolution. Tha density in these 3tage

turns ouc very high and the neutrinos can flow away aomore

freely, 'secause the manter becomes opaque tc neutrinos.

In order to clarify how ths neutrinos can be trapped

inside the stare, let us calculate the ratio neutrino mean free

path \ ever star radius R, which is the relevant quantity in

the discussion of the neutrino confinement.

Assessing the neutrino-electron scattering to be the

unique source of neutrino opacity, X can ba estima-ed using

the conventional V-A acta decay -theory fcr simplicity. In fact,

Bahcall (1) computad the cross saction of this ?roc»3s and,

after simple algebra, one gets

a i 5 2 (f-r (D

where y , * and fl are the mean moi.ecal.ar weight per elec-rcn,

che neutrino anergy in units of 3 IW-.nm rest energy arc the s^

, -eocectiveLy. The symbol 3 i3no-:es solar quantises, r.n



Table I, ve list the values of central density, radius, mass and

X/R for three different stars,namely, the Sun, whits dwarf and

neutron star.

Star

Sun

White
Dwarf

Neutron
; Star

Central
Density
(q cia~3)

•*, io2

•v 10 6

- 1 Ü 1 4

Radius
(cm)

7 x i o 1 0

^ 10 8

% 1 0 s

"Mass

1

-u 1

•v 1

\ / R

109/o

10 3 /M

1/co

TABL2 I: Values of A/R for three different stars.

The values of X/R were obtained from Eq. \i) t

assuming v- = 1 and a » 1. We can see that the Sun is comple-

tely transparent to the neutrino, in the sense that a neutrino

once produced in the center of the Sun has a probability around

10 (for m ^ 10) ' of being scattered befora to escape from

the solar surface. In the vhite dwarf, the neutrincs still escape

freely from the star, in spite of a drastically reduction in

the value of X/R, in comparison with that of the Sun. However,

in neutron stc.r3, \/R nay be vary small and in thi3 case the

neutrino will be confined.

Therefore, according to this rough estimate, the neutron

star or equivalent stellar configuration, like collapsing stelar

matter, seems tj be the onxy astropHysical .site fcr tliu neutrino

confinement.

Of course, t'MS. nautrino will not be confined forever.

After a nautrino has scattered, absorbed and reecittcd many tiacs,

it ultimately «scapas frcra the icax.- but the process takes longer

than the remaining stages of the collapse.
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II. NEUTRINO SOURCES

In this Seerion, we will discuss the main neutrino

sources in the stars. In general, neutrinos are found in every

stage of the stellar evolution. In the first stages, as mentioned

in the Introduction, the neutrino escapes unscattered from the

star, so that it plays an important role in the stellar cooling

processes, carrying more and more energy to the outside. In the

latest stages,however, other neutrino processes are activated

and the central role of neutrinos shifts to the implosion and/or

explosion of the stellar cores, including the confinement proces3.

Let us now recall the main sources of neutrinos in the

first stage of stsllar evolution, namely, tlie main sequenca

stage. For more details, see Ref. 2. In this stage, the hydrogen

is burned according with the following reactions:

p+p + O+o + v

D+p •*• "Ee + Y

3He+3He * 4Ho+2p .

The net result i3 the transformatior: of 4 protons into

helium and this chain of ra&ctior"? Í3 known as the ppl chain.
4

But, when He is abundant enough, we have:

3He+4He * 7Ba + y

7Be+e •»• 7Li + ve

7Li+p * 2 4Hc

rhi-j is refered as ppll chain, in other alternative way is 'Be

to capture a pro-ion, i.e..

7Be+p -•• 8B + Y

8B - 8Be + e+ + va

8Be - 2 4Ee



which is the ppIII chain.

If heavier, elements are present, the CNO cycle may

occur:

12C

13N

13C

14N

150

15N

+ P -

- 1 3 C

+ p -

+ P *

* 1 5 N

+ p -

13N

+ eH

14N
15o

+

+

+

+ e +n

12C +

Y

Y

Y

h

4

V

V

He

The next step of thermonuclear burnings is the helium

burning and the stars in this stage are called red giants. The

electron gas in the core of a red giant (p t> 10 g/cm ,

T ^ 10 K) forms a relativistic degenerate plasma.In this case,

high frequency photons may appear to have rest mass and then

decay into neutrino-antineutrino pair, i.e.r

Yplasmon •*• v + v

This process is known as plasmon decay.

After the helium burning, heavier nuclei are burned,

like carbon, oxigen and sylicon, characterizing the stage of

supergiant stars. In this phase, the core temperature is very

high (T i 10 K) and the annihilation process, i.e.,

* •*• + + •* + " "

becomes an efficient neutrino source. For details, see Hef. 3.

In this stage, another neutrino source is the well-

-known Urea process, proposed in 1941 by Gamow and Schoenberg

(4). They combined two weak processes,

(2,A) •»••-»• (Z-1,A) + v

(Z-1,A) * (Z,A) +• e + vT



where (Z,A) denotes the nucleus with Z protons and A-Z neutrons,

so that the net result of the Urea process is the energy loss by

neutrino emission. In fact, the Urea process was shown to be a

very effective stellar cooling process.

Urea ? Yes, Urea is exactly the name of the Sugar

Loaf site in Rio de Janeiro. It is told that, when Gamow in

his visit to Rio de Janeiro, was led by Schoenberg to the former

Cassino da Urea for gambling. So, quite probably after a couple

hours of unlucky results, they realized that they was loosing

money in the Cassino in the exactly same way the stars loose

energy in those two above combined reactions.

Finally, we discuss in the following the most effective

process of neutrino production. It is the electron capture and

the scenario are the highly evolved stars (pre-supernovae).

In these stars, the nuclear fuel was completely

depleted by thermonuclear reactions and the star is left basi-

cally with a core, formed by Fe nuclei, and with a hydrogen-

-rich envelope.

The core matter is formed by ionized nuclei, free

neutrons and protons and a sea of relativistic degenerate

electron gas. If the electron Fermi energy is high enough,which
g 3

occurs for densities p > 10 g/cm , the nuclei may capture

electrons, i.e.,

(Z,A) + e - (Z-1,A) + v

In other words, an electron with kinetic energy E_,

0 á E á £_. where s_ is the electron Fermi energy, may bee r a

captured by the nucleus (Z,A) of energy E ^ emitting a neutrino

of energy 2 and forming a daughter nucleus (2-1,A) in the

groundstate or any of its excited state of energy Ef (Fig. 1).



'P
n

-Q

(Z,A)

Fig. 1: Electron capture by nucleus (Z,A). Q » M(Z,A)-M(Z-1,A)

is the electron capture Q-value and M(Z,A) is the atomic
mass of the nucleus (Z,A).

The electron capture is energetically prohibited if

E e is less than the transition energy E. • E-Í~ EÍ*
 If E +Q is

greater than the neutron separation energy S of the nucleus

(Z-1,A), one more possible transition may occur, namely, a

transition to the nucleus (Z-lfA-l) with neutron delayed emission»

The electron capture causes an increasing neutronization

of the nuclei. This is possible, because the daughter nucleus

(Z-1,A) can not decay by beta minus, due to Pauli blocking mecha-

nism. Recall that the electron Fermi sea level is very high in

this case C\» 10 MeV for p ^ 109 g/cm3).

The electron capture is a very efficient mechanism for

triggering the implosion of dense stellar cores (collapsing

stellar cores), because it is a endo-energetic reaction which can

reduce dramatically the internal pressure (Ref. 5). In effect,

it reduces the electron gas pressure, by decreasing the number

of free electrons in the gas and the perfect gas pressure,

through the emission of neutrinos which escape from the star

(stellar cooling).

As the electron capture rate is an increasing function

of density, the rate increases when the density increases,

provoking contraction. This contraction makes the density to rise



further, feeding the process back and leading ultimately to an

implosion.

III. NEUTRINO OPACITIES

The constituents of the stellar matter are in general

free electrons, neutrons and protons, and complex nuclei. All of

them can scatter a neutrino once it is produced. Each scattering

contributes to the neutrino opacity, it means, to the opacity

of the matter against neutrino. This quantity is defined in

analogy to the photon opacity as k = (£ n.a.)/p, where n. and

a^ are the number density of the targét~i and the neutrino-

-target scattering cross section, respectively. The index i

runs over all the species of scatterers, and p is the matter

density. Therefore, it is to be expected the following contri-

butions to the neutrino opacity:

a) Neutrino-Electron Scattering:

v + e z f w i v + e

b) Absorption by free neutron:

v + n — Í Í — * p + e

c) Absorption by a neutron inside the nucleus:

v + (Z,A) —%—* (Z+1,A) + e

d) Neutrino-Neutron Scattering:

v + n —-—» v +



e) Neutrino-Proton Scattering:

v + p — L _ * v + p

f) Coherent Scattering by Nucleus:

v + (Z,A) — L _ * v + (z,A)

All of these neutrino processes are dictated by weak

interaction. Before the advent of the Weinberg-Salam theory,

only the first three processes, with exchange of the charged in-

termediate boson W, are allowed. Today, it is well established

that neutral currents in weak interaction do exist. In fact,

the neutral intermediate boson Z was detected just a little after

the discovery of the W boson. Therefore, the three last processes,

with exchange of neutral Z boson, are also possible sources of

neutrino opacity.

Let us now discuss a little bit the main responsible

for the neutrino confinement, namely, the neutrino-electron

scattering, which may proceed via exchange of either a W boson

or a Z boson, and the coherent scattering.

1) Neutrino-Electron Scattering

The cross section of this process was first calculated

by Bahcall and the result was used to estimate the ratio A/R

in the Introduction. Bahcall's calculation was based on the

assumption of no neutral current in the weak interaction. How-

ever, in 1971, 't Hsoft (6) made the full calculation and found

an expression for the opacity given by:

ir M i n ( 1' IT»1
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where N A, a , \i^ and aQ are, respectively, the Avogadro number,

cross section given by the usual Conserved Vector Current theory

of weak interaction, chemical potential of the particle i and

isoscalar coefficient of the neutral current. The electron

number density and the baryon number density are denoted by ng

and n. , respectively.

It is worthwhile to note that the amount of energy

transfered by the neutrino to the electron gas, i.e.,
Aw = <a)inc ~ "set*'

 w n e r e winc an(^ ws t a r e t n e e n e r9i e s °^ t n e

incident and the scattered neutrino, is given by &u = u>/2 in

the case of a relativistic degenerate electron gas, or

Aco s (u/2) (l-4kT/u>) for a relativistic nondegenerate electron

gas.

The above result implies that, for high temperatures

and low neutrino energies, the neutrino-electron scattering cools

the stelalr matter instead heating it.

2) Coherent Scattering

Freedman (7), in 1974, computed the cross section of

this process, assuming that the neutrino momentum transfer is

negligible with relation to the mass of the nucleus, which is

appropriate to the astrophysical conditions. The result is:

a s I a^ ?0A
2u>2(l - | bw2 + ...) (3)

where b is related with the rms value of the nuclear radius.

This result is similar to the Mott electron scattering,
2 2

which is proportional to Z . The dependence on the A indicates
that everything happens as if the neutrino was scattered by all

nucleons as a whole. Of course, in regions of the star in which

there ars nuclei with large A (as in the case of the stellar

envelope in the pre-supernova state), the coherent scattering

is the dominant source of neutrino opacity and, due to the



quadratic dependence in A, plays a decisive role in the neutrino

confinement.

A good question now is: when does the confinement

begin ?

A possible answer was given by Pethick (8) in 1979,

who made an estimate based on the observation that neutrinos

can escape freely until the time for a neutrino to diffuse out

of the star becomes large in comparison with the dynamical

timescale. In this case, the neutrinos are at least partially

confined and they accumulate so much that they become degenerate.

Assuming a homogeneous core of radius R and density p, Pethick

estimated the diffusion time from walk random arguments as

R2/C

where c is the velocity of light. On the other hand, as the free

fall timescale is

tff "v (Gp)" 1 / 2

where G is the gravitational constant, and taking into account

the scattering from free neutrons and the coherent scattering

from nuclei,

This result shows that the neutrino can be trapped for

P i 10 1 2 g/cm3 and for Ev > 10 MeV for the duration of the

collapse.

In the following Section, we focus on the effects the

neutrino confinement arises__in the equation of state of

collapsing stellar matter.



IV. NEUTRINO CONFINEMENT AND EQUATION OF STATE

Let us consider the effect of the presence of the

neutrino in the stellar matter. For simplicity, we restric our-

selves in the following to the degenerate gas approximation

(zero temperature matter).

In this case, it was shown by Gudmundsson and Buchler

(9), using analytical considerations only, that the nuclear

species (Z,A) is essentially determined by the neutron chemical

potential u , independently of how many neutrinos are present.

This result can be exploited to extrapolate existing

neutrino-free equation of state to neutrino-trapped matter. In

fact, they found that the baryon number densities are related by

nb - nb0 + <f>0 {ne " ne0>

where the subscript zero denotes the neutrino-free quantities

and the remaining symbols have the usual meanings, and that the

presssure is given by

P ' P0
 + 1 (yene " üe0ne0 + w v V

Furthermore, chemical equilibrium assumption yields

4e " % * ye0 " wn0 " ̂ pO

and in a case of a relativistic Fermi gas, the number density

is related to che chemical potential by

(8)

For electrons, q^ - 2, n^ • me, and for neutrinos, g^ » 1,

my - 0.

In Fig. 2, we display the Gudmundsson and Buchler's



equation of state for neutrino-trapped matter for Y. ranging

from 0.3 to 0.45, where Y_ is the lepton-to-baryon ratio. The

Baym-Bethe-Sutherland neutrino-free equation of state was used.

As expected, the neutrino-trapped matter has significantly

higher pressure, and Gudmundsson and Buchler argued that the

collapse will be gentler in the presence of neutrino confinement

than it would be without.

14 log1Qp(g cm" )

Fig. 2: Neutrino-trapped equation of state for Y_ ranging from
0.3 to 0.45, compared with neutrino-free equation of state, as
given by Baym-Bethe-Sutherland equation of state.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The trapped neutrinos constitute a degenerate Fermi

sea. Therefore, the main consequence of the neutrino confinement

is the appearance of some degree of electron capture inhibition

due to Pauli blocking. In order to investigate the effects of

the neutrino confinement on the collapse dynamics, Sato (10)

made a simple dynamical computation, using an one-shell pre-

-supernova model and applying the Weinberg-Salam theory. His

results show that the matter eventually becomes opaque to

neutrinos before the electron captures proceed sufficiently,

leading the collapsing core to bounce due to the pressure of

confined leptons.

On the other hand, Arnet*. (11) performed a more
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detailed calculation and his conclusions are: i) the neutrino

opacities are too large to allow much transport by neutrinos;

ii) a large degree of neutrino trapping occurs; iii) about half

of the original leptons still remain at the time the core bounces.

However, the extent of the electron capture

suppression is not well clarified yet and further investigation

in this direction is needed.
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Abstract

A relation is derived which connects the unitarity

defect function ̂  Ç—á. with the imaginary part of the absorptive

potential resposible for the scattering. The concept of angle-

dependent total reaction cross-section, G~~ (

introduced for the purpose. An angle-integral equation is then

obtained for S~ , in terms of S*

Extention of our formulae to compled channels is indicated.

Several applications to nuclear scattering are made.

In this Letter we extend recent results obtained by

Feshbach , concerning the S-matrix for absorptive Hamiltonians.

In particular we derive relations between the unitarity defect

matrix <> S — 1 and equivalently $ — S , and matrix elements of

the imaginary part of the optical potential. It then becomes

manifestly obvious the transition to a no absorption situation.

In our discussion below we ignore the energy dependence of the

optical potential . This should be reasonable for low-energy

nuclear scattering.

To Proceed, we denote the Hamiltonian of the system

by H, composed of a kinetic energy piece, H0 , and an optical

potential operator, U =fc U . Clearly we can define four

scattering wave functions; the physical ones iT-t* / a n d

| Ifja y and the dual ones | ̂ ^ and J ̂ " ^

These wave functions satisfy the following Lipproann-Schwinjer

(L-S) equations.

'Supported in pare by the CNPq
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t 2 )

Where

From 1 to 4 one can immediately verify the orthogonality conditions

In order to derive the ipressions for ̂ )j | S*^ ~ X | ~tt> and

/ S ' " ' — S ' l"le^ » «• first need transformation relations

that involve the physical and dual states. For this purpose we

write the following equivalent representations of the plane wave,

obtained by inverting Eqs. O)-(4) ,

With the aid of the above equations we can rewrite Eqs. 1-4 in

such a way as to obtain a mixed physical-dual state connection

an

( U -



when G**iek)=(eA-Ho-u+'eJ »
— U'-l€) , and Gj and % are given with {J(Ü )

replaced by \J' ( U) .

The above transformation relations involving the physical

and dual states are the basic result or this paper. Through these

equations we can now obtain explicit relations involving the

unitarity defect functions and the matrix element of (J— \J* .

Before doing this we first write down the inner products

^ \y£*> and < 4 ^ | 4̂ "*}> , (obtained directly

from Eq. (10) and (13)1

Since <^}[U'Uf\^> =<4ip|L/-Ut|^' from time

reversal invariance, we may calculate the difference,

í i^
Since <lkT]\rmU||^> =.-f-JJ , with 0^ being the

total reaction cross-section, we may introduce an angle-dependent

total reaction cross-section, <JJ ( Q-) s. -JL.4.%'

through which Eq. (16) can be rewritten

We may think of Eqs. (14) and (15) as an extention of the

4)Bell-Steinberger relations , involving resonance reactions, to

the scattering from a complex optical potential. In the former

case, the relations involve the norm of the resonance wave function

on the one hand and the ratio between twice the matrix element of

the imaginary part of the resonance Hamiltonian taken with raspect

to the resonance wave function, and the width of the resonance,

on the other hand. Of course no relation similar to Eq. (16)

holds for the resonance case, since there is only one relevant

boundary condition.



We are now in a position to derive the unitarity

defect relations. We first remind the reader about the definitions

of the S-matrix and its inverse S ,

It is easily verified that Eq. (19) is the correct definition of

S~ , by multiplying (19) by (18) and integrating over intermediate

momenta. The completeness of |\^ > < C ^ I (no bonnd

states are assumed) and orthogonality of -^ ty } vp ^> (Eq. 5)

supply the proof. Let us first analyze < ty , | if»i, J> • With

the aid of the transformation relation Eq. (10), we can write

and using Eq. (12), we further have

(21)

using (20) in (21), we obtain immediately

Taking the complex conjugate of (22), interchanging £ and

"£* and using the time reversal property of the matrix element

^vU.i ML/'tj ) I *4V ^ , we have finally the desired relation

Eq. (22) can be further simplified by inserting the complete set
J j y«# ̂ S ^ * I TT^Tj inside the matrix element and using the

1-1
definition of S , Eq. (19) , to obtain

+•

Since all matrix elements appearing in the above equation are on

the energy shell, we may remove an over-all energy delta function,



and consequently write the following angle-integral equation.

Where Q"l ("tt'^*) i s t n e saine angle-dependent total reaction

cross-section introduced earlier in Eq. (17). This function

attains its maximum value at Q =. C04 (tt-k.) = & * a n d oscillates

with (9" / taking on both positive and negative values. A typical

case is shown in Fig. (1) for neutron scattering from O , at

€ „ ~ 2.O trftu , calculated with the Beccheti-Greenles optical

potential. We should mention here that C^à-o) is just the

total reaction cross-section. Eq. (24) would we quite useful

in cases where a model for $,* *, , or Si* ,« / ( is given

in momentum representation and S~ is required. This may happen,

l.g. in statistical multistep direct reaction theories of pre—

equilibrium processes, such as the one developed by Feshbach et.al

From Eq. (23), we can now derive the. already anounced

relation for S*^S— ± . We obtain immediately

<t'\ esti) |t> ̂ -^U^-e-k y<^!\(u-uf) up ™

Clearly, when \J sr U ' j O"j^ — O and accordingly

S""Ws1" and S S ^ z ± , as they should.

Before ending, me comment briefly on the coupled

channels version of Eqs. (23), (24) and (26). Such an extention

can be most easily performed by first writing the partial wave

version of Eq. (24). We obtain immediately

or the well konwon result

- i 2- (28)

"A-generalization of (28) to coupled channels is now obvi-ous

- J. -



And thus the correct compled channel version of Eq. (24) should be

In conclusion, we have derived in this Letter explicit

relations involving matrix elements of the unitarity defect

bsooperators S S— \ and £ '_ S and the underlying absorptive

potential. A new angle-integral equation for <"£' f

was desived and discussed. The concept of angle-dependent total

reaction cross-section was introduced for the purpose. We may

say that the discussion contained in this Letter constitutes a

generalization of formal scattering theory to non-Hermitian

Hamiltonians. More 'detailed account of our theory with several

applications to nuclear scattering will appear elsewhere
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ABSTRACT

The Random Phase Approximation (RPA) treatment of

nuclear small amplitude vibrations including particle-hole

continua is handled in terms of previously developed techniques

to treat single-particle resonances in a reaction theoretical

framework. A hierarchy of interpretable approximations is

derived and a simple working approximation is proposed which

involves a numerical effort no larger than that involved in

standard, discrete RPA calculations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The random phase approximation (RPA), in one or

another of its numerous guises, is the basic tool involved in

the microscopic description of nuclear collective excitations

which admit phenomenological characterization in terms of small

amplitude vibrations. Proeminent among these are the giant

resonances, involving a variety of multipolarities and degrees

of freedom (e.g. surface, density, spin, isospin). Excitation

energies place them typically above particle emmission thresholds,

requiring eventually a reaction theoretical framework for their

treatment. The inclusion of continuum effects in microscopic

structure calculations has in fact been implemented several

times, but always at the expense of considerable numerical

effort(1'2).

This paper aims at exploring techniques which might

allow for reliable treatment of continuum effects in particle-

hole RPA type calculations at low cost. It is my purpose to

argue that, on the basis of previously developed tools to handle



single-particle resonances in complex nuclear reactions

(i.e., including direct, intermediate and compound processes),

reliable approximation schemes can be set up that reduce the

continuum RPA problem to the level of numerical complexity of

the more standard, discrete calculations. Following a general

formulation _in section 2, these approximations are introduced

and discussed in section 3. Simple examples to illustrate some

of the novel features in the calculations are treated in section

4, but a detailed numerical study of the approximations is

deferred to a latter publication.

The schemes developed here can be eventually brought

to bear on a much broader and richer description of reaction

processes involving excitation or formation of particle-hole

modes. Such a description, proposed by Herman , allows in

particular for the treatment of spreading widths, compound

phenomena, fluctuation cross sections, etc. . I will

however refrain from involvement with these more substantial

problems here, if only to bring enough emphasis on particularly

simple ways of handling the particle-hole continuum. Further

developments of the more general theory will be given elsewhere.

2. SCATTERING IN PARTICLE-HOLE SPACE

I will assume throughout this paper that everything

which is of interest takes place within a restricted subspace,

consisting of particle-hole excitations, of the entire phase

space of the unclear system under consideration. Denoting as

|0) the normalized ground state, I accordingly write relevant

nuclear states |v) simply as



V.*)"

(2

The \|>T , i|/ are fermion field operators, and arguments and

integrations are supposed to include (implicitly) both space

and spin-isospin variables. The defined kets |r! r• ) are in

general not orthonormal, but conveniently represent the

particle-hole subspace. The states j v) , or ecjuivalently their

representatives u (r! r') , are to obey che projected stationary

Schrcdinger equation

(2.2)

H being the nuclear Hamiltonian.

The general problem defined by eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)

can be reduced to the standard RPA level of description oy

introducing further assumptions and approximations as follows.

First, assume that the ground state is annihilated by the

adjoint of the excitation operator appearing in eq. (2.1), i.3.

This assumption allows one to drop the (1 - |0> <0|) projector

in eq. (2.1). Furthermore, set the energy scale so that

HjO> = 0 .

Eq. (2.2) can thus be rewritten as--.

L)] n> -



(2.4)

The ususl (continuum) RPA equations now emerge when the

ingredients of eq. (2.4) are evaluated in terms of the Hartree

Fock ground state as an approximation. Since nucleons can be

promoted to states above nucleon-thresholds, aqs. (2.2) and

(2.4) constitute in fact a scattering problem involving in

general several coupled channels, and must therefore be

supplemented by a set of appropriate scattering boundary

conditions, such as e.g. an asymptotic plane (or Coulomb) wave

in a given channel c and outgoing (or incomming) waves in

all channels. The corresponding solutions are then denoted as

Typical uses of these states are then as follows.

First, they can be used to construct the RPA approximation to

the particle-hole response function as

(2.5)

where the particle-hole transition amplitudes are given as

Z.6



Second, ene may treat within the same approximation

direct reaction processes of the ~ype

OL

U

in which a particle-hole mode is directly excited by inelastic

scattering of some probe a (e.g. inelastic electron scattering)

and sequentially decays through one of the open channels cn

leaving a residual state | f) . if ther the inelastic scattering

process is dealt with in term of the Born approximation (possibly

with appropriately distorted waves), the transition amplitnrte
(g^

corresponding to (2.7) is

- S

where M , is a one-body operator acting on |0) which
Si Si

depends on the nature of the particular direct interaction which

has taken place. The assumptions made above on the structure of

the excited state |v) are certainly too stringent if a realistic

description of the sequential decay of collective excitations

based on particle-hole excitations is sought. As was noted,

this shortcomming can be eliminated by allowing for the

participation of other degrees of freedom in the reaction

theoretical formulation. This will not be pursued nere.

3. RESONANCE-BOLE STATES PLUS BACKGROUND

Rather than tackling directly, once again,'the

problem of finding solutions to eq. (2.4' :-.n terms of some

technique or representation , I will in this section



first analyse the physics involved there in terms of a number

of coupled but distinct processes, in the expectation that

the relevant part of the particle-hole amplitude u(r. r2) for

eqs. (2.5) or (2.8) can be substantially circumscribed. The

way to get hold of these processes is first to split the

particle-hole phase-space (spanned by the state vectors |r.r2))

in two orthogonal parts according to

iX/*)
•v-

f (3.1}

where R and p are orthogonal projection operators, so that,

in particular, p|Au) = 0 . The main content of the deccnposition

(3.1) then hinges on the spacificiation of the discrete set of

state vectors |Au) spanning the R subspace. This is done as

follows.

Previous experience with the calculation of transition

amplitudes for complex nuclear reactions involving the participation

of single particle resonances has demonstrated that the latter

can bs profitably analysed in terms of a normalized state, which

contains the essential behavior of the resonant wavefunction

inside the nucleus, coupled to a continuous spectrum of single

particle scattering eigenstat^s which will be referred to as

the background. These are scattering solutions of the one-body

Schrõdinger equation projected onto the orthogonal subspace to

the selected normalized state ' . The energy dependence of

the corresponding phase-shifts is smooth, in tha sense of

lacking the rescnant behavior? and the amplitude of the

associated radial wavefunctions in th>* internal region is

strongly reduced. Thi3 at once suggests that, for the problem



at hand, the discrete states |Xu) be chosen as the resonassc*-

hole states

where v. (r) stands for a single-particle occupied state in

|0) and v.(r.) are normalized single-particle states cor—

responding to bound unoccupied single-particle states or to

states containing the essential behavior of the relevant siagle-

particle resonances inside the nucleus in -he same sense as

above. With this choice, given the fact that relevant two-body

matrix elements will necessarily contain hole states and will

therefore be sensitive to the behavior of u(r.r2) inside the

nucleus, one may expect that contributions related to the p

component (see eq. (3.1)) be of minor importance when evaluating

eqs. (2.5) or (2.8).

In order to streamline the notation I now rewrite

eq. (2.2) simply as

(3.3)

and, using |v) = R|v) +p|v), cast it in the form of the

coupled equations

(3.4)

Formal solutions of the second equation are



which, substituted back in the first equation, yield

(3.6)

The state j X ) is a scattering solution of

(3.7)

with the subscript c denoting the -icident channel. Since

eq. (3.6) involves the complex effective hamiltonxan

t - H f f

in the discrete resonance-hole subspace, the component R|v)

can be written in terms of the biorthogonal set of states

I V ' I V satisfying*12)

as

- Z
Vc C £ (3.10)

which, together with eq. (3.5), completes the formal solution

of eq. (3.3).

The physical content of the various pieces of this

solution can now be analysed—as follows. First, the background

continuum component j :< ) corresponds in general to the

projected coupled channels problem (3.7). The channels cor-



respond to the various allowed hole states associated with an

unbound particle. That component will thus in general contain

all of the allowed hole states. To the extent that the unbound

particle does not significantly leak into the nuclear volume,

the dominant hole will be the one associated with the incident

channel, and ignoring channel coupling may be useful as an

approximation (see fig. 1). The second term of eq. (3.5), on

the other hand, can be viewed as a virtual leakage to the

background continuum of the flux trapped :.n resonance-hole

subspace (cf. ref. (6)). This term contains, in particular, the

coupling H between the rasonance-hole space and the

background continuum. As indicated in the various possible

contributions shown in fig. 2, this coupling takes place either

through a (dominant) one-body ("mean field") mechanism or

through a particle-hcle (two-body) interaction. Finally, the

interaction between the resonance-hole and the background

continuum subspaces also gives rise to the complex, anergy

dependent effective interaction within the resonance-hole

subspace appearing in the second term on the right hand side of

eq. (3.8). This term can be analysed in terms of the several

contributions shown in fig. 3, which involve diverse contributions

of one-body or two-body couplings, and elastic scattering or

channel coupling contributions within the p-space.

3.1. APPROXIMATION SCHEME

On the basis of the preceding analysis a simple

approximation to the evaluation of eqs. (2.5) or (2.8) suggests

itself, to which a number of corrections can furthermore be

devised and calculated if needed. For definiteness, I will

refer to eq. (2.5) in what follows.



The approximation consists, first, in neglecting

the background component (3.5) when evaluating the transition

amplitudes <0j \b+(r2)iii(r1) | v
(c)+) . This is based on the fact

that the amplitude associated with the background particle is

small inside the nucleus. Second, when obtaining the resonance-

hole amplitudes |Rn> , |Rn) (see eq. (3.10)), the first

contribution in fig. 3 should dominate, and constitutes the

.•ninimal addition to the dynamical ingredients contained in the

Hpp term of eq. (3.8). This contribution, in fact, takes into

account the (one-body) coupling of the resonance to the back-

ground continuum, giving rise to the dominant contribution to

the particle escape width.

It is perhaps worthwhile to enlarge somewhat on

this last point. The second term on the right of eq. (3.8)

admits the spectral representation

E+-H,

where the continuum eigenstates of H are delta-function
pp

normalized in energy. This expression, which involves all tha

contributions illustrated in fig. 3, can be splitt into a

hermitean part, giv-an as the singular integral evaluated with

the principal value prescription at £ - E , and an anti-hermitean

delta-function part

dH !<(«><%>) | HR-.

Ignoring both channel coupling effects built into |xc) and

particle-hole interactions in Ho this expression reduces



in fact to the single-particle escape width of the resonant

particle for the appropriate value of the energy E . This is

clearly an energy dependent quantity as usual in this approach,

buc it is also such that its energy dependence is slow on the

energy scale of the width itself . In this way, retaining

just the first contribution in fig. 3 ammounts to effectively

replacing real by complex particle-hole energies in tha otherwise

discrete nuclear structure problem "formulated in eqs. (3.9). The

imaginary parts are then just the single-particle resonance

escape widths.

In terms of the solurions of this problem the basic

approximation consists thus in writing

E -

This contains the transition densities associated with the

complex states |R ) weighted with (complex) pole amplitudes.

The matrix elements (R jH|x (E)) are themselves related to

the escape amplitudes of the complex nuclear structure

eigenstates. Within the adopted approximations, they involve

just the first contribution shown in fig. 2 and thus, given

the result of che structure calculation, reduce to linear

combinations of the various resonance-hole width amplitudes.

Finally, it is worth stressing that the technique

to actually evaluate the continuum amplitudes involved here have

been used before in different though related contexts. They

involve nothing but simple modifications of standard potential

scattering calculations'-for given partial waves and are reviewed

for completeness in the Appendix. Processes like those involved

in higher contributions s.iown in figs. 2 and 3 have also been



evaluated befora, so that an actual check of their quantitative

importance is within reach. The nuclear structura problem, as

formulated in eq. (3.9), on the other hand, involves no more

than a complex extention of real, but already non-hermitean,

RPA calculations in a discrete particle-hole space.

4. COMPLEX PARTICLE(RESONANCE)-HOLE MODES

Restricting oneself to the basic approximation

discussed in section 3.1 implies having to solve the complex

eigenvalue problem of eq. (3.9), in which the complex, energy

dependent part of the effective hamiltonian ^«Up (eq. (3.8))

is approximated by just the first contributicn shown in fig. 3.

The further reduction of this problem to the standard RPA form

is straightforward. Since the relevant phase-space is discrete,

it is convenient to represent it in terms of tne discrete set

of states |aB) defined as

IO><o|X^|o> (4.1)

where )0> is the ground-state, and the a , a are fermion

creation and annihilation operators associated wich the relevant

bound or normalized resonance orbitais a. Thus (cf. eq. (2.1))

- 2,2 p ) ( X ) t
ot\h

A similar expansion can of course be written for adjoint states

The subsequent steps are identical to those involved

in the reduction of eq. (2.2) to the form (2.4): require that

the ground-state |0) is annihilated by the adjoint B of the



excitation operator B defined in eq. (4.2); set the energy

scale so that H|0) =0 . This yields

which is to be evaluated by using the Hartree-Fock ground state

as an approximation to | 0) .

Appart from the complex, energy dependent part of

RR ' eq* vRR ' eq* v4'^ c a n b e c ast into the usual RPA form

(4.

where R n stands for the column vector formed with the

components R *l and

(4.5?

(4. 61

and

(4.7)

Here p denotes the occupation number (1 or 0) associated with

the orbital a , £ is the corresponding Hartree-Pock-like

single particle energy and the bracket is the antisymmetrized

two-body matrix eleirent of the residual two-body force. To the

approximation proposed here, the remaining term of <?fRR just

adds energy dependent shifts and escape widths (for unbound

states) to the real singla-particle energies €. . The structure



of eq. (4.4), and in particular the diagonal character of

eq. (4.6), remains therefore unchanged except for the now

complex (non-hermitean) nature of C . Furthermore, the smooth

energy dependence which comes from coupling to the background

continuum (p-space) can be neglected within energy intervals of

the order of the widths, so that eq. (4.4) eventually amounts

to a standard, discrete RPA problem with complex single-particle

energies. Taking into account that the matrices G and C

commute (they are simultaneously diagonal), together with the

hermiticity of G and M, the adjoint problem defining the

states R(n) are solutions of

(4.8)

4.1. SIMPLE ANALYTICAL EXAMPLES

Some salient features of the complex modes R ,

R are usefully illustrated in situations involving matrices

of small dimensionality, which allow in particular for simple

analytical solutions of eqs. (4.4) and (4.8). The simplest

case is thac involving one single resonance-hole pair, for

which the RPA matrices are two by two matrices (fig. 4). Eq.

(4.4) becomes in this case

so that the complex eigenvalues are given as



(4.9)

Appart from normalization the corresponding eigenvectors are

= I
8 (4.10)

and

,(-) Z
> 21 (4.11)

The adjoint problem, on the other hand, reads

9* -B \/K
5* -? \K

which leads to the complex-conjugate of eq. (4.9; and

yf-
(4.12)

B
(4.13)

These eigenvectors explicitely satisfy the orthogonality

relations, eq. (3.9). As for normalization, one finds

which are in general complex quantities. This implies that the

normalization condition (3.9) constrains the relative phasing



of |R ~ ) and the corresponding adjoint vectors |R " ) . In

order to make contact with the usual RPA results (real n),

write the adjoint vectors as

G being given by eq. (4.5). Referring directly to the eigen-

vector components, one finds that, for real n ,

so that, in this case

The minus sign corresponds to the familiar "negative norm" of

the negative energy state, but can also be interpreted in terms

of the appropriate relative phasing of |R ) and of |R )

in this case.

Given the properly normalized and phased complex

eigenstates it is straightforward to write the sought approxi-

mation e.g. to the response function, eq. (2.5), by using eqs.

(3.10) and (3.11). Note that, for the particular case in hand,

each of the two terms in eq. (2.5) will in turn contain four

terms as originated from a double sum over complex modes.

Furthermore, cross terms in this double sum will depend

crucially on the relative phasing of the adjoint pairs of states,

A second example which can be trivially worked out

is that which involves two particle (resonance)-hole states,

backward matrix elements being neglected, so that the RPA

reduces to the Tamm-Dancoff Approximation. In this case one

is led to a secular determinant of the form



= 0
A

with A1 and A2 complex, in general. This leads to the

complex eigenvalues

and to the (non-normalized) eigenvectors

The adjoint vectors can be likewise found as

C-

Again orthogonality properties can be explicitely checked and

normalization implies correct relative phasing of adjoint pairs.

The limiting case of real 4. and d_ is entirely transparent,

5. CONCLUSION

I have proposed an approach to the treatment of

small amplitude vibrations occurring above particle emission

thresholds in terms of the RPA which allows for a hierarchy

of meaningfull approximations. The simplest approximation



involves a computational effort equivalent to that in a standard,

discrete RPA calculation. It can be checked not only by

comparing results with the more expensive calculations but also

internally, through the evaluation of corrections. Several of

the corrections which have been mentioned involve in fact also

a very modest numerical effort.

A. detailed study of the approximations was excluded

from the scope of this work, in which only simple, analytical

illustrations of the features of complex RPA modes, and their

implications for the structure of the approximate response

function, were touched upon.

Finally, the general reaction-theoretical framework

which served as starting point can be further explored, especially

in the sense of making explicit the contributions of higher

configurations.

I acknowledge a discussion with Arthur Kerman in

which, among fancier topics, he communicated to me his thoughts

on "more mundane subjects" such as projection techniques

leading to the RPA and BCS approximations. One of these is

the basic technique involved in the present formulation.

APPENDIX - CALCULATIONS INVOLVING THE PROJECTED BACKGROUND

CONTINUUM

This appendix summarizes, for completeness, some

useful techniques for the numerical calculation of quantities

involving the projected background continuum. For simplicity-r-»

channel coupling effects will be ignored except for the remark

following eq. (A.6). In fact, much of the appeal of the present



formulation as a computational tool would be dissipated should

a full-fledged treatment of channel coupling prove essential.

The first problem to be discussed is the solution

(3 4)of eq. (3.7) ' . Here the projector p will be explicitely

implemented as

where the |u ) constitute an orthonormal set of single-particle

states spanning the resonance states. To the extent that

channel coupling is ignored, the hole state is passive and

eq. (3.7) is a one-body problem. Denoting as H the effective

one-body hamiltonian (kinetic energy plus mean one-body potential

eq. (3.7) reads

[
"• J (A.l)

with the subsidiary condition that |x) is in p-space, i.e.,

(u |x) = 0 for all n . Thus eq. (A.I) reduces to

[E-H ]!%>*•

with a = (u |H|x). A formal solution of (A.2) (with outgoing

wave scattering boundary conditions for definiteness) is

(A.3)

where |xt) is a solution of (A.2) with the an =O . Prom

(A.3) one gets



~ " - + KK1 *>' (A.4)

which shows that, for general a 's, the overlaps (a j x+> are

linear functions of the <*n's . The procedure to be followed in

order to obtain the correct |x+) is thus:

a) Solve eq. (A.2) setting all a =0 to get

|XQ>. Form overlaps of this with each lun> to get the A ,

b) Solve eq, (A.2) setting one of the a , = 1 (other

a 's set to zero). The overlaps with the |u ) will now

determine the B , , eq. (A.4) .

c) The appropriate o 's , given as a = (u |H|x) ,

are now solutions of the linear system

u.'

The desired function |x ) will be a linear combination of the

solutions obtained in step b) with the coefficients found

from (A.5).

This procedure is a straightforward extension to

many states |u ) of that programmed for a single resonance in

subroutine TABOO , which has been used in refs. (5) and (6).

It should be stressed that the solution of the inhomogeneous

one-body equation (A.2) is in no way more involved or time-

consuming than the solution of the corresponding homogeneous

equation; and also that the escape width amplitudes (u |H|x )

are directly obtained as solutions of the linear system (A.5),

without any further numerical integrations. The corresponding



single-particle widths are just

*. = "."" ' "•' (A.6)

where the states |x ) have been 4-function normalized in energy.

With simple extension of this procedure it is also

possible to estimate amplitudes involving two-body coupling to

resonance-hole states (third contribution form the left in fig.

2) as well as to estimate channel coupling effects through the

evaluation of two-step contributions. In the former case the

equation to be solved is

(A.7)

where the 0 again are chosen to guarantee that |0 lies in

p-space, i.e., (u |Ç) =0 , and the genuine source term \a) is

where p* and h' stand for the resonance and hole states

within R-space, h is the final hole state and v is the

(antisymmetrized) two-body potential. When eq. (A.7) is solved

with pure outgoing wave boundary conditions, it yields in fact

E-H
r p

(cf. eq. ( 3 . 5 ) ) .

Likewise, two-step channel coupling amplitudes can

be estimated by solving again an inhomogeneous equation of the

form (A.7) in which the source term i s obtained frcm the action of

the two-body force on a continuum-hole state (see second contribution, fig. 1),
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Particle hole scattering within the background subspace,

The fiFst contribution involves elastic scattering of

the particle in the presence of a spectator hole, and

the second indicates channel coupling processes.
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Fig. 2 - Virtual background space component emanating from the

resonance-hole component. The first two contributions

involve one-body coupling between resonance-hole and

background spaces, the last two involve two-body

coupling. The second and fourth contributions contain

channel coupling effects.

Fig. 3 - Contributions to the effective resonance-hole inter-

action, second term on the right hand side of eq. (3.8)

The middle part of each contribution involves one of

the possibilities of propagation in p-space, and

coupling to the resonance-hole space goes either

through one- or two-body processes. Symbols are as

in figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 4 - Simplest .-two-level system. The upper state is in the

continuum", so that 6- is complex.

FI4 2
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Abstract

A calculation of the nucleus-nucleus optical potential is
presented using a projection technique, where the allowed
excitations are assumed to be only one-particle ons-hole
states. The expressions ara evaluated in semiclassical
approximation. The antisymnetrization between the two
colliding nuclei as well as Coulomb energy are neglected. We
compare the nucleus-nucleus potential to the expressions
obtained elsewhere for the nucleon-rxucleus case. We present
cross sections, and the optical potential and mean free path
for a nucleon in nuclear matter are discussed.

1. In troducti on

The general many-body equation describing the collision of
two nuclei*fcan be reduced to a Schrõdinger equation for one
relevant degree, of freedom. The potential entering in this
equation is then an effective one, called the optical
potential. The appropriate degree of freedom in the case of
two colliding nuclei is the relative distance between the
centers of the two nuclei.

We apply a projection technique [1] to derive the optical
potential. We assume in addition that one-particle one-hole
(lplh) excitations in either one of the two nuclei (but not in
both at the same time) are the most important ones. Reactions
involving the simultaneous excitation of the two nuclei have
been shown to be much less important in a recent theoretical
work [2]. A further simplification is to neglect the
antisymmetrization between the two nuclei, since we are mainly
interested in reactions of higher energy, where the phase
spaces of the two nuclei are quite different. At the -icmer.t,
no Coulomb energy is considered.

Furthermore, the resulting expressions are evaluated in the
semiclassical approximation. This approximation has proven to
be very successful in the evaluation of many-particlê many-
hole excitations [3]. Since the calculation of "ha optical
potential involves particle-hole excitations, we find the
semiclassical approximation very suitable for our purpose. To
demonstrate how reliable this approximation is, we present
examples of exact and- semiclassical m-particle n-hole level
densities gm?jh(S) {please refer to ref. [3] for details).
Figure 1.1 presents semiclassical (full line) and av,raged
ÍY.ZZZ \<ioi3) level densities as functions of the excitation
energy. They are the 2p2h and three-particle
ÍST3 ag:p ai (Z) -̂ go ? n (-2! ) level densities of a th.53e-dir.-2r.si2r.al

collaborators for the nucleus-nucleus po-^r.ti?.! : :•:. 3r?.c:-:,
3. Hi Her and 2. "J-srnír; i:v the temperature dspsndsnce:

3, 3. Hi 11 ar ar. d ?. = :huc!<



isotropic harmonic oscillator with A=40 f ermions. The
oscillator constant is ncJo =4lMeV/A1 '3 . The behavior of the
approximate curve is excellent, on a logarithmic scale as well
as on a linear scale. A further example is the excitation
level density g*Içit shown in Fig. 1.2 and compared to the
standard statistical formula [4], which is proportional zc
c-5 ieafT, where a is the level density parameter. Again, the
agreeme.-.- is very satisfactory.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
main steps of the derivation of the nucleus-nucleus optical
potential and includes a comparison with the nuclaon-nucleus
optical potential derived elsewhere [5]. In sect. 3 we discuss
results for the real and imaginary parts of the optical
potential for a collision of two nuclei. Cross sections are
calculated in sect. 4. Since the concept of temperature can
readily be incorporated in semiclassical approximation, we
present the imaginary part of the optical potential and the
resulting mean free path for a nucleon in heated (excited)
nuclear matter [5] in sect. 5. Sect. 6 contains the
conclusions.

10 20E/T100
Fig. I.Ma) The semiclassical 2p-2h level density g2pJh (solid line) and the average exact one (dots) as
functions of energy. £. in units of oscillator constant hu,,,. (b) The *emiciassical 3-particle level density
gy 1 solid line 1 and (he corresponding average exact one. Note (hat we use a linear scale here and still

get good agreement.
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Fig. l.lThe statistical excitation level density (see C4U », doited line, and the sum £ f . , gfpSfc. full curve.

2. Derivation of
Scattering

the Optical Potential for Nucleus-Nucleus

In the following subsections we are going to describe the
ntain steps of the derivation of an optical potential for the
relative motion of two nuclei. We shall also show how the
nucleon-nucleus optical potential can be derived as a limiting
case from the nucleus-nucleus potential.

2.1 Seperation Ansatz for the Wavefunçtion

Let us denote the relative distance between the centers of
two nuclei A and 3 by R. Then the relative distance between
the position r' of a r.ucleor. in nucleus A and s' of cr.a in 3
(the primes denote coordinates measured in the center of mass
system) can be expressed in terms of the intrinsic (unpriced)
coordinates r and s, each measured from the center of the
corresponding nucleus, by R+r-s, see Fig. 2.1. We expand the
total wave function of the system A+B as

(2.1)

where Gt j '?.) denotes the relative wave function and **t and
«ji are the intrinsic wa/efunctions of r.uclaus A ar.á 3. This
ar.sat: neglects che relative antisynmetrization of the
wavefur.ctior. between A and 3. Since our interest lies in
higher energy reactions, this approximation Í3 quita
reasonable, because the phase spaces of the nucleons in A ar.d
thc3e i- 3 are ?uita differ*.-.-.

The Hanilccnian for the combined sy3tem ca the form

4 3



where HA and H3 are the intrinsic har.ilconians cf A and 3, 7
is the kinetic energy of relative motion (with momentum Pa ) ,
and V is the interaction potential for interactions between a
nucleon in A and another in 3". Note that interactions between
nucleons in the sane nucleus are already taken care of by the
intrinsic haniltonians H and H .

In second quantization, the interaction potential
written as

can

<& (2.2)

Hera, the the annihilation operators ai and bj annihilate a
nuclecn in state i of nucleus A or of state j in nucleus 3,
respectively. The strength of the interaction is given by V,.

Fig. 2.1- The coordinates of the nuclei A and 3 at relative
distar.cs R. The printed vectors r' and s' point from the center
of rr.ass CM r.o nucleons in A or 3. The unpriced r and s are
measured from the cantar of each nucleus.

2. 2 Projection Formalism

To reduce the Schrõdinger equation for A+3 nuclaons to an
effective equation describing the relative motion of the two
nuclei, we introduce the projection operator ?=!G3XGS| which
prcjéct3 on the grcur.d state jGS> of nucleus A and nucleus 3.
Tha rcr.pl-2r.9nt to ? is operator Q, ?•*•£=!, which projects en
all excited states
Schrõdir.gsr equation

either or or both. Then the
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can be rewritten into an equation fcr the projected wave
vector j?Y> by operating alternatively with ? and Q on
eq.(2.4) and eliminating \QY> . This procedure yields the
effective Schrcdinger eq.

" - • ' ' (2.5)

with the effective potential defined by

(2.6)

The wave function is then written as

(2.7)

where the |gk> are scates of the relative motion, the c are
expansion coefficients, and we have only written out
explicitly the lowest order excitations.

Multiplying aq.(2.5) from the left with <GS| and defining
the zero of the energy scale such that <GS|HA+HB |GS>=0 one
ends up with the equation

where the optical potential Vopt is

«••>

Tiia first -irr. ".-? •-."33 ,v;G3> reprssc-ts "Í-.2 "r-.-sar. ii-sli" t?.r-
••"* "'"a "CtÍTSl ic"2r.ti?. 1, v'r.sri?.5 "li= 5i~cr.d -"•£ * .
Í2s;rib-3S "he excitation ir^r. "he grcur.d st?.te ,"??> via the
?2-er.-,i2l 7 i--3 ;-s??.c2, th-sr. tr.-s projagaticr. :f the



the deexcita-ion from Q-space back to |GS>.

We now recur tc the following approximations". We truncate
the space Q to allow only sne-particia or.e-hcle- (Iplh)
excitations in either of the nuclei (but not in both), sines
one expects higher order excitations to be lass probable. Then
the terms in eq. (2.7) written out explicitely are all we
need. Moreover, we approximate the potential V in the
propagator part of eq. (2.9) by the mean field V*F , that is we
suppose QVQ s QVMFQ. This approximation is in ling with the
first one above, since keeping the full potential V would mean
to include higher order excitations in the propagator, i.e.
the particle-hole excitation would propagate by exciting in
turn particle-hole excitations to all orders.

With these approximations the optical potential V «V-i
takes the explicit form

«2.101

(2.11)

The sum in 7M- runs ovar all states below the Fermi level
(indicated by "<"). The indices jj' run over the occupied
states of nucleus A or nucleus 3. The unbound sums ikl in Vt
are restricted by the "occupation numbers" Hi of states above,
or m of states below the Fermi level in the respective
nucleus A or 3. These states correspond to the hole states
occupied below the Fermi level after the excitation, and to
the particle states occupied above. The energies at are their
associated energy eigenvalues, SMF is the energy corresponding
to the mean field, and t; the kinetic energy.

It is ir.tarasting zc make the connection of these
expressions for the nucleus-nucleus optical potential to the
ones derived elsewhere [5] for the nucieon-nucleus opcical
potential. If we let nucleus B become one nuclaon, then jgi >
becomes the state of the extra nucleon above the Fermi level
of nucleus A, or the state of an extra hole below the Fermi
level. In addition, the second term of eq.(2.11) vanishes,
since the nucleon (i.s. nucleus 3> has now no excited states
•H; »C. . T-: '.:-.-i sar.a srdar zi 2?jrc::ir.a*.iin ".'r.s optic*!
potential gets

O



t <ffmJt,

«.«>

with

(2.13)

where we have indicated the diagrammatic representations of
the mean field, polarization and correlation graphs next to
the corresponding formal expressions.

2.3 Space Representation

Written in space coordinates, the two-body interaction
becomes (the primes denote the CM system)

(2.14)

In order to evaluate the integral one has to know the
explicit form of the two-body force. We maks the assumption
that it is local in nucleus A, i.e. the (virtual or real)
excitation creates a particle and a hole at one point ir.
space, and also local in B, and that it is dependent en the
distance between the particle-hole pair in A and rhe pair in 3
via the function u. Hence we write

O (2 15)
which leads"to the expression for the interaction written in
the (unpriced) intrinsic coordinates

r-rj

The fur.c*icr.3 s and 3 are iha (intrinsic) varef-r.r-i :r.s of
r.uclscr. stacss in r.usla-as ; ^?.i 3, rasp^ctivsly.
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Finally we parametrize the function u. which deternines the
strength of the interaction with a gaussian fit to the s-wave
part of the Gcgny force [5]

(2.17)

with uo= -26.5 MeV and ro = 2.25 fm.

2.4 The Mean Field Potential

Using eq.(2.15), the expression for the mean field part
of the optical potential becomes

(2.18)

with the nuclear densities defined as

(2.19)

where i< denotes again the summation over all states below the
Feni level. For practical purposes, we parametrize the
densities by either gaussians or Fermi functions.

2.5 The Imaginary Part :f the Optical Potential

Since the real part of Vi is small as compared to VMF, we
concentrate on the calculation of W» Im Vi (Ri,Ri) which
beccir.es (using the units 11=1)

<r fl TA

rr. "for 3" l2o!<s sirr.ilar, vit'r. "l*.= r i l = s cf
ar.i 3 ir.- er:h ar.-̂ ad. The fir--. -=r~ ;-r.- nir.s



information about the relative wavefunction via the density
?r •• . The second term averages over the densities ?», d-noting
tha density of hole states of holes sitting below t'r.; Ferr-i
level £F after excitation of the nucleus A. and T, , the
particle density of particles excited above F . The third terr.
averages over the density St, representing the nucleus 3,
which regains in the ground state in this part of W. The
integration Jclte1 E * is the inverse Fourier transform, of tha
expression which follows.

The terms of the type <n j5fetHt [r;> are evaluated in
seaiclassical approximation. This approximation makes use of
the fact, that the Wigner transform of a product of operators
is a product of Wigner transforms to lowest order in h, and
that the haaiiltonian is replaced by its classical counterpart.
Then one can write

(2.21)

with the replacements x=ri -r2, X=(ri-r:)/2. The step function
0 corresponds to . Transforming to Wigner space with the
substitution Y=(Ri+R*)/2 and with Q being the conjugate
momentum to Y, W becomes

The delta functians 5 take care of the conservation of energy
and momentum. Note the occurence of tha affective r?.ass - ir.
the kinetic energy tarn of the relativa .action of tha nuclei.
which nove in the potential VMF (Y! , ••íhara Y is the distance
bí:víün tha cantors of "he nuclsi. Tha 3~a~ f IT.Jti_r.s 0
rastriz- the excited particles to be abcv-2. and th-s hoi as
below 6F . The exponential contains the rar.ga parameter ro of
the interaction.

Similar procedures lead in the nucleon-nuclsus case to

V
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This expression loo*<s vary similar. The eff active mass
occurring in eq.(2.22) becomes jus- the -ass of the additional
nucleon, which soves now in the potential V* of the nucleus.
An additional step function places the additional r.ucleon
above the occupied states of the nucleus.

3. Results

Let us first discuss the dependence of the real part of the
optical potential on the relative distance between the nuclei.
Fig. 3.1 shows the result for a system of two nuclei, each of
mass A=64. Remember, that no Coulomb energy is included. The
behavior of VMF depends on the density distributions of the
nuclei. We depict two choices of the parametrization of the
densities, gaussian distributions and Ferrai distributions. The
latter give a deeper potential at short distances, since the
nuclei overlap with densities at their saturation value. On
the other hand, gaussian distribution have longer tails, and
this shows in the slower decrease of VMF at longer distances.
We note, however, that the calculation of the optical
potential for highly overlapping nuclei is not reliable using
our approach, since we do not evaluate the densities of the
nuclei selfconsistently, but merely add up the densities.

2.5

T

>£

IONJ-IOM M
^ ^ A: 64

• • • • - , \

6AN FIELD
3 v-rrt TTI? t r i e

Fermi. 3istrt buttons

Gaussuans

V
YIK1

I O

Fig. 3.1- The mean field part V«F of the optical potential 23
a function of ths relative distance Y between the centers of
tr-rc r.uclai of r.a3 3 54. The two curves ars based or. tvo
different densicy distributions.

le spat ia.
for the 3-a:?.e



3.2., with the bombarding energy E as a parameter. Gaussian
densities are assumed. We see, chat W becomes shallower for
higher energies.

The influence of the mean field potential on the imaginary
part is shown in ?ig. 3.3 at a fixed distance between the
nuclei (gaussian densities). The effect of the mean field is
to shift the energy scale, since it produces an effective
acceleration of the nuclei' towards each other during the
approach. It is therefore important to include the mean field
in the expression for the imaginary part W.

Since the calculation of W involves too many integrations
when one uses Fermi densities for the nuclei, it is
instructive to see, how the choice of parametrization
influences integrated quantities, like cross sections,
calculated from W. To get a feeling for this, we present in
Fig. 3.4 the integral JdYWCY) as a function of the incident
energy, where we have neglected the aean field part. Although
the magnitude is different by a factor of about 1.3 to 1.5,
the qualitative behavior remains quite similar.

I5oo -

iooo-

ríg. 3.2- The imaginary
funcion of the distance

part W of the optical potential 33 a
Y. The incident kinetic energy S,

expressed in units of the Fermi anergy £.-=47Mev in thi3 C33e
of mass 64 nuclei Í3 the parameter distinguishing the curves.
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IMAQNARY PART OF OPTICAL POTENTIAL
A=64, symmetric

fm
with mean Field
without VMt

50 100 150 200

Fig. 3.3- W as a function of the energy at a fixed distance
Y=5.5fm. The- dashed curve results from omitting the mean field
Çrom the expression for the imaginary part._ The_fullj=urve is
the full calculation.

4. Cross Sections

Cross sections at highei bombarding energies can be
calculated using eikonal approximation (Glauber theory) [7].
One of the main ingredients of this approximation is to use
straight line trajectories for the motion. Glauber theory
relates the optical potential to the absorption cross section

(4.1)

and to the scattering cross section

(4.2)

where

is •3 ~Sa '^^ . 9
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4.1. The validity of the calculation is restricted at lower
energies by the assumptions intrinsic in Glauber theory, and
at high energies due to the fact that relativistic effects
beconte important. We can state, that the calculation is valid
roughly in tha reçirre 5C£? s E s 200£F .

Mr

ID

so 100 ISO
Fig.4.1- The scattering and absorption cross sections as
functions of the energy, calculated in eikonal approximation.
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A comparison to experimental : =C on l 2C angle integrated
cross sections [3] is depicted in rig. 4.2. The upper data
points are the measured reaction cross sections at different
bombarding energies. The lower set of points corresponds to
the cross sections . for the excitation of a 2* state in one of
the carbon nuclei. Our calculated absorption cress section
curve lies in betwean. It has to be lower than the reaction
cross section, since iplh excitations are only a part of the
possible reactions. On the other hand, the cross section for a
2* excitation lies below our curve, since it selects one of
all possible excited states. (The latter statement has to be
taken with care, however, since our calculations do not say
anything about collective states).

5. Temperature Dependence

In semiclassical approximation it is straightforward to
extend the calculations to hot (excited) nuclei [6]. Since the
collision of two heated nuclei does not seen to be conceivable
front the experimental point of view, we concentrate on the
more realistic nucleon-nucleus case. To include temperature in
the calculations, we have to replace the step functions 6,
which restrict particles and holes to lie above or below tr ,
by ferai functions

© ( 0 - * eve*)« (i • c*)"'

which reflect the fact that nucleons of a nucleus in the
"ground state" at a finite temperatura T are allowed to lie
above the farmi level, with a certain probability.

The quantity of interest is the nucleon mean free path in
nuclear matter. It is inversely proportional to the imaginary
part of the optical potential. For details of the calculation
see raf. [9] and [6]. We show W as a function of the energy at
different values of the temperature in Fig. 5.1. Whereas W is
zero around the Fermi energy, since this corresponds to zero
excitation energy and no phase space for particle-hole pairs
is available close to £F, the effect of temperature is -o fill
this minimum of W. The reason is that temperature smoothes out
the distribution of nucleons (the stap functions in snargy
become Fermi functions) and increases phase space in this way.
Hence W increases in magnitude with increasing temperature.
The corresponding mean free path is depicted in Fig. 5.2. It
has a pole around i? at T*0. This pole becomes finite at
finite temperatures and the maximum becomes flatter and
flatter, the higher the temperature gets.
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4 W[MeV]
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Ih* d*pch of ci» imaginary pare of cite optical potencial
ergy for various ceop«racures

rig. Ih* d*pch of ci» imaginary pa
versus energy for various ceop«racures
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E [M«V]

Fig. S.1 The scaa fr«« path ac nueltar sacctr density versus «ntrgy
Cor various csaptracurts.
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5. Con d us ions

We have calculated the real and imaginary parts of tha
optical potential for nucleus-nucleus (and nucleon-nucleus}
collisions starting from a projection technique and using the
seaiclassical approximation. Due to the neglection of the
antisymmetrization between the two nuclei, our calculation
becomes less reliable at low energies and non-peripheral
collisions, since the phase spaces of nucleons in one and the
other nucleus overlap strongly in this case. Central collsions
are not well described in our formalism also at higher
energies, since we take only one-particle one-hole excitations
into account and do not adjust the nuclear densities
selfconsistently, but take static density profiles for each
nucleus. Thus we neglect all kinds of higher order excitation
channels, deformations and break-up, of importance at small
irrpact parameters. Therefore, inclusive angle-integrated cross
sections, which contain integrals over all impact parameters
b, cannot be calculated accurately, nevertheless, the results
seen to be promising because snail impact parameters
contribute less to the cross section due to the fbdb term in
the integration. A better way to test our calculations is to
compare to exclusive experiments, where peripheral collisions
are selected.

We plan to improve our calculations in the following ways.
The trajectories of the two colliding nuclei will have to be
adjusted to reflect, the presence of Coulomb energy. We shall
include lplh excitations in both nuclei at the same time.
Taking even higher ordar excitations into account will not be
practicable in the framework of our formalism. To be able to
evaluate the optical potential at higher energies of the order
of 200 MeV to 1 '• GeV, it will be necessary to correct for
relativistic effects and to change the effective interaction
to account for pion production etc.

Tvc of us {3.H. and A.H.3.) gratefully acknowledge the
extremely kind hospitality extended to them at the summer
school 1387 in Itaipava, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
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COHERENT ROTATIOMAL STATES

I. INTRODUCTION: The harmonic oscillator coherent states.

Since the introduction of the particular minimum

wave packets associated to the harmonic oscillator in 1926

[1], the study of this kind of states has been greatly esti-

mulated by virtue of their main characteristic: .hey are the

nest classical states among the states of the harmonic os-

cillator.

The great advance in the understanding of these sta-

tes appeared in connection with the study of coherence of

light. Based on the quantum description of the normal nodes

of vibration of the eletromagnetic fields, a family of sta-

tes generated from che harmonic oscillator ground state is

defined by the introduction of a displacement operator [21

CD

where |O/ is the vacuum state and Of is a complex con-

tinuous label. \<¥^ ,called a coherent state, is a

minimum uncertainty state and

(2)

One may also say that a coherent state is an eigen-

state of the destruction operator

(3)

As is well known, the algebra of the creation and

destruction operators is expressed by



and N x <£Q, is the number operator. In this way we May

write

This family of states has some important proper-

ties:

i) Normalization <C<* | a/ ̂  « 1 . (6)

,>(-i«i*J ^_ ,

the probability of finding TO quanta in the coherent sta

te is a Poisson distribution.

iii) Scalar product

(8a)

(8b)

thus implying that the harmonic oscillator coherent states

are not orthogonal, nevertheless

iv) they form an over complete set of states.This means that

we can expand arbitrary state vectors or operators in terms

of the coherent states. This property may also be expressed
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by uhe completeness relation (resolution.of unity)

(9)

n t h i s «ray

* w- [\lflC><*

*) i r / * * l v x / d o

b )

v) these decompositions are greatly simple and give, for the

case of expectation values of operators

- •»•

The hamonic oscillator coherent states have proved

to be useful tool in physics; in the past years they were

used in description of superconductivity and superfluidity

13J, phonons in crystals [4] and colletive vibrations in

nuclei [5]. The main point in this development, however, was

the search for new families of minimum uncertainty states

associated to other degrees of freedom.

II. COHERENT SPIN STATES

Guided by analogy Radcliffe [6] proposed a new kind

of coherent state associated to a spin degree of freedom.

Let us briefly review this approach.

If we have a single particle of spin S, we may

choose the maximum S spin state in the multiplet as being

the "ground state" which satisfies
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(13)

Introducing a lowering operator defined by

(14)

we see that, using the algebra of the spin operators,

(2S-f)!

x/z
(151

Radcliffe then proposes

JL
A

/ t

(16a)

0-

2S is! (16b)

as the coherent spin states. Here again M. is a complex

number. It is important to note that we could in the same

manner have defined a coherent spin state starting from the

lowest S state by applying a creation operator.

These states are also non-orthogonal and form an

overcomplete set

(17)

where *2J"( \l*\ ) is a weight function defined by

i+lf
(13)
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Based on the geometrical symmetry properties of

the group associated to the spin operators we can also adopt

an alternative parametrization for these states. We may take

íL (19)

and write

ty.p
(20)

with which the completeness relation reads

This means that we can assume the coherent spin

states variables as points on the surface of a sphere of

unit diameter; the projection of these points (9,0),from the

opposite pole, onto a tangente plane where the z-axis meets

the sphere gives /-** .

III. ANGULAR MOMENTUM OPERATORS

The achievement of a scheme by which one can work

the angular momenta operators im terms of creation and de-

struction operators in the same spirit of the harmonic os-

cillator was a important step leading to the study of coherent

states associated to rotations. In fact this scheme was

developed by Schwinger [7] .

III.A) NEW OPERATORS - SCHWINGER

Consider the pairs of operators (a* , at)and(a+,a_)
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obeying the commutation relations

These operators are defined with respect to some

reference frame anA a+ destroys a "spin" (half unit o'"

angular momentum) in the z-direction, a_ destroys a "spin"

of the opposite projection. Operators a£ create the cor-

responding spins. In this context we also have a total number

operator

which counts the total number of units of angular momentum

in the + and - directions.

Using the creation and destruction operators we

may express the resultant angular momentum

/ (24)
VV1

the components of which are

(25a)

^ * T ^ " + ~ + (25b>

Again we may define the operators

J+ - Jx ± L J y

having the commutation relations

[26)
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[ Zi . J+ 1 - J+ , I Ĵ  . T. J -- J and [ J+, J.]-2 J^ (27)

As the total angular momentum is

(28)

then the quantum number

and
J 2 ' 2 ' ' —>~-

" - • 0 " " . <«b>
With these operators it is easy to see that, given

a vacuum state jZ*

then

and, using [29a] and [29b]

Now, using the usual recipe, we define a coherent

rotational state by assuming the existence of a simultaneous

eigenstate of the pair of destruction operators.
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f>
(33b)

(33c)

where \ are complex numbers.

Expressing these states as linear combinations of

the eigenstates of the operators W¥ and Yt_ , we get

(34)

* -

The factor is assumed to be real and takes the form

(36)

Since there is a close connection between the sta

tes \vi+fy\_^ and the states | \i*l^ ( Vl± —** *i±W )

we may write

•A. •

J- —
stands for ( |Xfl * l^-l ). As we have seen ,

then, finally we find

0> (38)



These are the coherent rotational states proposed

by Atkins and Dobson [8].

Matrix elements calculated with these states may

give important informations concerning mean square deviations

(39a)

(39b)J*> -
4

Carruthers and Nieto [9] have shown that a correct

formof the uncertainty relation,in t.;e case of 3 a ,which is

Hermitian only for functions of period 2 ft* is

The Atkins and Dobson coherent states do not satisfy this

condition because they are written as a superposition of

eigenstates of angular momentum with integer and haIf-integer

eigenvalues. Nevertheless, we can retain (40) provided that

the range of 0 is extended to 0 ^ <p < 4-T • over this

interval J* is Hermitian with respect to functions periodic

in 4 ? .

The set \ \fiy{ is normalized, non-orthogonal

(41)

and overcomplete; the resolution of the identity being given

by

(42)

Due to the Schwinger' s scheme the Hubert space

thus obtained contains states of both integer and



half-integer angular momenta. This Hilbert space is however

the direct sum of the sub-spaces

4b =

If we fix one of the two sub-spaces, say the integer sector,

then we must choose the vacuum state \ O ^ so as to charac-

terize the ground state of a given rotational band; the

states U w ^ appearing in the coherent state 1 6 ^ are

members of the same rotational band with rotational energies

wj(j+D. It is also known that for large enough A ^ and

A — the coherent rotational states have large spec-

tation value of the quadrupole moment operator, then i.2

1 0 / represents a rigid rotor, \ffy describes a

rotor completely oriented in space, for large values of "X .

Time evolution follows directly

= A.

where E o is the energy of the vacuum state. SinceEo

then the phases ^ ^ ( M j t recoverj
periodically their initial values with period ~ when

j is integer or SK when half-integer. This immediately
CO

implies that the orientation of the rigid rotor disappears

with time and recovers back periodically. More generally(all
expectation values of the operators will change periodically
with time for a rigid rotor, in particular

J l

'•-' j 1 - 1

(44)
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ft 27T

with period —- for j integer and =—• for j half-

integer. The fundamental point here is that this loss of

coherence is a. general feature of coherent states [10]. The

presence of second order terms in a or a+ in the Hamiltonian

causes loss of coherence. The free rotor Hamiltomian has
A

such a term. For a free spin in a magnetic field,~cO \/£ ,

the coherent rotational states show the classical behavior

without spreading.

The tine of coherence is then of fundamental impor-

tance from the experimental point of view. Unfortunately it

turns out that this time is extremelly small for nuclear
238

systems [11] , for U this time is estimated to be of
-19

the order of 10 s. On the other hand, in molecular cases
things go better and the time of coherence is of the order

-10
of 10 s and effects associated to the existence of a

coherent state in its decaying process can be measured.

Finally it is important to say a few words about

the group theoretical approach to the construction of gen-

eralized coherent states. To begin with remember that the

Atkins and Dobson states were constructed from a set of

operators(associated to the Weyl group (W2) )

&4 , ̂t+ f ̂ - > ̂ — i "̂  • One could also imagine that we

select a new group with other physical parameters, for

instance, angular momenta operators Li V. t s°,-^-) and

quadrupole moment operators Q ^ (.K- O,*1.***) . Now, we

have a SOC^i) group for the angular momenta operators

and we know that the set of quadrupole operators is

isomorphic to R5 group. Then;together they generate a

semi-direct product I'fc ) S0(3 ) . The advantage in

this case is that the space thus generated does not introduce

superposition of integer and half-integer angular momentum

states and it is labeled by more parameters than the other



In this connection a general procedure for con-

structing coherent states was developed by Perelomov [12] on

pure group theoretical grounds, the recipe of which is:

i) Choose an irreducible unitary representation

T(g) of the Lie group Gj of interest, acting in the

Hilbert space TO

ii) Choose a fixed state l^i^ in 4$O , for

example the ground state vector of the system.

iii) The manifold of coherent states is then obtained

by the action of the chosen representation T(g) on the

vector I ri/ for g running on all the group Gj . For

the case of * \ N yOU(3) group one gets

which was studied by Fonda and coworkers [11] in connection

with the theory of formation and decay processes(alpha and*

electromagnetic) of such states in heavy-ion collisions.

However, even with the introduction of this new sophisticate

coherent states we can't avoid the effect of loss of coherence

caused by the (a*) term in the rigid rotor Hamiltomian; thus

it seems that the application of this scheme to nuclear sys-

tems is very difficult because of the extremely short time of

coherence.

I would like to thank Prof. Celso L. Lima and Prof.

Maria c. Nernes for their kind invitation.
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